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ABSTRACT

LIBERAL JOURNALISM AND AMRICA EDUCATION

1514-1941

James M. Wallaza

PRE 221p of the St%adv

Historical research as in recant years exphasizad the

close relationship existing betteaea devalopments in talatatiaa

and those in the social, TAoliticaI, economic, and intel1cctuta

spharey. Studies such ae Lawrence Cremin's .The Transfx,rma

tion of the School and Rush Welter's Pr ular Zdu-ation 420.

Democratic Thouaht in." America have demonstrated that changma

in educational thought and practice cannot be effectivaly

analyzed without close attention to the broad context in which

such changer, occur .

American periodicals ctinstitute a majo; filament in thot

context wit7kin which the schools operAte, They help to crosta

in the publc mind a climate which partialiy determinas th4

fate of eduationaI innovation. Yet with few exceptions,

historians l'Ave neglected to explore the interesting and

significant alva in which formal education and informally

educative jourInaliam mast and oreor1490



It -.ss not yat roosaibl* ta 'study intansivoly aud. efgeotAA4lac

. ,
ly tha whols history of the relations:tip betwoon Amerioan

jQwenaliem arld educationo Mucia prelisingry reaearch re314141tir

M. "r*jr he gyp 1.111tarto ;such brcad aynthzses can be carriad out ^C,Ta

This sttly fa intandea to ptovido ons facet o2 thAt pre..

liminary rec:Barch.

The app f;ific purpose of this study hat been to axplore,

for th* Reri)d from 1914 to 1941; the relationship betwen

two LibeTal lournais - the Natipn and the New lioealk;

A)
Aid the inst3.tution4 and pi4rsomiel of formai education..

t.

study be4inz in the ye :r 1514 with the cpening of Worla3gEr I. ;fr.

and the pee of the Progrgc3ive movemunty it ends fh

merica's ti:27,7 into World nar II. .t.i.bral journals we

chosea as tic focus of the etudy with the thouOt that ;3=4

pariodica121 would be most 4.tosaly aft:Mato:4 with the pv0-

gressive rtss:verzon which flourished durinq the.

per *)6, 7:a Nation and the New Rermic were seleicted

the autho4,ty of numerous b:..storians who :wirave identified the

as the MC at inUuential apt.: rapresentative spokesmen during

this cenLAvy for Amarican .latellQctual litataism,

Methvdo"..zsr Materiala
10.WIIMF=.7W AMORY .10111.04111100110."1114111M~WIRM

stlaidae/ techniquaa of historical smstarch bawl zfAcw

employA in this study. Re:event secondary sources in 100114!

ticR1 socatif intellectuzl. educational; ani j==rnalietLe;



history were consulted in d*fining the topic. 1.1dittials.

articles, book reviews, and letters; in the liberal jovrnals

from 1914-1941 were read and analyzed in order to trace

journal reaction to talacatiezmal davelopmints. The v,npublinhed

papers of several of the leading liberal journalists were

examined. Interviews with Tiveral of the editors and writers

were :zonducted.

Conclusions of the Study
Lowwann...w...0 .1,...wWKaseaMfLate

The period covered by this research has been broken

down into three segments: 1914-21,-1921-30, 1930-41, Tk14.N

major conclusioa for the,first period ww;4 that there was 41

clear ..iifference in the ed?acatioxial outlook of the WilsTinin

libera_s of the pre -I918 Nation and the Roosevaltian 1ibeamIs

of the New &Ipublic. (After 1918, the Nativai under Osw?xidwrIG...-asomam

Garrist:n Viilard, moved closer to th:: position taken by ne

New Reoublic) . The represcintatives of the older liberalismaa

of the pr:It-1913 NatIon were cite ott of sympathy with nro-fi

gzessive aducation, and tended to ::::.fen.; traditional currimaa

and methi:dolo,ay
Z The "new liberale r;f the New Rep ullc were

vigorous ,r1s7ponents of proqressive education, narticularly

of the reft:..cmist variety,

Thezc were also rathec clear distinctians between thi:

two journals or. the other topics included in this E..ctict

the effixiency movemont troadcx, and



t.

;.-..-ducation as at instrument ot7 chtmge, In ail crA-fie4p

the post-1918 Natio falowInc it3 athift to 6. newe mara

calectivint libzrelism zdoptvi =en Like `Noels of
the New Reat3109

lErM.elt1W211:113114

.DurilAg the 1921-1/30 pwriad thft inte lturnala gave vigWV4Ii0

Impport to tbe wakermt education neamment, In doing they

hoped to strengthen an .fiance bmtveein vorkero and intelleotu0.4

and thus to anhanca the power or both groupri, The lournaliotg

alvo hoped to direct worReraf education away frma short - -Loan,

parochial goals, and to inject into it zone of their ovrt

formist risioA.

The 1920's were also the period whfin the child-tmntered

variant otTn)gressive education tram At ito htight, Pro-

ponents o theim vew, freerl, and moxe

schools used ale Nation and the Naw RviDWpolic is gaiarl
/..1(..416 0Mba r GMINMA...,ftJAVatatO,i%11..001MW

publicity for their wi,nk. A few enthuelasts also.e.lcpressed

through the journals educttional ideaft yhich were at 1taAlt

superficially 4nti-intslioltuAl. iloweetmr: tha editotz Omni-

selves pever viva expliolt support to chilocentered eductatiori

or to its anti-intellsxtual'excmacencas, Their sympathiA4

were sti21 clearly iit: h the .reformitit 4wphAsis in kagraseive

education; and theix opas feJr rr.f,.)rut still depended on in-

creasing the rationality of the public through vari'Dus typ

cf educatioylo



During the 193 0's the Nation mad the Natj....?P.1-21.c effect%.

ively analyzed the impact of the Depression on education*

They supported the educational efforts of such agencies as

the Civilian 4:onservation Corps and the Vationa/ Youth Adminis-

tration, ;,eut objecte0 to the elemsi ts. of militarism and re-

stricted intellectrail iftquiry which they saw in there programs

The journals supported the efforts of educators and students

to advance their own interests through the American 7ederg-

tion of Teachers' and various militant youth organizations

During the middle and late 1930's the Weeklies sus poTted a

united front with the Communists in these organizations, but

they abandoned this position following tha 1939 Naii-Soviet

Pact. Throughout this decade the Nation and the nm:22public

gave more attention to the political activities of educators

and students than to the internal, curricular questions of

education.

There are certain general conclusions which derive from

an overall view of the entire period covered by the study.

First, it appears that the Journals served as a common meeting

ground for political liberals And for progrezgive-adwators,

Through the page's of the Nation and the New Republic eiducA-
Vs11110111MINNI 411=1.0.401111MWIMINItsoCalinnr

tors sought to build support for their efforts among an

influential group of :Liberal intellevtualss he journals

also helped provide educators with a realistic analysis of

the social and political context within which their work

was undertaken.



Secondly, this study reinforces the view of Rush Welter

and others that education constitutca a fmdamental part of

the political philosophy of thoughtful Amoricans. The r9-

search also suggests that the liberFAls renresenteel in this

study fluctuated leas in their educlitiona view than.4n

their political and social program g. The liberal consenaus

on education would seem to be more firmly grounded than that

in most other areas of thought.

Thirdly, the study provides considerable evidence that

the educational mattsrial iu the jeuxnalp had an is-pact at

least on the thinking of certain articulate liberals. Several

case studies are given in which it is clear that individuals

read and actively responded to educational statements carried

by the journal

Significance of the Studz
.ftwrIY.La rWwWf.016,Ma%.4%.4.M.........10"..

One may specify two areas of possible signific,linca for

this research: historical and contemporary This stady may

enable historians to see selected developments in American

education, journalism, and liberalism from a somewhat new

perspective. It may encourage further study of the reciprocal

relationships between educational institutions end other

forces in society.

Por educators, this research provides a case study on

both the values and the dangers of elliences with particular



ocl..11 and political groups. It may also allow educators to

3si:5s the historical justification for a policy of recepti-

-: social and educational criticism. Finally, it may

hein journalists to see the importance to education and

educators of the commentary and analysis which they are J.-a

position to provide.
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ISTRODUCTlett

Chapter met Journaliss and Iducation

1
./

lettf

Io the fell 02 IM4, Wandillph Santini - soar to be Pilaw-an one of Americess leading young intellectuals - visited thehigh school in Bloomfield, Sew Jersey; from which he had
graduated eleven years before. An intanse,

hunchbacked young'pan, he sat in the back of one of the
classrooms and attehtivio,ly watched the teacher and otudents.1 Bourne was a sensitive*perceptive observer, and he was not favorably impressed bywhat he um in the clant, In his report on the visit, pub--fished in the first itsua of th e

he nOted thatmany of the students seemed justifiably bored by clear pro-,ceedings which seemed to have little relevance to any of theirpresent or future needsa tut' throe yours of oonditionia4the pupils had developed that good-humored tolerance whichhest to take the place of enthusiastic interest, in our AmericantvIllol*s They joined loyally with their teacher in *slowly,
..3.aarom~Rramosiwomosavressaism~0soolosmitamomuimmeasoloosmeew

sowass.1101nni

Por information on bourne* ties the biography by Louis
Filler, Randel h Baurne (Washingtmt American Council on
Public A a re, Or'



}rotting the hou?: out of its agony. 112

3ourne tried ts see whmt palfallel this atranqe activity

(or inactivity) might have adult life, It was clearly

unrelated to Anything in the world of productive work - to

pcesses in business; industry; or the prafeexionG. Thfa

cicisest analogue he could think of was the parliame7,tary

procedure followed in a legislative bcdyt AO one spoke unlesz

called on the chairman-teacher recognized those who might

wish to speak; passivity .reigned It was baiely possible

that the procedures in this claas might find a counts:Tart

in the future activities of some prospective legislatzr among

the students. But this was exceedingly unlikely; and certain-

ly did not justify the waste of time indulged in here.

Bourne was bothered also by the psychological Assumptiovs

on which the class seemed to be based. The students were

expected to think without talking, as though these ware tom

IrfAMordwynnuaroVV4.44aLl.~,wewI r.n110101frIIMO wareseravetsr.:sorrtamemsrewcwovort.vocesommerne~.

4This, and the quotations immedistely followinge arA hva
1%ItAl a Sc'hoolroom," Ill_gjkepublic, I (11/7/14) , 23-4, This
article was reprintiff7a7fliTTglo Re ublic Book, edited by the
editors of the New Re ublirilliw or ; epurfra Publishirig Co.,
1916), and in RWITOF p Bourne, Education and Elvin New Yorks
The Century Co., 1917),

Since large numbers of articles will be cited from both
ournals, it has (seemed vise to subnti tut, in the featnotee
arabic for roman numeralo in giving volume numbers; also t
use the abovs abbreviated form for datvss In the interest: of
consistency, arabic numerals will be used for volume numbers
of other journals and magazines cited as well. The journalv
are not consistent in including "The" in their titles, We
have adopted Forcey's practice of referring to "the New Re:eublie
and' "the Nations" except where quoting those who hanT.9'INti."".145-
matter otgitrwrie.



3

.completely separable procesuen 3
. Tv.* classroom atmoophere

wqs cot:tstr&ining unetimulating, 7.1.Nirs,.ve. Learning vim nrit

sten -.3s a procena in whicll atttdellts woule atztivelv an their

ml.nds to solvls problemz,

bwarns wan *vnaciolue not only' of th6 narticaar etaesve.4m

but also o. the Int-tot-nal econc:mic preusure and in-

fluences upon the school? "Now /mow all about th* logic 44

the classroont# the economies of timeF money, and Itenaciement

that have to be met. . 0 Hand-educated childzen have had to

go the way of hand-made bmttona.' vt it an sarly critique 0Z

the 'ecult of efficleitcy" in education, Bourne declared that

there was a fundamental difference between the masses of

machinery brought tocether in a modom factory laid the sget

of children In imhc;o144

The difference is that, unlike cotton looms,
massed ch:Ildran make a social igoup; 4nd theli:
the mind ewl porsonality can only be developed
by the freely inter-stimulating play of xintlin
in a group4

Bourne concluded his r,spf"rt ta Noe Reaublic readers with
+Onos.:a..W7Ponsrefe*,....r s611 1311,41

whet might be termed critician! by definition: 'C&11 thir thing

nht goes on in the modern Ectioolrooill gichoo:ting if you likc

Only-don' t -call-it education;.el

OS.S11140111MI. vegM.smorf AinlaIOIN. away-M*01.1w., owe .qpc tor ra oamibwoviomerr"...suftve.sia ampogg WA: .1.-VINIC ,P1WiPPOOMORVX1 IsIOTNWA ...IV OW 4~ FA

JBourne had studied under John Dewey a t Columblia Univerefl7t.
and shared Dewey's antipathy dualism even thoae ouch :111
thinking and talking. C. Filler, p.

4
The phrase is from the title of Rmymond CallshRnle botAi

The Cult of Efficiency (Chil:agos Mayoralty of Chird!ago Prerml
T764-7TriirliWiTiliieln 1962).



4

Thus in th first it o! the New Reelalic were identi-

red some of the educational itues with which liberty/ Jour-

rieiem would be concerned durinq the new, thtw. decallest
5

the aims and fanctit.3na of edlict4tivni the psychological aseamp-

t.ons underlying the educattve rroceas# the role of tho t.**cher

the placo of :Ifficieytcy in the gchooLG? and the recipromill

impact r ochool and :society upon one onothert

The y e 21A11ic and the ratim aro journals of *moll cir-

culation; add seed primarily to liksTaI intellectuals* Ytoth

helve had considerab:io inflmatnc., on American thought and poli46

tic and both have given extanded and thoughtful attention to

educational conc*rns.
6

Slit no intensive an4lysi, has been **do

of the relationship between these journals and American educa-

tion, This study will explore that relationship for the period

between 1914 and 1,9410

His like Charicte 7orcey9 D. Joy Homes, Alan Orimes,

and Michael Wriestin have studied the, 3.11te1Xectual e$d politioul

....._....rargLgalthe.libaral-journalerbut-hwo0-givinn:on1V alight

4ft working &Ignition of the troublQaoma tm 'tliberal*
will be provided belowq See p* 6 ff.

6Evidence concerning. the is of the lournsIs W11/
be provided below*



,ztention to their relationship% with %tvgacatior.3/ Lawrmnet

Cremin has used the liberal jovirnalgt .9v uuurcese and tlim§

plulced the protnessive .eiltz7ation Inc2v,ariesTa. in itv

aociEi cont4-1ntp but heu not explred the awy:lent aduca-

tional expreasion;7 of t'olsr 4aei-114 liboralitms deectibmd

rozce
a

y.

Rush Welter h4ls. perhapit come clomeet to dsalimq directly

with the material with tchitth h S litudy it voncerned, He th;26

analyzed the relationsh4P of education to American pnlitica1

Ehouahtt Nnd has fmnstdored the contrtbutIona which He

Crolv and Walter Lippmann - two of the founders of tha New

Republic have made to the ditilogus on this subjezt/ WA.

kw has d?.. nded almost enclusivly upm their books tea sourcergff

end hts made but night une of their nore inflyeAtIal and

extersive jo'arnalistic He has also explored the

s

'Charlea Ivorcey$ The Crossroads of Liberalism 1New YolAt
Oxford UniversitY Pres37"Errriar D. jiiiirriroirirb&ald Garrison
Villarkgral of the 1520Ie (Syracu cuse Use:Syragaiani
Views, TRZII-Xiii=drisaa7The Politital Liberalism of the
New York Nation (Chapel U111:GriiiralTraViarnirairi Pitorst
17773TT griT7grNmszdn,
War (Blocmingtou: TrdianrUittV;a7Trfiiia-,110T. giki4
;117Ehard Gentry0 "Libermlism and thA New Republic.; 1914-164e
(Urbana: Phl D. Theois# University of IIiinois, 1960 -
film),

8
Lavrencti e7.reminj The Tran3foration of the Schvg 0Nr1

York. Al.frad norif, UM:""7trYirrefriiiViriMiciFiiiirEir of the
old and new libertlism, ace Me Crossroads f Libazalism;
Iv. 25-44 and IA6v1m.

31ft P.IONLIMMIAND

97ush wriqt8re Popmlar Zdtcation nnd Domocrstic ThtmOt
in America (New YorET-15FraiNrFTErViFirfirTEWWW7War7mViior
Fagg-tr./B-0f Croly's books and nine' of Lippmann's. Thv cday
articla by eat ior man which h4.4; raferg to Jo one which Ctoiy
wrote for tho Indivendent, Cf. Watert pp. 261-276; 379-80:
and 427.

.$),.; ..1,3,111101;ttc.

.1111W



reiztienshilm tmtwocn educational and political trdw2ght 11tho

inetesnth-c-antury liberalise! rweatiettea thm Qmei.y ntipno

but has not record:1d the nurvivell of mu di of that libe2a

ideolc:Ty kith its educational component) won into the

tvantieth century. 10
.

Other studies in educational history - notably thoo! ay

Charles Posteri Claude Bowman, M. R. 3andifsr, and Doyle

sortner - have drawn extensively on joutmlistic sources 411

Some of these have utiliued the yatiol. and Ne;e1ERVAE

for certain periods, bit mine has studied in detail the rclwa

tionship of liber41 journalise and education, For the scat

part these studies have focused rather narrottly tam tarica7

educational developments, and have given inaAequate 4attontion

to the social, ideololical, and political cont*xt in which

these occurred,

It is hod that this otodpo teneentratitifip*eigioallf.

on liberal journalism/ atid utiIi7inqj some of the insights of

books such as Porcey's may add useful information and

01....nrewwwwww.gralarowswassoWseamom scimgetesisimmaremaresac..10*
Cf, Welter, pp, 194-5/ 1981 2031 36S-9.

11Charles R. Foster, Editorial Troaiment of Iducation in
the American Press (CaelmiaTilirlE0Firal%1NPWIIIFTWarnI1),
MilaW15:5711071$1 Collo e professor AnLimr191111112p-1939
(Philadelphia, r s ary 4 BirlarfileTWIEffairri
ODinion of the Prc-ressive School COsshincrton, a 0 is .-

y vets, irM7Dortnar, *A Study of POblialmod
Lay Opinion on Educational Programs and Problems* tPhila4alphitt,
Unpdblished MD* dissortatioo,# Temple Vniversity# MO);

-



interpretation to the educational history of this period* One

ttay look upon this as an investigation into tea relationships

between two educative agencies, broadly =motive& On the one

hand there is the institution of formal educatton at all leviaz?

ori the other, the informally educiltive force of the liberal
4

ournals. Such journals, u li the popular mass periodical's,

have throughout their history aAmed more at enlightenment than

at entertainment, Although they have devoted themselves

Wmarily to political concerns, they have also sought to in-

form their readers tbout developments in literature, art, music,

drama, and other areas of cultural and social life, including

educations

Obviously tha Nation and the noEgoblis are not than

only periodic la which could be utilized in a Study of educe

tion and liberal journalism. One may justify primary depend-

ence upon them here o three countss

l 'hey have been the mut influential of the libers1

ournals in the twentieth centlary0

2) They have had soze consistent publishing historiso

than other such lournals,

3) They have with occasional falls from grace raprow3

seated the bread consensu3 of American intullectuel liberalise

One can hardly e" ply evidence for tie tie three claim withea

out first offering a dqfinition and hioitory of the term

"liberalism.* This ise of comma, an emotitaatLymohertkod writ
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like Lester Ward supported a p*zitive of for the lire .n is
pro5xess *Ind reform. Political mcyvemente like that of tht
Populints challcamed the doctrinaire att&chswIt vf liiJe:.%1 tothe gospel of small gov trnment. Thwdore tridevelt spy prIsi-
dent demonstrated e--frie .4f the social potential of actiA.Gt
*dministrestion,

Thus by 19111 a no liberalism, vnder the btnal.r c!f th
Progressive Party, had risztri to challenge tot)th thc
ccmservatiom of the step i blicals under Taft and thi
ism of tilt) Democratr. ) A the election of that yet z.
hranc)les of libarolisr4, aaeeir the Iszderzhip of Thare-
Rciasvelt and WcWrolo NiLsorif had tkeir =1a t- cor0.:'ont-
tioa. in the Ives of t..];, iztruggle the pertieana of RWAIS1=4

4ftNew nationalism 074.1 fat It 3 New Freeica may have over
thair differences retl.e?; thAr; thel coteidertibi* az4at; of &gralt.
ment. Buv. few at rho ga doubted that they were disputito:
over more than tivi mewls of I entrollIng trusts, they felt then-
!selves to bs cortteildin E ver fundamentally divergent philoa0-
phies of governmert13

From the partfriectivt of the preEent, Wileon ac hi
thing of a Pyrrhic victol 4t In 1912. The reaiitifin of power any
the iemunde of tho waT cc'ad WilEon as Arthur

t>'oellesirigor slf*has written, to "Natio:lei ite the P2 Frtsedom.s' As viator,
uerwerramorwwaxliwkw......wP .nwairac ...s.lsozoso.

vmw.cmnsermarns...ftsos.neftwg
arrerammesomoNiamon"'See

Le.ochtenbers's introductir,i1 tc WilsonisThe New Freedom fo: a dia7ussion of the are of_ areilment andMilegreemeni'betwaal WiisWo and Roonsvelt's progrtma6(Englowood Cliffs, N.a.1 nrentice-Ualle 1941Y, Mel NtwBorn was firet publihhed in 1523,

Yr. it ,- ...1.,..Vslaw., 040/.e...**00.4ro. .
gingrtfilvmmuiprzr-xwrz...rt.-:

z
A



Wilson found himself adopting and enacting much of the centralist

pmgram of the Icscr. He found it necacsary - as Herbert Cray

had propostd - to use ilamiltonirin mans far his Jeffersonian

ends.
16

In thm olcoton of 12122 the liberal jornaliats with

whom we arz concerned agreed on one thing: both the editors

r.,4! the Nat.: on and the men who were sooa to found the .moo

reje/cted am thought of supporting the contervativt

Republic low under Taft. The Nation, edited by the olatuiciste

Paul Elme:t. Vox*, g.ofpported Wil5oh as the most consiffitwit rwm-

sentative of ninettenth-eentilmy Zeff4rivonimn liNtraitam3 Tbm

group, including Hertart Watflr Li-pan ,

Walter We?:,, and lard. Straight ith4: Jour-Aare fim.,111citil

"angel"), bnketl W:orievelt and his Progreazive Party.17

owammimow tANNIWSSWAPMMOIM, f4N.CraMse. ISM .10.11114,111~110.111111~MMONO..:
1.-..r.s.a.sarevesalirawmario~

Arhur M. Saltasinger, Jr. dolor es the protean; of
"Nationalie.ng the Nev Freedom° in chapter. 5 of The Crisis
"of the Old Order, 191! -1933 (Boston: Voughton MinTIZ773377).
HeireITW-1.`vi;,7717Eriairr.the New 71/Rodblic in 1914, -pro-
posed "Hani:Itonian ve6ns for Jenrgaignds*? in his in-
fluential blok PTumise of Amerioan Life2 poblilhed in
1909. (ew York: Ca7aietrn '6.9carn1171rion). ,!ushin9
Strout, in his introatxtion to this eCition, notes that
Roosevelt aatilipate ,:ply in this po4ition. Cf. 9

when Wile= left ':.ffice in 1921, the editors o the
wation deelsrei that :=AJ hod givlAn th* t-)untry a forn of'
Trtio.arried Loos,welti/4111.: Nation, 102 012/211 328.

17
Gri2 es, pp. 0-8; ch. 4. Sot Cohen mfAra to

Straight as 'diet perturbeo soul in :earch of a cue 0 '4

Cf. Pro ressiiv ali.d Urban S;;Iieta Reflirtri (New York : Te:actosr§1College, 0 we ,:ra7 4 ,1:73, 'TEliirifTrina hie wife tft urt
active in the kublIc PlucaTloi fisimeictim al Now "f ,tom, city,
4Cohen, p. $3, 04, t9 245,. ca'A

For a fairly euplicit defiZEBIN:4 the diffvrencem
tureen Croly and tie Nation in 1.";,0, t et.1 W Kt Daaiteto rierivieTs
of Croly's The P-omiirFrillerio4A Neitionv 90 i3/3/10)/yInfelkao.VIdnItIaanbWlliOafOX 0.141WaYLIMPAPf es.wmaYnewr AxlIONCiatifsC texemfam*209-211.
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'Force y4; p. 255.

9
Honry Nay, The End of Americ*n tnnomAce Whittclot

Ouadrdagie -1,3ookm ITST":""TEETWEITintirtirf.15.0 1.2_ 71,kt,

See also Oswald G. Villard, FietinlYears Yorh:T
Harcourt Brace, 19,39) dh.
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as Forcev has pointed cut. a shift of op:Inion di take plAce

At the 'cressroade of liberaliamft in the Progrestive eta.

Ex2onents of Jeffersonian liberalism like Wilson found it

n-F:ceasary to use the positive state to enhieve their ends,

And in jolArnalism, the Nation tkv:k n annlogoui turn to the

left and found itoelf occupying a position much like that of
.

the New Renublio.

it

This historical eNploratical of liberalism and its r4wo

thief bran:lhes in the Progresmilm period petaits a more

systematic consideration of the three claims made above; that

the Nation and the have been the most influential

liberal journals since l9l4 that they have had the most con-

sistent publishing histories of any such periodicals, and that

they have generally represented the broad consensus of American

liberalism in this period.

In considering the influence of these journals, one must

also juatify the pairing of them in such an investigation,

Students of journalism generally agree that the Nation end the

nwiIpublicshould be :considered ;ointive Beulah Anidon lemotrs

in 1940 that

Most of ua think and speak of them together
the Nation and the Now Republic. Even to those
who ETC& e.hem only BY vani,.,'Irs*tms natural t*
bracget this vlo we vahiclaa of libet.
opinion, coil mentstors or the current scene.
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Hiss P-midon noted that the two journals had a certain "together-

ms1" very early; and that after World WEL& I t=e1, had been

among the first to voice the disillusionment and autrga of

forward-locking Americans,'" Porcey has written that At the

time of the foe ding of the Eatmublice the Nation WAS its

"r:losegt domestic model." James NOod refers to the New Republic

as the "companion 'Dna-al nageatino" of the Nation. Preston

Slosson has recorded that the tiro journal* joined forec m. to

oppose the Versailles treaty
,2I

Clearly.there Jo consideratae justification for joLnt

considErati4,1n of the to magazines. But what of their in-

fluence? It is of course, extremely difficult to measure

the impact ct any periodical upon the public mind. But his-

torians, journalists, anii others have teqtified that, in spite

of their re)mtively small oimmlations, theve t-Itfo mmulginalos

have bsen zuminq the most influentiel noldera of. American liberal

thought. Mcrison and Cc tiger have written that upon its fa-1=C-

ing, the New 7.,JELALLE "assumed at once a commanding position in

directing the political, social, and economic thought of the

sw..v. qPIIM~~80112" a1100110MIMS1 .00011114111PMOWOMPVIMPWWAWIWOMaNarlifilliNO.11".40.../NeMMONIVNOMP4Sia

Beulah Amidon, 'The Nation an the New FttRLItlic, Survey
Granhici 29 Wnuary, 1940)711726,
.n _ono of the fiftieth anniversary of the Nottion and the
twenty-fifth .arniversary of the New Revblic%

War pew

21?rcey, p. 174; Jomeri P. Wood. Mavziwas in the United
States (New York: Ronald Prost-le 056 -IiiiiiiarErclE7731377.
T;7-TWg7; ?ranton Sloason, The Grtlav Crusade tine After (New Yorkg

Macmillan, 19301, p. 289.--rairnFTFTYMTW-6T-TEFTwo mey hi
!ound in Cremin, p. 232? Thaodorn Pe2terson, Magazines in the
Yeentieth Century (Urbana- Or4viurety of 11175arne"Fg71550p
717611 andr. -PredericK 4. Hoffmani The Twenties (New 7ority

Viking, 19551, 1,, 3374
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country along liberal channela," Sidney Kaplan has described

its editor, Herbert Croly; as the most influential moderate-

liberal thinker of his day." And Charles Fcrcey ha3 rec*rdaii

ont3 cause of this influence - that the New Revublic developed

a reputatiols (not cwpletely deserved) a* an official ep*Xesman

first for Roozievelt, and then for Wilson,-2

The Nations under Fuller's editorship (1914-1918) was

clearly not the journalistic force which it had been during

the post-Civil War period under Godkin. It had continued to

represent the old bourgeola liberalism which Croly now called

"a species of higher conservai-ism."23 But among its readerg

were many of the teachers, pmfessore, editors: ministers: any

other opinion-makers of the day. And after Villard took over

direction of the magazine in 1918, its circulation and infIu-

once both increased markedly. 24

At the end of the 1930's? Thurman Arnold wrote! have

read the New Republic and the Nation consistently , . I can

tell what my liberal ct/lleague9 are going to say tomorrow by

reading articles in these two publications today." He added

that "in this country periodical literature hiss bean more

important than books and there have been more new notions put

neileSTWINMOZNIMINININCIONIMONM/WaharIMP011MMIMINIMMOIMMISION.

"Samuel E. Morison and Henry S. Commager, The Growth of
the American Re 411.c Vol. II Mew York: Oxford r.

fiFFEF7151377Erd iiVised edition), p. 2947 SidneY KaPlane
"Social Engineers as Saviors," Journal of the History.pf
Ides, 17 (June, 1956), 351; Foi-aiirFF447grZr67."

23
Cro1y1; The Promisee

10f. seamen 5.-tOnt. es.

p, 54.
P. 151-4, Aim4.2.3 quotzd in aentry,

24
Force7, p, 2921 Humes, p, 12,



across by these two publications than b ?Any other two in thfl

history of American letters.' Arnoldva volfds apply icith

equal force to the entire period inclIaded in this study. That

these journalu have been influential, there can be little dnt.lbts

But what vete the natsire of that influ*nce? Xt um unlikely that

such journalu converted many from consexvatiso to Itheralisml

few tmuld read them unless they already had liberal lear14.naz.

An analogy to Johrl Dewey may help t-z, explain the situatii41

J. Allen Smith once wrote, "We were all :;:elfevitez before _71*

read Dewev.s And Henry Uty has observed that '1.ewey was im-

mensely influential on peopie who bwically atIreed with 2Z

i similar pattern prevailed in the case of subscrirs to

these journals: because of their liberal interests they reld

the Nation and the New Reoplic, No doubt they en'iove ttm

confirmation and reinforcement of their idea* 7Ahlah they fo.ad

there. But it is more than Likely that the magazines also

extended, guided, end shaped those ideasG Ken of liberra

persuasion read the jaurnale as a MSW1E trf explcrinc arolot of

the implications of their general philcsvphies. The maqatincv

helped them to transform their liberal attitueen into st:DeciEa

positiona on various issuen. Had the jtmrnale canted to nothinq

more than a mirror ftsr the is ea their mtdaro, they might

not have survived - and perhops iloW.,d not have doo.srved

....mermarsnWe .V Va.,. ,(0. .00/....tetS111WHOWIC4,71,0.. *K.,}134,6
Y

'2Quoted in malcolm Cowley end Darriard Smith, sditcort, aookt,
that Chanae'f% oux Minds New York: Doubleday6 1939L, p. 6-9,
Also cite Irr4;ames, vi, footnote.

26
Forcey, p* 2 1; May: Ph 1494
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The second reason given for dependence on the Nation and

the In:114 Rept1111 in this study iG that these two Imtklies have

Tiore consicitent p2b/ishing histories than similar magazini?s,

The Nation has now appeared each week for over :me hundred

years, and the New ymalkafor °vex fifty. But during t

since 1914 a number of other left-cq-center

periodicals have come and gone. The EmIrelsive mag&xine is

one of the few of similar antiquity. It WA3 published fiam

1909 to 1929 as La Follette's tylsazine and latt4r )evived under

its present name. Unlike the Nation anti the New IluNtir, how-

ever, it S a monthly. It has never achievod eith:r the circu-

lation or influence of the other two fournals.

Another leftist magazine, the Masser,, h&c had occasicinai

periods of importance during its tortueuvly complicIted

It first appeared in 1911 as a vigorous c7po3 ent of pacifLm

and socialism. It excired in 1917, wAs.zevived as Liheratcr

in 1918, and WV3 taken over by the Commurist Ptirty .kn 1924.

It underwent a eecond retirth in 1926 ns tha Nsw 'a -3e wid 4

third in 1940 as Masses ind Mainstream.
24-

AC7 . e "Firs1,1...4111.1.01TP.f 4,03.WW

During part of the ?eriod under sty here, thD Sewn

Arts had a considerable imTact on the mre .51sthetivellv-

oriented young radictls. nthough it WAV pti5lishee. only durin4

1916 and 3917: itm editors - includinq Raneo:',ph Boill4nts nn= 114

Wyck Brooks - made it a nolA:erful voict:a emoig intellfyct;TaIe.

Peterson, pp, 355, 369-724 Hay, p. 133.
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D1/4.1rIng this period the Dial also carried articlan by Bourilv,

Thorstein Vahlen, and other adva;-$ced thinkers.

Othfer Leftif3t. journale have, also aix)earead daring the ca4t

half-century,. The New Leader, tabloid founded In 1924, was

for some year:'- a spokesmaa for aslmocratic .Soda .ism: It becamtl

a maga7.ine in 1950, aild is tofty a to exp.,:rient of anti-

Communist radicalism. Although it resembles the Nati,x1 end tha
11.71r.......1V SAN

New Republic in felrmat and aeneral philom-ohy, it hats not at-

tained the influer,c oe of the older journals.
29

Amidt all the journalistic confusion described cocve,

the Nation and the New lapublic have ct.lntinue nd o thsi.-. reIa-
f.M1.1 MIVW MIPS ..."

tively consistent coursem, underIoing 1.1rmal changes 3_;= their

ownershin and staffs, waking oclzazional shifts in sdit)ri41

Pclicy, but maintaining throughout a degree of continwity not

evident in tLa history of other liberal jztanaln.

The third claim made for rhea* Plum -Lola th$: thtl taw

represented4 for the most part the broad constneul, 1:n7 Amt:ct:74r4

intenectual liberalism. Althollgh they hays diange.

pc sitime at various times - from isolationism to i;ternationl-

ism, from pacifism to intervWtonism, from sympathy with Com

munism to mcdemt4z anti-Communism - thlly have not stlayed frw

0.11. Als.........*.~.44marmervalsavrowoMMIXMapO~WO illawnemonworworormammramopa oonompolowat WrogrI~1610
.11

pp, 322-.,t 1039 4.ite 392 g Foropy, D. 283,

29
Peterson, p. 376.

3
°The Nation and the New IleattbIic are tha only IL,eral

journals wh/dE'have vonsiaintliTeanglitsted in the Rei.16m.'
...A-40,e .a....sZwIrA)

k Guide to Periotdcal Literature.
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was a momvntous for Americram, not

educe tors arid -14'Alrnaliats with wham we conenrned.

The 64bjecl m3,-te1. eeklit with in thia 5tpsliy i?arcso

naturdlly, from decavie to decatli?I kta trtnft AmeInt

society, liberalism, and edvictItion rc direczted the

the

the Nation and the New Rublic4vorsr4........um "Lwo ....PAUVwww
V9rinr the 1914 period

journals were 'particularly concerroaci th the eff-lciet-xy

movement in education, with academic faedom, &rid with the

role of the schools in social reform. During the ninfateen-

twenties the editors and writers for thc two week4ae3 qerelt

particular attention tc the workers; education mcwiment, to

child -centered progressive schools and ki-410..4,-et- 11
olc-`4

strain within some of theae schools, and to thc eolense ot

education gait attetcks fror. u -I:,

sectarianae *lad business interesta. rtv,*c4a% f this

A-114,.,..rties the Nation and theNew' hwayzed

of the depresoion on eduentioa the fevrAl ret.:;?onso to ths

neeeci of you (particularly Al:s ennresmed in thil Cr

Corns and thQ Nat'tonal 'o -h Adai41.40-41-11cl S ^. ...; tcf.

growth of teacher tgliona, ars,3 the new leftixt Eitlade;Nt movv;r$.tr,

In Cori id the varians topics outlined allev,

try to determine both elements of continuity and of changi3! in

the educational interesto o the journal. We shall alfio mint

out as we proceed some of the wayo in which jowmal pvraonnel



inwAved themselves in varioun eatii.;ativznal

venturen. tit .1..04.1.4.A. sanalyrie th.t vnerni relat4on-

betwe-nli Iibercl Journal2 and tIducatirntal daw2opmante,

with particular attention to the =ole asBumed oy tlevlu4^--ft

and the New ReRyolic a critica of American Macation.

200.4 P.2041)0e
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1) Both the Nation and the New Reoublic were early awl

vigorous critics of the "cult of efficiency" in the schools.

Both opposed - et first for somewhat different reazons - tho

permeation of buziness-or:: fmted scientific management practice

into eq.ucational ,13orxerns.

The libarzi journals Henna - its one 'would expect

s.aurich dsfeaders c-f academic fra:hdom at nil lv-7s1s of the

educaticna: estalJlishment. 'tiowever, the pre-91A Nation toot

a Eitlite diferent stand from the New Reoublic and the -rist-InS

Nation on thE means required for the defense of such freedoms.

3) Both the old and new liberalism; were reformist, and

both mad a 131ace f:::r education In their agenda for reform.

But they differed sicmificantly on the elements of a reformist

program and on the kind c education requirei fcir the advance-

ment of that program.

An important procedural point must be made before evidence

can be provided for the above claivls. Some studies in this

field have been reEitrict4ld to particul-az classes of periodical

material, such ae 1?ditc.rials or zArtivles.
2

For the pvrposet tr,f

study it has seemed prefarable to draw on the ontixn ransro

of material found in the journals - editorialo, articlead book

reviews, and correspondence. Book reviews sass an er_pecialiy

fruitfW. source, for at least three reasono2

rerrainoweI.swaftrmovmmotami.otanowwwsrea syslemscol .040D040....W.A.ManIttramiNeMW alhefiVIOP

`roster's study of newspaper treatment of educal:ion draws
only on editorials; Sandif,..%r'fi work vitilizen ArtIcIfss zeld
editoriais.
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One could ao2ve this problem, of cotzrio, by defirting pro-

gressivism or liberalism so sts 17.0 excludo those for whon

journals llroa t Natioa were speaking, Rut such a move ticuld

be quite unsound, The Natio ntAppqrted Wilson in both of hit;

,7)residenticampaigne! it consintantly backed the adrAnittrc-

tive reforms ao dear to the hasp: t3 of middle-clews progressivimi

it saw itself tut an organ of voftratoo respectable r6form.

progressive movement - like mat political movements .eras broad

enougb to include a rather wide range o opinion* It seems vita

appropriate to identify Fullaress Nation as a spokesz&n tor the

right wing of progressivism and Croly'c nyni121.72.11 &?, a

spokesman for the left.6

Ag was noted abovea Rush WeXter has analyzed the iiiuca-

tional views of Nold libarale of the CAodkin type and °ney

liberalsm like Croly and Lippmana, But he has not sec :r_ tea

fact that much of 1:4e older libetaliame somewhat regurbihedg

was still expressing opinions on education an4 demy=acy duvin7
se

the ProgI:essive era." Thus there clearly is'rmA for ft.rther

research and interpretation in this area. A ;survey of artitIlime

editorials, and reviews in th Natp n and the lyew Rermb Lc

suggests two propositions&

A convenient sonrce on the variety within the proarevivt
movement iz Arthur Mlinn Oad.)4. Ths

~4"PrmEliTxt
Era.

nai5vi r Abfr ir; ial Falue7TnTrffkia,
1Zonf .Pr.

1 1. 1,

.:15.15:13.7a5(rZrirgii-Erf..-6-.Earire-rcv.:ay "t" Vt. the le ft, I 1. it.: 1:

Qf the urban lower clatiees; thz72 fita
mc,re moderate middle-class progrzlis_onsm of the v.rtiam gent.y

described by George Mowry, Cf, pp, a fit. 45.

7Weltero chapters 12 and 1G4.



Betwew) 1914 and 191f, Y.M.2 HarolA PL;'ller 1144j a-.1;.-:-:g

c tt-e- -0-gup-bserited the hew -4 -rt.; I*L.

Ian 1....S.ber&liam at the 'P:4N tist

matters waa reformit:t, moxe

posItion

,., 4r y ,I,

traditionalp and more inavitu,11-

iatic than th&t of! the New Remtl-Iie.

1
Of AZtiv: eaxly 1.91C lietgat movm ftdA.=4:t

4.t tcok a .awiition fia:?.w:ativa
N -at 4

lar to that bald by the Ntw Pimablic,1 mre refortille-_; mtim

sympathet.:la to r-ts -1 tir 41-% 4-, 4::i4A... Z. ti Zell; §C I -4 4 nri Itt6z-e f%?"12-` etsc111"4c 1 g

thnut eooa1 ntilitv of ediacatien.

Tha editors cf the New Republic ware pragmatic 4.1bart.lc.45,

whc: wanted to see education - 4loaq with other insttutims

used As an agwett; ot social reconcitruvtiurt, The r4.12-ci-1518

Nati,x, aioo aaw itcelf
stas a rat.l.rmiii,t icyarnal wav prAalAmp5

ita chief aiztinction frcal c;onftBatisia amervativr,o c'ti+ the ptr2)0

bwc. It nAtw reEort largely sia term cif mitoxairAm4

the lots cf txmlaitional villualt: iv YmErsemos$ivrit *eucationi it mtot-

doubto upon tha albility of pmctioai° aducation to primorvis VA*

thlags lit life. Anothtr oleo difftrenc* b4ween .t tvio

4.11r1 --N10 7-f vsati, x, s period wts in tho 1re-ter attanti= whiah

thn Nation. gave to higber eduoation, .Xt maw tho collovs aswr.00110.1044.11Mt<

bastion2 2or the chifetso of- catural "-Yalualt and ofteri teadnd

to ignore the lower gichoolt or to contqmpl.!..te. their F;.ctivitia c

6Croiy Weyl, arzd Lippmann warai '"avowodly pragmatists,
relativists in morals, and anti-aatfergonian in their libaral
pernasion," Force70 p, 145.,
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Evelyn Dewey's Schoolz Tomrrow, New Reztublic, (6/2/4/15),1
210 -1 l s 4 iir:170711,57R3rii3iirFw 74r.riictirThr4i r4.and4Aph
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book.
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businossmen and ',.Defore:, sen Forevs nx ). 770 16=, f,

4
Hofa.;,:adar d.rig-,:is OA Grimez' gtudy in placin5 Godkir.'s

Nation in the nstat'os .:sv*lutior" framelAirk. The Nation *f
...PAP

a. 4.

More and rulier men!. be an4q..lvzsel in tha 5tlite tepta. :-,
2k

Lofstadtet4, The Afitt; uf ReP:trm (14,ew York: Virltago Boo:itg, S EP
.1....w..g,....Motwort.,,:e f..07.i

trr

fl rat puolleaeu in



.^7 ,4 lT;lip .cldp.a C Ali vnirjei.; at the shod&,

vilLues eJsza5vcia leadetship.

_ shown, wAs a rcTreserte-ttivc t-t

- a
ti ar:-; Kellr-.1. May

. -tIac-xt1o6ar4

re*iqtPti the eYlcroar.thment plsJ...4._at.l.fle$ :51-1pen".-L

.1mant; areas -of lib, . . .4 V .cd==c-wt,on.

Both 15urna3f7. wt!' thuz "pc:mniarq in-

.,..a ...sotAh nae..1;:. outivAs.

attiti7dc,s. bward busine:im P7t-r1.11.,)d :..; r, z
n

editorals c' a variety of subjects tqld wt.:re

ia discussions of offic-I_erivy And ctition.

Rer=ua--,c=fcas,,1.0
,epremt..74---x-t471

°
-

factor. t07--0;V. WeV1 ranr--mnvi

PadRavors with considerrAble adminItin fesr:c "7--° P
oz.

_.
4,1:.11t.-,:.encv not tied to :5.: con.Lervative 1.7-roc-ram.

nnt- oi-ner mmczzess.ives, they 14p...re trAue...ested in .:.f"en-li-;:"-ts

government scientific conservatitTI, scientinc 1.1L-;or

6
and in other applications of ;=:cien.u4

"=.41 New Rceublic W6s thus In a vosition to ov.r.port effiUemN
.......AWO PP*

.. ...So.. ............. ...4.6.0.1,*-71...omantlfi_miomooeca

May gip. 132-6.

C.1: mall, /35; .also Smciel ===.,--t-4 e" thP,.4 z .4.. 4
fr

s a so..., r..1.1 ;AV'
, e I., . 7.}.-kk L.F a VI, .4 a !. -Jr; . ;ci t r

Pp. .14.1"";.4.11. tit" JOk "" II; 5 tri. in CI ..3-`tr

paralleled by Callahan'z dealrlf Teat s.:;x1,1ar prci7ilaw. in ;..1

c-mit(-- different fiE/4. an0 comprehivzJ
- r..1,-.-,:-. u .=s- vAe4...,..-,,,,,..., A:-e2,of this zac..yvenvnt.., hove/atter g it,* -Of C, !tt,.,:. .. 4 ., etr$ P.: .: 3:A PA J. A. .b......., ..i r.. .4-4. ti' ....,..;:, i....:.

Uplifl.: Scient:ific 2.v.iarzariement .t.r; &II:: P:tc,rei;s01:(W-vifiEZ,..-..17.3zzii!.....i:-2.?Ct,
. . 2

TCHIF-aC--:CcrITr7rW;ri,i 5...FF"C.7r4r.rri-6.3.t..itrtrfre:737 -1-`37:747.771:176-4.7ri 1- 71.--1'1*.tbree,
8. ,- . .. p

Refcrmers of Re&rm,' deals with 1,00.5-. Bn5Adels 1-7:e-.5:;:t.;wt Cv.11y,
.

and Waiter Lippmann, a'ad thair rviat,..:-,nahips with the cf.Eici'zmr,-y

xovemant.: Villarde in 1911, wis on of th.1 foandli.tx:i f..4. the

Efficiency Society of 'Oew York, (Na :r, p. 73n).,



as a means, but to reject many e.2 the cvnservativa ends to

which businessme tried to apply it,' ane s.va...ion also saw

clearly that efficiency could not stand as a n*cial tioti, but

it was also tamost .atomaticrtliv a=aspicious of efficiency U

itself. The whole otficiency pack2lge nspzesented alemento Of

a new industrial society vhich the Nation could not quit fAcc.at,

The important poInt ig anproachim?

tho problem from A'fferent directions -

4.1 -
oz recarding nvart=cas ;-4. 1.4

reach,ed aimilar

V--E New re)rir-r or eMciency in educztlmn tsp-z?:=:.r..,..

the corollary of i.?:z policy on eff:iciell'izy in industry Vwit

policy was made cIea.,. in a 1916 editorial which renorted + \V

meeting of the Wzylor Society: and which comaudod that 'coar

gre:atest need in America t:.:4.1ae 48 a. woy:eing agrePm^-,._

democracy and science.o, The problem even entered nnlitic/41

. , t.11 14
aisc.:uszalonz, a in the 1916 camnaign accusinc the

Democrtic admini*tration of aross inelficiency.

. 1 F'Yhowever, $ tatei frr1/45--0 -C1,,at and &-xlreca thdt

"efficiency : I never be popvlar catIge i America

is tied securely to re.dical

.....10.1...... oPre.e....,.ftay..1.....,,...........

4
A,

Editorial, EDemocrat Contml ot Scientific managment,'
New Republic, 9 (12-23/16), 204-; Walter Lip9(ann, "The ?tisal*

din-17FrizT'M (9/30/16), 210-13._ .a



As was rioted ear14-7.1:14 Pasndolph Bournep in the very first

article on education carrioid by th New Fnublic criticized

albeit somewhat oblic;v=elv - the Denatr=ation of e(licic.ncv

practices into the schrJols:_. had vtruvk theme which 11,.?

would contin.u4aliv ex-cress his ed1;.catIonal writings.

he nut the matti-or th scmcs nerspective sepa.14.atincr. P2fEicient maane_

from human goal.74:

A school system .4g hose oiect was littic,r- mor than
to abolish illiteracy end Y.xcewlre the 77--ore
nat.41, fov- college ;.->o-und to in !eav prz:v
to the mechanical nrganiz,ar. . The mztc:hiAersi
17.F...a developed before the movia,i4
out. L , It is so e0,5v- i!cu.et that i.-hiza

ening of tha machinery Is only in order that tha
,nroduct ra,tw be fi-ney... Pnd V'ec

:) AO bInc...4.,11'

t`On'ilige a.1-..ia1 Plneftiori :t!! ,71...way4 the line
,4 .9 .3. resince.

/0 .4,01.14:*.c1on as Livi.ng," 114.w e (a/5/16),r:

4 9/...71.,.....Ilt/0 wa;3 reprintek., nae .1 a... tyY is Li axe and
ln War and the Intellectuals c ed. (1.-a71.-17,ii-elf-T-tiTelFWERTriiar...per,

196eiT7 irFrirsIr T. :fare" Latin e. made a -oint which is, one of t..116.
themc,s of Callahan',st book: that "thereA is a dange.P.- that we
shall create capable administrators fyl.s:er than we c9reAte
imaginative educators," This was Bour..e's fifty-ninth mntri-

14bution to the New Republic its twen y-oile months of
catlon. (This-ata=fiUm the biblioranhv e:.pf The World of
Randorph Bcdurne, edited hv filrqg TFTT
Dutton, pp. n8-.130., Croly takan on Bourne aa a
regular, palu cortribv;tor bet7:rce the Repthlic was laur.che,
In a latter of, &eptepobzr 1314 tante Boakrn.r.s% "Zost will bez
exceedingly useful to the p4p!tr in you): writing can include
a more or less sIstematic; dPaling with Ail.lcational and 1.4.iligiouz
topics. X agree abscautelv with the Li }ca.. indication th your
1ctte of the point of view yo :t to take both in
education and fveligion , ,t4 iLettoti ih Spscial Colitctl.onm,
Butler Library, Columbia Univeraitv).
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President Butler a rare note of praive fr.)r opposin9 14-tha

foolish and wzong-headed proposal of applying to the teachi?.q

body of a univ-0-4sity the mechanical.testi of the efficiericy-

engineer.

But if efficiency practice.- were deadening for t,ittbe-rg,

they were even more so for students.- whc, were, after *119

the chief concern of the whole educatiwial process. Th:ls the

editors found it necessary to also condemn Butl:zr for his pr

posal that physical examinations be re..quired cf Columbifl.

entrants, They saw such a plan as the expression of an over-

riding and misdirected 'itch for perfection.4 In reaza-d. tc,

his professors, Butler had vritten, university is precladoi

from being efficlent in the mechanical or business aenne. by

its essential chavicter and essentieil policies.' The Nation

added; 'Moat 'true - And applicable :Imt as truly to

in which the university should recrerd its body of stuftnts

to that iv, lohich

-tion."6

1 4,

it vhould view questims og faculty organizam.

Iv

While the pre-1918 Nation had suspected efflciailcif

education primarily because of its apparent connection with

Editorial, Nation, 99 X12/3/14), 648-9, The matter of.
physical examinakdaErseems a rather odd Ssue on which tt.*

-mount an attack on efficiency in education, but this may be
indicative of the depth of conviction which the editor4 had
on the subject. This editorial Was written by rablen rranklin
(NY.PL).
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took a position wre 1ik that of
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t. S1/47;v4t r
o) alt. a h*

oimilarlLe.a ov the r=clzt-1918 va-1"=AR-

:gelato& questioas n$ affl^lelnry 41,4,.4.-

t J0:
.1k1*:. 03-. V117.

to
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on edur,:atiorz, arm the nocial role of advcation tv.tre

in the 4,ournals' reviews .F.
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Inc in America.%

-.4-e-3 Vtbl_,enls charge that -h.t griversitytrIteiv .
apt-; th

great 1.-7tils.ns
It lay 1;: empht=s3m upur. ti

quantitative output - the nwl,,er of

ia balk ot it professors.'
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in America as °t ha vrofotndest malysiu that hati

the weakzottzes of the Am*rie.,an univiaroity gyvtem, "

not rii"'.,spt Vebien's 41cm-reformist conclusiona.

COVM

r' A
1.

that the naiversity couid ncit t:* 4 yo. 4a 't er

Z7rt.1.-1 the simple and natisfactory .revIlf:41 ri?;!.irt

i5 thP serw.ce of men. Mr, Vebl:zm'F5 own 1-1vpcthii.a

le 41.46,C1F11.A1,,, ...WOVA

.nis phraze was v.9.?:d in the 41,.g.tittlrinI
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the danger which followa cry voreiipper of xeseirch for

its own sake;

1-11)sit4-1/(2a. " In hi

he tikes hi laboratoty and

-

trzeweAr Joseph Jastrcw 1481; alao generAlly.

tails vIa°eN

aliCLIt 4..

51

-Tie Liearning in America,
s.bli2V.4.7.46,14

was clavelli' taAen by ihygbl'ex-rt4a pungsrItt imnic.4 gtlel* 0104-24S.A. 141

the ;.;
ja.F.;ftrcr.--; .a4 ....no 6

11:asiness success is by common ccInsent, gznd quite uncritictely/

taken to be conclusive evidence in matters that have no relattcm

to education," summari2ed Veblen..5 observations efficiently

in education; "Every'item of this mechanism of teaching tut b

standardized. and made to tell a etattistica/ taltv which ;Ilona

falls within the caaprllenaiorg grif thz.: laity .° Iie sfith

bract!..ce of maktag fa&,:icatiorial decisions

primrily on thc bae,43 of 1-}s,1,1oz,zary -c-Igieeraez

Ste' c.-Aleclava .5%-)r tratiw- x.4

enmloyen and Jahltrcw aqrwid with him that aft

1 L. Sr .7, - 4- 12 In.

pzofessors were oa.A14. t his

oriented r.lcractia del(' eigt:12.

.4;
s t

Uno:uel:vtiGnably; the co;x:Kerc71a.,1..azing

adwittinq its inevitability iv; some
hail been hastened ;rld agzrawit4::d by
spirit tx1.: conctif;s3:0a even the warm
of the programa, wbJ,ch the ...14.Fdemy

have ze6istedi.;;;;.g54,111,4 aid vizP)re%taialv

1'. evAn
meexure -
the

p'tFal;:1adoic!n
hould
and well.

Jastrow'v only major the iwa Was pracioaly

made by Le.ski Am the New Ra:..nthiV...: Vebic2n asaumed that 'thv
ni

Harold J. Laskio ReirL ew of TholasteI n Vebien's The Nt..cv!Iwx

Learring Ziati Rin2.1.1,blil!-I. 17 ilf11/19'e 33,7-1f=cL'Ivw"."
mow ns -"Vi"*"'"'"' """"'" ""*" 4



Bchniar dew :.re to be or should be

Where Veber ;-1i scuaht to conceal

.; ,1i"..

t.notgang.wor vhan 17.1: 16.

52

his m=alism and haman4ta-e%Wn/sm

sf,,t.eAa o pure, di5inti:.!rested scholersh.Lr). Jastrow

1 L A
atate.p4-s=n: S3

netnool.n An00° 0,.- 60 .600, a0316 an assump

. u
tion by unvev.dtv oexsonnei of msponsib4iity for aur.laa
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tbet erme tn.

mt.
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VepleP to

, .0 ,
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__ - 1
rensv,:s-entatIvov of tkm new 4sDeralxsm.' Tho

liberal In their usual eclectic fashion, accepted

much of Veb
01ti t.

conclusion's. to which he came.

rf4r-cinq some of the

They welcomed hi s5 am ail ally fol

the denur,..;,Aion of the pecuniary control of sc.lAinco rind tech-

no logy, itv: while Veblen cotsght

.ft t
L.% CA 3 ,.70 . the liberal :tournis

areat5-zs democre.tic centrol.
20

0,easI,O,tri,g.,...010,.:". rifest-0. t..:r 4-e- r&
A. 1 y 4, *vs.

followed Dewey a 34 dimanding

:;:rtilinly man like Dot ay bad more in common intellectually

wi.th .cientiz:ts tban with bzsinGssmon: but auch liberals cp-

posm the cmalting of inazdinate Dower to any grc,-Jp. Thus

f2 -4/6- 4- ..b

4A4: o-posed Veblen'a. puta.-.5..t.4.1, amoral an faisintez-
L-

4- (111.

role f Lai .51(7,3er e.,,uca4lail They reiectAd 11-is o*sition
..); IV . W,000 4>

rf.:sear;.:h should take niace in a $ocial and moral vacuur;

intead, they in that rasearch end education must ba

.. 1,010 S71102,1C0114,,CII,00.001109

:1

/60.ea's
3F9i-

1to,
p

Ar Commercialized
The Hignt:x Learn:,
(Ths

Cfe VebieL,
The P.-xtv.ale Vebl$1n,

A.#

10<.4

Univarsitieo, review of Thorstai.A.
nu in Amexic,s., litakarl, 1O (2/22/19)0
on identities Joseph aastrow as

"Thg- 70,chni!APnfzi

ech Max Lerner
ane. Revolution," (1921)
(New York: Viking Prws,



1

dedicated to the welfare of mfal. And til;at IlieWae could not

promoted by either the old commercial-industrial elitiqm
i 3

or the new scientific-technical elitism."

1

[
The vjornals'-positions on efficiency and education may

,

DO seen most clearly withth this broad context. Both the
e

Nation mld thi.,-; New Republic conaistently recognized the need
....a.,vw ..4Pwa,a. ..t.MI.A.Varar.... .....11.7.,W0..C.

i:

qovArh-rational economv measures in schnois just as x n t-Ahifz:.

.... rzLent enternr3ses joined devlovina the use of the effi-

ciencv fad as a means of lowerina nece3sary experA42.-

tures.

But 4.. ;
44,0 at E

vocational,

1/14.1.ed. Full-ar associated %Ifficincy with

r )-qtner-emt.:cx-t* C

schools and condeimed n-sti re pa.ce_Lic,ae!

trends in

4N1Weqf
.1M1,0o.T.orw erTIMP

,,7"
on the other hand, zeisted efficiency meitalures.

because they were closely t-;ezt4

tism. And under VU lard, the NAtl_on came ..s are the "new.1a.

IibPrA.0" position of its sister 2,-olArnal - that sci erice

pc5r*,...t0

"ThesF, are rough cateqories, but th,rzy 1.-zprcsent some

of the elite trro=;ps to which vai,-us thinkers haw-A Zook*!d

for political saiva.tion. As rteez-I aonvP, membr-rn of tIle New
Republic group had an early ane, short-:;.ived falth in a P-U/.'c'

nes:; eilte7 the pre-1918 Nation had an excet:t.s of faitr,
!3chc,larly-cultural elite hut Villardi loined the New
3,Zeoublic in insistinv that demo:.tratic coarorlad to he s-,rencl-

../

Lsiane. to prevent the acomtion of unrestraftled power to any
group, however efficient, wise, or beneficent.

The above :lalysis of Vehlen is based on his writthq$
and on the reviewer's readine of him. It iz likctly that

he was nct as aloof and disiaterested as he tried to appear.
Cf. Morton White, Social Thought in America (Bi.-sti;:tn: Eeawn

Press, 1957 - reviia.-e-BIT-76/57g137-11T;TY7'
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effSciency were only creative to the extent that they were

accompanied by an extension of democracy,
22

"Both Callahan and Yengo reach zimilar conclusions on

the relationships of sciencew efficiency, and demDcracy.

But it is important to stress - as they do not - that a degree

of alienation (like the "oraLural" alienation of the narly

Nation or the politically liberal alinnation of Dewey, Villzords

am-TEe New Republic) may help individuals and group:4 to sea

such relitTOL 4:161.774ith some perspective,



Chapter Four: Scholars and Their Bossed'

Throuqhout the period under study both the Nation asd

the New Re.riblic were consistent defenders of academic freadam

at all levels of education. This position on the part of

liberal journals s so predictable that it would hardly warrailt

consideration here, were it not for one important fact: During

the years 1914-1921 there was a clear distinction between the

means proposed by the "old liberal," Fuller, and the 'Inew

liberal," Villard, for the defense, and extension of academic

freedom. Under Fuller/ although the Nation deplored ill/bet:Al

attacks on teachers and professors, it offered more thii:4

ringing prose ire defense of their rights. But sanAer Villard,

the Nation joined the New Republic in forcefully nrom-Dtjr,

organizations and unions as instruments of self-defen2e for

teachers. In short, the new li"Kleraiism added power to per-

suasion in the promotion of academic freedom.

Actually-, the magazines often considered together two

related but separable issues - academic freedom and the system

gr......apareelftlis40.0...,......7,116....0........
1,1-.11s was the title of a Nation editorial on aca&rmic

freedom; v. 102 (2/9/21), 199-TiV-67-"-

55



of :)chool and university government. Since violations of

academic freedom were uually committed by trustees or by -

administrators acting as their agents, the journals often

1.;t!d the same editorials to defend indivitivtal instructors

an :A to attack the existincc+ pattern of school and miversity

-Intr01.-

The contxast between the journals on this issue during

the pre-1918 period was evident in their ilandlina of the fogma-

tion of the American Associatiotl of Unive'rsity Professors in

early 1915. The Nation carried a rather bland, detailed report

on tho organizational metiting.s by Morris Iactrow; one of the

participants. Jastrow noted the group's decision to exclude

college preaidents from membership, but handled this largely

as a technical issue. Similar treatment wan accorded to the

discussions of tenure and academic ranking. But singularly

lacking in hie report VAC attention, to the social context of

the3e matters or th.r.. acseemic dissativeixtlyn which lay be-.

hArld. the formation of the group.

The New Revblic, however, wes more familiar with the

various forces and prersures which had led to the new organi-

zation. Two years earlier, Herbert Croly had been the only

non-professor to serve on eal academic freedom committee formed.

ir
INIOG TI1111.14.11VX.11.1

'Norris Jdstrow, "Profassors in Council," Nation, 100

(2/4/15), 146-7 Thi3 we3 comparable to the lengthy reports

on rcetings of the va,fiou5 learned societies which the Nation

carried at this time, On the foundIng of the A.A.U.P., see

Waiter P. Metzger, Ac&dcmic Freedom in the Ave of the UniversiSt

(New York? ColumbieViriFiiir157-7.9Tr :-ErFirplaririb-a"*T3/
1955), p 194 ff.



L several 1-aarned societies. John Dewey and Alvin Jchnson2

r:=1 New Republic contributors and later editorial board. .
were amoitg the found r& of the A.A.U.P.

- it is riot

surp7:isinge then; that the New ne.udblic saw the new ozganiz,

tion in gre_tdr social perspective. Tne editcirs igvt.f.rrPd the

technicailea of th*s sittmtion dnd commentt:Id on the c41-ntnal

concluding as followat

E;evcral of the eneakers seed to be morbidly
afraid that the Iwsociation might be popularly
ildsconceived as a labor union. Almost they did
:.rot es too much. A on of professors must
liff-!r essentially-from a union of wage-earnerse
:Azt .-:he new association is seeking none the less
;5tn eject analogous to that of an ordinary union.
It is seeking increasing independence for its
imrlbers hyAmeans of orgaMzation and com=rlity
of spirit.'

Uiv,ng Fuller's editozship, the Nation, wU1 denlcring

violiticias of aindemic freedom, gave little attwmtion to the

profe3sors and teacher-s or to the need for

c,-Ilecti=4.1., action on their part. ConsIstent with its moral-

istic, ir-iividtAIistic world-view, the 3ournal seamed to hope

that t;;;c. )fleni.ing r;cho*1 boards and fru:Aces in these cages

could b persuilded to deal most jizatly wIth their facultioN

and to ::zti;,e ti ``:iii socAal respongibilitielt nore serimaly. Not

atypic W. (tho'42 more vigort.411s1v expreszed then wxual)

-21 2the N s ,..1.e r
4.1*. e .i. 1. 1421.i

Univers:;y of ennsylvania trustees. it 12eclared that the

idea that. the University wasrehotValiogolher a publiv
..............,,,,,,,,, .___, 6 wimp.. ..ormawrogra.......

M4talre::; pp. 200-203.
A

S .1414fditvri,1$ New Repub.:...i.u, (if -;.e.;f1448.46.MIMmaat~C../2 AnT4Froyr/a.a0.

my, . 0.0.. -a* ow.... aeI Mt, 1110.11, " am.



lastitution . will have to be pried *ut of these 4,-Intle-

5men's heads."

But while the Matim looked to perauasic,13 as a meana of

progress in his axea, the New Rs-public unequivocally supportfld

cQllective action by educators as well es representation of

teachers and professors on school. and tIniversity boarft. ln

early 1915 the journal carried an ar%icle by F. I. Davenport

which criticized the existing system tf non-professional/ local

control of schools. The author propos,2d that teachers cease

to look upon themselves as employees and gain rritpresentaticn

on school boards But a major difficuIty in such a program

was that teachers had been too effectively i4drilled in rever-

ence for proporly constituted authority, and were thus un-

willing to assume responsibility.6

The New Republic assumed the tack undermining this,

sense of reverence for authority and of promoting more collec-

tive action by educatortl. Xn a Veblenesque editorial in July

1915, the journal called for greater public and faculty rep:re-

sentation on university governing boards. It admitted that

the tiisting pattern of contra might have been tolerable

Editorial, Nation, 100 (6/24/15) , 693. Cf. also 106
(1/24/19), 79c

6. I. Davenport, "Reconetrwting Boards of Education,'
New Re ublic, 2 (4/V15,0 229-30v Dewey made a similar pro-

agalnst the fact that the educational profession was not
represented on the Commission on Natienal Aid to Vocational
Education. C. *A Policy of Induatrial Education,* Haw
Republic, I (12/19/14), 11-12. Cf. also the letter from Dewey
arii176aTirs protesting violations of academic freedom at the
University of Utaht Watlon! 100 (5/16/15)p 4 9I-2A



foards of trustees were top-heavy with ministers.

with the passing of control from the ghostly to the moneyed

elmi2nte the milf between trustee and professor has become

extreme," It hoped that a veacf1:41 sharing of power iltight

take place, but nad suggestions for ffaculty action i the

likely event that this did riot OCCUTt

Trustees who really envisage the modern uni=yer5ity
as a public service, as a boely of scientific and
sociological experts, will gladly share their power.
If they do not, they will demonstrate how radically
their owri conception Df a university differs from
the general one and it will be the duty of pro-
fessor5 to assert their richtz by all those 2orma
of collective organization whereby controlled
classes from the,,beginning of time have made their
iideas effective,

t

After Villard became its editor in 19189 the Nation joined.ff
the New Reoublic in re:commending viorous collective actif'n by

teachers and professors. Two weeks after ti'm ArmistLce, th4

Nation responded to the nun erous attac:ks t.)n academic freedom

and to attempts to use the schools aa instrument:$ of vtoction-

ary propaganda by declaring that 'the socner all the teachers

organize to protect thezaseives and rid tto schools of politics,

the better. "8

/Editorial, New' Fs21.111lic, 3 (7/17/1 .I.:), 269-70 A limilar
statement, objecting to exclusive university government by
trtIstees as 'absentee landlordism," appet4red in an editorial on

March 10, 1917: (v, 3, p 149-50).

BEditorial, nation, 107 (11/23/1e), 613. The editorial
wa5 written by asiiiaate editor Wiliiara ,FiacDonald. (N.Y.P.L,
edition). -
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in 1920, the year of the infzmous Palner raids and other

assaults on freedom,. the Nation's editors registered a firm

protest against the action of the Pennsylvania Superintendent

of Schoolst who had in effect denied teachers the right to join

unions. But the journale having lost faith in the power of

pure persuasion to change the actions of officials and other

defenders of the status quo, gave the responsibility to the

aggrieved educators: "It will be the fault of the teachers

themselves if they go on accepting this Inew freedom,' and

allow the disciplinary necessities of an army to determine

their rights aad duties. We have only one counsel for the

teachers of this country: that is to unite to secure the

right of free teaching and a proper remuneration fct their

work."9

Partly bel;ause of changed conditio =no, partly bemuse of

its new leaderahip, the Nation had moved 4-1 considerable dis-

4- ors +2 from the positions it had taken under More and Fuller.

A 1919 aditoricl contended that the A.A.U,P. had 'failed lam-

entably" to deTend academic freedom during the war and praised

those professors who were organizing local branches of the

American Federation of Teachers, The editors took the occa-

sion to indulge ir a rare hit of retroapection: '10f course:

such a step has been greeted ia some quarters a$ a sign that

A....a...trocrore.anrs .a.MM

Editorial NEcion, 111 (S/21/20), 202-34 (Also by acDonaId;
cf. N.t.L.P.L. editi65T7 An indication of the Nation's disaffection
from its carlier liberal4; sympathies was its sarcastic use
of Wilson's term;. 'new freedom. ' Croly hzorl decided isms
fore that the new !=!reedom might -,-etter be called the old boltdfw4,4
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Bolshevist principles are invading our irlstitutions or

Darning, and it is no dovibt true that the Nation itself would.
have been pained ane shocked: a dozen years agog by the news.'

10

Now, however, the Nation was greeting the unionizlng of pro-....
fesaora with enthucianm, rathor than with pain and shock. In

this, as in so many other cases, Villard's journal had come

around to the more radical and more political position al=eady

vigorously expressed by the New Renublic.
..0Maxew 7na.7w,wawm.

There are a number of explanations which might b given

for the positions taken by the liberal journals during this

period on academic freedom and on school and univerzity con-

t...-,:t.A.M.these_three seem particularly significant:

1) Explanation i required, first all, for the

amount of attention given to illesga mattmrs. A basic r1lAson,

of course, is the fact that these iournaln were written by

and read by intellectuals. Ths editors and writers were

college graduates with mor,2 than a passing interest in.educa-

tional concerns, and the -journals' readers also constituted

a highly educiat4dVreup, many of whvIll were faculty mAmbere of

vEditorial, "The Unionizing of Pzofessors,"
119 (8/22/19), 237, John Dewey was active the woiri"761

the Anerican Federation of Teachers, Cf, Howard K. Bealer
Are American Teachers F.reei (New York: Ecribner's,
TF7-7T71-1
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n irOen poro to the 44aauceprocln imb5:s. A
4
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MZ th:J.,=, journal contended that acadeutia

f.:?edom :: rid ufliveraity government werii *'as vital. as ailv et r

P-erican be.-9.1.3 the =trAvez3ities are cwitg morn and

Clolv, Lips:mm.1, and Villard wire Harvard qraduritt4-167
fv.i1271 was a graduate of the Wharton Scho*I. of tmz) of
P.Inf,wiva-lia. Cf. Fw:c.7.zyr p*. 11, 53, 101; fivmes, p, Por

readershio of the journiAa, set:: Voc.d, 189, -Ind rorcey,
n 17c,. ?ort--ey writes that the New Re:public vita3 aimed

eache rk7, pv:lessors,
v

aervant, 3o4;.:,a1
votAI

arar
enLI' gnv-

el:ed poli;it7ianu and builitlozmen.'
Yt should notcei '..the term "libiToral joi=mligtzer-

used IA this atk!dv. r,as :aot aDisiv in the same way to 411 of
perscr:s considarede Some, like Croly, Villard, an6 thcir

S CCGSSOI5, Bruct.! Bliven aPd FKeda Kirchw3y; would pl.eably hemk
iikIntificq thew.sillvas primarily fio iounlalistay 8=o,
1;ke WaItx Lirinm.an,we,ce prima5cily jounlaIitte btlt nt:t."
sistently Soml: IjAe Alvin Jchncop were libiirisal

r/rofessm:s who became i),J,raaliat5 fox. usaryin9
,.1.riozzis of t.intec. A/.1,0 atherii like .11.'i-tviay bitrid Robert K.

lovett, w2re oroelsors who Imoonlightee as liberal ;Ic.carnaiatg
dev-iting the bulk of their time to at-ademic puxbuite.



more to focus the thought of the nation. we depend ',Ton thtm

as upon no other institution to inspire and discipliae-tae

democracy. "
12 Thus in the oyes of the editont, "Ir

interest of facxlty members converged with the social inteni*t,

Questions of ac:Idemic freedom and univerci.ty government ware

c.f national as well as personal concern.

2) The alove explanations, however, might have held tree

even had the jiurnals been *pokes men for intellectual conserva-

tism. Liberal:; and radicals were not the only supporters of

academic freed m. But during much of the latter part of this

period, it as tiv liberals who were under attack, in politics

and journallam as well as in schools and colleges. ./,/tlere W&A

thus a commuRity of ilterest among academic and journalistic

liberals. t=rimthe war, for ea:ample, the Outlook attackd

the New Re-:)ublic as o e of America's 'public enemies," cnd
...MnMWa.01.

included with the Hearst paper the German-langu*ge pretlx,

and the I.0:.ernational Workers of thli World among tie 'apperN

and miner." irr America:LI

Such attacks caTLe even though ::the New 71....1.7Alissuppost?/d

America's participation in the ware The journal. had merely

exercised its right to ha critical of the conduct of the var

and of thl motives the alliea. But the Natiw vent fattho.t,,
or.~x111,..~01.411411

It oppose Americeet participatioll in the war and want thri:wIt

16101.1r coro.lowit.anTreal V00, or; ..wft.fterIMIN I

I Itublicv (6/26/15), 185-6.

13
EditcriAl, 'Axe (-utIooks 116 ($ /29/.i 644 -6.



a much-publicizea eeltn government censorshxp,
14

4

eventst continued and intensified during the Red Scare ,Ilnd

the Palmer raltIst forced liberals to Imite in suppt)rt of! their

rights. Thus the journals' vi porous fight for academic freedom

may he ceell alao as a.01 effort at self-defenze. Attrackv en

liberals in any field had to be repulsed if liberalism itself

was to be sdfe

3) There is a thirds somewhat broader, explanation for

the Nation's and 4ew Rey ublic!s positions on academic freedom.

Concern for individual freedom was central to the F:cciai

philosophies of both the old and the new liberalisms. Buts as

has been noted, the old liberalism pit5ced more emphasis on in-

dividualistic means for the promotion of this freedoms the new

liberalism recta aired that in an increasingly corporate,

organized societys collective means were required for indivi-

dualistic ends.

A corollary of the above was the Nation' F; shift in erco;
NANO101414.Mra.4

2hasis from persuasica to pover. Durin5 its 'old liberal"

stage the Nation had en extravagant faith in the rationality

of mans and in the power of in to convince th-ase

in power to act more justly and humanely. But Viilatd,

what chastened by America's experience in World War 14 and

disillusioned by what he saw as Wilson's :false leadershipt

no longer hoped that those who controlled America's industry

4vill ar e po



.,-

ra.maration would willingly iwcamiezice .3, i44. a diminvtion of
Villard VMS, of.cmaiev 4 pacitiastt -tmd ha

a

C.S

nevez pro osed violence or cias conflilf..t at; a solutioA to
sf.Jcial or educational probIemi, But ha Cid j* in the New
Renublic in vigorously supporting effox.te by pvreosed
groups - whether educators ur Ithoren - to nonviolently and

dermilnd and promote tae.;:4r rivhts.

h.us tr-Y 15I the tInu Lew rtv-uyIllev
rkt::aktifi

awiavotoWoramin.
so...v.w.swet.s.val`L

IsP

out poliaies on .Academic freedw and on tIlachar organiztiolla
to which they vould adhere khrokwhout the period mverd :c.7y*
this study. Bute as we shall aGe later

on these mettero did mit: univrqo tny easantial ;:hange4 the sltu
ations to wh4c41 they applied theat varied conniderably, Divir;g
the 19201s; with liberalism on the dmfsnalvsp =kap rpf.tovzhonit
alld professors r& little 11---adway, Arid themg .5 the 1930'1#
tae

themselve aupr;ortl.nq an organigAtional

-2

movement amGng f:ducatt:rs that was militant v.-aciugh ztvicaeslIval
enough to bo wracked by serious f4t1tional disputas. Later
chalAers will mInnider the responees of tiv-.11 Nutio and the NeY
Republic to the Nee developmeAtsa



Educatina and RRform

Q.

Lawrence Crwl-ilni: in The Transformatacn of the Schoca, haa

Aenr-1.4.-4A a..;,4=e.1 main elements

movement: the ..zcient4.,Zie-,

Ora pm greassive eduimtion

=..t4: child-centorad; the eforigist,

All three at thine emphases were pry`: ent in, progrogsive educatioa

.$*in the Ici14-1911 ut-;riade but ..,. 1,* clear TA;a1".

journdls nr4rf04.1" prertFl4IV e; do 4 S if. 1..e 4.1. 16 ... - ... A

91eforziste,
i s

cour.sez, ft. tem -40..ab

covers a widc2 range 434. policisri and larograms, including both.

the mild, alau4A of pr.ogree

11.4 V. to 0
c.71.

41

tht4wAsh parsnasion advo-

by the% p-,Ni-1918 Nation as well as the mo:co vigorous;
OP

power-oriented reform which .44* joined the New Rerlublic in sup-.
porting after 1918

Cvemin hao 37ointed out glso the "inentricabi relation-.

ships between eocial reform, reform through education. ,r.d

refotm cf educlation.

-
141,-,-Ti

1,

H
An exploration of theva xelationshipw

are particalaidy evident in the liberal louxnals - may

Cremina pp. 2881 179.

0-P
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crats. In 1,51 1, for example, mt. J Q 111.t e Notlor ti yr.

Na le P. 041,4110.

justice shovtl,;ti' who had demanded a cor3titutional amendment

for dealing a problem whic.111 Was liolved in a mnril

4
Welter, p, 20S. See pages 283-9 fcr a full6r defirtitio-a

of the /rinseriiivAve position on educatioL Burin thiz pqriod.



. 4
restrai:Aed fasnion. A similar attitade was expresead a yulr
la:.er. in Fuller's review of rEsglia.2chools (cited earlizr),

Fuller wrote:

The Gary system has been thrust to the fore at acritical period in the history of this country,and the very nicety with which it appears to re-spond to present tendencies should rake one themore 4viapicioue of it is a cure-all. At a timwhen the excesses of the 'uplift' novemnt haveresttlted in a genera]. letting down of the senseof individual responzibility on the part of thevictims of economic pressure? Mr. Wirt proposesa plan iR which discipline is almost entirely
relaxed."'

Fuller was expressing here the dilemma which has continually
plagued individualistic reformers* While recognizing the serious-
ness of the problems 1:12; which the Gary system was a response,

he could not accept the means which were adopted to solve those
problems. His hope seemed to be that the old education, improved
in some undefined way, might still be adequate in the mode=
situation, In short/ although he had a mild hope that education
might be aninstrumnt'of reform, he was not willing to make the

reforms within education itself whilh would have made this

possible,

The views expressed by Fuller wze reflected in :articles

and reviews by other. Nation writers, A 1.915 article by Warner

.Fite criticized the idea that state uc;iversities were more

important in a.democracy than were pre vate collegea. He saw

69 9.

Editoxial, Nation, 99 (12/17/4), 705.
5
Harold Fuller, "The Gary Systmpt: Nation: 102 0/29/101,



state institutions of higher education as too utilitaritm,

while private colleges were

thair distance from mundane

nonsense to suppose that an

essential precisely becausv of

concerns: "It is mere soe.alistit:

institution which lies outside of
the political system performs no 'social function,'

A 1916 editorial objected tai the emphasis laie; by educa-

tors on "social valtlese" which might *signify an crILirely

mischievous conceptioa of what a school can attempt - for who

shall lightly say what the social values of any commanity 4::e!?*

The writer objected to the trend toward *extreme demcrace in

education, and concluded that

at present the schools are, with the best o.7 in-
tentions in the vorld, in much the sarn position
as the clerg,ymars Vlo, when he might be it

Holy Writ, isl telling his congregation 111114
they should vote.'

There was one area, however, in which Fuller's Nation was

more outspoken on reforr of and through education . T e jotxnal

consistent. with its traeition of promoting justice and proress
for Negroes - continuant called for better, educatiorld'i. oprortu-

nities fryl* that group, 8
/n a statement by Villavds it appliudk3td

the work of the General v;thication 2 .iard raiziiii; tha 3tilLear,4-ts.

C....11M3SOPIYOUN )044104111-11.A.1414,,

Narner Fite, "The State Univerz4ity Id a,'` Vatie)n,
(9/9/15), 322-4.

7
'Editorial, Nation, 102 (6/29/16;4 6914
8
Concern for the Ncgro was a trad_tion with the Ntioz'aowners and editors. ThJ first literarli editor of t111:751.1.11

was William Lloyd Garnson's son; the .:12rxent owner, Ozwali,iGarrison Villard, was A...5 grandson, 'IC, cb. I.



of Negro education. But it rejected the widely-held view that

all Negro education should be simple training for menial vocl-

tions. The journal applauded the efforts of those Negroos who ak

against great vdds - acquired a higher education, and it in-

Listed that th* way should be it clear far alI who had the

pcilb3+;o- nd abUity to frAlow them."'

But even tLis positicnz liberal thollqh it *As for the time,

%-as not refozmis-, j.n the broader sellse, The Nation's position

was that Wis:roan should have educationfli opportunity equal to

that available f-ar Whites, This was not the sane as proposing

that educatior would help to create a new social order. The

Nation wantei Negroes to be abie to work their way into white

soci ety; it qas not yet ready to say that the schools might

assi5t in tEn radical reconstruction of that society.

Thus Fu ler's Nation hald fast to the older view that edu-

cition pzomote the reformcif individua/sf that the Ameri-

can economy and polity were basically sound and that the schools

tend to their primary u' of producing ii= victuals

of worthy cneroter who could w)rk within that systw and help

to elevate As moral tone. Thera were in pociety aw.*ioiAs

problems of coL-kction, crime, 'violence, and racial injmsticay

but theEs were l'Amerily vide of weaknesses of character

9Nation, 100 (2/16/15), 187-5. This statement was writteA
y Virard icf. PtY.P,18, edition) , and while odvanced for the
ation at that ti.3.7.g was not marly as radical as ViLlard's
TIEeipronouncemeA; on educatLon (81e Part IV, below)0 Qo
villard's work fcc '.;:e Negro and eel Xegro educatio4, cf
Wresidni pp. 23-f.
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and trailling in the people who made up sciciety4 ghat vas
nee wad ne4.ttmr a new education nor a new social.

131A zgeans of mak4.ng the old work more effectixely.

Tae New Reoublf.c on the other hande w diesatiilfied fult
-4.04

onk214 -=?ith the charucter Ana izItelligence cf iadividucAa? b;lt

with he economic? of and educational .ystem Vlich
shapel those indivduals. Weylr and Lipllmann i:aw that

modifcaticns in. so;.lial organi:tation had been mad nef:essary
re:lent vast chanles in science andindustry, TLase men were

or tlIff one hand acceptant than Fuller of the imclersible
techrological revo:ton which hat: taken placer on the clae2.-

they were less acce:Aant of the comklex of social arrangem:.#1ts

leftover from an earlier period They were adherents of th4o

vie,: expressed by Th=tein Veblen that ?institutions are
prtcts of the past prlcess? are adapted to past circum-
st-incis? and are thfw3fcre Ytever :;r1 full accord with the re
qvirements of the resent."" Gin this inevitable COASOMem

tendency of ;1;cia1 instituticTs? it became the rssponsi-
1,ility of liberal: to seek environmental aG well as i31divi4uai
I.:iange.

Thus one fi:4.1e in the NilLwlezlblii during this period, mare

Thorstei Vebien, The Theory of the Leisure Class(ew York: Mentw? 1953)
17::=",-"IlrairTiElnrilireiii"«899)*



33 the Nations considerable interest in economic plans inc

selectia enthusiasm for some aspects of socialim, and an

greater weimth towards organized labor. The capitalistic eystem

was not 1 "vivert"; 11: vas not an expression of natural law, and

co03 'mad it car:d modify it as they saw fit. As wit;!1 the

cconcmy so it t.M, educational aystem. Recognizing that

schools and colleges had a built-1n inertia; men should attempt

even more vigol.ouEay to adius14 the content and methods of edu-

cation thc -.Interest of social welfare.

As wds Loted above] part of Randciph Bourne's enthusiasm

for ±e Gary -chools we.s based on his be that they pro-

vidPd new imititutional patterns. new i;echniattes, and new

app ;aches t-3 content which would help to develop more creative

inr:ividuals and a more just social order, The educational views

wh..ch Bourn: uxpressed were, as he declared, "the product of an

er';husiasm for the edumtional phflosophy of john Dewey,' And

his art.cles were sometimes li rtle mnre thall translations

aid populizations of Dewey's views, "waat, he ased7 is a
1

phiNxophy for except to paraprase?"

In Fin article which the New Republi-: carried in early

1:05, Bqur-e. claimed that Dewey's ic.eas were profoundly radi-

cal; tkar. was "in the'paradoxice, sit.lation of a revolutitm-

ist with hl innate contempt J for pro?agando." Dewey's pliLlosvOy

Botme, Educaticn and 1.421.11.20 p. vi.
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embodit-d "some of the wisest words ever af4t to paper.4

Bowen?. admir-ad Dewey f,Dr bringing order out of social and

intellernual chaos. Re had dsminstrated *the unity of all

d,:moczati... strivings, the social movement, the new educational

tha freer ethics, thQ popular revolt in 0

and th applIcability to all of them of 4cientific method."2

!flit the readers of the New Rerie ublic did not receiv*

Dewey s idea: only 'in translation.' Dewey spoke for himself

in ovr.. fifty-two articles, notes, letters, and reviews which

he wrote for the journal during this period.' Ruch of this

mass of material, particularly before 1918, dealt directly or

incido.taliy with eduction. 1z his articles, Det-,:ey missed

few op.ortunities to promote his viel, of reform of and through

educat:on. kie wati particularly outsix-ken in his cpposition

to att.wAs to sei.arate vocational an f: liberal edtcation. In

his fi:s1 New Reprlic article he dancanced such attemtv rte

part 1m effort 'co make education 4 !:)rop to an unjvist

economix system;

.........e.07.1.1. ...re 4.1011.0<1.0110GMCIIIINSIPI.

'Bourne: EJ(An Dewey's Philobophy,* NelotEmplics 2
(3/13/L5)v 133.

.?or a :-;omplte listing of Dewey's articles fkie Milton
Thomasr John Dewey; A Centennial Bl.bliography (Chicgo Uni-
versity of Cr;icagc Press, 1962) pr, 41-63. Groff conkiin
wrote it 1936: "JcIn Dewey, next:. tc the editors themselves,
has berA the N.R.'i most influent= a'. contributor His famous
serie7, ;11 essays cn China, and ones lin Russia, Mexico, and the
Near ae well as his frequeat aiticles on education and
politiial philosorhy, have helped to ;et thc gone of the
journa all throuo its history." Tha New 1.1rublic.,h.litholo"-zi
1915.1)35, (New ',:irk: Dodge PublisFaTie. iVICT7 Pewey
1721.7Thntributins editor of the jouraal from 1922 to 1537.
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Every ground of public opinion protests again:4f
any use of the public school system which takes
for granted the perpetuity of the existing indus-
trial regime, and whose inevitable effect is to
perpetuate it, with all its antagonisms of
player and empioyedg producer and consumer.

an article carried by the journal fouremonths later,

74

Dewey gin objected to the idea of dividing the school system

.:Ito academic and vocational branches. Such proposals were

based on the desire of conservative groups to establish a strati-

fied society, if successful, such splits would make it easier

for further divisions to occur along religious or national-

origins lines, and the schools would lose their role as unifiers

of culture. 15
Here, as in hit other New Republic articles,

Dewey expressed one of his central educational ideas: that the

schools should not be passive reflectors of social trends -

that they had an obligation to resist and counteract the

rigidities and injustices of society,, not to reinforce them.

While Bourne and Dewey were calliag for reforms teithin

the schools which would enable education to promote desired

social changes, Walter Lippmann - as Rush. Welter has pointed

4*D'eye "A Policy of Industrial Education," NewRepublic-
I (12/19/14)e 11-12.

15
Dewey, *Splitting Up the School System," New.Republick'

W17/15), 283-4.
Bruce Bliven, who was an editor of the New Reiublic

=ring most of Dewey's association with It, hargE7 t at the.
journal's positions on educational Issues were in close
harmony with Dewey's. Bliven has noted also that Dewey wrote
in "clumsy English," but that he knew he needed good editor
and never complained about the drastic revisions that his
articles often required. (Interview with author, 8/23/65).



(nIt - was calling for a more educative politics. 16 Lityomaz:n

tried above all to be a realist - to assess correctly man's

limited rationality. Yet he joined hig interest in charis-

matic leadership and in the use of myths in guiding social

groups with a.consistent call far more educational prow-

dules in politicss.

Lippman!: recognized that the liberal Jeffersonian ideal

of qovernment was no lonaer viabler that is politics thetre

must be "insiders and outsiders - leaders and followers.

ills 4,1 he blames the failure o.Z many of the adminiatratfLve re-

forms of the progressives on the fact that leaders had ItiIed

to enlighten the piolic properly on the issues: Chu power

which has educated the insiders has left the outsiders unin-

;formed. So they listen to the largest hope and follow the.

most magnetic personality,' 17

I.

Throughout his lif, Lippfnaru has carried on a dialogus

with himself concerning the ratictnality of marx, He has mos;ed -

in his political thought - between the extreme positions of

elitism and educationalism. But during his association with

the New ±.22ub1ic, his emphasis was on the need fcr an elector-

ate as broadly and es realistically educated as possible. Re

fully understood the egocentricity of man, the role of tha

unconscious in motivation, and the public's susceptibility

Cf. Water, pp. 271-6.

17
Lippmann, "Insiders and Outgiidevs,' New VReEublir.;, 5.11=114~OVirMI 714.4%11, 4.11. We

(11/13/15), 35-6.

c"



to.propaganda, and yet - because he retained a basic faith in

the democratic process - he persisted in the belief that: fun

could be educated well enough to enable a free society to

function..
16

As in the case of the other issues dealt with in this

paper, the Nation under Villard's new leadership came to ex-

press a position on education and reform similar to that of

the New Republic, After 1918 the Nation ceased to sive space

to peevish traditionalists who bemoaned the increasing "sociali-

zation" of education. Instead there was a growing enthasiasm

for such ventures as the New School fdr Social Research and

the Boston Trade Union College.19 There was encouragement

for "the effort to relate the universities more closely to

community needs and of spontaneous movements among the workers

themselves for a full ,educations . opportunity." Such educa-

tional innovations encouraged the hope that America might

In Drift ancliltstm, for example, Lippmann ntcognf,led

the role orEHTTiliccelsclous in politics and :safe, but advo-

cated 'the substitution of oonscious intention for uncon-
scious striving." (p. 14e) Of all Lippmann's books, Drift

arid- wr4s closest inifpiilt

fEmarW4-herj?lic articles.

19William L. Stoddard, "r he Boston Trade Union Collemse"

Nation, 109 (8/30/19)0 293-300. Cf, also 106 (5/4/1$), 541-3,

;;F:Eiga review of fifteen educational books showed considers .1

sympathy for progressive innovations.



eventually emulate the French in recclanizing 'the moral

6Aigation to be intelliernt,"2°

An editorial note in early /921 indicated how the various

elements of the Nation's new educational outlook could con-.I.Mkr11.....-

vcrge. The editoxs praised a recent convention of the American

Federation of Tfttch.srs ybich had adopted 4 liberal oolicy

Americanization programs in the schools, The assemb/ed teachers

Iwd taken i stand in favor of cultural pluraliam; they had rw-

jected the view that Americanization meant discArding the

"negative" traits of the immigraAts and adoptivl the Anglo-

;,';axon characteristics cf the "true' American. In their brief

tat :meat the editors demonstrated: (1) -their sympathy for a

unionized teaching profession; (2) their reject of a narraa

chauvinism as a policy for the schools; and (3) their e1 et

that the schools should function as cIitica of sof;i=ty. They

concluded:

Whatever demagogues may do, teachexs have a more
self-respecting task than to prais;: the country
for qualities which it does not po,;sess; it is
their obligatthri to point out the :lation;1 short-
comings as well as the national vi:7tues."

.1

..tie editors anc contributors of 6...te ocAl.on /;SE c;,emrlv;
01 . Ira, aft

4 --;come to accept he -new libek.al o_ vwsleo tha... the
,

schools should go beyond cultural tx-anamissiln mad engage in

thAa 1...rocess of cultural tzsnlfnmatiOnt_ DAathere wa§less

OINI/111111.1../.11111011111.01110101M10 00 /114.11111001141.64011111

2OReview, "Books in brief, 4 Nation, 11 (9/4/20), 277.
The reviewer was Dorothy Brewstpr=ra. N.Y,P.L. editiond

2 1Editorial
no:tat Nation, (2/23/21j, 279. The not

was-written by Carl Van Dorei. e&tion.)



isanimity concerning the part that education could play in

social change. Some contributors, like iarold Laski, expressed

the rather extravagant hope that formal educational institutions

might - even iA the short run - nake the difference between

success and failurn fo:f societv, Laski clooed a 1920 article

on "Brttish Labor and Direct Action" with the declaration that

the Labor Party nezded 'above all to embark upon a far ere

ext-nsive educational po nlicy. One gets tho se se in

EilglaLd that we are rurning a race between education and revo-

Li.itior. if labor gives to inztitutions like the Workingnena

Educa;ional Az5seciation the support and funds they deserve,

some 4ay out of the present chaos may be found.'

the same year, M. H. Hedges - more disillusioned, per

haps - raised grave doubts about the reforming power of the

schooli:

Educaticn is not . . an extra-social process
by which society is const:"Intly freshened sad tran4;-
formed. l'ither it lies within society and tends to
reprodtwe in miniature the sooietv which has borne
it.

But Hedr?es was referring to egisting educational instituticno,

which piomoted either the Putitan ideal Ocelestial propaganda')

of Joaeo;han Zdwarda or the utilitariara ethic of 714njamin

Franklin. He had a hope - albeit a faint one - that theso out-

worn viaws of education might give way to *a pioneering spirit

more suited to the modern age If colleges could begin to

Aa.~[J.c.w"..,Aelww
r'ask t! 4..

0_.e1 , 1f4h Labor and.Direct Action:" Mation: 106
(8/21/;.0), 214-15.



"supply studi:mts with a sense of a 'total universe of good'

taat is not fictitious, and to awaken in them the will to

act in behalf of that universe," there might be gro-ands for

optimism, But Hedges could not sustain so sanguine a view,

and concluded rather dimly that "the chances for the colleges

to answer the need of this generation . . are small."
23

Hedges may be taken as a convenient exemplar of the edu-

cational views of many post-war liberals. The experience of

vat abroad and reaction at home had deepened the liberal con-

viction that society was in need of drastic reformation; the

hope that education might be an agent of cultural renewal

would not die; and yet there was the note of pessimism - the

sense that what education should do it actually would not do.

It was this sense of pessimism that strengthened the flight

of many liberals during the 1920's from politics to aesthetics

and of many educators from "reformist' to "child-centered7

schools and curricula. 24

Iv

In 1918 the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary

Education issued its influential report, the Cardinal Princiolet

M. H. Hedges, "The Teacher's Real. Dilemma," Nation 111
f8/21/20), 214-15.

24
Cf. Cremin, ch. 6; also Sidney Kaplan, "Social. Engi-

neers as Saviors," Journal of the History of Ideas, 17 (June,
1956), 347-369. FoCTIFaTITTEEFFErgBZWZ5KEfirjournals
regarding the effects of the war, see;:the Nation, 111 al/3/20)
48g.



of 1;ccondary Education.sr. 25
Early the following yeat, the

editors of the Now Republic published their reac-:ion to the

report in an editorial which may be taken as the iefinizive

expre:.sion of their position on education and refo:Al in the

early post-war period. Characteristically, the edl.:ors

alcried to the document a more radically reformist t ;7$t than

was r:cbably Intended by its authors. The editors act.:A that

Amer-. ca had always relied on education as "the chief oulvilrk

of 6:mocracy, but that the school had functioned in a laroly
se:.1f-crrrectina social economy. But society was no Icnger.

si:qf-iproving, and both conservatives e.nd radicals we re de-

mandi:g that the government assume a greater role in moral

and p.litical education in order to keep the social. mahine,ry
runnii:g. This demand implied "both a radical break with th4i.

past ind a long step toward collectivism in education." 26

tiowever, conservatives and radicals disagrg.:ed on the

ideals and methods of education. Conservatives glorified

discpline, obedience, and.an unexamired loyalty to an un-

queE;ionad authoriq, They believed in as 'intellectual vaii(ze
powEr" keep the people on the "charted paths of virtue and
trttl.' Radicals, on the other hand, emphasized the reform of

4D
Cf2 I. L. Kandel, American Education in the TwentiethCent.ary (Cambridge; Harvaiaiversily Pre.4s,"-MM713,777r2r,174.for a conservative interpretation o Cni5 repc17t.The Coranission was appointed by the National EducatiQnAus,ciaoni

26
:hi5, and the succeeding ruotatiolst are fron cei-tor:31 intitied "Americanism in 1:4u-cation?' Ne-4

,....Awf .0 ...4*4 9 C5/1:119), 3a-40.
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institutions, not the demand for loyalty: 'Social education

must . . start from the idea not only of the decrepitude' of

the old education but from the aross deficiencies of the

affiliated social economy." In this context the editors

cited the recently-enunciated Cardinal Principles as an appro-

priate ideal for America's educational enterprise, b).:44 recorded

tfte sad fact that "our existing educational system fails

flaurantly to realize that ideal." In order for the Commission's

goals to be achieved, the schools had no choice except to active-

ly accept their roles as legatee institutions. The state .should

"guarantee to all its citizens through the schools the economi

independence which its social economy has failed to guarantee."

Rush Welter has pointed out that in conservative hands

such doctrine can make education a substitute for reform rather

than an adjunct to it:

What sophisticated business practice has accom-
plished, indeed, is to as the competitive
democratic values o Jacksonian and post-jacksonian
liber4lism with the modera business system by
improving educational opoortunities for personal
success within it and leading to it, In effect,
progressive businessmen have transferred economic
individualism from husiness to the schools and
thus reconciled ;'1,a4r iInovations with traditional
American values.'

Realistically recognizing that an open educational systea

might help to preserve a closcd emnomy, conservatives have

ioined liberals in support of education.

But the liberal editors of sue New Renublic saw a deeps.,..

Tr--Welter, p. 301.
411,41.1"01,
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social role for the schools. They recognized that power was

unequally distributed in the American system, and that power -

not persuasion - was the key to progress for suppressed groups.

Taus the state should "through its schools deliberately confer

so far as possible the substance and opportunity of power on

all its citizens." By so doing, the government would itself

"serve as the chief agency of radical but remedial social

citange." The editors - after their vigorous presentation of

these essentially Deweyan doctrines - closed quite appropri-

ately by letting Dewey speak for himself. The goal of the

new educational system would be, in his words, "to produce in

schools a projection in type of the society we should like to

realize, and by forming minds in accord with iti.gradually to

modify the larger and more recalcitrant features of adult

society."
28

The school, then, was to be the growing edge of culture,

It was not to mirror existing society, nor was it merely to

take some of the strain off the existing unjust system (tild

thus enable it to survive. It was - within the limits of its

own freedom of action - to mold itself in the image of demo-

cratic ideals; it would then be able to produce individuals

with enough freedom and power to help move society along in

desired directions

The editors were quoting from Cewey's Damocracre
Education (New York.% Macmillan, 1961- let ediEriaTTC-Wrf



The New Republic had thus kept the liberal faith. It;

spite of the war, in spite of the twilight of idols" stach at

Roosevelt and Wilson, the editors of the NeT±.22221b_LE still had

confidence that reform and progress were possible: that the

school could transcend its social context enough to enable it

to play a significant role in social reconstruction,29 If tho

vigorous, optimistic enthusid'sm of Bourne's early educational

articles was no longer possible, yet the core of the faith

still Jived, The emotional edge of the progressive faith

may have been blunted by the disillusioning experiences of

the war years, but still the editors of the E2EIwyblic 1!/e-

lieved that man was potentially educable and rational; that

institutions retained some malleability and plasticity; iind

that there vow still effective work to be done by an educative

journalism and a socialized education&

The phrase "Twilight of Idols" was originally the
title of an article in which the disillusioned Bourne in-
dicted Dewey for his support of the war. The article has
been reprinted in Bourne `s War and the Intellectuals.



C:iapter Six: Efficiency, Freedom, and Reform

The Nation -aas in its forty-ninth year when it was jnirsod

in the field cf liberal journalimn by the New 7.rubiice

Godkin's original proapecttls for the Nation had, in 1853.i-, da-

clared as one of the journal's main purposes the firing of

public attention upoll the political importance of popular

education . . This concern for educational matters tra

still more than evident in the years after 1914.

Dorothy and Willard Straight, wh* provided the funds for

tne founding of the Newatablic ist 1914, were also lrofoundly

interested in education. In fact, according to Waltsm Lippmanu,

they originally coaferred with Herbert Croly, not abc!ut foundlin

a journal, but about starting 'Isom kind of school, perhaps a

university to be located in Washington and to be devoted to

education for the public service."2 The decision was nade iastead

Quoted ln One Hundred Years of tha Nation:. A Centennial
2,.n.t.ho Or' v Henry M e C-40 y-0%04 Yoric -Pia.craftritri:ire..:..

2.
waiter Lippmann, "Remark on the Occasion of this :ii7mcaal'io

50th Year," New Republic, 150 (3/2l/64, 14. The idea far sacY
an institutia-TaTEW;:fe-derived from Croly's prfmosal for 'A.

Great School of Political Science," set forth in an article by
that title in The World's Work, 20 (May, 1910), l2687-6., MN MAea



to start a journal of opinion, but the motivation for this

venture was equally educational. In fact throughout the

history of the New Republic, one notes a tendency to pair

journalism and education as powerful agencies for progress

and reform. On the first anniveroary of the weekly; in 1915,

the editors listed among their most important duties the need

to "adv)cate better schools and press " And near the end of

the period covered by this otudy. in 1939; the editors applauded

the joint statement of a group of journalists and educators on

behalf of democracy and free inquiry. They quoted extensively

from the docuw.Int/ which concluded:

Our role is to fulfill our true function as
educators and journalistsin a democratic
stciety by keeping free &_the" channels of
knowledge so that the people can examine the
facts with the critical spirit necessary for
intelligent appraisal and choice.

The edi-rzore closed their editoriai by declaring that "the

educatcrs and publicists have got to start Serving" in the

defcnse of democracy. 4 In these cases anti in others the

editor:; made clear their belief in an alliance of journalists

and eiscators as the best hope for progress and refo=.

a is evident that the isitare2t in adtwation.Wwwn by the

jourrils between 1914 and 1921 waa: lft the case) of the Natlanj

the c:.ntinzation of a lvng-atanding trgidition; and/ for thy;

New public, the beginning of another, But while theao......1~rt .0111.60
3..........r,...

"Quoted in "The New Republic; 1914-1954W stew Retiblic;
131 :12/6/54); 17.

4Editorial, 'Teachers* Manifesto/P New Rtpublic, 93
IOWA/444W off.a wr.rtsMM
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institutions and prooessei of education were of continuing

interest to the journals, they tended to focus upon particular

aspects of it during various periods, During the eight years

surveyed above. the Nation and the New Republic gave special

emphasis to the efficiency movement in schools and colleges,

to problems of academic freedom and to the role of educational

instituiions in the drive for progress and reform.

It is appropriate here, before moving on to the nineteen-

twenties, to survey briefly the major findings of the preceding

chapters and to attempt a preliminary assessment of the role

and effects of the liberal journals in regard to educational

matters, The chief conclusions to be derived from the research

reported above are easily summarized:

The first and most significant finding is that thtre was.

not during this period a simple one-to-one correlation between

political liberalism and educational progressivism. The variety

within political progressivism was reflected in a similar

diversity of educational positions, This study has utilized

two influential journals as indices of liberal thought on edu-

cation, and has determined that the Nation, while acting as a

proponent of the Wilsonian "New Freedom," was often suspicious

of progressive. developments in the schools; the New Reziblip,

oa the other hand, which was a spokesman for Roosevelt's

"New Nationalism" was a vigorous partisan of Deweyan educational

progressivism, This conclusion is further strengthened when
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oLfa notes that the Naticns 1918 shift to a pcaitical

more like that of the New Republic was c.'companied by a move-

ment towarde greater sympathy for progres3ive education as well.

Th,7- aLcAre finding wao suppc,rted in varying degree5 in throe

specifSc cas-.1 stiAdies. In the fi-rst, it was determined that

both branches of iiberaliamc as rapetasented by the two joum4A,

were suspicious of the elficiency movement in education, The

pre-1918 WItion resisted scientific managemera as the incursion

into the sclools of the indllstrial-comnercial ethos which it

found so ditistosteful; after Villard took over direction of that

jolrnal it mwed closer to the New Reublic's position that

efficiency was to be admitted to the schools only as an in4tru-

ment of pros ressive democratic valuea.

Secondly, it was noted that both journala c,:insiotently

supported a ;Teeter measure of frtedcm for instructors at ail

lova/s of th-. educational establichment, But until 1918 thi

Nation clung to the hope that scho.)I boards and university

trustees could be rationally persuAded to dead more justly

with their staffs and to gradually grant them more autonomy;

after the journal became a spokeemao fcr the 'now lib :a:4

it joined. t± New Reoublict in calling ttx viaoroutt vrganizatonal

efforts and use of coercive power by teachers in palwait of

their profs5ional goals.

Third4, both journals believed throtIghovat the ptriod that

schools am:, c%iilleges thould be instrumnts of reform. 13vA: aqaa

the new and old liberalism expresaed t,i8 imptylse
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4 -ndi l Lort;.tiv. Fuller's Haticrn hoped that the schools might

turn out more ethical individuals who would raise the moral

tone of society and polltics. Villard's Nation and Croly's

Rty:aublice o.z- the other hdnd, thought that Incad-gauge

rotoms Were ix order,-and promottld educationAl institu

tions and cvrrii:.-ula which woo 6 how-fully net in motionsuch

fundamental economif! and pe,Iitical cbanges.

Since the policiai:1 of both the 'New Freedom' alive the tzet.e

Nationalism" have been subsumed above under the general Ile ding

of liberalism, it is worth asking what was common to the educa-

tional positions of both. Perhaps the fundamental element of

continuity between their educational views, as expressed in the

Nation and the New Republic is that educational institutIonswJ 54,..

should be in but not of" society While schools and colleges -

iike other institutions - were Lhe products of the largw? vocial

order, they had an integrity and ay. independence of their own.

They could not fulfill their social functions by bligidly and

ilncritically transmitting the ac:cepted values, traditioms,

techniques of the culture. Only h? maintaining a certain eais-

tanct: from existing tiocial valuet; t;ould they really servo

society.

This basic.? convIction wnilcd j.tself out in differcsAt wave*

di



The "old liberalism" repreoented by Fuller att-mpted stancz

somewhat aloof from the develoning tech.:Ili:al And indnstrial

or&lrf with its corrupt political manifetations. The Ndtifm

,i.urfng this period attImpted to improv=i1 :;f_lciety by h:..q.ding

fac.t c traditionl clUtural valvies,

"0-,iew
any.. ...J.-a, .....

hand,%. .
EAld the r.lost-1913

.1.1111./.
af.1 OA

that the old tradition in ,achication !Aras nc longer

viablo; but the "aPw 14bPrale-were also alienated fzora tivzs

conserNiative, bui;iness-clominated

found t'nenP1".x-= They cd.,./er.1 to.s a raaaue

that of gentr.il classicism

ey "11.1-1 on the -1 balm

end of

%tet-.41

e'e""7.P.v.V'''t4"5-4i ,, ^ al, 4017.: ,

to refcrm thamselvRP in lei ;.v Vo

form creat'_ve communities 1.thich could assikt. in the growth ot m

or hxriane aad more just society.

Thus the iournals urged the achools to be selectiw In

choosing those aapects of cultrare most worthy of transmisO.on

and extension. This was particularly evident in their r)ori-

tions on efficiency in education.. both (21d ar.d new

adml:ted Calthuqh. the Natiim Eamevtat Kelyctantly) that*aMMNION

schools naeded to adopt some of the efficiency meautires which

seemed so effective in business and in!ustry, B%.1t both urge4

the schoolo to do so with dizeximne.ti.or - to use .mss. too1A 04

efficiencv but to reject the cons6rvivc.tve political idaolt;ay

in which the efficiency !Tioftemat he4zome enmeshed. Ts vs Sr

an o.t:a when periodicals like the #. f Sirven in- PocaV
r

the I4 dies 1 ome Journal were calliLa OA schcola to make a
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wholesal,a adopti.rwl scieatific management pra-.vtiezz, thq

l'oeral iournalx - somewhat syspicioua of populew:

gc-as - un'ed their usi.: with Tesil-raint and sa7 ectilF4tw

1(nportant? the New Rel"ublic and Villard's Natir.,n inoisted that
gft: I

any atilization of zcientific efficiency practicea in the sthoola.

ba auc=panied by incrgaged dewocratiaatim of -_he.6141u0a-

tiontil systamG

The above examples illustrate the importance of having

iournals defendine, va.l.ues sornawat at variance withIt.pb U

thos of the larger society Another example may be offered to

demonstrate the importanye of diversity ..If opinio?.1 within theiel......e.1600.a

liberal group. Cremin has pointed out that one of the key weak-

nesses of progressive education lay in it "inordinate demartda

or. the teacher's time aFol abil3ty."6 chair enthusism for

the innovations being made in education, many partiaans of the .

mwement - including meTbers of the New 7ezublic croun - failed

to detect this weaknesE. But Fuller's Ntion, lacking sympathy

wick, the urogressive trend, and seeking Jjawa in it, f.'. -:.w the

k..tilation clearly and vigorously called attentiori to it. Had

his criticisms, and similar ones made by other observe.f.-s, been

accepted and responded to, the progressivn education rcwment

might have been able to devote areater attention and e.!fort to

5Cf. Callahan, pp. 52-53 regarding magazine suppw:t ton
the efficiency mxiement in education.

6Cremin, pp. 348-9.

7
Cf above, p. 4 and p. 39.



inacvimive teacher educatim - or at 1t: ?t to had bacA

pri ;:narriular refoms until highly-e.tillfrA teavhc311s. wet-e

able to make their success more likeiy.

The Ncilticn's and New 1;eptiblicie vigorous; deZarlsra c311. acadsie

freedoa him boati cxplamd li2Avth abovo, but it ia Aotgav2
=

.-

A:10441 0141% Qamp a; liha filNeg 610 ths jaueniAle poziti= oaaa 244a

the fact that they were themeelves the db4ects of illiberal and

anti-intellectual =tt.acks. dissen-cient position of vze

Nation on World War and of both journals on economic and...... 1
ti cal issues exposed them to the same kind of harass:Tent to -which

:adi4:al and pacifist educators were subjected. Dcubtless the

:;,1: rnals would have defended academic freedom even had they been

intellectual spokesmen for the status quo; hut it is ooze than

likely that their own sense of alienatIon and of rejection by

respectable and pmstigious groups gave atren4th to their ad-

vocacy of intellectual freer in eduvation as in jiyi:zpalf.sm

411ribjdrib4

But all the above points refer to the content of: the edtza-

tional ideas promoted by th liberal journals. What can ore

their eMcta? Here the historian is, of courae; in

much mors treachanIus water3. One cannot quantity the imact

of. indi 1ln '4" ,
TT,reirin3.1z7"y when the ideas are vax:ied

and diffuse and the individuals often hidden and unknowxl. One

can o;11v offer ilivressioriatic evidence which saamt; to ir.dicato
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tit some of the educational material of the journals seemed

to be "getting through" to the readers. In this case, the

&vailable evidence centers around Randolph Bourne. When

Bourne's article, "In a Schoolroom," appeared in the first

issue of the New Republic, one of the editors, Francis Mackatt;

wrote Bourne that at least eight people" including Georga

Pratt of the Pratt Institute, had snoken to him about the pi*co.

Tnc article, according to Hackett, "seemed to express for these

pcople a set of ideas very real to them but inarticulate." 8

Four racths later, upon the appearance of Bourne 's article,

"J cyan Dewey' .7 Philosophy," which gave considerable emphasis to

Dewey's educctional views, Bourne received an enthusiastic

letter from Zames Harvey Robinson of Columbia University.

Robinson wrote: "1 have just read with very great pleasure

your reflect:.on on Professor Deidey" Bourne had lamented the

lack of a gocd collection of some of Dewey's writings, and

Robinson askel: "Why cannot an effort be made to get together

the scattereo things of which you speak? Could you not edit

a volum :: of mi!:cellany?" He closed by offering his assistance

and that: of svme of his colleagues in such a venture.9

A 1.ess favorable, but no less vigorous response came from

Edgar Diwson, a leader in American sac .a studies edu:::ation.

Prcvoked by D:urne's New Republic articl,,:s on educatical, Da son

8
Latter from Hackett to Bourne,

9
Liltter from Robinson to Bourne

11/16/14: (Bourne papers)
.

, 3/13/15, (Boume papers).
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-Dpace oe Dec4trb at%, 4. 17.
161A . .

41...1..-X1 W:CW s f'd

to 1,,orane And recP4ved two In ;.t,..u n:_ Dawson acree0 tA-tb

Bou?ne that formalism was cn* of the Ca 1'--t difflcultiez

facing the schoolz, but felt that little could be dcne to im-

prove the situation until "the communitv sew the necessity

for iippywriatims ent:A=c016 mnamv wthol/v 1;c5

Boura o-r000-,ivsn a fveet rein for

students in an over-crowded situation where more freedom could

oii:v lead to chaos.

Dawson played the role of realist in contrast to Bourne's

more utopian stance. if declared that 'reform which runs

aEcac. of the sense of the community may do more harm than good,'

ac:aing Dessimistically that "the sense of the communitvr so far

as oublic education is concernecL is in a very unfortunate

" Bit though he disagreed with some of Bournelg impliQd

c:lucatonal prescriutions, it was cJear that Dawson Ifilcomed

thi5 -,)ew critic of educatlon. He felt that 2ourne's educationaI

ar;.-Lci..cs showed 'a real interest In the problem that lies at the

roc:t- of democracy" an 'a thorough familiarity with the situa-

on" ar4d requested an opportunitv to meet with him to contirue

their dis':ussion of educational matters.
0

z'uch rear)ones do note. -f ;r prove that Bovne s
4

arc=cles 4.'.d any effect on educational denielopments, but they

60 inCicate tilat ,:e tam influentil educators were mach im-

press,:tc: by his ideas. And one .17.&rs hardly doubt that the impact

10,1,etters from Dawson to Bourne, 12/14/14, 12/16/14,
12/21/14,i (Bourne papers) .



edricational articles in the New Repub120 e;eceeded
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Though the Nation P.. :red faIxeina this pariodareavorftermas.11.11N

:_tucati-mal articles wh/ch 9leMR as innovahive and as int2iai7D

as thosa waIcn appeaxed in the New atpublic, it too %(3. e.n
;

4160 1.11111.ar

influential ivtellectual xeadershipe and one may ass: e that

hp eater `'.al =ti WIG tho &theas aantsni - thdU
journal without immact.

Thus by 1921, in the Nation's.fifty-sixth year and the

N-2w Republic s seventh, the liberal journals had established

hmseivcf.s ac: profond and thoughtful critics of American

politicsi society, culture, and - of course - education. During

the decade to follow they would never lack for opportunities to

exercise their critical functions. But, as we shall seer even

3urjng the discouraging decade of the 1!,204s, they would find

in the world of education forces and movements which would

calk forth their -ewers as advocates as well as critics.



PART III: LEAN YEARS FOR LIBERALS:
1921-1930

Chapter Seven: The Eclipse of Progressivism'

I

"Rin; out the olf4 ring in something a little older.* With

these cheBrless words the editors of the New Reablice in March

1921, greeted the inzuguration of Warren G. Harding as President

of the Unl.ted States. America's other leading liberal weekly,

the Natica, was equally disheartened at the prospect of four

years - cr more - of reaction. Its editors began their com-

mentary wl the Harding exa by declaring:

Fc-:ward, march - straight to the rear! This
is th, inaugural command of our new Commander
in-C:iefe President Harding. We are not even
to allowed to stExid still, but are to ad-
yam.: backwards just as rapidly is possible -
to t)rmalcy by way cf. stability.

j'.-e chapter title i that given by Croly to a major edim
tonal statement in the Few Republic, 24 (10/27/20), 210-216.

;Jew Republic, 26 (/2/21), I; Nation, 112 (3/16/21), 389.
rhetoric did not7Eggre confidence among

the 2Lheral journalists. in an editorial prefaced by the
Bibl.ce. quotation, "Ephraim eeedeth on wind," the NeLataiblic
damre;(1 ;lard dg's emptines3 and confusion by means or apt quota-

tio..s from his own speech. They asked finally: "Why not
acklowlildge now . . tha.: to expect much from the author of

thi. Iriaugural is to be aq unwisely optimistic about Preaident
'Ia.:Am; as President Har(ing is about the whole world?" 26

L6/6a), 57.
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But 1921 mss not the begiming of disillusiommt for

the liberal weaklils - it was rarely another check-point on

the declining ro/d from the heady progrtssive dait7m of 1914,

The anljamp.3;f; had had the ambiguous fortune to Se launched

in 1914 at th glood tide of th9 Pragvaseive Movtlimmt. Sine*

that time had observed with horror the enpoeure of itae

origin :ero Theodore Roosevelt - as a chauvinis pseudo - .

pros %f 4s:.6ve. It had found a new hero In Woodrow Wilson and

fr'_owed (ane perhaps helped push) him into a war wh%ch aczola-

Lished few :f the goals for which liberals supported it.

The Nat...n had been equally diacouraged by the evInte

of the prece'ang years, but could afford to be perhaps. a bit

17.1re'se1f-rillteous than the New Republic in that it ilad b-t:en

-.dentified ic.th fewer lost causes. In 1.312 it had froK7rtee

the victorioLs Wilson for President .against Roosevelt avd

and it had f:.rmily opposed America's entry into the Zxst World'

War. But w: th these major exceptionA, the two leading liberal

journals 1m:sallied as observers of And participants in the

.national-fa%Lura which characteriaed. the post-var yaa-,va. They

had support1. Wilson'a proteu3e0, hoer.- 3 for a up' 4c.E1 vithout

victory," ard had then found it nacesxary to oppose thilt

Versailles ;:illaty when it dashed such popes. And in opposng

the Treaty is t liberal journalists had ,een chagrined to fiild

IK VlaraboullelifiMailiGara

IFor an-analysis of Roosevelt fts "p3eudo-progreasiverl

cf. Daniel Mron, Men of Goode Mow Yogks OxEord riaiversity

Press, 1961y first-Wiiina=IML), Itt. B.
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themaelves in a strange misaniance with some Api=ries

most virulent onservativPs.4

The Nation and the New ReDublic had resisted with little

success the wave of reactionary hysteria which swept over the

natim dtaring o great lled.SQate of 12a* They hild taiiuth tds

the Hobson coice of Harding or Cox which had been offered

by the two major parties in 192(h Viliard had quoted the state-

ent that the choice was between "Debs or dubs" and had cast

his vote for the Socialist candidate, DebB. 74: measure

of Herbert Croly5s estrangement from gajoritarian politjcs that

he had given his support to the almost bnknown Farmer-Labor.

candidate, Parley P. Christensen.S

The liberal journals thus went Into the years of the

"Republican ascendancy" in a mood much leas optimistic than

that which they had felt in 1914. They were chastened not

only by national failure but by their own - and by that of

the liberal movement generally. But further bleak years lay

ahead. What John Hicks has described as the abject conserva-

tism of the Harding-Coolidge era" was upon them,'

Cf. Wreszin, ch. 9.

'Editorial, "How Will You Vote?" Nation, 111 (9/4/20) e

260; Crolyv- "Me Eclipse of ProgressiviW"-Piew Rep 's' 24
(10/27/20), 210-216. In this editorial artraTe7-7,-.7i7517rTiave a
useful cap*ule history of his political past, describing him.-
self as "an American who called himself a refomer from loo
to 190, a Republican insurgent from 1908 to 1912f and inc
1912 a progressivec and who shared moat of the mistakes ftnd
illusions of the reformerv, in3urgeats and progreek%ivez
(p. 215).

6The ReTublican Ascendancy is the title of John lacks'
excellenU-06k ori-a-g-TYYMT11 era. (New York: Harper, 1960.
The quotation is from page 184.



Like most pfieif:-..0 of i-Im.-aricav, hisbor4t te

been interpreted and re-intorprined by hilitoriant g .i teraly

critics, social psychoioqiiat*, and ethers.' Thoti- there

many historical i 4f th* decd in- wbich Ott.tisant.42

yet possible, there are certain broad are oi agreeuent on

fundamental matters. Most historian5 are content to character-

ize the era as ore of general bit unsound proEperitv (with the

farmers as the most notable but not the only non-participants

in this prosperity) and as one of 71ndistinguished and short -'

sighted governmental leadership - at its worst ; under slardinc-

corrupt and cynical: at ita best, urder Hccwer, lacking in

vision and flexibility.
8

In the social: literary, and itA:sliectual realmsg

histox.ians have tended to aee the era as one of A flight frm

responsiblity. Many it eamndoned in disgust their

fruitless efforts to reform society or to raise its standards

of taste. Some dramatically expressed tbeir alienation from

-,.,
American values btu choosinc, to live and wort, in ec.11c. 04, ,,Axt:L

_t

Europeaa cities. An even ifirger nvmkifer remained 7,3hysitIllv it

.........t~lis* mow o nrrow.tamMr../. was" ...011

For a useful review of tha varying in og
the period, cf. Henry May's article "Shifting Perspectivas on
the 1920gs," Mississioni Vallff Historical Review, 42 (aElc"
1956), 405-27--.

8For the most persuasive explanation

as president, cf. Richard noistadterc The
Tradition Mew York: Vintagt, 1954; fiFir

of Hoovar'l failurat;
American Political
1?"-aariih-Zie7igiirr-tt 2,1;
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America, but became "internal expatriates" cutting theisselves

off deliberately from the interests and standards of most of

their countrymen. Many in this group were among those who -

as Norman Thomas said, - had "no illusions but one. And that

is that they can live like Babbitt and think like Mencken,*9

Historians will continue to dispute about details and emphavis

in their interpretations of the 'twenties, but most would

agree that it was characterized by a decided swing away from

the liberal enthusiasms of the preceding period. The most

critical historiographical question to be considered here:

howeVer, is the one posed by Arthur Link in his article,

"What Lappened to the Progressive Movement in the 1920's?" 10

It is clear that conservatism was in command nationally, but

how powerful and effective was the liberal remnant? Link

maintains that it had considerable influence, especially in

Congress; that it was able to forestall some conservative

legislation, such as the sale of Muscle Shoals to prilFate

interests; that it was able to enact some key progressive

measures such as the 1928 Flood Control Act; and that finally

and ironically - much of the legislation passed by the

7Quoted in Frederick J. Hoffman, The Twenties (New York:
Collier, 1962; first published in 1954r,-3. ---srric

10
Link, Arthur S., "What Happened to the Progressive Move-

ment in the 1920's?" American Historical Review, 64 (July,
1959) 0 833-51. Williair=critaWrIu7i4BiTH-of Link's
position - with which I concur - is that it is basically
sound but over-stated, Cf. The Perils of Prosperity, 1914-
32 Whicago: University of CiiinTlo PIessrITSTY2 p. 276.



accraservatives themselves was in "Lhe -roq-as-ive .fir 1

This of view is a useful corrective to the !71m1:-41st1c

idea that. liberalism w-.?s,:t Into complete hibernatior. du-cing

this des.-lade'.

W

One who reeds the liberal journals of the 1920's cextainly

ao dc.mbts concezring the et;trvivla and vigor of proql-esslvim.

s,
ssre4 L s clear a.15.1.0 that the Nation and th Nati, Repbblic. . .6 e .

a different sort of role Ina decadc-.

fonce hovered close to the fzeats of power tie?,

Whe.ee e-." had

the Nc,...7 11c:cub-

lic's relationships with Roosevelt and Wilson), they

17.1. 2& ,
wezre

completely estranged from the leaders of the country. Where

they had once acted as occaT:ional supporter and friendity

critics of the -.5,ns," they now found themselves in thia position
of backing (but still criticizing) the l'outs." sWhere they

ons.,e found grounds .1-,:or cavitiou!il aatimism corIcerrana the future,e.

they
, 4

now J.t.1Ilea towards a caustic

tics ',lad once seinted th major arena in which to r)v.omote.

progress and reforiii, now Croly,

11.1/10.111611.1rmr..011

leavt, tocA an Iner.:--aserl.

"I'Link fails to distinglAsh adeyuately betveen goal and
zethod regarding progresaive Several of tha
measures which he categorizp as "pzogressiveec, are
in that they use collective cfo.tezlo,:)..:1tal methods in carrinq
oixt their partially illiberal intentz.ons (e

's"",v

restrIctIon, prohibItIon). They za!)resented, in fact, 17e-
version to Hamiltonian means for limiltonian endo.

12
Cf.

1914-1923,
New York:

Axthur Sc;hiesinger jr. Pl.f.-efac* to "DecNde
Zo in The Faces of Five necades Robert B. Luce:,O. }8,wMmrman, ...fLOO. ,

andSdhuster, rtyr1 -77...- 26,
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13
in in religion and *6ucatior;,'

.alter Weyl, in 1919, wrote a denunciation of `4 Tired

Radicals."14 This tag has been picked up and used by Norman

Thomas, William Leuchtenberg and others to describe the journal-

ists and publicists under study hero, but the appellation is

uwacaty muoloisNe W1UW.41 ilvtilt#: MO that* mfitsigiacii

were not tired but were active, vigorous, and socially con

cerned. Indeed, it has been said of Villard, who edited the

,Niation from 1913 -1932, that he "made more acres of public men

acutely miserable, per unit of circulation, than any other

editor alive." 15

A fair assessment of the liberal journalists duriny this

period would describe them not as tired radicals, but as more

realistic literals. Croly's last case of hero-worship occurred

in early 1920, with Herbert Hoover as the object of political

16
affection. But this was a short-lived affair, and Croly

For evidence on this shift in
journalistic credo for the 1920's in
New Republic, 33 (12/6/22)0 Part II;
F71-877-TaiTiey, Crossroads, p. 304-5.,..211*

interest, cf, Croly's
"The New Republic Idea,"
also Gentry, Liberalism,

14Published posthumously in Weyl, Tired Radicals and
Otner Essays (New York: B. W. Huebsch, :=077--TRal=ffiaaai
use o 0:615hraso is quoted in Hoffman, The Twenties, p,,372n;
i..ucht.enberg used it as the title for ch.F.7171711 07: The
Perils of Prosperity.

15William Hard, in the Nation, v. 150 (1940), p. 158;
quoted in Alan P. Grimes, ThirFaitical Liberalism of the New
York Nation (Chapel Hill: TlawalITTryoi=5FalaTarisriiir7
rff --rx

16Cf. Forcey, Crossroads, pp. 299, 302, and references
ran p. 347.

1
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became increasingly wary of attaching himself to individual

politicians, He came to helive that the mcogzersive :,.ucceas

of the earlier era had been built on 6and, and now prt-posee

to go below the level of short-term effectivene8s arm build

more solidly at a deeper level. In a 1922 editorial apnrupri-

ately ontit%md "Biok of Po),Atias IS he unrota that "nhe creAf

t,;Liction of the wise liberal during the 711::xt ii

to investigate the ability of individuals and groups to bring

auout an improved quality of human relations by other than

political means*" The other means which he had in oind were,

as Schlctsinger has indicated, "education, psychology, and

finally perhaps religion."17 Thus although the liberal

journals of the 1920's were not politically dead, they were

diffarent, and their influence was cxnsequent3:!If of a different

nature. Instead of he1pin.4 to define and refine a librzliism

which was in power, they had to help build a liberalism fit

to assume power. A case could well be made that such journalo

perform a more constructive function during periods of con-

ervatis-4 than during years of progress and reform. As

Schlesinger, Jr. had indcated, the intellectuals represented

J' :ef7ci,.7`n of Politics," New Republic, 31 (6/7/22)k 24,

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., 4Soli ETae New Deal," in Paths
of American Thought, edited by Schlesinger and Morton Wh ite

abiFt7,5FIriTo-ugiTEEET4ifflin, 1963)e p. 379. Schlesinger overstate:
tht2 casE: in his claim thLt 'successive disenchantments had
detroyQd (Croly's) interest in politics." Croly was clearly
lc.;s opdmistic about social salvation through political action,

out he ,:ontinued to commont vigorously upon political develop-

ments.
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by such journals play a useful role in coordinating unillat.

And as Bruce Bliven Who succeedLd vi oly as editor) hug vritten,

"A paper like the New Republic is badly needed, if only to b

the egg meads' Committee of Cormvondence."'
18

I1X

It is clear that the liberal journals had an important -

if rather new - mission to perform during the 1920's, but

t:tdr degree of success in accomplishing it is nonetheless

k:ifficult to measare, One of the earliest histories of tha

1914-1929 period concludes that the journalism of opinion

proDa:Ay had less influence than during the previous decade

i1909-1913, the 'age of the muckrakers.'" Though this may

well ...lave been true of "journalism of opinion" in general,

the Nation and the New Reoublic at least, were reaching a1[4....
wider readership in the postwar decade. The combined 1-4rcu-

lation of the journals rose from approximately 25,000 in 1916

to over 65,000 in 1921, At no time during the 1320' did the

total circulation of the two weeklies ever slip below 55,000,

the figurr. for 1927.-
19

idSchlesinger, Jr., Paths of American Thought, p, 3756;
B.ruce Bliven, "The First Forty Years,-17 iirgEW-kmalic, 40th
Anniversanf_Issue, 131 (Nov., 1954), 10,

19Preston W. Slosson, The Great Crusade and Altar, 1914-
1')28 CWew York: M4cmillian, 1773) rp.71V1TTlicUTWIlbaTWUFEN
Z.177-fro in N. W. Ayer and Son, American Newspaper Annual r.nd

Directory (Philadelphia: N. W. Ayer ariagbil, fqT5-71797):Fot

a rather potgnant 6iqcusslon of the financial difficulties of
liberal journali, see the letter from Oswald G.

to Jane Addams, Oct. 11, 1919 (Villard Papers, Uoughton

Library, Harvard).
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until 1932 and wrote a weekly column, "issues ar:d Men,"

. .

.or the :;ournal until 1940.23 While the Nation had changed

rather abruptly when Viilard took over, the New was

rdified more gradually. Croly remained as editor until earIv

15:10, although Bru:e BlivE:n and George Soule assumed major

responsibility for the journal after Croly's stroke in dc:. )ben

1928, 14 But even while Croly vontinued as editor: thare walut

cit:ires in personnel and in philosophy. Randolph Bourne and

willard Straight both died in 1918 and Walter Weyl in 1919.

.;witer Lippmann resigned from the staff in 1921, as did Philip

Litteli in 1923. Alvin Johnson, who had become an editor in 1915,

assumed in 1926 the more peripheral role of contributincr editor.
25

These changes in staff perhaps made it easier for Croly to

2 Current Biography,
anniversarY-51 brie
occasion a "paraphrase of
is a Filthy Weed":

1940, pp. 831-2, On the sixtieth
Sinclair Lewis wrote for the

that greatest of poems, Tobacco

The Nation is a yellow scold.
rTIRe it.

It's subsidized by German gold.
I like it.

It makes you hot, it makes you sorer
It's either silly o a bore;
It's all the things I most abhor -.

I like it

Also Bolshevik( Irish, and probably Haitian Gold.
Cf. Lewis, "An American Views the Huns," Nation, 121 (7/1/25), 20.

24Gentry, pp. viii, 232.

5For a convenient summary of these and other staff changes,
c.f. Elmer D. Hood, "A. Study of the Attitude of the New Recniblic
on Foreign and Domestic Policies of the united States Et t.!teen
1,1ovemb.:tr, 1914, and 'larch 3; 1933" (Master's Thesirz., Rutgers
University, 1949), pp, 1-9.
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:;.::,cute the shift i;-a emphasis from politics to culture, edu-

eacion, psychology, *and religion which have been described

above. His hope that political action might provide short

cuts to reform atrophied. Thus while Vi/lard met- the challenge

of the 1920's with an intensification of his earlier approach -

with ghtillf unyizlang. Attaehm on oevamptian and vorvhsrvi4ard4.

Croly shifted his ground somewhate and put his faith in a

more subtle, long-range program of reform.

As one would expect, the changes in American politics and

society, and in the Nation and the New Republic themselves, were

reflected in the educational commentary carried by the journals

during the 1920's. There are several questions concerning the

intclrrelationships of liberal journalism and American education

which deserve special attention during this period:

1) To what extent did education - broadly conceived -

receive Croly' s displaced enthusiasm for political action?

Was the interest of the liberal journalists in worker education

in part a product of this displacement?

2) In what ways did the climate of the 1920's force (or

promote) a shift in educational concerns? Were the ::arlier

interests in academic freedom, efficiency in education, and

education for reform continued: What new educational izsues

concerned the journals, and what, older. questions received modi-

Fied treatment?

3) On what edt:cationai issues did the liberal journal

ag:cee or cUsagreer and on bases? To what extent cart



aifferences in educational policy be ascribed to variations

in broader social and political philosophy?

4) To what specific educational institutions, ex-Jeri:zents1

and studies, did liberal journalists give their tine and at-

tention? What, effecte. - if any - did the journals or their

miroonnel have upon oducevlional developlyleants &wing the PattablV.

5) To what degree did the journals involve themselves in

the "internal" educational disputes of the period? Die they

ally themselves with either the scientific, reformist, or

child-centered elements in progressive education described

by Cremin?
26 Specifically, did Croly's move toward a mire

individualistic approach to reform have a corollary in an

incruased sympathy for cM.1d-centered movements in education?

Uj Did the liberal journals - in their reaction against

the traditional (and politically conservative) education ex-

press any sympathy for the anti-intellectual elements in pro-

qressive education? Specifically; was there any conflict

between the intelleeLEIrt and the .libvraaiom of tr-Ins-2

7) If we accept Bofstadter's thesis that progneasive

ec,cation was often "immensely fertile and ingenious concern-

ing means," but was confused about its goals, to what extent

did liberal journals 7 as spokesmen for political progressives

Cremin, Transformation, p. 288.
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tc supply social goals for the new ethication?
21

tnt. . tcilnw consi6::Ir f_weeiZicaliv the

,tIon's and the iJcw Repun1Lc

i. On EIC"Jc-SlIerl

", i-re-atr c,n1. of worker

cbe child-cen*r)-rel

4.13 mre2
*.C" Lc..

. - ek "a -.2 ...a ef,a'actationc.1 anti- -

EmNottliA eri tftogiUelli Adht10
rn, _1in 1 au ..a , elnaa. re s: es to the,

r present mderstandinq o:
e.

lib.aralism, its -iournalistic ez:pression, and its r-:cliteral

relationship with felucational devPloomGnts durivg L.; t. 4. CS c,

27
iiirlfstadter, p. 375. Mortm White

,Ac5 coined the usefuf-terrametiToctolaifry" to describe Deway's
,..2;;hz-.:.;is on scientific mutllod; it can be eaualIv well applied

scr.le of the essentizall goal-iess excesses of chiA-centerad
caucation. Cf. Social Thought in 2:lmeric (Boston:

qw

;.,.(:one 1957 - new et:111....o.,), p.
%4N FIV..e^le

Garrison Villard would now assume respontibility for the magazine:

The shift from Fuller to Villard represented a move from the

a , ow A



E:1 A New Means for Libarala.

Arx:rican liberals found little cause for optimism in the

t-;:orld War I era. If anything, the war aad seemed to

_1L n. to .sake. world less safe for democracy. It had ze-

,J:!Aled men to be more beastly and let7s rational than humani-

,a.:ians had believed. The conflict and the Red Scare which

:(..11cwed demonstrated convincingly to liberal inteliectuUs that

t.': was not yet abl, to live humanely and peacefully with his

Croly saw it, the war was proof enough that man's

cuI rent social arrangements - his family life, his social

an ecor.omic structures, his educational processes - were

ot aeveloping adequate human beings. he wanted libcrals to

r-exzmine t.e social environment, to correct weaknesses, and

Lc support any social, political, and educational movements

1..Adult Education: A New Means for Liberals," was Eduard
C. Linactman's title for the lead article of a speciz.1 supple-

on adult education which appeared in the New RepublicMUI.*.Y1*..Ww.no
Ln 028; v. 54 (2/:!2/28), p. 26.

110



which seemed likely to rebuild civilization on a more hmare

^01CloLy and ,..x,eagues despercA posi7

tiv; tl:ends, life-giving movements behind wuich they ccluld

t:: row their energi:2.s.
7

7) the libaral oae such hopeful trend in.

--ra of isdsillusionment was the movement for adult - and

f:2(,-,fically for worker - education. Adult education, in

v.!r.ous forms and by diffet-ent names, had, of course been a

parL of American life for many years.3 Chautauquas, Lyceums,

rricanization classes-and correspondence schools had: reached

hudreds of thousands of American adults over the years. But

after World War I adult education became more widespread, more

v:ried, and more oraanized. Reformers, appalled at the ease._

v_th which America had been dragged into

d_sp.ayed at the

U. peace, saw

nation's failure to work

4-1
4 lieu d for citizenship

Europe's war; and

effectively fcr

education for adults.

i%T.4,: the saga forces which imposed immigration restriction in

)7 1921 and 1924 encouraged the growth of literacy educatien

2On Croly's drift away from politics, cf. his unpublishod
nanuscript, The Breach in Civilization (Houghton Library,
:larvard Univia-F-itiliFir-pirve analysis of Croly's
Laought during this period was written by George Soule shortly
:ter Croiy's death "Herbert Crolv's Liberalism, 1920-28,1'

cw te.)ub.14c 63 !7/16/30), Part 253-7.

3For the .history of adult education in America, sc :e C.
Hartley Grattan, In Quest of Knowled9e: A Historical PO:-
spe.ctive on Adult Education 11511w York: ATiTaation Press, /955)
c:-;4tei-TT..777also cdra7d by the same author, American Ideas

About Adult Education, 1710-1951 (New York: TeaaWrli-caUger
r.

ais6-R, Ffeeman Eutis and Lawrence Cremdn, A
History of I.clucation in American Culture (New York: Hon:"

lamiliart,- a 6-Vah s ton TMT7770T-=1"07---
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Astericani%ation clgsses for adults. By 1926, ventures in

this field were substantial enough so that a national coordinat-

ing organization? the American Association for Adult Education,

was formed.4

One of the newey departures within the broad field of

adult educatioll was that directed specifically to American

workers. Workers' edt.:ation: in the form of apprenticeship

and vocational traiuing, has had, of course, an exceedingly

long and important history. But the type of workers' education

which caught the attention of American liberals during this

period went far beyond this narrow technical kind. :7_4: came

to include --in varying proportions - education for union

leadership, for social and political effectiveness, and for

individual cultural development:

American workers' education of this broader type had

roots - though tenuous ones - even in the pze-war perod.

Mr. and teo:s. Waiter Vrooman, who - in association with Charles

Beard and others - had helped found Ruskin College in C,xford,

England, had also been, upon their return tc America, Instru-

mental in the development of a labor Collego in Trentc.A,

Missouri. In 1906 the Soci.ltiists had opened the Rand Vich,iol

of Social Science in Waw York City. Both '_he Nation ar.d ::he

New had commented favorably on thz work of the I:.1ston

N.,

.4Maftftl.MOWAMOOMIMAW.1.11.000

Griittan, In Quest; of Nnowledge, 279. ?or the relation-

ship bettseen moifivent'd ro-eTialiWaTion restriction and th3se

for assivilation (of which adult education as a major in3:ru-

ment), ci!. Oscar Handlin, The Uprooted (Boson: Little Brcwn,

1951), c2$. 11.
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Trade Union College, founded in 1915.5 But such ventures

were isolated and fragmentary, and one cannot say that a real

movement existed until the founding: with the help of Charles

Beard, of the Workers' Educational Bureau in 1921.6 This

organization provided the impetus for further growth in this

field. Through the usual means available to such a group -

conferences, publications, conventions - the Bureau promoted

workers' education as a significant method of social and in-

dustrial progress indeed, as Eduard C. Lindeman pointed out,

as "a new means for liberals."

From these small beginnings, the next decade saw a real

expansion of workers' education. C. Hartley Grattan has written

that "The nineteen-twenties appear very definitely to have

been a period when new departures in workers' education were

the order of the day, a current of intense seriousness in what

is sometimes thought to have been a frivolous decade. ;1 7

Nineteen twenty-one saw the founding of the Brookwood Labor

College and the Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women Workers.

The Labor Temple in New York Cite also instituted classes for

workmen in that year.

Marius Hansome, "The Development of Workers' Education,"
ch. III of Workers' Education in the United States, Theodore
Brameld, ed7--TWFrYlar: harriri'fil-TErricam L.
Stoddard, "The Boston Trade UniaL College," Nation, 109
(8/30/19), 298-300.

6
Grattan, In Quest of KnowL1o2la, p, 247.

7
Grattan; in Quest of Knowledge, p, 250.

or..0 wo.oe
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11

One measure of growth in workers' education: and of

liberal interest in it, may be taken from the pages of the

Nation and the New Republic. From 1914 to 1918 the indices

of these journals listed only two items under adult and workers'

education. From 1918 through 1928 the Nation listed seventeen

such articles, reviews and editorials, and the ET12_220blic,

thirty-eight. From 1928 through 1940 a sharp decline set in,

and a total of only ten items were listed under these headings. 8

How may one explain the growth and the new departures in

workers' education during the 'twenties? In answering this

question one may also find some of the reasons for the enthu-

siasm of the liberal journalists for the movement. It is

important to note first of all that much American effort in

this area was patterned on foreign - particularly British -

antecedents.9 Historians of American workers' education,

including Theodore Brameld, Horace Kellen, and-Adolph Meyerr

have recognized the movement's indebtedness to the British

These represent only those editorials, articles, and
reviews which gave major attention to adult and worker educa-
tion. Incidental references to these subjects were made in
items dealing chiefly with other matters.

9
Arthur Mann, "British Social Thought and American Re-

formers of the Progressive Era," provides excellent per-
spective on this influence. (Mississippi Valley Historical
Review, XLII (March 1956), 6727:92-17=FirrinriciEFrireitiriEUct
UERTa" of the American university extension m6vement to
British antecedents. (Transformation, pp. 165-6.)



example. Those vast forces of industrialization and urbaniza-

tion which encouraged American workers* education had been

felt -*and responded to - years earlier in Europe. And some

Idaor leadexs aDd intellectuals hoped.that worker education

might - in the -European tradition - steer the American labor move-

ment in ei nom class-conocious, politically active diraction. 10

Liberal journalists, British and American, wrote extensively

on the British Workers' Education Association and labor colleges,

both in termic of their of in England and of their hoped-for

impact on American labor and politics. As early as 1919, the

Natio' carried an article which explored in some detail the

hi,zi-orvt parposes, and methods of the W_E%A. 1
114 H. Tawney

and Harold Laski, both New Republic contributing editors and

both actil;e in British workers education, wrote articles ex-

plainine aNd promoting the British model of workers' education.12

Btp; if England provided part of the pattern for American

workers' education, unique American conditions provided the

Li petvs for it. Much adult education had, as noted earlier,

uTheoclor2 Brameld, ed., Workers' Education in the United
State;: Fifth Learbook of the Joan Dewey Society cliela 'orK:

1941)i p. 10; Adolphe E. Meyer, An Educational history
of the Americzal Peo le New York: McGrawa=7"155Mfi7.3377-
nTi7iFe=grin, 7 uEation, the Machine and the Worker (New
Yore' : New Repuk

1
Harbert Norwill, "The Education of the Adult Worker,"

Nat%on, 108 (!/10/19), 738-9. Horwill was the Nation's London
acTii:espondent.

12
R. H. 2awney, "Adult Education in England," New Republic,

40 (11/19/24), 292-3; Harold J. Laski, "On the Prospects of
Adult Edvzation," New Reo?liE, 54 (2/22/28), 47-50.
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developed di.rectiy out Of the movement for the Americanization

of the immigrants.13 The connection between Anteric;aization

and workers' education was particularly clear in the case of

the classes sponsored by the International Ladies Garment

Workers' Union. This union, dominated by first and second

gerwration Jewish workers, developed beginning with efforts

to teach English and citizenship td its ;Ambers - one of the

most extensive and effective educational piograms of any Ameri-

can labor organization. 14 Although no other union developed

quite as intensive a program of citizenship and language train-

ing as did the I.L.G.W.U., some ad try to provide similar

opportunities for their members.

Anotner impulse behind the development of labor education during.

the twenties was the growing recognition by unionists and their

intellectual allies that new economic, social, and political

conditions necessitated a broader role for the labor movement

and a more effective leadersLip to promote this broader role.

Just as the twenties were a discouraging decade for liberals

in general, they were also :As Roger Daniels has written,

"clearly the 'lean years' fc r the w.ole labor movement..""1")

Paul Sheets, Clarence Jayne, Ralph Spence, Adult Educa-
tion - The Communienaap Mew York: The Dryden Press, :5 3),
p.

14Grattan, in Quest of.Knowlekt, p. 247.

15
Roger Daniels; "Workers' Education

of California, 1921-1941," Labor Ilist!,1a,
This is one of the few schoniiriTET,
worker education.

and the University
4 (Winter; 1963), 34,
in the field of
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illfter a period o dramatic growth during World War I, union

membex:ship felt following the recession of 1921-22. From

a high of 5,000,000 memberz in 1921, anion rolls dropped to

feT4:er than 3;500:060 in 152916 In a period of ovezt govnrn-

=
`e- 1.1r7tr41.- .linr.1 its czvsses, manv UARID

saw the need tc go b,vcqd baoiae.os waionim to prepax!s

workers for broader pc.,lical and social action. James Maurer,

Director og the Rand S:InoA, wrote in the Nation in 1922 that

workers' schools were need.ui because of "the necessity of

labor's having to deal witb birtger and more complex issues

than heretofol-e.'17

An intrigm,mg astiect ;712 wr,rkers' education in this period

is that uniortis.zs like Mau:e:f and liberal intellectuals like

Croly converged upon it fron luits different directions. Repre-

sentatives of labor saw that t: ear had heretofore been too e

grossed in collactive bargakain.., and other parochial economic

matters. They began to promIte %:orkers' education in the hope

that - among other thini:s - it we old push labor toward a more

effective political role, as had btln the case in England.8

--.1"..harel B. tioxri.a. ed. EEEE..opedia of American Histo_EL
(Nev. York; Harper, 1353), p. 525.

17James
A. Maurer, "';Jabor's DemaA d for its Own Schools,"

Nation, 113 (9/20/22 27-:. A. J. 2/lust:a expre:ssed a similar
17377golort: "The educationa: movement if becoming larger and
more complex now simply bei:ause the wions have larger and
more complex casks tc pex fccm." Natica, 119 (10/1/24), 333.

18
On the effect!. of w,,nkem* eaucition in England,. cf.

W.H.G. Armytage Four Uunexei ILL,ari., of English Education
(Cambridge: CambriAWITiner.;ity. Pcess, "--13. =ITT.

..allivevreersoirmasomotvgamorsowral....................sr-.......................somur



r ^44 di%a I .aowever, turned to education in general - and workers'

education in particular - partly out of disillusionment with

the results of political action. In simpiest terms, education

was seen by some unionists as a means of making labor less

narrowly economic, and by certain intellectuals as a way of

making liberalism lees narrowly politicar.

4.1Both Crolv And V4Ilard were disenchantedchanted with Ae major

1t.h. "1...a."""e(2 to7_s evidenced by their support of ta.4.1d

party candidates during the 1920's. Both turned to labor' as

s. arowIng f-dr-1. of Loci& -rog-e---= and hor'd that revitaliv

-n.4aht9...4 2 4 447 bet:ome the nucleus for a new political grouping.

They shared Dewey's view that 'orcianized labor should be a

,19great forcii; in so.cial reconstruction." It is not sprprising,

then, that liberal journalists should join their general in-

terest in adult ethIcation and their hopes for the labor move-

ment into a specific concern for workers' education, 20

Dewey, "Labor Politics and Labor Education," New Re-
public, 57 (1/9/29), 213. Near the end of the decade, Dewey,
v,z..Lard, Pau, Douglas, and others attempted to force a re-
alig=ent of American partieson more rational lines.

,

hoped that 71.7ibor, !=arrxtr, int.031,-,cti!i?ls, and others
icccome tra co) :e ne.w liberal pclitical grouping. cf.1:an:11

Bicha, "Liberalism Frus.trateet The League for indepentfamt Poll-
t4cal Action, 3A28-1933," Mid-America, 48 (January, 19:11i;-2e

0
On this point see the editorial (presumably Croly's)

regarding the preliminary stges in the formation of the
American Ass',Iciation for Adult Education: "Adult Education,
New Republic, 45 (11/25/25) , 7-8. a, g. S. Hardman has writ-
ILEW-Effat arEer World War I "the progressives in the labor
ranks and those of middle-class, intellectual background
attempted to see .9ome of their hopes carried into effect by
way of worker5s ed-acation.. It at Zirst aa if it might
work out." 'The Challenge and the Opportuni1;yt" in Brameld,
Worker:;' Education, p. 10. Cf. aise Berbert E. Cory, The
Intellaituallind the Wage Worker!3; AjtuutLy-4 Lcuca61,na.,. V err.-of wo.,*
P5YcnoanalYinirigim iroOit The Surruisc 'term, 19.g7 Cory
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III

In giving their support to the nascent labor education

movement, the liberal journals exposed a fundamental issue:

should auch education be an instrumene of union goals alone,

or should it be made the agent of broader social purposes?

Intellectual support for union educational experiments was riot

without its price; it always involved the possibility that

these benign, outsiders would broaden, dilute, or divert the

mainstream of labor's efforts in this area. A. J. Muste, the

director of the irookwood Labor School', expressed in the Nation

his support for a workers' education movement which would

"conceive of itself as an instrument being shaped by-the trade

unions for their own purposes. "21 But liberal journalists like

Croly and Vil].ard - not directly involved in the labor movement -

claimed a broader perspective. Their support for any social

program was contingent upon their belief that that program

continued
hoped that an alliance of farmers, "liberal

journalists, and the rank and file of organized American labor"
might become the cutting edge of reform. (p. 28). Education
was to be a major instrument of this reform, and Cory saw the
Gary Schools, as described by Bourne, as a hopeful and signi-
ficant.approach. (p. 249-50; 255-6). He was also influenced
by Dewey's philosophical and intellectual views (pp. 95, 112,
119, 121, 269.

21
A. J. Mustes "Workers' Education in the United States,"

Nation, 119 (10/1/24), 334. Even Muster however: was not
narrowly dogmatic on this issue. Cf. Marius ilansome, "The
Development of Workers' Education," in Brameld, ed., Workers'
Educations p, 59.
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coilld serve as the agent of generas social interests.22

The real issue here was of course, the goal of workers'

education. Such a burgeoning movement was bound to attract a

variety Of adherents, each hoping to make it the vehicle of

his particular purposes. This was an open issue on which the

journals were not prepared to promote a particular dogma; vari-

ous writers for the Nation and the New IleDublic gave different

emphases to inlvidual, union, political, and cultural goals.

As a 1921 editorial in the New Republic put it, "the old con-

flict between cultural and utilitarian ends is waged as

violently in the workers' colleges as in the orthodox educa-

tional institutions of the country." This same editorial

raised the fundamental question of "i4hether the conception of

a class struggle should be acceptei or not" in workers' educa-

tion classes.
23

Soule has noted that during tle 1920's Croly "advised

progressives to approach closer to ari support labor. And he

defined the support which he favored by a characteristic group

of adjectives - discriminat-ng and loyal," In the

same article ScLle reported that grou-ps such as li,foor which

"at one moment would feel warmed by in.s support wog; id soon be

cooled by his inveterate necessity tc qualify and criticize."

Cf. ew Republic, v. 63, p. 236. Crcly's basic com;aitment

is evident in Ehe followiAg: "As liberals we cannoi., like

conservatives or doctr.f.naire revolutionaries, put esprit de

corps and party loyalty above loyalty to the cause of truth."

Editorial reply to Dewey's defense cf J. K. RoW.nson:s

,in the Making," New RerA).blic, 31 (6/7/22) , 48. This discussion

should not be reairfirri-TrTthat men .ire :iaure::,.:luste, and

Spencer Miller Jr. were unconcerned aLout gener..1 public goals.

But they sometimes fouAd it necessary tc, prote$:: - as uste

does in the article ci-ed - against actual or threatened "out-

side" manipulation of a.bor education programs.

23 .Editorlal (probeAy Czoly's),

Ea2±EL/12lic, 28 (10/12/21), 174.

"Worker!: 9 Education e



C. hartley Grattan, one of the historians of adult educa-

tion, has pointed out that there is a 'fairly long tradition

of educational activity on the 'left' where social reform

gets badly mixed up with.ideological particularism."24 The

danger of getting thus; 'badly mixed up" wdS a real one fo,-

labor educatw:s and heir liberal allies. But reformist

.oals for wcirl:ers' education were pulled in other directions
as well. Besides fe31ing the ptaitico-ideological tug from

the left: thcy were subject to technical, short-term, business

unionist prerisures fv,m the right, while individualistic,

cultural aim; were urged upon them from the sidelines by some

of their inilallectual allies.25

. "Arthur Gleason 3olnec several of these issues - and over-

simplified Oam - for New Republic readers in his approving

statement -hat "some of the. American workers are demanding

that education directly feed the life of the union. This is

different (rom a disinteres-1:ed culture guest and frm a

propagandist derive.
"26

Viith the issue stated in such pejora-

tive terns few liberals were so nzrrou as to defend either

culture or propaganda as werriding goals for workers?

Gre;tanv In Quest of Nnowletkle 245..1110 COMMrve 40.00,1 ~M.M.SYMMOMS

25
On point cf. the quotat5.on from Fannia Cohn ir"Workers' d".ucition," (roliews by Ev!ans Clark of three boc.tson this sul:jec), Ration, 113 (12/7/21), 673; also James

14auret, "Eabor s Demand..f3r its Own Schools," Nation, 115
(9/20/22), 276-8.

25
Arttur Gleason, "P.Irkers e Education in the United

States," Ni c Pepublic, 31 (3/28/23), 143. (This was a revie.?of tho PrZiFe71:1179= Second na-'...ional conference of the
Workex.'s Be.acation Zureau:',.
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education. But writers for the journals were willing to pro-

pose stronger elements of both for labor schoc.s. Jean Flexner,

while approving the general orientation of Muste's Brookwood

Labor: College, was critical of the unrelieved -"purposive

atmosphere of ate placa." She asked New Re.lublic readers:

. o Is it consistent with labor's social
.ideals and ultimate goal that this education
should be concerned only with production, dis-
tribution, and organizational activity - not
with consumption and enjoyment of the things
to be prnduced?'

She proposed that Brookwood "season life" with such non-

utilitarian subjects as music, drama, literature, and art.27

Bui men like Arthur Gleason, activists in workers' educa-

tion, felt that such "frills,' however desirable, would have

to wait:

Workers' education will probably continue to
be a pretty practical afiair, as long as enormous
masses of workers are unarganized, as long as
great unions, like the 'Idners,' can he scabbed
in the richest coal districts . . s . The American
labor movement is young an an annoying world.
American workers' education therefore will proba-
bly be militant rawer than cultural, for a
generation or two.

Jean Atherton Flexner, "1,aookwoods" New' Republic 43

(8/5/25), 288-9. Nlas Flexner was the 4aughter of the in-

fluential educator Abraham Flexner.

28Gleason, New Rep2.44c, v. ';i1, p. 143. A similar posies

tion, was taken bvX:Thie, who hele that those who advocated

cultural education in labor schools were "attacking the worker's

problem at its circumference rathek than at its center," (Nation,

v. 119, p. 334). Gleason's statE:ment-is reminiscent of Jo157-

Adams' 1780 statement of priorities: "1 must study politics and

war, that my sons may have liberiay to study mathematics and

philosophy, geography, natural history and naval architecture,

commerce and-agriculture, in ors er to g:_ve their children

right to study ;painting, poetry, music and architecture, statuary,

tapestry, and porcelain." Adam a- lettea to wife, quoted by

Michael Straight in "Something far the Arts " New Fealllic, 152

(3/13/65), 11.

1



In both journals the pattern seemed to be for the

"insiders" - unionists and others directly involved in

workete education - to promote education for short-term

union goals and to postpone culture and "uplift"; the 'out-

giders" and critics begrudgingly accepted the need for this

a temporary expedient, but hoped that the time might soon

cmo when workers' education classes could move away from

the puzely utilitarian end of the instructional: continuum. 29

lv

Thus there was in the journals a dialogue on the "culture

vs. utilityA issue, But on the question of education vs.

propaganda there was considerably less difference of opinion.

most writers for the journals followed the line sqt forth by

the New Republic in ',923, rejecting ideological propaganda

from the left and business unionist dogma from the right.

In an editorial (presumably Crolyie) on *The Object

Workers' Educationr". the editors aligned themselves with

those 'who. discriminate sharply between educttion and propa-

ganda." They criticized the Garland Fund for suppo::ting

only a "radical program`' °h c4 would - in the words of i.ts

Eduard C. Lindeman; a New Remfolic contributing editor,
wrote that "adult education rrendures long enough
to pass through the 'bread and butter' stage, invariably
evolves toward cultural ends." The Meaning of Adult Et:Inca-7_
ti on Mew York: New Rtapublic .Inc7717a0757-TT7-71=17air
arin the aeries of New Republic dollar books, several of
which dealt with adulrlimia-WRWEss education. .

G Mod es raPolloAf off Mna.M.G;r; eao
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trustees - "instill into the workers the knowledge and the
ullalities which will fit them for carrying on the struggle
for the emancipation of their class, . . m But they were
even :Ore forceful in their denunciation of Samuel Campers
for his ailly and contemptible" attack on the Fund. 30

Where
the Garland Fu2ld (headed by Roger Baldwin) could not transcend
the interests of the working class, Gomperls and his myopic
cmnies could not see beyond the short-term interests of the
conservative American Federation of Labor.

This attempt to call down a curse upon both houses (typi-
cal of these journals which were still trying to stay in

Lippmann's middle ground 'between Manchester and Marx") did
not go unchallenged. Norman Thomas, a trustee of the Garland.
Fund, questioned the editors' emphasis on a disinterested,

autonomous role for labor education, and asked: "Is not educa-
tion a legitimate instrument" of class emancipation? Like the
editors, Thomas wished to preserve the distinction between
education and propaganda. But he warned against the often
pointless activities which .ire often carried on under the name
of oducation, In so doing he retold the story of the American
woman who had "hung in reverence upon every word that fell ftom
the lips of G. B. Shaw. Tilis eager convert was supposed to
have said

3u
Editorial, "The Object of Workers' Education," Me--,Rewb/ic :14 (4/25/23)- 2290e
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Oh! Mr. Shaw, how 1 love that man! He is the
man that made me think. Think, think what?
Think? Oh, nothing particular, only Wonderfuln
Beautiful, Eternal, Thought, Thought, Thought.

The issue which Thomas raised may have been more apparent

than real. Certainly none of the liberal.journalists proposed

programs which might load to the vapid emptiness characteristic

of Shaw's admirer. Rather, they insisted on workers' educa-

-. tion programs which adhered to standards of scientific method

and objective truth. Thus the editors of the Nation commended

the policy statement issued in 1921 by the Bryn Mawr Summer

School for Women Waiters: "The School shall not be committed

to any dogma or theory, but shall conduct its teachinu in a

broad spirit of impartial inquiry, with absolute freedom of

discussion and academic freedom of teaehi`ng." 32

With this concern both for truth and for the interests of

the workers, it was perhaps inevitable that someone among this

group of good Deweyan pragmatists should feel ir.pelied to re-

solve 11-1e dilemma by creating a category inclusive of both

prooaganda and free inquiry. James Maurer did just that in

declaring in 1922 that the purpose of a labor school was

"propaganda for sound, independent thinking." And that he

added, with well-founded suspicion, "is radical enough to

condemn it in the opinion of certain interests."33

Norman Thomas, Letter, New Republic, 34 (5/9/23) , 296.
.32
Editorial note, Nation, 112 (4/13/21), 527.

3
Maurer, Nation, v. 115, p. 278.
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What the liberal journalists were proposing for the

workers' education movement was a role much like their own -*

friendly to unionism, allied with it as a social force, but

not irrevocably tied to specific organizations or factions

within it Workers education - like liberal journalism -

should be removed enough from deep involvement in union

politics so it could provide labor with much-needed criti-

cism and perspective. Croly was particularly outspoken on

this point. He vigorously resisted the tendency of labor to

"subordinate education, just as so many governments have done

and as so many ruling classes would like to do, to the aggrand-

izement of class interest and power." lie supported those

workers' education programs which would train leaders capable

of "transcending a merely pugnacious psychology and a sectarian

program." For him, education was "an independent and precious

social activity with which a non-revolutionary social agita-

tion did not need and could not afford to tamper. "34

This was an essentially Deweyan conception of education

as an instrument of social goals - yet as more than an instru-

ment. Education grew out of social needs, but could transcend

its origins and develop goals of its own broader than those of

the insttutions which supported it. With this inclusive view

Unsigned editorial, New Republic, v. 34, p. 230. TheNation's editors expressed trnffittar-ntipe that workers' edu-EWETEff might "lift enough of the workers above the noise anddust of the strife of trade unions for advantage and of
factions for power, and enable them to see what must be done
for the sake of that future of which labor should be the chiefbuilder . * Editorial, "Is Labor a Lost Hope?" Nationr118 (2/20/24), 1964



of education it is not surprising that liberal journalists re-
sisted the tendency of workers' education to become exclusive -
to find its .support only within the unions or, even worse,
within particular labor groupings.

Thus in 1921 the hew Republic declared that because of
different opinions concerning goals and methods it was a "whole-
some sign that workers' education is at the same time being
undertaken under auspices other than those of the trade unions
themselves." 35

The Nation's enthusiasm for joint union-university
ventures such as the Bryn Mawr Summer School denotez; a similar
outlook, and near the end of this period, in 1928, the New
Republic reaffirmed this position in a cause cglebre of the
workers' education movement - that of Brookwood Labor College
vs. Mathew Woll and the A. F. of L. The conservative leaders
of the A. F. of L. apparently found Brookwood too radical, too
critical, and too independent to merit their further support.
But the Federation's withdrawal of financial aid to the College
brought forth from John Dewey in the pages of the NeliReablic
a withering three-page attack on this "scholastic lynching."
Dewey took particular aim at Matthew Woll, an old-line busi-
ness unionist, who was instrumental in pushing through the
cut-off of funds.

In his article - which was supported by a.Newell1211La
article in the same issue - Dewey rejected the charge that
Brookwood was propagandizing, condemned the "inert character

NerRit201223.4.s., v, 28, p. 174,
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cf the present labor movement," and vigocouslv argued the

nedd for autoncimous institutions like Brookwood. He declared

that .such labor schools *should train leaders who tninR inde-

pendently and should thereby help in ushering in a social order

free from exploitation. 36 They should, in short, fulfill the

reformist function which Dewey advocated for all educational

institutions.

One could, of course, pass this d:.spute off as something

of a "tempest in a teapot.' Brookwood 'as a small school which

probably had little permanent impact on the American labor move-

ment, and the issue under discussion was but one event in its

history. But regardless of the effects of this particular clash

between Dewey and Woll, it does provide a specific case study

demonstrating the liberal journalists' support for independent,

critical workers' education not beholden to specific unions or

to particular factions within unions.

It is evident to she reader of the Nation and the New

Republic that the journals' editors and writers, in their

attention -to worker education, were particularly interested in

-11*
Dewey, "Labor Politics," 211-14. Cf. also the New

Republic editorial in support of Dewey's position: The Federa-
EiaaTia Mr. Woll,": 57 (1/9/29), 205-6; also an editorial
paragrapn reaffirming the position four months later: 58
(S/8/29), 317. For background on this issue, cf. Daniels,
Labor History, v. 4, p. 43. The New Republic had evinced a
suspicion 761"A. F. of L. influenc5-6H-WBEEFP education also
in 1925 when the Federation assumed greater control of the
Workers' Education Bureau. The editors declared: "whether
education, meaning the training of critical faculties of mind,
will find a more liberal shelter under the A. F. of L. than
under any of the other groups, remains to be demonstrated."
Editorial note, New Re2ublic, 42 (4/29/25), 249.
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the goals and effects of the movement, and with the institu-

tional support behind it. Their concern for the internal

workings of labor schools - with teachers, students, and method-

ology - was expressed less often, but took an interesting twist.

Journal comment in this area was usually highly favorable,

praising labor education for its sense of relevance, its real-

sim, and for its progressive methodology, and it often made its

point more strongly through invidious comparisons with effete,

traditional, middle-class education. Such comparisons can be

found in the Nation as early as 1919, when Herbert Norwill

lauded the British Workers' Educational Association as present-

ing "a spectacle of intellectual energy and enthusiasm which

finds no parallel among the leisure classes. "37 Jean Flexner,

in the American context, was even more specific:

The Brookwood student can be most simply de-
scribed by contrasting him with the undergraduate
in the 'bourgeois' college - the inexperienced,
amiable, impressionable dilettante, who drifts
with open and colorless mind through a kaleidoscope
of courses to emergeygithout deep convictions or
definite objectives.

The New Republic, in pointing to the same phenomenon,

gleefully reported .the stimulation felt by a teacher of working

gills in contrast with the despair experienced in instructing

the "somnolent daughters of plutocracy." The editors concluded

that there was less of a problem in educating the masses than

Horw211, "The Education of the Adult Worker," 739.

38
Flexner, Newituublic, v. 43, p. 288.
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in enlightening the "great sodden middle class." 39

This enthusiasm for the apparent liveliness, relevance,

and psychological soundness of workers' education is hardly

surprising. Unions and their educational allies were con-

ducting their classes (perhaps more out of necessity than out

of intellectual conviction) on progressive Dowel/an lines. The

liberal journalists - most of whom were Dewey's disciples in

educational matters - were thus pleased to see his theories

receive practical validation. Deweyan rhetoric runs through

journal commentary on labor education during this period.

Eduard C. Lindeman, for example, praised C. D. Burns' The

Philosophy of Labor for its recognition that labor education

might become "the force which will evoke, clarify, and instru-

mentalize the worker's point of view." Two years later he wrote

in reference to the whole adult education movement that "liberal-

ism can become effective only when it derives from a valid learn-

ing process which is continuous, co-terminous,with l4fe itself."'"

Editorial, Education," New Republic, 45
(11/25/25), 8. This same editorial HaFrEiaEwinore than Oft_
teacher in workers' education .evening classes. . . has tcsti-
Lied that he has received as much as he has given. If the mon
lack the intellectual discipline and knowledge of tht2. subjecz

he has, he lacks the direct observation of practical op.7:ration

they have." Evans Clark wrote in the Nation that "an ounce of
professorial energy produces ten times more cerebration per
student at the Rand School than at Princeton." "wor?zers' :a"lu-

cationf'! 670. Clark was the husband of Nation staff ii,ember

(and later editor) F. Kirchway.

4
°Lindeman, "Labor's Outlook to Life," New Republic, 48

(8/25/26), 22; "Adult Education," ETLIleaul3lrfTT-T777712n),
28.
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The Deweyan influence was particularly evident in the

case of Herbert Croly. Shortly after Croly's death in 1930,

George Soule wrote an appreciation of him which makes it clear

that Croly ,shared with Dewey the conviction that education was

more than a simple matter of transmitting information; rather,

it was a process of expanding the range of meanings which

people attach to experience. According to Soule, Croly held

that "it was useless merely to preach people into acceptance

of articles of faith. People could be convinced and vitalized

only through interpretation of their own experience." }!e

quoted Croly's assertion that adults needed to regain "both

their craving for experience and their ability to attach mean-

ings to it."
41

'45

Dewey was himself, of course, a contributing editor of

the Nes211eul and through its pages expressed his views

on political and educational issues, including workers' edu-

cation. But his progressive, pragmatic spirit was evident also

in editorials and articles on

Maurer, Muste, Kallen, Lindem

4 4'Soule, New Re ublic, v. 63, pp. 255-6. Gentry maintains
that Croly was, over e years, increasingly influenced by
Dewey. ("Liberalism," p. 63). Croly's study under William
James at Harvard may well have prepared the intellectual ground
for his acceptance of Deweyan pragmatism, Cf. Forcey, Cross-
roads, pp. 1622.

42Kenneth Benne holds that Dewey's influence "seems to
have been equally great among progressive workers in the educa-
tion of adults as among workers in the education of children
and young people." "John Dewey and Adult Education," Adult
Education Bulletin, XIV (Oct., 1949). Villard's great respect
TO774rD4m5.71r4raarcated in a letter which he wrote to Henry
Linville: "I do not think there is any honor too high that can
be paid to John Dewey. His seventieth birthday ought to be
made a national event . . . . " Letter, 3/23/29, in Villard
papers, Houghton Library, Harvard University.

labor education by Croly, Villard,

ant, and others .
42 Such men saw
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that the new pedagogy was particularly applicable to adbit

and workers' education partly because adults had more experi-

ence to interpret. Workers particularly did not need to be

inducted into social, economic, and political reality - this

they already felt and knew. What they needed was the -)pnortu-

nity - which workers' education provided them - to intcirp.rt't

this reality with the aid of psychology, historl, and other

disciplines. 43 The relationship of learning and life - of

school and society - was very real in workers' eeacation,

it is clear that the closeness of this relationsh%o accounts

for much liberal intellectual enthusiasm for the s*t7ement,

VI

The workers' education movement of the 1920's may

then as one particular expression of the praqmatic i:apulse in

education. As interpreted by liberal

formist in its goals, Eclectic in its

and progressive in its methods,

jpurnalists, it was re-

institLti.onal aul:Tor.t,

It was thus entirely logicaL

that Cr:Ay, Villard, and their colleagues should give ,11.e move-.

merit their support and their criticism. Blat in a ratAer 1:un.

mental way the association of liberal journzlists worrs;
..m04 01.00 ft*. e.Y

'The curriculum of labor educat.A.oci te.Ided to ,,m;Ilasize
the social sciences. Will Durant, fo:c exarmae, irL a letter
concerning the Labor Temple School (of whici. he was direct:3r)
reported that the institution would "aim to acquaint t'le
student with the sciences that most direct]," ,:mncern tae
develcpment and direction of human affairs." New :Rtrov:lic,
28 (10/12/2), 192.
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_.:lucation differed froze heir relationship with the progressive

education of children and youth. In the latter area they

functioned largely as critics; their involvement with elementary

and secondary education was

direct.

But adult and workers'

somewhat limited and generally in-

education was different in that

liberal journalists had something to offer; here they could

become directly involved. Thus we find Croly taking an active

part in the founding of the New School for Social Research

(some of the organizational meetings were held at the New

Republic offices) , and giving particular emphasis to the Labor

Research Bureau which was associated with it.44 Alvin :Johnson,

a!!!wItlialliaLLE editor in the early twenties, and a nation edito_f

in the 19.30's, was the second director of the n?.1./ School, suc-

ceeding James Harvey Robinson.

.11e New Rea?lic and the Natim

Republic editor) taught at Will

Carl Van Doren, literary editor

George Soulei who wrote- for both

(and who later became a aew

Durant's Labor Temple

of the Nation, waf, a nit7:mber

of the same faculty. R. H. Tawney, H. 1,4 Brailsfor.3, and

Harold Laski - all 'EarEE2Alic contributing editors during tie

1920's - were among the most influential leaders of tb.T._ BritisP,

workers' education movement. And of course Eduard C. Lindeman,

W,...0.WM.W,..VOHWIMWMP

Gentry, 'Liberalism," pp. 188-9; Cf. Alvin
Pioneer's Progress, for the roles of Croly, James
CfirireTh-Fia7Thiar Dorothy Straight in the founding
history of the New School. (Lincoln: University of
Press, 1960; first published, 1952) y ch. 27.

Robinson,
and early
Nebraska



who was one of America's leading adult educators during this

period,'and who ditected research for the Workers' Education

Bureau, was a contributing editor of the Em 2:222t11.9..45 This

last could be extended almost indefinitely, but the point is

evident: in the area of workers' education, the liberal journal-

ists were, in Croly's phrase, "participating agents who were

also observers." 46

In view of this active involvement in workers' education,

how may one explain the declining attention given to it in the

liberal journals after 1928? For the Ne;iilezablic, Croly's

death in 1930 provides part of the answer. His direct, personal

concern for adult and workeis' education was not =felt to the same

degree by the members of the editorial board who succeeded him.

But even had Croly lived, it is probable that the New 112-emlip,

like the Nation, would have shown a less active interest in

workers' education. In 1929 the Great Depression struck; liberal

journalists, along with other liberal spokesmen, felt that the

vast and overpowering economic problems facing the nation could

not wait for the slow solutions pro ided by education And

with the victory of Franklin Roosevelt in 1932, immed4te poli-

tical action seemed even more relevant During the 1920's much

liberal political action had seemed futile; now, at long last:,

progress in this realm was possible. Liberal journalists could

again feel that - as in the days of Theodore Roosevelt and the

Croly, .Introduction to Lindeman's Social Disco= :New
York: New Republic, Inc., 1924), p. xvi.



pre-war Wilson - they had a significant relationship to power.

In simplest terms,. as the journals' political interests again

climbed, their educational interests declined.

A further explanation lies in the shifts which took place

in the union movement itself. Following the passage of the

National Industrial Recovery Act in 1933 and the Wagner At

in 1935e unions grew rapidly in membership and in influence.

While continuing, and in some cases expanding, workers' edu-

cation programs, most unions now gave them a lower order of

priority. Labor began to experience considerable success

in, politics and at the bargaining table; it learned that such

progress need not wait for the results of workers' education

programs. Thus while workers' education expanded in absolute

terms, its relative significance both to unionists and to

their intellectual allies - declined. 47 In short, the workers'

education movement of the 1920's - and the enthusiasM for it

displayed by liberal journalists - were to a considerable

degree the product of failure in the political and economic

realms. When this pattern, of failure was reversed, workers'

education became a more peripheral concern both for labor

and for liberal intellectuals.

C.I.O. Unions gave considerable attention to worker
education following the split from the A. Fe of L. in 1935.
Among the few examples of journal comment on worker educa-
tion during the 1930's, cf. New 4tegtliqe 93 (12/22/37)*. 186;
also Nation, 140 (4/24/35), 476-8.



Chapter Nines The New Education)

During the first few years of the New Re2ublies history,

Randolph Bourne had served as the journal's unofficial educa-

tion editor.2 In this role he had written a number of per-

ceptive analyses of American education - both "horror stories"

of the old formalistic schools and hopeful reports on some

of the newer scholarly developments.' After Bourne's death

in 1918, the person who came closest to performing the same_

role for th-B journal was Agnes de Lima. Mrs. de Lima, unlike

Bourne, wai, an educato::, but she shared Bourne's ability to

look at sctkool zituati3ns with a detached and critical. per-

spective.

Mrs. ie Lima was. in -fact, a close friend of Bourne's,

an a part of the same radical group which congregated in

This was the tit Le given to the articles in the Nationby Evelyn Dewey and Acmes de Lima: v. 118, p. 702; v. 11717--.p.'684,

2
Lawrence Graumaa, "Tough Case, Tough Guy," (Review ofThe World of Fandolph Bourns, edited by Lillian Schlissel),

EKTEEOTET1b1 (5/rms-T7 28

3
Cll. ParLs I sand II above.

136
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Greenwich Village before and during the "first World Uar.

.:ourne wa in love with Esther Cornell, an actress tJa.th

wilom Mrs. de Lima lived, and de Lima and Cornell cased for

Mere is a
him i n t hAr home during his final illness

great dEA. of continuity between the educcdonal tirwh!r.

i.ourne -E'd that of de Lima - no doubt partly becalm of their

personal association, but orobably more s:ignifican-..y out of

thc!ir inims:rsion in the same pragmatic, reFormist, 4nd esthetic

milieu.

Durilg the 1920's Mrs. de Lima wrote a large number of

articles book reviews not only for th New Renublic, but

for the NatuDn as well. While she was no:: a regular, salaried

coatributcr a the New Republic as Bourne had been, there was

an infornal uvierstanding that the pages the journal were

on .m to her,t:an she wished to write an ar'Acle. Mrs. de Lima

a clot0 Is.3ociate of Alvin Johnson's,. and sometimes

.attended Nfvv Rep.:blic staff luncheons with him, Croly, and

the other caditcrs.

In s;ite f the educational reforms of the previous

decade, Mrs. cry Lim had no difficulty finding during the 1920's

school colditi:sas quite similar to those described by 'Bourne in

timr-tialn.777Sue of the ilEEm111211.E. In the spring of 1924

she visited fturth grade class in a Net; York City public-
Inb_.flew with Agnes de Lima by author, November 13, 1965.

iere 1-311-,zn, Alvin Johnson, and Freda Kirchwey have all at-..sted to ".12 Lima's importance as an education writer for theJournals. (Interviews respectively on 6/26/65, 11/17/65,!.1/19/65).
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school and reported her impressions to readers of the New

1.120111211E:5

The teacher's voice was hard and metallic
and her face lined with a multitude of little
seams of nervous irritation. Police duty is
hard work, when.it means keeping forty-six
children caged and immovable in a tiny room
five hours a day, five days a week for ten
months a year .

. . . In this cramped and arid space was not
one thing to call forth the slightest creative
impulse of the children who were doomed by law
to spend the sunniest hours of their lives there.
All they could do was to sit up rigid lnd "tall?"
while the teacher doled out irrelevant and un-
inviting bits of knowledge in the iiame of 'edu-
cation."

Most disturbing, of course, was the impact of this situa-

tion on the children. They weret"frozen into immobility" . .a 4

"sunk in apathy, not one of them by even so much as a shuffle

venturing to rebel openly against the accustomed regime.- Mrs.

de Lima described one scene which might have come straight out

of Dickens Hard Times. one of the students was asked to re-

cite a poem:

Thomase thin and undersized, one eve twItLil-
ing nervously, shrieked the verses in his tense
treble. The contrast was crIlel between his
misshapen little frame and the words of the poem.
"T.n-to the sunshine full of de-light. Iv!

ha:11;0d mise::a.oly.
"Go ahead," prodded bliz "."'erkinJ.

stood his ground a moment in a desperate seal:%;.2

The quotations following are from this article, "Any
School Morning," New Republic, 40 (11/12/20, 19-20, The
author reported tifit'both school and class were selected
at random, the visitor merely choosing the first school she
happened to come across after going into an unfamiliar part
of town.'
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for the next lines then crumpled into his
place.

"Next boy!" "Next boy' began the poem . .

II

The educational problems exposed by Mrs. de Lima in this

dramatic, impressionistic fashion were summarized in a more

systematic - if less forceful - way by other writers for the

i Feral journals, William B. Curry reminded Nation readers in

:1.29 that

Progressive educators have criticized con-
ventional education on the grounds that its
methods are too much like those of a factory,
that its psychology is not sufficiently subtle
aadr therefore, pays too little attention to
the individual -i:;-liarities ot children, that
its curriculum is !3tereoi;yped anZ formal, that
it gives tc4) UttIe opportunity fo:: &i:ontaneitv
and initiative, and that such forms of
expression as art, ,handicrafts, and music art!
grossly negleci;e:.1.*

Even educational experiments like the Gary Plan - which

Bourne had supported so vigorously - were now under attack.

Margaret Haley reported to New Republic_ readers in 1924 that

groups of teachers in Milwaukee and Chicago had "declared the

platoon school unsound educationally zecau3e it emohasazes

the teaching of subject matter rather than the teachins

"A similarly impressionistic account of school life,
emphasizing teacher-administrato:: relationships, followed
this article: Leonora Pease, 'Enter the Superintendent,"
NewEvublic, 40 (11/12/24),

7
William B. Curry, '1New Ways With Children," (review

of Margaret Naunberg's The Child and the World), Nation, 128
t4/2/29), 510,.
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children."
8

Journal readers were reminded that such forces as the

pressure of enrollment were also requiring a reexamination of

existing educational philosophies and methods. In 1923, the

New Republic published a twenty-seiien page supplement entitled

"The American High School," - a multi-faceted examination of

this educational phenomenon, with atticles by George Counts,

Charles Judd, Carelton Washburne, and other outstanding edu-

cators. The lead article, by Alexander Inglis of Harvard

stated that between 1890 and 1923 the number of secondary

schools had climbed from under 3000 to more than

that enrollment had soared from about 300,000 to

14,000 and

more than

2,000,000 students. Many of these new students - and even

more of the large numbers attending elementary schools - came

from backgrounds in which formal academic work was a strange

Q
and unknown world.".

From within the schools, then, pressures were building up

not only for a break with traditional instruction, but for a

re-definition of progressive education. And educators were

responding to forces beyond the school as well - to new inter-

pretations of individual and social need, and to new develop-

ments in psychology. Where the dominant emphasis of educational

comment in the journals during the Wilson era had been upon the

Margaret Haley, "The Factory System," New Republj_ c, 43
(11/12/24), 18.

9
Alexander Inglis, "The Eigh School in Evolution,' m

EaplaiiLLE, 36 (11/7/23, Part II), 1.
NH.
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effect of education upon the individual.

Thus Eduard C. Lindeman noted in the i!21.1.32221.21j.c in 1926

that "the newest sociology is individual, not social, in em-

phasis," and credited behaviorism and abnormal psychology with

this "individualizing of the social sciences."1° And Margaret

Naumberg, an exponent of Jungian analytic approaches to edu-

cation, took it upon herself to attack the dominant social

emphasis in the psychology and pedagogy identified with Dewey.

She saw the need for an individualistic reaction against the

group orientation which she feared was smothering artistic

and creative impulses:

Just because America is so group-minded, any
questioning as to the positive value of this
constant and limited herd life is sure to be
a source of irritation. We are st:111 so im-
bued with a purely group psychology, so co7p-

pletely identified with mass action and
reaction, that it is not possible even for ow
leaders to be aware how typically American tnis

is. Unable to see ourselves as others do, we

can scarcely expect to realize how deeply cur

group ways separate us f wm the crystallized
individualism of Europe.'

The psychoanalytic orientation which lay behind much of

Miss Naumerg's work was felt widely throughout American society

Eduard C. Lindeman, "Education: The Antidote for Social
Disorders," (review of. books by Ernest Groves and John Lapp),
Nelt....ctRubt 47 (7/28/26), 285.

11Margaret Naumberg, "The Crux of Progressive Education,."
New Republic, 63 (6/25/30), 145. For background on Miss

Mumaerg an her divergence from Deweyan pedagogy, cf. Robert

Beck, "Progressive Education and American Progressivism:

Margaret Naumberg," Teachers College : 60 (January 1959)

198-208.
-.~.,..0411~*00.1..+1........aM.
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during the 1920's - not least so in the child-centered schools.

Lippman, one of the original New Republic editors, had utilized

Freudian insight3 as early as 1913 in his Preface to Politics

and in articles for the New Republic. Malcolm Cowley reports

that during the. first: World War "young women all over the

country were reading Freud and attempting to lose their inhibi-

tions." Analytic ideas which began to penetrate the American

mind after 7reud's isit to the United States in L909 ti.);uld a

fertile Veld during' the 1920's. In literature, art, ! )cial

work, politial an4lysis, and in education, Freudianism directed

attenticn to the :motive, non-rational springs of human be-

havior.
12

Giver this confluence. of forces from inside and outside

the schocls, it is not surprising that many progressive edu-

cators cf the 1920'E began to give more attention to the

- to his own needs, desires, and impulses -

less to the sociall-i reformist elements of education.13 Nor

is it surprising tiat the leading liberal journals shoul(:, take

note of this trends subject it to their usual critical anaLysis,

and support those aspects of it which coincided with their own

current interpretations of individual and social need.

a....'111./0111101.1110.1.MIMMO.

For Lippmann on Freudianism, cf. "Freud and the Layll an,"
New Republic, 2 (4/17/15, Part II), 9-10. The quotation iE from
5-Wie7TVWeilc's Return (New York: Viking, 1951) , p. 23. Cremin
l as an exaInErWETIEn of Freudianism in The Transformatim
of the School, pp. 207-15. Cf. Also Jewell Vincent, T616 TE-
fluendes orrigmune Fre4i on the 1920's in the United Statef;,"
The Southern Quarterly/ 2 (Jan.. 1964), 138-49.

13
Cremin has noted that thy: 1920's provided particularly

'Lettile ground for the growth of child-centered education. Cf.
Transformation, pp. 201 ff; also Willis Rudy, Schools in an Pile
FTWalldroaiie (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
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This topic may perhaps best be approached b.? takng

"reader's-eve-view," To the regular reader of the Nation or

the New Republic - normally a liberal, intelligent pfofessional
earmem.aimmt....lag..m01111.11.11xi1111.11110.0

person - what view of child-centered education was clmmunici!ted?

what definition of this branch of progressive education could

be constructed from the editorials, articles, and reviews

which appeared in the journals? What particular satools and

experiments were brought to his attention? To what range of

opinion (including editorial opinion) on this topic as he

exposed? What criticisms of the movement were brouglt Lo his

attention? This "readerls-eye-view" of educational tends

will permit consideration of a further basic question

what extent, if any, did the Nation or the New Republi pro-

mote the anti-intellectual elements which have been nc:ed in

child-centered education by Cremin, Hofstadter, and La}:ch?-4

Readers of the liberal journals probably never recived

a comprehensive definition of child-centered education - and,

given the variety within the movement -. perhaps one was not

possible. Instead they received descriptions of specif:c

dhibl-centered schools and contrasts with traditional e:uca-

tional institutions. Thus Alvin Johnson provided in VI: New

Cf. Cremin, Transformation, p. 210 f- f; Richard
Hofstader, Anti-Intellectualism in American Life (New x)rk,
1963) , chapFiEr Tr-ari-TETTET=RiTi-Tra.-ciaT'Ee t-icw tz keii-

calism in America (New York, 1965), pp. 12-15.--
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Republic in 1923 an enthusiastic commentary on Margaret

Naumberg's Walden School (formerly the Children's School).

He noted that in such a schools

Self-expression and self-direction must be
the basis of the educational scheme. . .

Naturally there is no room in Miss Naumberg's
scheme of instruction for the textbook, the set
task: the rigid standard , . Work and clay
are woven together, and the teacher's part is
the same in one as in the other, that of moderator
to restrain the excesses of conflicting person-
alities, of expert in determining uncertain values,
of guide through intricacies encountered by im-
mature minds. The Walden teacher often leads but
never drives.

15
T

Readers of the Nation received similarly enthusiastic

reports on trends in progressive education in Agnes de Lima's

1924 series entitled "The New Education." Mrs. de Lima defined

three kinds of educational reformers: The first group was ma:fie

up of "technicians, most of whom accepted an established body

of knowledge," but who made extensive use of tests and method-

ological schemes for teaching it more effectively. The second

group was socially-oriented, "demanding modern schools to fit

children to play a worthy part i:.i the modern world." The third

saw education as "an .organic process which changes and aevelops
ft r11

as the child himself changes and grows."- It is clear from

the tone of her third article that she saw the organic, child-

Alvin Johnson, "The Walden School," N-lw Republic, 34
(3/28/23), 134.

16de Lima, Nations 119 (7/2/20, 9. Miss de Lima's cate-
gories corresponirioujhly to the s4entific, reformist, and
child-centered groups described by Cremin. Cf. Trans formation,
p. 288. The other two articles in de Lima's flerr617767767-----
v, 118 (6/18/24) , 702-3; v. 119 (7a0/24) Ili-8.
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centered school as a distinct advance over the other two. In

this article she described the City aad Country School as

based on behaviorist psychology and the Walden School on psycho-

analytic assumptions, and reported that:

In both schools, questions relating to
curriculum ars Of secondary consideration,
and emphasis is laid upon the child's present
needs and his innate capacities and interests.
The outstanding purpose is co help the children
evolve a world of their own in which they will
think, act, and express themselves on their own
level. Book learning as an end is discouraged,
especially in the early years, for it -represents
at best vicarious experience

In seeking for creative expression and "real" experiences, the

schools abandoned the use of "fixed recitation periods, of

assigned lessons, of immovable desks and immovable children."

The positive results of this new education were most apparent

in the arts:

To those inured to the stereotyped and
poverty-stricken responses of children brought
up in the conventional environment, the cre-
ative achievement of the pupils of these newer
schools seems almost incredible, This is most
dramatically evident in the field of the
plastic arts whea:e the work ir. drewing paint-
ing, and pottery achieves a standard ef high
professional merit. Striking work is done ini7
music, in rhythm, and in imaginative uriting.

Thus, although not provided with an authoritative defini-

tion of child-centered education, jou3111 readels were informed

that in contrast to .traditional instruction it rivolved more

freedom for the child, more attention to his interests and

de Lima, Nation, 119 (7/30/24), 116.
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impulses, less emphasis on subject matter, and more opportu-

nity for creative artistic expression. Readers also had

brought to their attention a surprising number of the newer

schools and their work. Lewis Mumford enthused at length over

the art produced in such institutions as the Keith and Potomac

Schools. Miss de Lima described Elizabeth Irwin' s Public

School 61 in New York, in which children learned through "free

activity and first-hand experience." Evelyn Dewey - daughter

of John Dewey - surveyed the work of the Moraine Park, Shady

Hill, Children's, and City and Country Schools and - while

noting their differences in philosophy and program - declared

that they had "one fundamental point of agreement. Real edu-

cation is impossible without freedom. "18

IV

It is clear from the educational material carried in the

Nation and the ti2w11fteyblic that readers of the journals were

given the opportunity to become surprisingl! well-informed

about trends and experiments in child-centered education. A

critical question to he asked, however, concerns the framework

Mumford, 'The Child as Artist," New Republic, 47

(6/30/26), 166; de Lima, "The New Educa-tro77n-raFren, 118
(6/18/24), 702; Evelyn Dewey, "The New Edu.;atiaii7r-ffiton,

112 (5/11/21), 684. Public School 61 was also knowilis "The
Little Red Schoolhouse," and was located et various times on
East 16th Street, in P.S. 64 and in P.S. 61. The work of the
school was reported in The Little Red School House, by Agnes

de Lima and the School NEM-DigrY670-Tgarinii7-1942).
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of opinion within which this information was offered. Did

the journals adopt consistent editorial opinions favoring or

opposing the child-centered trend?

In view of Croly's turn away from a primarily social and

political methodology of reform to a more individualistic and

educational orientation, one might have expected him to sup-

port the movement with enthusiasm.
19 Yet one searches in vain

in the New Republics published during the 1920'a for an authori-

tative, unequivocal statement supporting the child-centered

over the reformist version of progressive educat:on. One finds

instead an eclectic, inclusive support for progressive educa-

tion in general as distinguished from traditional education.

This was evident in an editorial accompanying the journal's

1924 supplement on the public elementary school. The editors

explicitly refused to take sides: "The purpose of this supple-

ment is not to set forth a program nor even t' marshal the

arguments for any apecial educational theory." But they did

indicate their support for a fundamental trepd which underlay

most of the various forms of educational innevation - "the

drift away from formalism. The routine of school life, accentu-

ated by the unprecedented growth of the entire public school

system until :t had begun to appear an end in itself, has at

length become insupportable."20

var.INAMINIMMIWIVO

On Croly's Increased faith in individualistic and edu-

cational solutions to human problems cf. ch's 7 and 8 above,

20Editorial, 'Educational Theory and the Class Room

Teacher,' tlerits.2141?,ic, 40 (11/12/24), 263.
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But responses to this deadening formalism and routine

could assume a variety of patterns, as the contributors to

the supplement indicated - from W. W. Charters' adaptive

etilitarianism to W. H. Kilpatrick's reformist Bmethodolatry,"

to the individual progress plan of Carleton Washburne and ti-a

child-centered approaches of Elizabeth Irwin and Agnes de

Lima. 2I
The New Republic held to this eclectic position

throughout the 1920's amidst all the internecine wars ef

the progressive education movement. It made its pages avail-

able to all shades of progressive educational opinion, and if

the exponents of child-centered approaches seemed to get more

than their share of space, this may have been only because

they represented the new, exciting, frontier thought in the

educational world.22 But for the readers of the New Reoublic,

doubtless John Dewey's socially-oriented utterances on educa-

tional matters still carried the most weight. And, as will

be seen below, his criticisms of child-centered trends were

trenchant and forceful.

Oswald Viliard, the Nation's influential editor, never

took as intense and informed an interest in educational matters

11,011W01.1111..1011.710111111111.11~01/.00,.1.71.

21"
The Public Eletentary School, Nelimat-2.LLF_, (11/12/24r

Part II), 1-28. For an excellent conteiiii3rary anal ysis and
.critique of the various educational approaches of the p,2r1od,
see Boyd Bodes Modern Educational Theories (New York Macmillan;
19W7). Cf. CreffirE7wriairaiiriaraTiiii=2-223, for a 3ummary
of the book.

22
Bruce Bliven, who succeeded Croly as editor of the New

Republic, has written that most educational articles in th-e7-
Tournir-scame in over the transom, that is, volunteered by the
author." (Letter to author, 8/2/65). Probably the child-
centered educators were during the 1920's those most cager
to spread their message.
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as did Croly. His journal's major contribution in this field

during the 1920's was to provide another forum in which

writers like de Lima and Evelyn Dewey could sympathetically

survey trends in the newer education. 23 The series of arti-

cies written by these two were the closest an in the

Nation to the thorough and comprehensive supplements which

the New Republic carried on the public elementary school and

the high schoo1.4 On occasion a Nation editorial would ex-

press a concern for "the victims of education," and would

propose greater attention to the desires and interests of

pupils from kindergarten through college, but for the most

part the journal left the shaping of opinion on education to

its writers and reviewers .
25

The Nation too, while taking fewer editorial positions

on progressive education than its fellow journal, gave space

to a somewhat wider range of views on educational matters.

The editors of the New Republic felt, apparently, that the

battle against traditional education had been won - if not in

the schools, at least in the minds of liberal intellectuals.

Cf. de Lima's articles cited above; also Evelyn Dewey's
series under the same title, "The New Education," Nation 112
(5/4/21), 654-5; (5/11/21), 604-5; also Margaret NEUEEFig's
report on the Eighth Conference on Progressive Education:
"Progressive Education," Nation, 126 (3/28/28), 344-5.

24
These supplements were: "The Public Elementary School,"

New Republic, 40 (11/12/24, Part II), 1-28; "The American
firT7T605rT* New Republic, 36 (11/7/23, Part II), 1-27. Cf.
also the 1930 series OrirThe New Education, Ten Years After,"
New Republic, 63, pp. 61-4, 93-6, 123-5, 145-6, 172-6, 2C4-6;
argirwTAMerican College and Its Curriculum," 1cy24:pyk:lic,
32 (10/25/22, Part II) , 1-26. A Children's Book section :7t--;
the New Republic, 48 (11/10/26), 334-360, also had educatimally-
erie5E07iFErags by Elizabeth Irwin and Lewis Mumforc

.5
Cf. editorial, "M3 Students See It,° Nation, 119
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But the Nati= occasionally gave space to a "voice from the
01411.1.111.1.11 -.0411111

past" which would express doubts about the whole direction
of the new education and sympathy for the defenders of tradi-
ticnal standards. This contrast was symbolized at the end of
this period in the reviews of Albert Jay dock's The Theo of
Education in the United States. Nock's book was a defense of
what he called "the Great Tradition" in education and an ex-
posure of what he saw as the ill effects of excessive and
perverted democracy and equality in schools and colleges.
The New Republic chose a none too sympathetic reviewer in
John Dewey, who, after providing a fair enmgh summary of
Nock's argument, went on to denounce its "fantastic exaggera-
tion" and its defense of the classical, academic curriculum.
Dewey concluded that "since return to tha so-..:alled narrow
classical system is wholly out of the tiastioa, and since it
never was what it has come to be in M. Nock's idealizing
nostalgia," the only rational solution vas rot to restore
elitism to the schools, but to extend real &;mocracy to all
areas of society - politics, economicsi and education.26

The Nation's reviewer, on the othe!: hand, was Abraham
Flexner, an influential educator who, af:coriing to Cr.emin,

had moved from "moderate pr.11gressivise to "unrelnting
as ti-progressivism. Flexner praised the book as "worthy
in style and content of Matthew Arnold' pen and brain,"

Dewey, "Bending the Twigc" New REA:subli.cf 70 c4/13/32), 243.2 .

7Cremln, Transformation, p. 160.
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and enthusiastically passed along Nockss vigorous dtinuncia-

tions of the over-extended,. illibPrai, non-intellectual

currjculum of America's schools and colleges. Flexnqr -.1:anaged

OD wi,rk into the review an indictment of Dewey for furt'aeririg

:onfusion between liberal and instrumeni-al eduratoa

for to produce a "kleaard:.ion Lilac has been fr.:;-.c.ralize(...

t-

-

hov.r3 author:

to from

V

&yr ...ID. .% Wi:a, -

14: r, of

-rtr9-t- can be educated bv oi `so-valie,1 modiN.1:1;

but, Mr. Nock

- e t.

maintd71s, 7Jr-4" nzr..:co

But Flexner'!:; critige of Li.le :-.1.!wer trends in .-cJcat:__:1

wlis moderate compar.oe:. Lt.t one rsarris?C! j0:31-nal in

;:eaCi7.1:

"Whv is the Nation so reactionary waen

uhis topic? "
29

The article which Drcmztted th Tq roev C717

by :::elf-(2,escrined w;1(.,

through a surTiter efa.ccatiur.

t;

tu:it eh !S,;t t-aca,:.ier:12o. ).n Lae nt-;

Among thf: taraet.0 of her attack iii -xe vari-,us "evangt..!:,Lcol plJ

poses of e:aucation: Education ±ol- Lea;IE'rship, Educc$1.11

10.1
se
Abrahan Fle.xnery

(1/17/32;. 207,

3 85.

A...aucation In America, 11 Nation, lA

,t ,tan Lt. Edloff, Lett.,2r to ed.,)-or, Nat.Lon, 12,;
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AbundaLt Life, Education for Social Efficiency - education

for everything
"30hing except education, Doubtless the indignant

teacher who had submitted this article was shooting at some

very vuinerable targets. The point, however, is that it could

be read - as it was by Edloff - as a defense of what he called

"reacticnary and unrealistic" classical education. And, as

Edloff's liberal convictions forced him to remind the editor,

"your classically educated Bostonians were the ones who de-

cide:: the fate of Sacco and Vanzetti. "31

Edloff's indignation had, however, caused him to generalize

unfe,rly. The Nation - while less consistently progressive on

edu,.ational topics than the New Republic - was not, as de Lira's,

Evrlyn Dewey's, and Margaret Naumberg's articles surely attest,

SI7,-actionary." But it seemed to have among its editors, writers,

;ad readers larger numbers whose liberalism was primarily poll-

dcal, and which did not extend consistently to matters of

morality, education, and culture.

According to Heywood Broun, this rather restricted political

liberalism was a characteristic of Villard, the journal's editor

and as he said The Nation is Oswald Garrison Villard." ;..11 a

delightful piece on "What's the matter with the Nation?" Broun

claimed that the journal suffered chiefly from the fact that it

lbA Schoolma'am (pseud.), "Summer School is Over," Nation,
129 (8/28/29), 221 Perhaps the closest compa:rable proteE.7i; = in
the New Republic during this period was by Lillian Herste:_n.
"(:!hat-ri-the-RITAI School Teacher's Job?" New Reeii?lic;
(11/7/23, Part II), 11-12.

31E('71off, Nations V. 129, p. 365.
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was "edited by geTItlemen and almost I ear by ladice.' He

objected to the "malarial mist of good taste" which clung to the

jcev.rnal and noted that in matters of art, cultuiei and. pc

:is "in so many respects, Mr. Villard is an extremely conserva-

tive mar.." Brown professed to be disturbed kly Villard's statu2

as a total abstainer and by his preludicas aaainat rowdyism

and ob4scenity. His solution: "Put vine leaves in Villardis

hair. F:nd the circulation of the Nation would reach 200,000 be-

fore the year was ollt."A-

Although Broun became - as usual - carried away by the

exc of his on imagination he clearly had put Linger

on one of the real but subtle characteristics distiaguishi

t'.e Nation front the New Republic. Although Villard's ournal

1:.c.bably exceeded the New Republic in political vicor durina

the 1920's (Broun called it "the most effective rebel periodical

America")
33

its editorials we re rarely as receptive

.yant-garde developments in morality, psychology, culture or -

..r.,rtant for our purposes - in education . L s :

could, and did support those rel.armist elements of progrJ_

education which had commanded its alleg::.anc;_t

acme -time it could wIthhold its ,andc.rsfament from c.h..! apparen,

... 111JIII.B. 401.1.
)4Broun, "It seems to geywood Brat:nen Nativil, 128 (i//29),

7-2

Other commentators have noted thee clonservJtive i t.-t:.1 la
Vilkard's personality. Lewis Gannett h-As clesribed him as a

Liberal who yearned be a sound conservative. an-;
,lighting
Max Lerner has referre to his "paleo-liberalisIA." Galmett
Vjalardes N;Itionc" Naton, 150 .f2/10/40), 156;

thi.3 Ice Age, Wew Sork Vi )41), 13:.
ti".

41.1......10

1



non-reformist, individualistic endeavors of the more child-

centered :_tchools.

If

The phenomenon of "anti-intellectualism" has become. one

of the recurrent themes of recent American histor v of ic12as.

The term is generally applied to that Point of view Thicl tends

to downgrade the values of rationality, scholarship, and in-

tellect and often to elevate printitivism, impulse, and unfn-

.formed faith. Richard Hofstadter, who has made the most cc-

teadsd study of American anti-intellectualism, has defined It

as

. . a xesentment and suspicion of the life ,
the mind and of those who are considered to re'rc
sent it; and a dispositi,9n constantiv to minim,ze
the value of that

Hofstadter's book, Anti-intellectualism in American Life tzaces

the expression of this impulse in such diverse fields as religion,

politics, business, agric:ulture, labor, and education..

Several historians, including Hofstadter, have idaat..'ieci

child-ceatered movement as ane uf the seed-beds of =1:71-

in trends in educa(lion. Cremia, for exampe, has

noted that some progressives use.-1 Fniudian insigNts 3t:.Ch a

way as to "shift the focus of the swh:Dol almost entire!. to

35non-intellectual, indeed, anti-intaJlectual conce::ns

IHofs tadter, Anti-Intellectualim. o.,......./.1

"Crein, Tv.ansformation, p, 210,,A00*M MP.. ....IA

t
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Sol Cohen has identified the Public Education Association of
New York City - and particularly its little Red School House

proiact, under the guidance of Elizabeth Irwin - with anti-

intellectual trends during the 19201s. He claims that the

P..A.'s concern over such problems of mental hygiene, delin-

qurnicy, and non-promotion led it to "minimize courses of study,

eliminate academic standards or set them at the lowest level,

and educate the public school staff in the principle:; and pre-
cepts of mental hygiene." His research indicates that befGre
World War I, the P.E.A. had taken a generally c-;ciany-reformist
position an education; later, when it shifted to a more child-

41:.aatered orientation, it became "no longer merely indifferent
to the school's role in the training of intelligenc, but

hostile to it. 36

Hof stadter's book on anti-intellectualism includes a

lengthy survey of the effects of that force on Allarican

schools and colleges since the founding of the rer.ublic. T_n

a chapter particularly germane to this topic, entitled "The

Child and the World, the author attempts an assesment of

John Dawey's responsibility for child-centered and ,ife-

adjustment education and their anti intellectual eLlments.

While recognizing that Dewey increasingly came to &!plore the

childcentered excesses c:f his putative cisciples, hofstadtsr

also maintains that Dewey's refusal to outline speciic goals
......,/worestartanlo.Pawfaftwowore.WMe.

Sol Cohen, Progressives and Urban School Refcrm Q.4%4
York: Teca,:hers Ccllige,

r



for education (other than "growth") led to confusion - that,
in fact, "the effect of Dewey's philosophy on the design of

curricular systems was devastating." In an equally vigorous
iudictment, Hofstadter claims that

. Dewey did American education a major
disservice by providing what appears to bean authoritative sanction for that monotonousand suffocating rhetoric about 'democraticliving' with which American educationistssmother our discussions of the means and endsof education.

Hofstadter does not claim that Dewey was himself anti-

intellectual; he is examining not the intent of Dewey's work,
but its effect. And the effects are clearly anti-intellectual:

Having once put the child so firmly at the
center, having defined education as growth
without end, Dewey had so weighted the dis-
cussion of educational goals that a quarter
century of ciarifiztory statements did notavail to check the antillectIlal per-versions of the theory. 7

In spite of the vigor of the above statements, Nofstadter's
over-all treatment of Dewey is not unsympathetic. Dewey coml
through not as the villain of the anti-progressive tracts of

;8Rafferty and Rickcver but as a minor tragic figure.2One
feels a tone of sorrow in Hofstadter's critique - sorrow that

Dewey was not a thinker and writer of greater clarity and in-

cisiveness. Had he been such, he might - with his immense

prestige and influence - have been able to head off at an

earlier date some of the misinterpretations and misapplica-
:ions of his educational ideas and thus have saved tile

Hofstadter, Anti-Intellectualism, pp. 377, 380n, 389,*.o38
Cf. Max Rafferty, What They Are Doing to your Children(New York: New American IstUrary, TWO', pp.TUT=7HymariRickover, Education and Freedom (New York: E. P. Dutton, lt259):pp. 136-40, 145: 153. Rickover's treatment of Dewey. whileexceedingly criticat, is more temperate than Rafferty's,
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progressive education movement from some of the excesses which
contributed to its downfall and continued bad repute.

Nevertheless, one may regret that Hofstadter singled out
Dewey for such extended treatment in his analysis of anti-

intellectualism in education, for in so doing, he neglected
to consider some much more vulnerable figures. Had ho eboaen

to explore the educational ideas and practices of Caroline

Pratt, Margaret Naumberg, and Elizabeth Irwin, - some of whom
were the targets of Dewey's attack on the "cult of the child" -

he would have found clearer and more consistent patterns of

anti-intellectualism.39

VI

The irony of this whole matter of course, is that Dewey

and the ether educators considered here were, by any reason-
able standard, intellectuals. Thus we have (to the degree

that these persons are, in fact, uguilty" of the charge leveled
against them) what Chistopiler rasch has called "the anti --

3
9Cf. for example the two articles by Margaret Naumbergand John Dewey in the New Republic's 1930 series on progressiveeducation: Nauwberg, "ThE-Cia-67-Progressive Education." 63(6/25/30), 145-6; Dewey, "How Much Freedom in the New Schools?"63 (7/9/30), 204-6. The two were clearly arguing, if not withone another, at least wiLh the different points of view on thistopic which each represented. Cf. also Beck's article ,,;!;Naumberg cited above, note 11. One interesting aspect of ti-istopic is that the most vigorous spokesmen for child-centerededucation were women. Rudy cites the impressions of a Germanvisitor to America in 1927 who thought the country was "over-feminized" and that the "resultant infantilism, passivity,and childishness was reflected in the schools with their

'kindergarten complex.'" Schools in anae.....2!....AaEsfall:ure.p. 300.
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intellectualism of the intellectuals." Lasch's study,

The New Radicalism in America, does not focus on educators

as a group, but it does consider a number of people associated

with the liberal journals (particularly the New Repljblic).

including Dewey, Croly, Lippmann, and Bourne. And Lasch has

coTlcluded, on the basis of a sophisticated neo-Freudian ana1ysi2

of key figures, that at least some American liberal and radical

intellectuals have felt impelled to flee from what they saw as

their own sterile, incomplete, over-civilized intellectuality.

In so doing they have sought the non-rational and the primi-

tive in art, music, literature, politics, and in education."

It has already been indicated that the liberal journals

were in general supporters of progressive education, and that

they gave a hearing to (though not consistent editorial back-

ing for) the child-centered elements of that movement. In

view of recent historical interest in anti-intellectualism,

and in the light of the recurrent and fundamental educational

concern over equality and/or excellence, the foilowi:qg

questions seem of special significance to this study, : lo

what degree (if any) did the liberal journals provide a forum

for anti-intellectual statements on education? Did the

editors themselves take positions which provided aid and

comfort to anti-intellectual forces? In short, did Lasch's

"anti-intellectualism of the intellectuals" extend to the

Cf. Lasch, The New Radicalism in America, especially
ch. 9, "The Anti-IFITaTaRaTiniE757-Ine Inteln-ctuals."



educational commentary carried by America's leading liberal

journals?

The first question may be easily answered. In ti.c pages

of the Nation, although child-centered experiments are some-

times treated sympathetically, anti-intellectual statements

seer to be missingll Perhaps authors whc veered clo5 to such

postions in the Mew Republic sought to avoid them w'aile writing

for the Nation. :: :t is possible that such writers Lad the sense

th..t Nation readers were more pedagogically conservative than

those of the New Republic, and refrained from expr2ssing theiral..1111111...1111

11;re extravagant arid threatening views on education and thus

turning away potential progressive allies. A simpler an6

p.o, c! likely explaiaation is that since the shee-: bulk Cam. child-

ceLtered commentary in the New Republc was greater the *'e

wry-: thus a greater likelihood that an-A-intellEctaaj.

meats woula come through. Most important, hoNsever, is the

fact that moat of the anti-intellectual stateLenta appearing

in the New Republic were made by Elizabeth Irwin, who appar-

2ntly found it, more than other liberal journals, an eppro-

p;:ia:e outlet for her views.

,n the New 11.:yubliaos 0 '4 sym-2,-)3ium on t e lEnc7Itary

schooL, Miss Irwin wrote enthusiastically of t e

schocli)Ig in which

the intellect soon

"the conception of educaticl as be:.ng oF

fades into tne ba,:kground.: Shc rcegnized

. o , C j , CI) ,t. i I:: IS -1; rt .
f - - r - r '4
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however, that such a statement raised an important question:

If, then, the new school is to take this
off-hand view of the intellectual life of the
child, what is education all about? It is not
primarily a process of imparting information;
it is not first of all a method of teaching
reading and writing and thereby ridding the
country of illiteracy. It is to provide situ-
ations in which a child can experiment with
can express himself cr94tiveiy, can orient him-
self in his own world.

(Leven months earlier Agnes de Lima had passed on to New

fqz:iblic readers the following startling statement of Miss

Irwin's: "No child under eight should be expected to form

lezters less than a foot high, and even then no high standard

of perfection should be imposed." Mrs,

of-factly that "The nerve strain is too

de Lima added matter-

severe.")43

In l9241 Miss Irwin and Louis Marks published Fitting

the School to the Child - an explanation and def:2nse f their

child-centered experiment in Public School 61. Agnes Ce Lima:

in her sympathetic review of the book, quoted the authors

statement that:

What education chiefly needs is that we shall
take more for granted in regard to the child's
intellectual development and take more
thought about teaching414im the art of happy-
and productive living. -4

Elizabeth Irwin, "Personal Education," New Re2121;11c,
40 (11/12/24, Part II), 8.

4
3de Lima, "A Public School Experiment," New

38 (4/9/24), 175.

44
de Lima, "Education Moves Ahead," (Review of Geyer,

books on education), NelL2g2112212., 40 (11/12/24, Part II), 24,

I.XeXa..e4VM.'".
Trio
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And Miss Irwin herself made the point even more forcefully

two years later in a plea.thAt sixyear-olds not be taught

to read: "If I had my way I'd turn them all out with balls

and bats, hoops and jumping ropes and let them be as

illiterate as nature made them for at least another year

or two."

Miss Irwin's readers must have been even more startled

by the statements that followed. She had noticed that

Bright children usually learn to read of
themselves with very little help before they
are eight, and the task of the modern school
becomes one of luring them from this field
into activity,

Such an approach naturally brought anxious-questions. Miss

Irwin reported that she was often asked: "Do you prevent

your chil&en from learning to read when they want to?" Uer

reply was: "Not by main force do we prevent them, but if we

can make reality more enticing and participation in active

enterprisas more interesting, we feel that we have succeeded

better tAan if we leave them bent double over the Book of

.KnowledJe."45

Elizabeth Irwin, "The Youngest Intellectuals," Now

Repethc, 48 (11/10/26), 339-41. This statement invites
EaTiratended analysis than can be given it here. But one

must note is Irwin's appeal to "nature" for authority

here - a common habit of anti-formalists from Rousseau to

the child-centered educators. One is impelled to ask why

balls;, bats, hoops, and jump ropes are any more "natural"

than paper, pencils, and books.
Chen, in his history of the Public Education Association

cites Irwin's Little Red School House (Public School 61) as

"the embodiment of philanthropy and social work, non-education

hy traditional definition . Progressives and Urbae

School Reform, p. 217.
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But statements such as these were rare in New RepuLlic

articles and' reviews - and they were even more c-,arce in the

editorials carried by that journal. Occasionally in the heat

of dispute with educational conservatives the editors would

oppose a 'return to the 'intellectual' standpoint of the

older type" lf educatior. Or they would express the not-

uncommon opnion that in the high school the "field of choice

should not oe limited to so-called intellectual pursuits . .

But the statement which followed the latter comment may have

evoked sur?rise from the journal's intellectual readers:

H46
ne*: should any prejudice be exerted in their favor.

StanGing by themselves, statements such as those above

certainly provide at least partial evidence that anti-

intellectaal views had penetrated the educational thinking

of some Flew Republic writers and (editors. But context is

all-imp3rtaat here. A further look at the articles and

editar_als cited indicates that in most cases the writers

belielpml that their newer approaches to education would

eventvally result in greater, rather than less, intellectual

devellypment.

His Irwin, for example, in her article on "Persona

LducatLlx," followed her critical comments on intellectual

MIIP.1011.1.41.111./.1111.11...

"Fmdamentals in Education, New Republic,
34 (3/11/23), 58; Editorial, "The H:Zgh School and 13i.ocracy,
New Repiblic, 36 (11/7/23), 269. The latter editorial
avazpINra---the sl3pplement on "The American Nigh School.;:

cs
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education with a list of stages: "First of all a child

functions physi,,Ially, then emotionally, and then r-Ltellectu

ally. In the traditional school this order is reversed and

.therefore the child does not function at all, He is educated

.1.441."! tb.e passiw voice.' Her position was that an organ:.c,

.

oersona.,. u
ecoaca,..ion would fit wit-a tne

.irowth nay:texas and thus result in g-eatar dew-lopmont in all

areas:

If the first few years of children's .x.iy=211

arc davoted to self-initiated activity, tc:
frea use of their hands, their bodies, <7.11,2k

imaginations without much regard to fAlat
they learn or to the actual cuality of what

han;)ens
tar da.-d of 11-

tel:ectual a.tvaices aad
wiz:a to be taught the tec.nicues of tne work
tacv a.,e doing and demand the info.r.;71at:..n 4-

tact traditional school ict so eager to (Tivf.-
t'ICM15 Such childre;1 le'-r: t%.;

DJ1ve

tnev need
ArithMCita.0

And Mrs. de Lima, one of Miss Irwin's most er.thuslast1:

inte:cpeters. felt impelled to make the same point in "Educa-

tion Moves sibsad, in which sne revieweu Irwin's

Fitting sJ*4ttln- tle to the Cni_a wito other ,ducaL/or,a1
Amf Nig

8, 3,

ssec...ed clat

C:Iild:en who are 'let alone,' who arc ncAL
force:. into onconger.ial tasks and held to
them Dy the lash cf the schoolmaster, w:
his i:lack marks, arc learnirq as well not;

4/T
Arwln, 'Persvnal E&Jcaton," ,Aew t j.lj 3.`
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better than those in the traditional school;they are acquiring r3t merely mere general
infermation and a vastly richer serge of theworld, but they can read, write and do arith-metic in advance of their grade.

She cited experimental evidence of this point from Ellsworth
Co: ling:;' study of an experimental school in McDonald County
Missouri. Collings' work demonstrated that 'children, under auch
a resinee acquire the 'common facts and skills' - the three R's -
better than in the traditional school '48

.

This theme - that the newer education, particularly the
chile-centered version, not only provided for children's physi-
cal, emotional, and esthetic needs but that it equalled or
surpi:ssed traditional schools in intellectual or academic
development - appears in numerous educational articles in the
jouraals during these years. Thus Miss Irwin closed the artl-
cle n which She had proposed the postponement of rea-, by
holding out the promise that if childrcn exercise their 3.1-

telligence upon the problems of their miniature world, this
will induce a "hunger for information and a thirst for in-
teljectual adventure that will demand the aid of books,"
Lawence Morris claimed that "by shoveling information into
ch;ldren, the traditional schools fill their heads witn unre-
laed knowledge and deaden intelligence, Miss Pratt, by

IsINMMINIMI4g
de Lima, "Education Moves Ahead," New ReEnic, 40(:1/12/24), 23. This is consistent with Mrs. de lima's retro-spective evaluation of child-centered education. In an inter-view with the author, she vigororsly rejected the blanketassessnent of child-centered education as anti-intellectuefl".:1-! most child-centered schools, she notes, children weresurrounded by good hooks and did excellent academic work.A few institutions like the "Walden school din become tooP:eudian, and some schools let the children run wild. Butti.-en in these schools the children learned more than in mn-,:!ntional schools. (Interview, 11/18/65) .

...=,,,noir+--..-1.1,7,...-..-", -.....,..1W",wP .- , ---,-,-1.,..,,,,..,,,,,---,.. 7,01.73,....w.r...*-..*..,-....-..,-----.....
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aseming that. chilahood is asart of life instead ofa
prekalgon for it, aw.akeng intelligence." Aques de Liana'sA* tour 1,~So.insurfMCIC731110

articles in the Nation asserted that in Misa Irwin's educa-

tional scheme the three Ws are adagAately taken care of,

thoush not in the ordinary stultifying fashion.* nd Evelyn

D:3t;:ey coresented Nation readout with the game aaattranca, rKlting

;-'1a1; at the Children's School 'the children keep ahead of the

c*nventional school curriculum:"49

What one sees running throughout these statements !r:

to comp :.sate an Ohoiam the belief that schr::ols

have their academic bretqd and eat their child-centered ,:fake

too.
5°

Or, as Alvin Johnson pnt it in reporting that the

Walden School was able surpaes traditional academic

tandardst "The scco s3 73edy nci pay Caesar in 1:1111 the

41rw
Irwin, "The Younolst IW:s1;,ectuals ' New R.T.-ublic. 48

(11/10126), 341; LawcerP:p? W;rno, "Inttilliganci:a as aTTEysio-
logical Pnocesse' (revlew of books by 13g; Stott and by Caroline
2zatt and j. Stantonl, New Republic, (7/27/27), 2(31; 6e,
Lime, "The New Educatieff7MTatri7118 (5/1S/24), 702, Miss
de Lima made-the same poineTirEtTr third article in this
series, 119 (7/30/24), 117, and in "Education in the Making,"
N ew Reptiblic, 40 011119/24), 304. Cf disc! E. Dewey, The
gUirTaliaara," Nation, 112 U5/11/21), 685; C. Pratte "Two
,asic Principles Braucattipn,' New Republi.1, 63 (7/2/30), 174.

Robert Lesitgh, in 1941; to7E-ic-111"ErraT. position in
'Scholarship and Progreseive Education.;" Pri)gres3ive Education!
1$ (December, l941), 409-41P: 'Scholarshii?,-Efferefore, :;!esfe
all the false mcNesp foo:-ish pract:acese and curzent
emphases, has a fundamer4tal ally in progmssive educatiDn"
ip. 410).

50
Ia labeling the child-utntered p=gy,oseilfiisfi

Cremin quotes chekterton1f;.6afinition tze
sentimentiAist as the witIA4 W. tt, eat hiuk
have it* c s , he will nvt sea thzt wi% must pay fo:c idea
kts foY: an elsa ' TransfoIzation, 77t;-7.

.7<..14PON 0./VM



things that are Caesar's. X51 The interesting point in all

this is that no writers stepped forward to defend a version

of child-centered education which was unabashedly non- or

anti-intellectual. The various authors promoted an education

in which schools could (to add yet another proverb) seek first

the kingdom of ch.tldhood3 freedom, and Impulse with the

blessed assurance that all else (achievement test scores and

college admissions) would be added unto them.

VII

Some writers for the Journals would not let the chi /d-

centered enthusiasts off so easily, Thus in 1929 .1 Texple,

a former teacner at tile waiden Schools emphaslzed iu her New

Republic review of Rug;* and Shumakeres The

I

..... m.o..* autnork,' critiques u .gale .;.ak

discipline in tea new schoo:.s: They "feel that the expel..-

Rentai SCh00i ffAls to 1!.rain in critical ,..AteIllgence, in

those estimates, appreciations, and generalizations qha.c...

are essential to either understanding or dtxectlov at the

Alvin Johnson, 'The Walden Scaool," New 2201"pliz, 34
(3/28/23), 135. This has the neat effect of casting -the
traditional school in the role of Caesar, thus assigning a
more exal.:ed status to the progressive schools. cln
point, Joseph K. hart declared that the contimia.4. allz*wrtiong
that the ~1-Ald-centered could have the best of both worljp

Atsefi
"Judging our pic/zre8s4

.. : .111 /3 °)...
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problems presented by modern culture."52

Miss Temple's review was followed a year later in the

same journal by three authoritative analyses of child-centered

education and its alleged failure to provide for optimal in-

tellectual development. By the time these articles appeared

the stock market crash had taken place, the great depression

was beginning to settle over the country, and apparently the

socially-oriented reformist educators were beginning to re-

assert themselves more vigorously. Boyd Bode of Ohio State

University wrote the first article in the series on "The New

Education Ten Years-After." His contribution was an incisive

critique of both "the doctrine of specific objectives" and

"the doctrine of 'freedom.'" By the former he meant the

pseudoscientific., hyper-utilitarian pedagogy identified with

Franklin Babbitt and W. W. Charters. Bode noted the absence

of any reformist element in this "scheme," which was "naturally

predicated on the requirements of society as now constitute.

His general assessment of this philosophy: "A more poverty-

stricken conception of education than this it would be diffi-

cult to imagine."

Bode was somewhat less hoatile to "the freedom theory of

education." He noted, however, that its claims to true Ilaweydn

lineage were not clear. This theory,

can Temple, "The Modern School and Our Present Culture,"
New Republic, 57 (1/2/29), 199, Temple quoted the authors'Zifiveif some of the schools were producing "dabblers,'
triflers, witty surface-scrapers of life. Out of such cannot
come the moving force to live life and remake it in the living."
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though always facile in quoting Dewey to its
purpose, seem never to have acquired an under-
standing of Dewey conception of freedom
According te Dewey, freedom is achieved through
the exercise of inteIligencel whereas the less
discriminating of his disciples uederstand him
to mean that intelligencedlis achieved through
the exercise of freedom.'

Freedom, then, was not something to be found, when external.

adult stimuli and coercion were removed; it was to be created

through the growth of e disciplined intelligence.54 And for

the development of such intelligence "a body of scientifically-

organised matter is of inestimable value, not only as a re-

source in later life, but as a basis ter present thinking .

The lack of concern fox the scientific organization of subect

matter that is shown by the newer movements in education is

an ominous fact. It tends to justify the suspicion that tney

seek to achieve the erila of eciucation by a kind of magic.

Bode, "Apprenticeship or Freedom," New Republic, 63
9/4/30), 62. Cf. also Deweles article odalrgaWai7Eeliefe and
the Public," in which he states that "freedom of mind is not
something that spouttin4.iously happens, Xt is not achieved by
the mere abaenca of obviolla restraints, it is a piodlIct if
constant, unremitting nurture of ikillt habits of observation
and reflection," NewEtpublice 33 (4/2/24), 145. Ile doubt

. the relationship biZatlenTairaim and knowledge is recipzocel,
As Milton Mayer puts it, "to be free, men must learn; but to
learn, they must be free." "Alec Meiklejohn's Maytime,"
ProgrewAver 29 fAuquktt, 1965). 19. The point is, that accord. ,

Iiirraabzi and Dewey, some educators had over-emphasized the
"freedom" element of the equation.

54
Bode here pointed to the dangers of what 'has come to

be called "other-directednees,* noting the "defenselessness
of children against external stimuli." He reported William
dames' critical comment o1 an environment which "makes the
chiid e4eea to belob lent himself than to every objet
which happens to cat.cib his noUce.' New Republict v. 63c p. 63),
Dewey reinforced this point ix proteAltica9a17WE tne substi-
tution of "child- dictation" for"adult-dictatio." *qiow Much
Freedom in the New Schools?* New 11221411.ic, 63 (7/9/30)p 205.



It is clear that Bode had not been seduced by the be-

guiling rhetoric of the new Rousseauans. Their pedagogy was

lacking in reformist vigor j. had "no adequate mission or social

gospel," and failed to give adequate emphasis to "the place

of intelligence in human affairs.
n55

The second article in this series, by Joseph K. Hart,

provided another profound critique of the excesses of the
.

child-centered movement. Hart's concern centered on two re-

lated problems - the lack of personal integration achieved

by many progressive school graduates and their lack of ability

to relate effectively to others and to society in general.

Like Bode, he saw an excess of purposeless freedom and a

shortage of intelligent direction: "It seems certain that

the progressive schools have been successful in their emotional

rebellions against the 'stupidities' of the academic schools,

but not so successful- in the intellectual task of establish-

ing these freer methods as a positive instrument of personal

education in a social world."
56

'

Bode, "Apprenticeship or Freedom," 61-4. Cf. also
Bode's review of Experimental Practice in tkva Cit and Country
School by C. PratrIra-171-1Triglit anger t at tle
acuities of such schools might be "triflinc and lacking in

disciplinary quality," Nation, 120 (4/8/25), 387-8.

56Jo$eph K. Hart, "Judging Our Progressive Schools,"
New Republic, 63 (6/11/30), 95. Cf. also C. E. Ayres mixed
re-VrE77077Mrt's Thc Discovery of Intelligenca. Ayres accepts
Hart's view that 'TTEMITEETWISTWITREET5M-IS to cultivate
the intellect," but adds that Hart, like James Harvey Robinson,
tends to underrate the intellectuality of past eras and to
overrate the degree: of modern intellectual liberation. New
EE 0121.419, 40 (11/1V24), 300.



One may assume that Bode and Hart ''softened up" Nuw

tm-aubic read.ars for the final article in the series - a

viclordus, authoritative examination by ohn Dewey of :he

question "How Much Freedom in the New Schools?'" ]?owey

posited a Hegelian swing from the "thesis" stage

tiotal formalistic educatic41 to its nantLthesis"

of t-;:adi-

in the

centered schools, which had produced a "oae-sided emphasis -

that upon pupils at the expense of subject matter,' He was

not satisfied with the shift from the old formalism to the

new chaos, and held that the solution was not to discard or

to de-emphasize contest, but to develop "a new subject matter,

as well organized as the old . but having an intimatG and

developing relation to the experience of thc-se in school."

Nike Bode, Dewey believed that a new curriculums well-

taufht, could enhance the freedom of the chi la by eqmipping

hin more effectively to mold his envizonment and to direct

his; own life, He expressed for himself the relationship of

frcedom to knowledge which Bodr7 t had seen in his work. Me

wzy for the new schools to increase their effectiveness was;

emphasize the rational freeeom which tne fruit of (-Jo-

jstctive knowledge an understanang." De.aey thus outlinc!d

'I'The quotes f(alowing are from Dewey's article: NeYv
AY

lepublic, 63 (7/9/30, 204-6. Francis Frcelicher'a-coBTa-z-
Eararto the series, "A Program for 11,:ogressiv Schocds,
was also critical of child-centered acesses: "'Freedoms
is a word too often profaned by modera nducatc7:0,
Frcedom in academic work must first of all be founded :von
through, authentic scholarship . q v. 63, pp. 1.23-54
Two of the art:tcles, those by Margaret Naumberg and Caroline
Pratt( promoted the child-centered pos:ItIti)n v. 634 nrd.1.0 145--

146, 172-176.

If
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the current task of the child-centered school - to go-beyond

the existing stage of 'casual improvisation and living in-

tellectually from hand to mouth.' The schools would have to

develop experimentally a subject matter which would include

.preparation for the social realities - including the evils -

.indurtrial civilization."
As 0 such of Dewey writings ai:test, intelligence and

knowledge were instruments, not ands in themselves. Intelli-

ence had evolved in man in order to help him cope more

alfecUvely with his environnent.'" Time ifi this article, as

in many °theta, Dewey stressed not on4 the need for new sci-

entific and social knowledge and the intelligent people re-

quired to use that knowledge, but the social ends to which

it should be Erat. For Dewey

A truly progressive development of progressive
education could not be secured by the study
of children alone. It requires a searching
study of society and its moving forces. That;
the traditional schools have almost evadefl
conaiderdtion cif the social potentialities of
ci-L;ucation is .nf reason why progressive schools
illt,14 continuo the eva:1.on, even though
1:7; sl.Ntaree over 1,7ith esthetic refinement:so The
time ought to come when no one will be judged
to be an educated man or woman who does not
have insight into the basic forces of industrial

This extended analysis 'led Dewey in his last sentence to "de-

fine out of the progressive education movement those institu-

tions'whirtA ignored thtl pressing need for this sound social

for example6, 'Democracy and Education (New York
MactilianD 1961; first ritdarsilivrniap.
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knowledge: "Only schools which take the lead in bringing

about this kind of education can claim to be progressive in

any socially significant sense,""

What one finds in Dewey's argunent, then, is not a de-

fense cf neutral intellg=tualityo of disinterested scholarship.

Ratherk one sum! the oternal rwformeT agildst at tha eacial

waz-ite involved in producing esthete dabblers and tr3f1 fat-s,

Scciety de: perately needed people with Veep social :,Ilightz

and skills if human problems were to be nolvc:1.,

firmly believe:d that the schools must produce such people.

Thus we see in Dewey's writings (as in Bode's) the

values of reformism and intellectualism tied inextrcably

together'.

VIII.

A brief aummary rn through the "readeristmeye-view"

will permit consideration of the editors' views on this

problem, During the.1920's, the reader of either major

journal Out especially the New Republic) was kept well in-

Zormed on developments in progressive education - including

some of the disputes within the.movement. The reader ct.:2

.7..no.amauuurarranK.

Later NeTtLitey?lic writers were clear on De way's role
in the tinew eaucatlon. C. E. Ayres, for example, wrote that
Dewey always stood for "the continuity of learning with doing
and living - and nov, for any particular fad of the 'child-
centered' schools." 'Dewey: M t m "aster of he Comcnplacc?
the series "Bmks that Changad Our Minds,") New Rtiiw,lce 97
(1/18/39), 3046
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New Republic, if he followed the articles and reviews by

Elizabeth Irwin and Margaret Naumberg may also have noted

::Inc anti-intellectual and non-reformist elements in their

educational programs. But he may also have been impressed

by the more authoritative and more philosophically rigorous

defenses of in and reformism which issued from

the pens of men like J. Kt Hart; Boyd Bode, and John Dewey

Dewey was, of coursee from 1922 to 1937 a contributing

editor of the New Republic - evidence that he was considered

by the regular editors as closely aligned with the general

policies and the progzams of the journal. The material

quoted above is at least a partial in3ication that Dewey was

himself tree of the taint of intenticaal anti-intellectualism.

But what, of Croly and the other reguaar editors? Do their

editorials cited earlier bespeak a fundamental anti-intellectual

bent?'` Again, by a mre tho2:ough examination of the context

of editorial statementse we can sec that a more complex ex-

planation ix required,

both of the instances noted earlier, the editors'

rather snide comments on intellectual studies can be read

more prc?erly as defenses of the expanding role of the high

schools and as attacks on a narrow auademic.curricult.F. In

each cAaer the editorial was in part a response to attacks

on edvcational trend. a by President Pritchett of the Carne die

Found4tion. Ckparently only PritchQtt could raise the ire

SWA.so.smna.

Cf . the editorials cited abo1 in note 46.



of the editors sufficiently to back them into superficially

anti-intellectual positions.) Pritchett was appalled by the

growing Inasses of young people being retained in An

high schools and by the immense expense which this entailed

for the nation. (High school costs inzreased from $140,000,:CC
1 a

in 1490 to .are than $11000,000000 0120.,,. He. felt ttat

many of the-xi young people should not be retained in high

'school. Since many of them were ill-prepared to profit from

traditional academic studies, Lhey hz-td forced the schools to

lower standards and to expand the school curriculum to in-

clude vocational training and other watered-down fare. His

solution was to return to educational fundamentaDi and to

let ::on-acaditmic pupils either drop out of school entirely

or 'inter spe,:tal trade schools. 62

In the i:ditors* minds, Pritchett had raised what was

bzsically a .lass issue. They saw the consequenc:e of

P.:itchet.;'s proposals as a restriction of the high school to

tie more prosperous classes and a dumpiag af lower-lass

childre7:. either onto the labor market or :Lnto vocational

schools which ilr)uld serve ,to freeze ezis' ;ing class lines:

The lotion that schooling shovad end for all
bIst the ablerit and most fortur ate at twelve
or fourteen years of age is a monstrous sur-
vival. of everything that we Americans are

j

TOdt.oxial, "The High School and Democracy," New Republic,
26 (11/7/23), 268.

2ritchett's vimes were containA in the 17th Annual
Repor: the Carnegi.:.:: Foundation for the Advanceme'at of
Teaching (New York, 3324. Cf. espee.lally part V, :'The Rising
Cost of Eiucation," Ip. 93-117. The quotation cited in the
editrial is from paca 1010



.::ommitted to getting away frail. It represents
an abdication of soclal intellIgence and
ntIrtuze, a surrender of society to blind
ch,.!..ci.1 with the oddp.all on the side of those
favorcd by fortune.

Like Dewey-
..

editors saw the sources of educational

J. I

problems as lying in many cases beyorid the school: 'A transi-

÷'icnal and often incoherent society Las ,-eflected itself in

a transitional and often incoherent education. And they

agreed with Dewey that the way out was neither to return to

the old subject matter or to abarition. content altogether.

The solution was to discover new fundamentals in education

-:-;.p-oroprlat.e
, the needs of those wL attend." Educational

and social needs rttquired "faith in humanity and faith in

inquiry and continued experimentation. Social snobbishness,

fear for the pocket of the tax-payilr and complacent assurance

that fundamentals are already kna-41 renders a dissfarvice.""

The depth oi the editors' cor.viction on zfnis pcint is

attested by the far 4- that their ecitorial, "Tre High School

i t.

and Democracy, wfacli accompanie.t
A the Ne kteouJ_Lic supDlement

on the high schoo_ eight mnths later, was to larc ciegree

a reprise of tbia earlier stateri.,:nt,, The editors cite so7re

of the same rema:As of Pritchett's aad rebtatted theo with

Ecitorial, "Fundamentals Education," 1\2w Rep.u.b:'15,
34 (3/14/231, 58. Cremin points out that The
carried editoria:.3 favorable to thc limitation cod leg(:

xollments. (Tra:.sformation, p. 1":5) But the motiwation here

was similarly "FrEisg-;conscious: belialk5 tinq
were often is soci clubs for the L-4.istocrac '7 " N Ron ub c

!W. .n **MP

32 (10/4/22), 1:11-8.

64New Repub..1c, v. 34, pp. 5c.-9.

1
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several of the saw points. But this time they had George

Counts' empirical evidence on class discrimination in high

schools with which to under gird their opinions 65

The editors were, however, perceptive enough to note that

among their contributors those who had to live and work amidst

the eeessuree and problems of the new mass high school - the

teachers and administrttors - (as distinguished from the pro-

fezors of education) were more inclined to sympathize with

viviai like those of Pritchett's. They were the ones who

suf.'!ered when the high school became a "kindergarten for

ac-:lescente." They were the ones who wondered "how long the

eqteriment of democracy must continue to involve individual

and social waste and inefficiency."66 The way outs however,

was not to choose between educational democracy and educa-

tional excellence/ but to keep the young ie school, help

them to choose appropriate educational paths, and then to

insure that "the years of choice shall be f3llowed by yeaes

of more strenuous application of standards of workmanship,

whether in intellectual or technical efforts."

Like so many Neljam122.4c and Nation t.ditorials on edu-

cation, this one ended on a reformist note. The editors

firni-73;37ublic, 36 (11/7/23), 269-70; Counts, 1.1,-,

Social Craiiii56Farai-Of the High Schoe1,1 NetALE2Eublis,.., 36

(11/7/23, Part ZI), 5-7.

66
These teachers were experiencing the shy. Et di4scrilmd

by Martin Trow from an "elite preparatory" to a "mass
terminal" educational system. (The third stage, which, ac-
cording to Trow, we are now undergoing, is the
preparatory.") Cited in Hofstadter, Anti-Intellectualism,
p. 357.
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insisted that "the chief derelictions of the high school are

due to the false standards of the community." Society main-
.

tained a Social and economic class structure which impelled

parents and children to use the schools as ladders ol! indivi-

dual mobility. But the real solution was to create a true

industrial democracy in which class lines and privileges would

be wiped out - and the "high school should itself be a power-

ful engine in bringing industrial society to this equilibrium.

,,67

It would appear, then, that when the editors did seem

to veer close to the abyss of intellectualism, they were j.n

fact engaging in anti-formalism, anti-academicismt and anti-

conservatism. They fought the attempt by men like Pritchett

to restore the high school as a classbound intellectual hot-

house; they were no more favorable to permitting it to remair

as a "kindergarten-for adolescents," As with men like Bode

and Dewey, their defenses of democracy and of social intelli-

gence formed a, seamless whole.

The case for the "intellectualism of the intellectuals"

is strengthened when one looks beyond educational comment into

"The High School and Democracy," 269-70. Croly, an
avid Anglophile, cited the lesson "preachedTand illusizrated
by Sanderson of Oundleu in support of this last point. The
New Re ublic had recently carried a series by H. G. Wells
on an rson's work. Cf. v. 36, pp. 146-7, 172-4, 199-201,
226-8, 278-80, 324-7.
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are.:v:i of c(.7nco::n to hie Itbe,ral iciurnals. Ti,rou'OtoLk

t1v i?20's the. journ als Pyi.v-iht th
tf
ie nteliPctw-11.

rrsete uy feou n ri undamcntallsts and supt..%t-rr7A!:_ifitL.. wi.1;

particularly perceptive on tilis Oat_ tie:

battle was partly an internal me; that preficesf;:it.f.n

.) also ewe c)17 tJ altti-ratiuna3 eleme:Its ';it.131!

own political ranks He notc:d that in ci v! cast! c.,f meA

Bryan, progressivism and hostility to free inqui3,:y cre rico

coincidimtal but deeply related: 'There is a cenuin EIV1 ef-

f.f.%..ctive connection between the nolitical and the doctrinal

directions of hi activity, and b42t.,een the po rcirponFr's

they call out . . The net rEsuit is social and oo7it-4r-..11

liberalism combined with intel-1.ectui7.1 illiberality." Thuf;

while paying his respects to the poiltical and economic pro-

gress attributable to such leadars, Dewey complaned that

their reforms did not go deep enough - that. they ;alieo

develop an atmosphere of

limits to theuglIt.

free or to rPruotie ii",-tC-1

No futil-r:e libeval movemont, when active liLerai-
ism revives, will be pervanent unless ic goe!;
deep enough to affect its Othorwise uf! shaii
have in the future wLat we have hilt in the past,
revivalists like Bryan, Roosevelt and WID;on;
movements which embouy moy:al emotions r-Ither,9
than the insight end poli?.:y of intelligence.'

This phrase was Ilsed in a New Peoublic editorial, 47

(6/23/26), 130.

69 Dewey, "The American Intenectual Pronlicr," -!cw

public, 30 (5/10/221, 303-5. This irticle showti i;ewey s

tbITITy to utilize historica as well as philonophical in-

o!_ghis. Ue notes the Americln fvar of a descent barbarism,
claiming that "we are ovangelical b.:!cause of -7.

selves and our latent frontier dizlorderliness." ip,



Croly shared of.weyls concern over tho!:e irrational ele-

monts Wi thin the Liberal TiOVenIerit Anti fear of Chi. £;

irrationalism led him to impbte a degre(2 of it to so influ-

an intellectual as the historian James Harvey rob in:one

fn 1922 Robinson oublizlhed a popultr little book entitled The

Mind in the faking, in which hc pointcd out the prevalony of11.11. ....,
gnorance and superstition inherittA from a less enlightened

past, and proposed an increased dependence on creatIve

entific thought as the path to social progresG. (Th.! there

of the book was disclosed in the subtitle: "The Relation of

In to Social Reform")e Th2 book was first reviewed

in the New Republic by Carl Decker, who noted the d:'_fficulties

involved in Robinson's belief that both the individual and

society could to a degree transcend their own histories arld

molt":. themselves in desired directions,
70

But Croly apparently

felt that Becker had let Robinson off too easily, and in an

editorial entitled "Liberalism apd Irrationalism," he in-

dicted Robinson for what he termqd his 'acceptance of the

fashionable distrust of reason." He accused Robinson of "ideo-

phobia," a condition which had its root=4 .tri the half-baked

metaphysical doctrine of determinism" But Robinson's alleged

antii1" tellectualiim was to Croly only symptomatic; many modern

liberals suffered from a similar malady: It is significant

of the danger to true liberalism from the anti-rational modes

Carl Becker,, New Reaublic, 30 (4/5/22), 174-6.
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which prevail among 'intellectuals' today. she, reaction

against the follies of the old rationalism has led them to

the opposite extreme of irrationalism." What was needed was

a restoration of perspective. The old liberalism

came to grief because in its enthusiasm for
reason it ignored the roots of humanity in
brute animal nature. . This, however, does
not mean thqt we must reject the older liberal-
ism but that we must give it a firmer basis.
For the discovery that the flowers of human
nature have their roots in the dark soil, does
not in any way deny the value and importance
of sunlight.

Croly's plea, then, was for the rationalists' view t:-ett the

orcianic or basic motives of man should be regulated and con

by the light of reason. "
71

John Dewey believed that this editorial did a serious in-

justice to Robinson; and he wrote a severe rejoinde.c,accuping

the editors of a "method of.interpretation which iF hardly

either rational or liberal." He pointed out correctly that

Ro:Anson's critique had been directed not against man's

rational faculties but against "rationalizatior,' in the

psycho-analytic sensa." In fact, the thesis of the haok was

Unsigned edit.:.rial, "Liberalism and I.crationalism,"
:4ew Republic, 30 (5/17/22), 333-4. (The style and ntent
aiiiEYETEF6Vidence oi! Croly's authorship.) Part of Croly's
misplaced vigor in this editorial may be evlained ky the
personal antipathy which he had developed toward Robinson.
They had worked togiAher in founding the Diew School for Soial
Research, but accord hg to Alvin Johnson, by l9 .a "Croly had
come to detest Robinson and all his educatIonal idea 5. When
Robinson offered :di. the manuscript of a book .ht.:

Republic series, Crcly wouldn't look at it The books was
:arm in the .akin j. It readily found a pt hlisher who sold
m61671TETirlaTiai&I thausand copies. None of us on the New
Republic was very happy over our lost opportunit.i." Pioneer's
ProciFFEW Mew York, Ming, 1952) , pi 279.

SarOMMI 1,.%.1SU".ahriP,&

..M.P..*/ 141 .N
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that the human mind, usiilg the scientific epptoaches which

had proved so successful in the natural sphere, could begin

to solve the social problems which so plagued mankind, Par

frc.ra being an irrationalicit, Robinson of all contdmpo;:ary

historians approached "most nearly in temper and by training

the men of this French Enlightenment of the eighteenth: century." 72

It was clear that Dewey had the best of the argument, but

Croly penned a rather ;pane reply in which he straddled the ese

by claiming that .Robinson had not, "despite his fundamantal

faith in intelligence, escaped from the withering influence

of the prevailing irrationalism. . . " Iie ciosed with a

word of praise for Robinson2s contributions to liberalism,

but proclaimed the importance of a rigorous search for a

philosophically sound progressivism: liberals could not,

"like conservatives or doctrinaire revolutionaries, put esprit

or party loyalty above loyalty to the cause of truth. 40

Aside from the entertaining spectacle of leading liberal

intellectuals hurling chargcs of irrationalism, illiberalism,

and 'intellectual unsophistication" 74
at ona another, what

moaning did this dispute have? The significant point for our

I 0.11 1101.411IIOWYJMA1.11040110

Dewey, "Mind in the Mi)king," (letter to editor), New
Ruublic, 31 (6/7/22), 48.

73
Editors' reply to Dewv, New Republic, 31 (6/7/22), i16

It 3. hard not to see in ercly'sEZEWITUFTWe Freudian mechan-
ism of projection. Croly, -4ith his interest in laysticism, WW1
certainly closer to irriltiont:Ilism than was Robinson,

74
Doweig New neoulic, v. 31 , p. 46.



purpose hare is that both Dewey and Croly (and Robinson,

in spite of Croly's animadversions) were assuming the role

of defenders of. rationality and in Loth recog-

;lized the power of irrational primitive impulses in influ

encing human behavior (although Croly'seemed to find this

recognition distasteful). But both held strongly to the

position that the human intellect should be so nurtured and

educated that it could direct and guide those basc impulses,

Both wanted =that Irwin Ed an saw weial Robinson's goal: "an

education a social milieu that will produce minds fit

and free tci solve the prcblems of 'our own day a w =

This aebate between Dewey and Crolv (with-Robinson

caught the crossfire) highlights the inter-related issues

which have been considere6 above. The 1920's were an era

when edzators, psychologists, writers, journalists,.and re-

formerb were becoming increaeingly conscious of the non-

raticf,a1 aspects of human nature. Liberas of the period

were reacting againrit the one-sidadj rationalistic picture

?.umanity which had been held by many Cif the earlier pro-

gri:ssives a And in their rear:ion, some - including educa-

t:rs like Margaret Naumberg .:JAd Elizabeth Irwin - ,,-4ung over

Exiition in which the permissivez nnpression of

.ovaw.vt,A0.47a0,`4,5 PY^P al.WV
0 ,IIrwin Edman, "Ma:king the 3ind Fit the Times,'.(review

of The ;'land in tha Nakina), Nati:an, 114 (1/18/22), 75. This

was-{, FIFirnrrer asseris.alent of tho 33..lok. than was Croly's.

Ldman cx}rrectly understooC Robin;on's purpose in dealing

with ma;lks irrational impulses. "By making us conscious of

the fore which operate to becoud aid bemuddle our in-

telligwice he has hoped, and jufitly, to contribute to its,

emanbi?:itionc;"
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non-rational impulses came to bo looked on as a positiv3 400d.

As intdllectual journals whose role it was to keep readers

informed of a wide spectrum of cultural developments, the New

Republic and - to a lesser degree - the Nation, gave a 'hearing

to such hyper-progressive educators. But in their roles as

journals of opinions, the two magazines never fully endorsed

child-centered education. Nor did they succumb to the anti-

intellectualism implicit (and occasionally explicit) in

some interpretations of this brand of progressivism. While

they consistently attacked what they saw as elitist, conserva-

tive, anti-democratic and snobbish defenses of an older

cultural academicism, they were powerful voices as well in

promoting what they saw as a newer, more creative, scienti-

fically-oriented intellectualism.



Chapter Ten: Summary: The Worker, the Child and the School

I

The topics treated in the two pr ceding chapters - worker

education and the child-centered schools - may be seen as fix-

ing the outer limits of the educational concerns of the Nation

and the New Republic during the 1920's. At the social reformist

end of the spectrum the journals supported a nascent workers'

education movement, hoping that it might help to forge an

alliance between proletarians and intellectuals.1 At the

more individualistic pole of the continuum, liberal journal-

ists looked with interest and some sympathy on the various

child-centered experiments of the decade,2 In this area

1This concern for joining the interests of proletarians
and intellectuals west of course, not new in American history.
In 1840 George Ripley wrote to Ralnh Waldo. Emerson of his pur-

poses in starting Brook Farm: " . . . tc insurd.a more natural
union between intellectual and manual labor than now exists;
to combine the thinker and the worker, as far as possible, in

the same person . . . " Quoted by John L. Thomas in "Romantic
Reform in America, 1815-1865 " American Quarter! 17 Winterg

.4=TAtfte...~W.~,M1..arWeas,
196), 676.

2It should be emphasized that while the journals probably
allotted more space to child-centered education than to the
workers' schools, they gave warm editorial support to the letter

and only benevolent expressions of interest in the former.

184
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their hope was that these new schools, in their endeavor to

educate children in an atmosphere of acceptance and freedom,

might produce Creative adults liberated fix= the tensions

and hostilities plaguing previous generations.

The above statement, while defining the general bowidaetes

of journal educational interests during tne decade, fails to

emphasize the congruence between the social and individual

areas. Socially-oriented labor education worked - as all edu-

cation must - ultimately with individual students, and aimed

at developing a new cadre of effective unidn leadership. And

the more child-centered progressive schools, as interpreted

in the journals, insisted tl!at the products of- their institu-

tions would play significant roles in buildingta more humane

and livable society.

Thus there need be no fundamantal inconsistency in the

picture of liberal journals providing publicity, sympathy,

and criticism, (though in varying proportions:, for both of

these movements. But it is worth noting that journal support--

for workers' edmiltion was part of a more continuous tradition

than was their interest in the child-centered school. The

reformist emphasis ia labor education had deep roots in the

journals' educational positions of the previous dez:Ade and

continued to be vigorously expressed in the educatonal com-

mentary of the NItion and the New 7!t211112.141 during the 19301-3,

The child-centerei emphasis, however - to the degree that

it was individually-oriented and less reformist in immediate
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intent - found less expression in eithdr the Mfrs or the

1930's. Thus, if we accept theEe two lourndis as legitiiat.

spokesmen for the dominant emphases of American liberalism,

itseems fair to say that the .Nation's and. the New R2publi.c's

support of reformist workers.' education was characteristic

of a deeper and more significant strain of liberal educa-

tional.thought than was.their sympathy for the child-cfentered

.

There is another area of congruence which"-* though it

would be nearly impossible to "prove" historically - is. worth

mentioning as a provocative and ootentially productive hypa-

. Liberal in in workers' education and in the

cidic;-centered school may both be interpreted as arising out

of (or at least strengthened by ) what Christopher Lasch has

called tha "secret self-contempt" of American iatallectuals.

Lasch has provided considerable evidence from the lives and

the writings of a number of "new radicals' - including many

who are considered in this study - to indicate that there

has been since the late nineteenth century, a "rebellion cf

intellectuals against middle-class culture.*
3 Among the

numerous examples of this which he presents are two which are

particularly germane here: the envy ;often unconscious) which

intellectuals have had for 4t,e_ r.ealtsvn, riowev.?cmck vA$0,..-coC
trr

the workingworking classes, and the similar and related jealousy

.INFIll,~/IIMIN/11.BONO

'Christopher Lasch, The New Radicalism in America, p. 69.
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of proletarian freedom from oonctraint and inhibition. Lasch

feels that American intellectuals have had a persistent

. -

tendencyrto try to escape from their own fairly rigid, con-

vontional, middle class backgrounds, and conseque'Atly to

romanticize the lower classes. A coKollary of this has bean

the romanticizing of childhood, with its supposed innocence

and freedom from restraint. 4

To the degree that these impulses have characterized

American intelle...;tuals (and Lasch is quite persuasive on this

point) they would have provided motive power foithe interest

of liberal journalists in both the worker education movement

and the child-centered schools. It has already been noted

above, that writers for both the Nation and the Ne-oL...!2public

made invidious comparisons between middle class academic

schooling - the kind which most of the journalists had ex-

perienced - and the more active, relevant and realista.c

education which was offered in workers' education classes.

More important, the journalists continually praised the

enthusiastic response of the workers in the labor schools

in contrast with the dull and unimaginative reaction of niale

class students in conventional institutions.

. A similar attitude pervaded many journal attiele:-; on

child-centered education.. A fundamental characteristi.-,= of

much of the writing on the experimental schools was enrehesiasP;

for their freedom, their lack of rigid curricula,' their

leasing cf children from adult restraints The attractiwneve

p 74Lash,pp. 86-, 142-4,
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of these schools to some of the journalizts was doubtlesA, re-

lated to the .appeal which Freudianism had for many 4.ntellectuals

at this time: both seemed to offer liberation from outmoded,

restrictive, repressive, middle-class restraints* V-3 exalts

tion of the natural childs the unleashing of all his impulses -

including the sexual a may be interpreted as at the same time

an implied condemnation of the inhibited& rationalistic back-

ground of the writers.

The analysis of anti-intellectualism in the preceding

cnapter should make it clear that enthusiasm for child-centered ,

education was by no means dominant among the liberal journal-

ists. But it had a strong appeal to some of them, and elements

of it were attractive to most of them. The ambivalence of

some journalists-.on the "new education" was doubtless related

to the difficulty of reconciling middle-class intellectualism

with what they saw as lower-class freedom from restraint. But

as was indicated earlier, when a choice had to be mader most

active liberals chose - like Croly, Bodes and Dewey - to
a

elevate rationality over free impulse.

ThB Nation and the New Republic had much less dillficulty.1.1,..anw.m*..1.

with workers' education. By associating with this
q 16

the jotarnalists perhaps vicariously ente011oaenviiim

class. Equally important, they could partially overcome some

of the feelings of powerlessness which were built into their

roles ari intellectuals. As commentators on social events
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haci to remain somewhat removed from politicians and*

figures in order to be able to comment critically on

189

_wilts. But this was a frustrating position for intelligent,

articulate men, many of whom felt themselves to be the mental

E:nd moral superiors of those who wielde'd power. This may ex-

plain the occasional and erratic attempts of-the journalists

to exert direct influence 53n politicians like Theodore Roosevelt

and Woodrow Wilson. 5
The journalists, consciously or not, may

aave- felt that it would be eaualWr productive: but less

dangerous, to support a movement rather than a mane The logi-

cal movement - the one with which liberal journalists seemed

to have the most in common - was labor. And the most hopeful

:nnovation in the unions during the 1920's - and the one to

ti:iich journalists could make the most direct and effective

contribution - was workers~ education.

,ts was. indicated above, this is all rather speculative.

But in seeking explanations for the attitudes of liberal

journalists towards such movements as workers' education and

5Lasch, pp. 192-3, 169. Forcey's The Crossroads of
Liberalism also makes much of the liberirreisi.-.17SWfeel-
iilys 6 OWerlessness and their occasional efforts to establish
a relationship with power. Of Croly, Weyl, and Lippmann a few
years earlier he has written: "Living in a day when intellec-
tuals had more to say in the land than usual, the three
pu;dicists hovered like moths on the flaming edges of power.
Though-writers, theorists, journalists first of all, they
also ::;ought a mere direct irfluence than their published words
could i)ring. But more than once they were to come away from
t right light of power bc,th chastened and charred." (p. 5).
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child-centered schools it can do no harm, and may possibly

yield useful insights, to attempt- to see these attitudes as

aspects of a larger effort to escape from the powerlessness

and inhibitions which their roles as middle-class intellectuals

placed upon them.

II

The above treatment of these two topics does not, of

course, provide comprehensive coverage of the educational cony

corns of.the liberal .journals during the 1920=s. It merely

provides case studies on two themes which, while significant

in themselves, also help to define some of the educational

issues important to liberals cf the period. There are also

a number of other educational matters ihich the Nation and

the New Republic treated more or less intensively, and with
.111.........011.111.1111111.M...111..... //MOW.

which a detailed examination of the period might deal.

One such topic is the role assumed by the journals as

defenders of the school5 against illiberal attacks. Workers'

education and child-ceneered pedagogy may both be seen as

efforts to extend educal:ion into new fields. Workers= educa-

tion dealt with a new ad-Ilt clientele, previously untouched by

most formal educatioz. It developed a new currimilem as well,

including labor histe..:y and theory, techniques of collective

bargaining, and other centent appropriate to its unique

sc.udent body. The c'n:ldecentered schools, on the other hand,
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were not working with a new type of student, but enrollod

children who would otherwise have at traditiona1 ox

"ezerly progressiv" schools. 'But while the cAild-ca-ntered

"4 deal t'dth a new fvlientelet one mioht sav"schools c1(.. no

they tAerte, attemrAina to reach proviouzly igno.y.:ed elever.ta

in the life of their puoils. That is, 174 their ef:!nrta to

educate the "whc;le child, these schocas - particularly those

with a Freudian orientation - tried to develop dee:. lMtveie

of personality untouched by mort conventional e?ur:atiori. in

thi:s effort they utilized more permissive teachers, a or

ope-a curriculum, and a more varied methodology.

oul-licizina both-movements,
. .

the Jation and

rrtelee

esle.V.......rS. few

could see themselves as fulfilling their function As

frontier thinkers a oromoters of creative chanqe.

But the -,ournals were often Larced to av anothlar

rol.e as we and one that Vas It.. considerable

the 1920's:-the defense of individuals arid inc.*-;/-r4-4,-

ati-acks by conservatives, bi2o.s, vac:2.s , .tg, arqi

patriots. A pore extended treatment of t114s ryaVild

well include attention t this defensive functor, of the

journals. During a decade when cotservatives coilt7olled

the federal administration, Congres (for much of N.:11e period),

many state and , courts, governor and stet q: legisia-

the.r.e was a grf:at deal or rberal :f:efendinq to do

The resurgeace of thf Klan, and fundamentalizt off*!nsive

F



culminatinq in the Scopes Trial, brought further threats to

the schools.

Throughout the decade one finds in the-Nation and the

.
New Rep? Ic

4471.1111.ma.

efatorials, Articles, and letters protestinc
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attacks on ediacational instituti=s. Whars th4i situ-

aton made it s.ani;kly that public schools could- adopt a vigor-

ously reformist role, liberals could at least defend whatever

intecrity and liberality schools already had. This defense/

of necessity, took plate on a. long,front. For instance/ George.

Norris, the Nebraska Senator and exponent of public power,

wrote for the Natim an expose of 'The Per Truat in the

PtIblic Schools." The New Republic - also constitutionally

suspicious of big business - to was vorried about the "zhock-

ing state of affairs in which the Duolic utilities have tried

to buy up the press, the radio and even the secondary schools."-'

The jouraalsi continued defer se of academic freedom can

be see n in this same framework. Klen the notorious Lusk Com-

mittee in New York State trampled rx1 the sights of educatore,

the 1.ew Republic affirmed its be? i44 in the schoci.as the

t.cue frontier of civilization," and declared that could

only fulfill its function in an a!mosphere of freedom.'

s MNINswnwaRt4NmVseNNuwa.noo,.

George W. Norris, "The Power Tmst in the Pu::)lic.: Schools,4
Nation, (9/18/29), 296-7; Editorial, "Professo.rs 14 d
PrZgigardists," New Ramp.ic, 63 0/16/30), 219.

7Elitorial (resumably Crply's), New Rseblic, 2.5
(3/2/21;, 9. One of the earliest axciaWrizyAra Dsuca
31i en (who succeeded Croly as editor) wrote Zor the New
Repub.lAc was on the topic of academic frTedom. Cf. "ree
.7;Fee2ET'but !" 30 (4/5/22)', 10-2. At this time Bliven
was still associate editor of the Ncw Yolk Globe.
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And when the joarnals themselves were bivoIved - as when

Los Angeles karred the Nation and the New Renublic from school

libraries - the editorial protest WI% especialy vlgom s.

151.1t the joutnals were also the first 6.o app1aud 4hen

tors won an occasionel victory oVer their attacksint did

David S. 111:2.zity when in 1929 !Ye forced superpatxdotif- con-

gressm4n to retract his-charge that oni:! ol= Muzzey's texts

contained seditious material.
9

Educators and liberals were under attack durina the l'3 20's

n6t only by bminessmen and patriots: but 'by cons;ervative :-..'eli-

gionists as wc11. The Scones Trial was; of course? the out-

standing examp:e in this area. The Natiorl ciaw thP TennPag=a&
LIMIW4110110....0.,

anti-evolution law as a natural outrowth of parochial, small-

town America, which provided 'a fine sail for fundamentalism,

the XI Klux flan: and other manifestations of supestition

and Lsnoranc." Tennessees'effcrt to impose by law itg

anti-scientific judgments was on1.1 an extenzion of sinthr

efforts sinix, the war to drive "rd." tea her.. out o tho

ch -)ls and ti prescribe the contant of texts.

nessimistic( fele New P2ublic corcYuded that the

ECualiV

publle 4C1.-,C301r3

1...,.,% 444...2C1404 .4.4.4~14.444.11,144,44.4.4.

Cf. the. editorial note an this subject. in the Nation,
112 1,5/4/21), 640. The editor ware happy to note that
toaclers had protested the schoo.1 board's action.

9Editozia1 paragraph, Natioii: 129 (10/30/29), 473..

10
EdIto:flal, "Tennessee v3 Trutho " Nation, 121 (.7/V2 5)

50. Cf. Alsc H. ilk. riencken's cynico.1 (h-ot

antertainilg) article on the trial,: In Tenness;.b.e,,"

221 (6/1/25)r 21-2.
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were in many areas "becoming the last fortress of the funda-

mentaliqts."11

Also aimonc the numerous enemies by whOM beleagueritA

liberals felt t'aerSelves surrounded in the 1920's were the

Mcsi7. of the editors and writers of the journals

believed to SQMS degree in the revisionist explanation of the

causes cf world var - an interpretation in which milifarests

and munitiors makers played a large and villainous role One

way to prevent a reoccurrence of such a disastrous war, the

ourn2listt thoual'c, was to counter at every point the efforts

of those ==ho sought to build up armaments and to maintain

larce military fc-:ces. Thus pacifist liberals denounced mili-

tary influence- the Dress, business, politics, and education.

Leanor Cline, P)or example, declared the New Titz.iblic in44.
1921 that "in A:any of our schools soLiier-mokina haz become

so im4)ortant tkat youths who. decline to Jhoulaer muEkPti Plee

compfAled to lcave."12 Crolyc Bliwn, and- the othea: New

Reptblic edit3rs shared Cline's op2osition to rearmament and

to the ? ;Se oT the schools as instruments of militarism Zut

it wa - who had maintained his ?acifism throughout

the Gar -' wl:o spoke out most often and mst vigorously against

mi]itarism. Time and again, through articles and editorials,

h: and hit; as denounced the pernicious influence of

...........................4111,1...IMIMI.... I
11 Ecgitorial, 'The Baiting of Judge Raulston," Few Re-

?ublic, 43 (7/29/25), 249-50.

12nanord Cline, "The War on the 1,2ace Seekers," Few
Republic, 39 (6/2/24), 149.
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the military in all areas of life. Villardi who had =ad

brief teaching career at Harvard, seemed particulrly upset

by the activities of the Reserve Officers Training Corps on

college campuses and missed few opportunities to attack this

program and its goals. 13

Arthur Schiesing,-.1r, jr. has written of the New ReEl!iaiaz

"iseginning hopefully in 1914 as the organ of a progressive

maierity in a progressive era, the magazine saw itself a

6ecade later as the voice of a civilized minority in an era

of Babbitts. Progressive idealism was now less a callse than

.

a refuge .'
14

The Nation too, sought to provide refuge for

progressive idealists during the 1920's, and like its fellow

journal found that among those most in need of protection

were the students and teachers of America's schools and

colleges. Thus in guarding education from the depradations

.of conservatives, businessmen, super-patriots, fundamentalists,

and militarists both journals could see themselves as trying

ie
'3Cf. for example, the following editorials °Sex and

the R.O.T.C.," Nation, 128 (5/1/29), 523-4; "Henrietta Spills
the Deana," Natr61767-n0 (4/22/25), 456-7; Editorial paragraph;
Nation, 126 (T7r8728), 55. This last item quotes Dewey in
opposition to militarism. The Nation's "Honor Roil for 1928"
cited Harry F. Ward "for leader riMp7-as president of the
American Civil Liberties Union, in the fight against militarism
ji the American schools." (Also cited was John Dewey, "for
seeing clearly and reporting justly in the New Republic; the
Russia of today, and for continuous leadersETF-351 American
Educat.i,on.") v. 128 (1/9/29), 35. This annual "Honor roll"
is a fascinating index of the editors' gradually changing
intcrosts, enthiar4ms and causes.

14
Schlesinger, Jr., in Luce ed., The Vi=ces of Five

Decades, 26.
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to preserve some of the social and educational gains of the

Progressive Era, and ,as maintaining a beachhead from which

a new reform effort might yet be launched. The liberal

journalists recognized that the schools, like other institu-

tions, tended to become the instruments of dominant forces

in society. And, during the 1920's, when business, "Aneri-

canism," and conservatism were in the ascendancy, only the

most unremitting vigilance could prevent the schools from

losing whatever progressive gains they had already made.

T; journalists sought consistently to maximize the freedom

and autonomy of the schools, believing that out of free inquiry

would come a new and more powerful reformism

TrT

and liberalism.

The preceding analysis sets the stage for a brief

response to the questions raised in the introductory chapter

on the 1920's. Summarized briefly, these questions were:

(1) Was education (particularly workers' schools), the recipi-

ent of some of the enthusiasm which Croly and others displaced

from their earlier political interests? (2) What earlier

educational concerns of the liberal journalists continued,

were modified, or were dropped? What new educational interests

developed? (3) What differences of opinion or of emphasis on

educational matters existed between the two journals, and how

were these related to broader policy differences? (4) What
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pArticular educational developments received the attention

of the journals during the 1920's, and what impact - if any -

i:id the journalists have upon educational matters? (5) Did

the journals take sides in the "internal" educational disputes

of the period between scientific, reformist, and child-centered

elcments of progressive education? (6) Did the educational

writings of the journalists indicate any conflict between their

liberalism and their support for intellectual values? (7) To

what extent did the liberal journals try to supply social goals

for the newer, more individually-oriented education?15

In response to the first question, it seems clear that

education - along with other cultural interests - did receive

much of the attention which Croly had previously devoted to

largely political affairs. While he continued to comment on

developments in government, he no longer looked for salvation

through politics, and his enthusiasm was directed more toward

change and reform at the individual level. Villard's active

concern for politics, on the other hand, did not waver, but

his journal did reflect the increasing interest of liberals

in art, literature, culture and education. Thus the displace-

ment of previous political interest might be a partial explana-

tion of Croly's enthusiasm for worker education, but such an

interpretation is not required in Vi lard's case. Perhaps -

the simplest way to account for the interest of both journals

in labor education is to note that this was one of the few

Cf. pp. 107-9 above.



p:ovements in the 1920's which :seemed to offer hope of signi-

ficant and fundamental change. Villerd may have been more

interested in the immediate political alliance which workers'

education could help build between labor and intellectuals;

Croly was probably losa optimistic about this and looked to

workers' education for more long-range nldividual regeneration.
4

Secondly as the above analysis woilld indicate, the shift-

ing political and economic climate oi the 1920's did promote

changes in the educational concerns of the journals z As has

been noted, some of the educational musades of the 1910's

were continued - notably the defense c4 academic freedom and

the use of the schools as instr-Aments )f reform. But it is

significant that journal concern for tha efficiency movement

in education was replaced in large part by the new interest

in worker education. The efficiency lAcvement had had its

roots ire the business and industrial viorld, particlarly in

the trend toward scientific managementc Now, in 1920's,

business was in the saddle, and liberal intellectuals had new

evidence that progress was not to be expected from, ti.at quarter.

Their enthusiasm for workers' education provides at tLe least

a convenient symbol for the new educational alliances which

liberals sought to forge.
16

"LuCallahan inc4udes the entire period from 1910 t) 1929
as one in which the efficiency movemmt in education tas pawar-
ful. The liberal jomrnalists, however, had lost inti,1:ast in

it by the 1920's.
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The third question, concerning the different empheses

given by the two journals to various educational matters, has

already been answered in part. It is clear, firat of all,

that the sheer quantity of educational comnantary in the-New

Republic exceeded that in the Nation. Croiy had a more personal

and intense interest in educational matters than did Viliard,

and he was willing - as attested by the educational eupplemeets

which his journal carried during the decade - to devote mare

space to the topic. But there were at this time no funda-

mental disagreements between the journals on educational issues.

Both defended the schools against attack, both promoted workers'

schools, both gave a hearing to child-centered experiments.

Any differences were ones of priority, of emphasis, of tone.

Villard's priorities were still basically political, while

Croly's had shifted to a deeper level; Villard's educational

emphases continued to be reformist with a tinge of nostalgia

for the traditional school, while Croly and his associates

looked with more enthusiasm on the individualistic orienta-

tion of the new education; Villard's tone continued to be

moralistic and polemical, while Croly became more peycho-

logical and introspective; And in all of this it is apparent

that the differences in the area of education were partial

reflections of differences in personality and outlook between

the two men and the journals through which they extended their

influence.
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The chapters on worker education and the child-centered

school have already explored the dominant educational interests

of the liberal journalists during the 19201s. As always, the

effects of their writings and their work are most 'difficult

to gauge. One can only say that partisans of both the workers'

schools and the child-centered schools felt it was worth their

time to write for these journals, and through them hopefully

to build support for their programs. The journalists, for

their part, no doubt hoped to guide both movements in what

they saw as liberal directions. In this they were only partly

successful: first, because their relationship to both trends

was peripheral and they thus lacked directive powerr, secondly,

because external events were of far more importance in

shaping educational trends than was liberal rhetoric. A

numl)er of the journalists did actively involve themselves in

workers' colleges, and they may have helped for a time to

broaden and liberalize their programs. But workers' educa-

tion suffered from the same bureaucratizacion and narrowness

as the labor movement as a whole, and the declining interest

of the journals in the labor colleges may he indicative of

their discouragement with trends in American labor. When

worker education did undergo something of a renaissance in

the mid-1930's, the liberal journals gave it thei;f support,

but they no longer believed that it might become the cutting

edge of a new reform movement
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The fifth question with which this section opened co

corns journal involvement in the "internal" educational

disputes of the period. It is clear that for the most part

the Nation and the New Republic were looking at educational-
....

events from the outside. They saw the schools, like the

churches or the unions, as institutional instruments for

liberal purposes. A few journal writers like Agnes de Lima

did manage to penetrate beyond the instiluticnal shell and to

analyze insightfully some of those questions of methodology

and psychology which occupied the attention of Echool personnel-.

And individual writers, like Margaret Naumlerg and Boyd Bode,

took strong positions concerning curricula.: and organizational

trends in the schools. But the editors the'nselves sought to

give expression to all able viewpoints within (and occasion-

ally outside) the progf essive. education movemet.t. And when

they did take aides, it was almost always to s vport the

reformist tradition (as; distinguished from the child-centered

and scientific emphases) in the newer education.

The matter of anti-intellectualism has bcen dealt with

in some detail abbvQ, and it Oily eomairig hein to place it in

the general perspective provided by this entire group of

questions. Some wi:iters for the New ReEyblic - notably

Margaret Naumberg and Ca.:oline Pratt - did prop:se educational

patterns which wen-. at 'cast superficially anti-intellectual.

They and other proroters of the child-centered -chool, however,
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4.

edmost invariably claimed that this was a quegtion mearis,

not ends; that a suspension or postponement of intellectual

activity for young children would lead in the long x-un to a

greater and more creative intellectuality. But the more authori-

tative voicen of LIoseph Hart, Boyd Bodei and John Def.ey warned

against false optimism or willful blindness on this problem,

and insisted that progressive echoois should restore mental

development to its place of priority. And it is .clear that

the weight of editorial opinion on this topic lay with the

defenders of intellectuality, It would seem then, that there

was no fundamental <onfiict between the liberalism and the

intellectualism of those who were most closely identified

with the Nation and the Nvl 11122,LL!p that to these oxen a
edADUM

thoughtless, unanalyzed liberalism was 3terile and uncreative;

but an illibe; al and non-reformist intellectualism was point-

less and undirected. The editors and their associates hoped

that journallsm, the schools, the unions: tha churches, and

other institutions might ali contribute to the building of an

increasingly vitional and effective progressivism.

The conclesions stated above provide the necessary back-

ground for a response to the final question.

Proba)"iy the 1920's were tte period when progre5stlre

educatior was more confused over its goals than at any other

time. a_Ifore 1920 the reformis.'; element was the most vocal,

as it was again in the I930's. During 4he 1940's, tc:Gth the
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11
loudest voice."'" But during the 1920's, the scientific and
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the reformist groups continually vied for Rasition with the

missionaries of the childcentered school. The role of the

liberal journals amidst this ideological struggle was to

insist that a goal -less child-centered school was probably'

impossible, and certainly undesirable. Spokesmen an: the

Nation and the New Ealp±as continually reminded representa-

tives of the new education that they must look beyond the

school, make decisions_ about the kind of society which was

required, and then try to develop people capable of building

and living in such a social order.

It is clear from studies by historians like Cremin and

Cohen that such of were a partial failure; that the child-

centered schools comitted sins of pedegogical commission

and teleological omission that helped undermine the whole

progressive education movement. But it is unlikely that

the criticism( of the liberal journals was completely without

effect. The Nation and the New Republic enjoyed continued

pres.tige among progressive educators during the 1920's.

They were widely read in liberal antl educational circles, and

their help was sought in the defense of academic freedom and

in other matters concernilg the schools. It is probable that

MO~.00n.

Such a brief surmary obviously
trends within each of these periods.
analysis, cf. Cremin, Transformation,

glosses over counter-
For a more extended
chapter 6,
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the two journals - particularly through.the writings

men like Dekey - exercised a restraining influence on tit,

more frantic devotees of the child-centered school. Perhaps

without their criticism and their reminders of the social,

goals of progressive education, the movement eight have

drifted even farther from its reformist foundations. Thus

as the nation entered a new and more frightening decade, the

Nation and the ....IILNeTte2212Ais held still to their liberal be-

lief in man's rationality and educability. If they were less

optimistic and less naive on these matters than they had been

before the War, they still held to the hope that an educative

journalism and a creative school might yet be worthy instru-

ments of a better social order.



PART IV: ACTIVE LIBERALISM REVIVE51
19t0-1941

Chapter Eleven: Liberals Move Left

I

During the prostierity, conservatism, an6 complacency t:f

the 1920's, the pessimistic warnings of Attencan liberals

had 1-ieen all but drowned out by a barrage of boosterism.

3ut the massive collapse Of the stock market in late..1929

Lt;gan a decade of denression which exceeded 'ver: the pronhecies

of the liberal Jeremiahs. After the crash/ :ne nation slid

rapialy into the most severe depression in .->.5; history, Neither

Congress nor the President (wham the New now referred

to as "Humpty-Dumpty Hoover") could stem the ,dde aconomic

disaster which swept over the country.

President Hoover could hardly he held Way responsible

for a depression based on years of economic Dstranagemente

But he could 'oe - and was - blamed far his imdequate and

Theffectual response to the crisis. Though te went farther

The phrase "active liberalism revives" ':mos from John
Dewoy's article, "The American IntEllectual 17Intier," New
Republic, 30 (5/10/32, 303. Dewey's phrase :nlies xrcre
appropirately to the decade of the 1930's.

205
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earl.ier nr;.!slueLL i4 using federal' power to try
4.. 1.. .1

ciertic,r.as of

2 .

4 allSez

e 4 41-'eNr

1:001/4.3r s A. s A

.c,r;rt,.: of responsi.dility,
7.-ieor)ie w,lre no

to asscss In .:ove:..ber, 1932, they flockezf. to the

polls to ,L., hi out of office by a popular vote of 22,830,000

nor looJcvelt against 15,750,000 vot=:s for :loover. 3

.1a n:,11:1 RoosevAt, whom tha electorate had chosan to

:loorer, was at 'Jest an unknown quantity. Although

wg.:s identified with the liberal wing of the Democratic

party and had built a progressive record as governor of New

York, his campaign utterances in 1932 were often vague and
r

editors of the NT:' RenUblie,

viorausly opposeC. to ;;oover, couic not bring them-
.cc ,

,ie. i.oscvel"- candidacy.

.4.. L. L.:A. 1 1.2 lS,

these

LeIT.ocratic olatform was a "mass of incon-.

.;1.,cci,.:s a answer to the cilailcnge of Ls,e Limes.,..
rlhe C/-isis of Old!

.;ou.7;.con l'..;777,T7=7=a
,;..:;ru.1 analysis of iioover's efforts to deal with the
. e 1

vvi...kaam L. Leucatenberg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and
(Ncw York: :iarper,-TWUST:77-177Geor-egaule,

5:775T-T7Eew Rcublicis .w)ard of editors, wrote a the eve
election: =Tity is that so many people should be

;in :oover instead of for a change in
. . ;;:cti;o-:-; of our ..conorly.': "On Blaming Hoover,"

72 (.J/2k4/32), 279.

a :,:tw (.16itorial put it in 1932,
tt

46. A.I1..1to 4AAAI
',"4: (9/22/32).

;;;..1k. 2.27T7TUrence to iicover:
c-alce to eilio:L ...,nybody else tfli combs as ju3Lification

ing, Sh&kusneare's wor(:.s: 'Fcir this relief, much
'" "As Goes Ncw 72 (9/23/32) , 166.
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candidate and party were 'an untried lackey on a :;ary

lame horze."5

The Nation had no higner opinion ofRoosav61t, He had

displayed "weak and vacillating leadership," and his campt4.44
,

maneuvers showed that he had joined the "old guard of politi.q:

cal sharpers." Under these ciroumstancetl both journeis

taough they recognized that he had no chance of victory -

urged their readers to support the Sf3cialist candidate,

Norman Thomas, for president,
6

C.

Thus the liberal journals entered the 1930's - as they

;lad the 1920's - thoroughly estranged from the majoritarian

politics of the Republican and Democratic parties. In fact,

Al Smith in 1928 had been the only major party candidate

supported by the journals since both had backed Wilson in

Editorial, "How Shall We Vote," New Re ublio0, 72
(8/17/32), 5. Suspicion of Roosevelt was no new to the New
Republic. A 1926 editorial, entitled "The Great Jefferson
5;;37Zenounced Roosevelt's assertion of that year that "the
salvation of the Democratic Party lies in the real acceptance
of the Jeffersonian idea." The editors 1 prescription was *the

:.reverse of Mr. Franklin Roosevelt's. Let the Democratic in-
tellectual general staff forget about Jefferson for a few

years and do a little twentieth century thinking for them-
selves," New an Ublic, 4 (6/9/26), 73. We Nay assume that
Croly wrote e e Jafferson wet
one'of his inteiledtual'hObbies.

6Editorial, Nation, 13517/6/32), 14 'Governor Roosevelt's
Campaign,' Nation7M-(11/2/32), 414, The Now Republic's
supportjor-TEZENs was stated in an editoriaIrTMITError a

party," 72 (10/26/32), 272-4, Althbugh the Haw #epublic supft.
ported Thomas it occaaionaily became impatieBrOITTIMional-
ism on the left. In an editorial entitled "Pdtfaing end,
Nettling," it suggested that if the Communists#nd-SociAlista
didn't stop lying about one another radical4 would "be
clined to ca` `= a protest vote for HoOvar
(10/5/32), 194,

.11MCM.1111110111111

C.
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In spite of their pre-election skepticism: howewv, . .

.
.

,.

z -. .- .,..t.:-.!.both journals were at fizz:. razazantly 44rpriiii*4 LT Aoemeii1.-ik.'*A.s.

vigorous attack on the depression. But when it became ap-

parent that the early New Deal measures were not going to

provide basic solutions to America' s economic problems, both

journals returned to the attack.8 until 1936 they continually

berated the Administration for its caution, its unwillingness

to make fundamental changes in the economic system, its

reluctance to undertake large-scale national plapning, and

its general inadequacy in the face of the massive crisis.

Thus the journals found themselves moving inexorably

leftwards. The combined effects of economic depression, a

drastically altered political situations and the apparent

success of the Russian Five Year Plans, made a move towards

collectivism seem eminently realistic. And these external.

events were reinforced by changes within the journals them;

selves. On January 1, 1933, Oswald Garrison Villard resigned

his active editorship of the Nation, though he continued to

contribute a weekly column until 1940. An editorial board

consisting of Freda Kirchwey, Henry Iazlitt, Ernest Greuningi

4

In 1922 the Nation gave Smith and Thomas i split en-
dorsement: while Virrara voted for Thomas. Ti e New ISEALLE
belatedly and grudgingly supported Smith, Cf. CiT
mcwilliams, "One Hundred Years of The Nation,* Journalism
Qua:sara, 42 (Sprig 1965)/ 195.

8Frank A. Warren, III, Lierals and Con mtuntsm: The
" Red Decade" Revisited Wldogiiigton: `Int..Xana- ()Livers Ity
19MT7-176T774=17This is the most recent and compre-
hensive treatment of the relatkAnship of liberals to
Communists during the 1930's.
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and Joseph Wood Krutch assumed direction of the magazine,

witn idrchwey eventually(emerging as the dominant figure.

As the restraining hand of Villard's more conventional

liberalism was lifted, the Nation spoke out increasingly for

collectivist solutions to America's problems. And in its

:A.rongly anti-Fasciipt, collective-security foreign policy,

it often found itself allied in a united front with the Com-

m un ists.
10

Although Villard deplored the increasing radical-

ism (and particularly the interventionism) of the Nation, he

need not have been surprised. As early as 1927, R. L. Duffus

had noted that in selecting personnel for the journal,

Villard-"purposefUlly chose men who were mcre radical than he

was." fle also reported. Villard's jocular complaint. that

whenever he found it necessary to leave the Nation's offices

for brief periods "the staff goes Bolshevist."'

9Nation, 136 (1/4/33), 1, 34. Cf. also Richard Clarke
Sterne,'fihe Nation and Its Century," Nation, 201 (9/20/65
100th Anniversary Issue) , 308-14. Sterarg study of the
Nation is the best yet available, although Michael Wreszin's
Oswald Garrison Villard: Pacifist at War (Bloomington,
-----eTaTawindlasIcrasTsk.Tramw=ywith f.he journal under
Villard's editorship.

The comings and gointis during this period of various
editors, publishers, and writers en both journals are mti-
culously traced in ch. 1 of James J. Martin's American
Journalism and World Politics, 1931-41 WOW Yoik: Davin-
Ac-"M.Yc-r96P-577MZEariraarcF-r-st..aaVaT data, this biased
revisionist study is not useful. For a concise expose of
this "stupefying work" of "pseudo-schold,rship," cf. Arthur
Schlesinger Jr. 's review in the Nei Yor. Times Book Review

10
Wreszin, in chapters 13-15, show5 Villard's increasing

estrangement from the Nation, and ireawey's efforts to keep
the peace among the maage of pacifis;s, intervertionists,
collectivists, New Dealers, pragmatisto, and ideologues who
staffed the journal.

11
Quoted in Wreszin, Villard, 130 ,
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Like many liberals, the Nation's editors were shaken

and confused by the Moscow Purge trials of 1935-33, but not

until after the Hitler - Stalin Pact of August 23, 1939 did

the journal break decisively with the united front foreiln

policy. This decade of sympathy with Communist causes VAX 7r:

distressing to many Nation reader.s. As late as February, 1940,

ilenry Wallace felt it necessary to accompany his congratalations

on the Nation's 75th anniversary with the suggestion that the
aulonwmm

journal be "as critical of the doctrines and doctrinaires of

tlie left as it has always been, and properly, of the doctrines

and doctrihaires of the right." In the same issue, Norman

Thomas expressed his opinion that the journal had abandoned

its earlier critical standards "in favor of the 'democratic

frontisms so popular among intellectuals." But he was happy

to note that since the Hitler-Stalin Pact he had seen "sow-

thing of a return of the magazine to its old critical

standards."12

The New 122211.14ic, too, underwent internal changes which

accentuated its leftward shift, Herbert Croly's stroke in

1928 and subsequent death in 1930 brought to an end his

scholarly and forceful editorship of the journal. He also

was succeeded by a collective editorship for by an editorial

collective, as right-wing critics would have it): Bruce Bliven,

"Letters to the editor, Nation, 150 (2/10/40) , 190.
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i;eorge Soule, Malcolm Cowley, Robert M..Lovett, and Stark

Young assumed direction of the journal, with Dliven as Clic

guicang force. The journal was edited more democratically

L'aan had been the case under Croly and there was less uni-

formity between the editorial section of the journal and its

other departments.
13 Thus while Bruce Bliven and George

Soule were writing articles and editorials promoting a demo-

cratic collectivism, Malcolm Cowley was, in the words of

Alfred Kazin, taking "the literary side of the slew

in the direction of a sophisticated literary Stalinism . ."

In fact, while the jo-urnal itself editorially supported

Norman Thomas for president in 1932 Cowley and Edmund Wilson,

the previous literary editor) backed Foster and Fdrd, the

Communist candidates.
14

One major difference between the journals during this

period should be noted, however. While the Nation joined the

Communists in adopting a collective-security policy against

toe threat of Fascism, the New Republic editors - who deeply

regretted their support of World War I - maintained a non-

interventionist -.foreign policy until 1940. Thus, ironically,

wori
Bruce Bliveni interview with author, August 23, 1965.

1 -

4Danlel Az:con, Writers on the Left (New York, -1965;

first published 197177-977-7=57171. Some pro-Communists
were sensitive tc the variety of views within the Lew Republic.

One wrote: "Distirction should be made between the -maaFapolicies

of the Nation and New Republic, which are quite
aangerous and the .,ndependent contributions and book reviews,

which often contain revolutionary content." Quoted in Aaron,

writers, p. 263; Klfred Xazin, Starting Out in the Thirties
TU5FEEN: Little, &own, 1965), i177-117-7257IORRTIPT6:777677-'

138, and 141.
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villard's foreign policy views were cloier to thoao of the

rival New Republic than to those of the Nation to which he

had given so much of his energy. 15

But in spite of this difference over foreign policy,

both journals showed much sympathy for Soviet Russia? vigor-

ously attacked the failures and excesses of capitalism: sup-

ported extensive national planning (partly on the model of

the Russian Five Year Plans), and gave a hearing to authors

who proposed Marxist solutions for American problems. Such

policies opened the New Republic to charges from Beniamin

Stolberg that it was "merely a 'liberal' echo of the New

:4asses." But more accurate was the ambiguity reflected by

Time magazine, which on the occasion of the L12.2111.=lic's

twenty-fifth anniversary referred to the journal both as a

"pinko weekly" and as moving "straignt along its New Deal
16course. u

In fact, from 1936 to 19 39 the Nation and the

IR......121.ictievRepublic managed to live up to both of these descriptions.

This was the heyday of the Popular Front, when even the Com-

munists, out of their fear of Fascism, were backing

Wreszln, p. 240. For Villard's rather poignantveedictory coluirile76"Issliei; and Mon," Nation, 150 (6/29/40),782. Bliven has expressed his regret thatlirTamained a paci-fist so long. Interview with 'author, August 22, 1965.
16

Benjamin Storzerg, "Muddled Millions," Saturday EvenimPost, 213 (2/15/41), 82; "Liberals," Time, 34 Trrin-rnr---21-2. In spite of their drift towardirMixism, Lillian Symms'comment on the journals in the 1920's applies nearly as wellto the 1930's. She declared that the Nation and New Republichad "taken their revolution vicariously Quoted7E-aFEN7'Writers, 347.
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Roosevelt.
17

The liberal journals thus found themselves for

few years in the position of being able at one and the same

time to support Roosevelt against his conservative enemies,

snipe at the New Deal for not going far enough. and to enjoy

a unity on the left which the temporary moderation of the Com-

mada possible. The fact that .Roosevolt in the "second

hundred days" in 19 36 had moved his administration leftward

and had forced the enactment of a substantial body of pro-

gressive legislation, made it easier for both the Communists

and for their liberal allies to support Roosevelt." 3y

placing themselves within Roosevelt's camp, but on tae far

left fringes of it, liberal journalists enabled themselves to

take positions such as Heywood Braun's: "I am an 3rCent New

Dealer; but with the reservation that in my opinion Mr.

Roosevelt and his policies are by fa.: too conservative

In spite of this decided move towards collectivism,

Lliven, Airckwey, and their colleagues still had much in

common with Croly and Villard: they continued to be idealistic,

non-doctrinaire, and pragmatic. B:A the apparently paradoxical

step they had taken - which Villar6 and probably Croly would

have avoided - was to enter into a pragmatic alliance with

Warren, Liberals and Commuaism, p. 46.

8Cf
Leuchtenberg, Roosevelt, chapter 7: "The Second4

Hundred Days."

19
Quoted in Warren, Liberals and Commum ism, p. 115.lelharauma .A.01. ..11 anallials
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.to;.-pragmatic, doctrinaire Communists.
20 However, ia spite

$

of their participation in the Popular front, Bliveil and

Xirchwey never permitted their journals to become uncritical

allies of ths Communists, and they never editorially supported.,

Communist candidates for major office, But the shattering

experience of the Great: Depression did make a profoui im-

pression on them. It deepened their convictions concerning

the failures of capitalism and heightened their sympathy for

what they persisted in calling the "Russian experiment." It

dulled their sensitivity to the redeeming features of the

American polity and economy as well as to the negative features

of Communism. Bruce Bliven:s characterization of American

liberals of the 1930's can well be applied to both journals:

"The innocents of those days were certainly naive; they were

gullible; they were very slow to face the changing facts of

history. It is also true however that they were miles away

from supportinc dictatorship, rule by torture and the building

of a whole society on falsehood.
"21

Villardl of course: was alive and vigorously protest-
ing the Popular Front; the trend of Croly's thought at the

end of life make it more than likely that he would have been,

like Dewey, an anti-Communist liberal.

21Bruce J3liven, 4The First. Forty Years," New Repablic,
131 (4/22/54 - 40th Annitersary Issue), 9. TRZYFITliaces
were made easier by the fact that during the mid-1930's the

Communists de-emphasized their doctrinaire radicalism in the

Popular Front effort. With Communism being promoted as
"Twentieth-century Americanism," it is not surpri.$ing that
its sphere of influence sometimes over-lapped with that of

the hon7Communist radicals. Cf. Aaron, Writers, 166-ff.

on "The Appeal of Communism."
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The Nation and the though (or possiliXv-.
a ": -

because) they became more radical during the 1930's, con-

enued to exert their influence on the liberal intelloctUsl '"

community. Indeed, there are indications that their impact

on the public mind may have increased somewhat. In spite

of the severity of the economic contraction, the circula-

tion of both journals gained slightly. The estimated circu-

lation of the New Republic was at 27,000 during the late

1920's, but dropped to 12,000 in 1929 - perhaps because of

a loss of Croly's personal following after his stroke and

withdrawal from active editorial work, The stock market

crash came late in the year, but it too may have affected

total circulation-somewhat. The journal soon regained its

normal readership of 25,000 however, and then hear the end

of the decade began a climb to the 1940 figure of over 31,000.

The Nation's circulation curve followed a somewhat different
mINner.inamilWIIP

pattern. During the mid-twenties this journal went to about

30,000 readers, but by 1927 this figure rose to 42,000.

Then in the early 1930's circulation settled at about 35,000,

followed by an all-time high. of 38,147 in the election year

of 1936.
22

Such increases are slight, of course, but they take on

........
Cf. appendix for circulation figures for both journals,

1914-41.
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greater significance when one remembers that most periodical*

suffered serious circulation declines during this period.

Bruce Bliven's explanation of this phenomenon in the case

of the Ne.......12,42aiblict perhaps provides part of the answer for

both journals:

As the banks locked their doors and the bread-
lines lengthened, more and more people turned to
a serious facing of reality and away from the syn"
thetic optimism, the false jauntiness that most of
the high-circulation magazines still felt obligated
to assume. When the readership of these magazines"
plummeted, that of the NR remained steady of rose.

Circulation is at best, of course, a doubtful measure at-

influence, but students of journalism agree that the Wig& and

the New Republic continued to wield, through their intellectual

readership, a per far greater than mere numbers would indicate-.

This is, of course, a hard matter on which to find proof. One

cannot demonstrate conclusively that readers were tc:t2..!...1alay...

swayed or confirmed in their ideas or actions because of what

they read in these journals. But one can show that numbers of

important people believed themselves and others to have been

so influenced. The Newitl.2102lic's 25th anniversary in 1939

and the 75th anniversary of the NatiOn a year later gave

American leaders the opportunity to testify to that affect,

To celebrate its quarter century of success, the New Ita:

public gave a birthday party for its staffs writers? aupporterq.
-

and friends. In attendance, according to Time magatiner were

34$

Bliven, "The First- Forty Years it" 9.



"free traders, isolationists, progressive ilducators, single

taxers, practicing Marxists, disillusioned Marxists, poets,

professors, publishers, all who believe themselves to be

liberals, all who thus claim to fit into a category that

nobody has satisfactorily defined."24 The journal also re-

ceived the good wishes of influential people in letters which

were proudly printed in its columns. Messages came fro .rtes

active in government, like henry Wallace, Thomas Corcoran,

Harry Hopkins, Harold Ickes, and Senator Barkley: Speaking

for writers and editors were Sherwood Eddy, Bennet Cerf,

Stuart Chase, Arthur Krock, Van Wyck Brooks, and a bost of

their colleagues. Ickes, who had subscribed since the first

issue,, declared that the New Republic had served liberals and

progressives as a "steady beacon, a staunch friend, and at

ever-ready defender of enlightened causes." He added, *I

think I speak for all of us liberals when I say that I do

not know what we would have done without the atimuiatioi of

the HmAseALIE,11 Sherwood eddy described the journal as "a

national institution," and praised it for being *always fresh,

vigorous, stimulating, independent, progressive; always

liberal, sometimes radical." And true to the spirit of the

decade, he added: "I would rather see you always radical and

sometimes liberal."25

-4-747;;;;;a1;77ime, 34 (11/13/39), 21,

25Letters to editor, New reaula, 101 (11/8/39), III.

L
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When, a yeat later, the Nation celebrated its 75th year

of publication, it carried a similarly impressive series of

letters from American opinion leaders. Congratulatory messages

were received from President Roosevelt, Harry HopkiDs, George

Yorris, Herbert Lehman, Henry Wallace, Josephus Daniels,

Thurman Arnold, and others active in government. Norris* who

had read the journal for many years, wrote: "1 she be happy

if I knew that its voice could be heard at every fireside in
Ar

America." Daniels piIised the "independence, fearlessnesec

and ability of the Nation," and described it as "an influential

agency in an era C.en leadership without strings is the hope

of a drifting world."

Editors, writers, and other.opinion-shapers 'similarly

attested to the Nation's influence and importance. Among

those sending their good wishes to the journal were William

Allen White, George Gallup, Roger Baldwin, H. V. Kaltenborn,

Raymond Gram -Swint and Norman Thomas* White was lavish in

his praise, claiming that the Nation had been his "guide,

philosopher, and friend." He added: "For me it has inter-

preted the news and often even its opinions are news.

Kaltenborn, one of the period's .most influential news com-

mentatorsi asserted that "the Nation should be requited

reading for every' opinion-maker. "26

These men may, of course, have deceived themselvs, '11*:

Nation, ISO (1/27/40) 112; (2/1/40, 139; (2,10/44),.
190-91.=also the letters from Norman Thomei and Hengy
Wallace, cited above, p. 3.
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perhaps have been too kind to their friends who staffed- ih0

journals. But in the absence of firm data on the proven

influence of these journals, one can only accept their testi

mony at face value. A group of distingilished and thoughtful

Americans stated their belief that the :ration and the New

Republic had made significant contributions to theirhown

thinking and to that of the liberal community at large, We

may assume that this judgment was correct..

As the country underwent a severe depression, as the

public and the various levels of government became increasing-

ly liberal, and as the Nation and the Emutla2liEbqcamo more

radical, what changes occurred in the educational concerns

of the journals? Not surprisingly, as the liberal weeklies

took new positions on politics, economics', literature, and

the arts, they evolved correspondingly different attitudes

toward some developments in the educational world. Several

questions will be of particular significance in the chapters

which follow:

1) How did the journals deal with the effects of the

Depression on schools and colleges? What analysis did they

give to the particular effects of the economic crisis on

studf-;:nts, minority groups, teachers, and professors?
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2) What was the response of the Nation and the New

Republic to the increasing federal involvement in education?

In particular, what positions did they take on the educational

work of zilch programs as the Civilian Conservation Corps and

the National Youth Administration? What aspects of these

programs were of special concern to the liberal journalists?

3) What kind of treatment did the liberal weeklies give

to educators' economic difficulties during this-decade? How

did they handle the various attacks on academic freedom

which also characterized the period? As the union movement

gained increasing strength among some parts of the teaching

profession, and as Communist influence in the unions grew

and then declined, what was the response of the Nation and

the New Republic?

4) How did the journals deal with the similar rise of

the radical student movement during the 1930's and with the

growth of Communist influence within that movement?

5) flow did the above developments relate to the in-

creasing educational radicalism of men like George Counts"'

Did the journals espouse his or other 'varieties of quasi-

Marxist educational thought? Did the three groups defined

by Frank Warren - fellow travelers, Russian sympathizers,

and anti-Communist liberals - (all of which spoke through

the Nation and the astEmphlic), express varying cducatianal
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positions?
27

Did the educational material in the journals

change in response to the Roosevelt administration's poli-

tical shifts during the decade? Was the growth of the Popular

Front movement after 1935 reflected in journal educational

policies?

The above questions will not all be answered in equal

detail. Some of the topics, like government youth programs

and teacher unions, will be analyzed rather extensively, while

others will be considered more briefly in the summary chapter.

But the material which follows, dealing with a new economic

and political era, new editors, and new educational concerns,

should enable the reader. to view selected educational aevelop-

ments of the 1930's through the unique perspective provided

by the liberal journals.

41Warren, Liberals and Communism, pp. 65-69.



Chapter Twelve: The.Assault on the Schoolhouse'

During the 19301s, the massive, inescapable fact :of life

for Americans of all political persuasions was the economic

depression. The Nation and the New Rerublic, as reporters

anc. interpreters of events for their liberal intellectual

eudiences, inevitably devotee much attention to the effects

of the depression on all areas of existence - on jobs, wages,

housing, politics, literature, and, of course, on elucation.

As has been indicated throughout this study, tie editors,

writers, aad readers of the liberal journals had mo.:e tharA a

passing coLcern for educational matters,2 Many in the group

1The chapter title is that of a Nation editorial in
defense of the schools: 137 (8/16/33)717T:

Both journals continually ran adver4eing directed.at.
students /lad. teachers. See, for example, the advertisement
which the New Republic ran in the Nation f.n 1937, headed
"Teachers:77.-"TiTarD14 the editors 70 the New ReputAic,
and its contributors - such Men as Herbert Croly, Professor
Jo:in Dewey, ?rofessor Charles A. Lea rd - have been foromost
among those who have put their shoulders against stiff
academic walls and pushed them open. An important part of
th%: audience of the weekly New Republic iE composed of
taachers and students . .

A Nation advertisement entitled. In the Classroom,"
eescribed-injournal as "a living textbook" and as
"indispensable to the intelligent student eager to unde;.*-

stand the life of his time." Nation, 137 (10/4/33), 392.
ioth journals offered special rates to students.
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were professors, teachers, and students, and some were

active in educational associations and activities. Most of

them saw schools and colleges as institutions of central

importance in the development of a brtter society. Thus one

need not wonder that the journals gave considerable attention

to the impact of economic contraction on many aspects of edu-

cation - on public and private Schools, on educational budgets,

on colleges and universities, on educational opportunities

for depressed groups such as Negroes and Southern whites, on

students, and particularly on teachers and professors.
3

The stock market crash which initiated the Depression

occurred in October 1929, but since school budgets had al-

ready been established, educational spending for 1929-30 held

up well in most parts of the country. In fact, total public

school expenditures reached $2031G,000,000 - a figure which

would not be exceeded again until 1940.
4

But in a few areas

where tax structures were weak and municipal finances shaky,

the schools did begin to suffer. The Nation noted in February,

1930 the difficulties experienced in Chicago, where teachers

Because of the journals' particular concern with the
plight of teachers and, professors, this topic will be dealt
with separately in chapter 14.

4The figures are from the United States Bureau of the
Census, Historical Statistics of the United States (Washingto4r
D.C.: U. S. arverreiii=iii-fiaiT5fricr7772.09,
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and other public employees were going unpaid, and where the

city could not afford to buy coAl to heat the schools. A

month later "The Drifter" reported that over half the schools

in one Georgia county had been closed because funds for teachers'

pay had been exhausted

School budgets declined only slightly during the next

academic year, but in 1931-32 par pupil spending dropped..by"

over five percent and the next year it fell by another ten

percent.
6

In February, 1933 the Nation noted that in four

states over half the rural schools had shut down, that sixty

cities had closed their evening classes, and that 145 had

abandoned kindergartens. 7
Former editor O. G. Millard (now a

contributing editor) reported from Oregon that many rural

schools in that state had closed for the year at Christmas.8

During the 1933-1934 year, the schools hit bottom. While

enrollments reached their peak fc.r the decade, the number of

r-
')1;ditorial, Nation, 130 (7/5/30), 140; "In the Driftway,"

'.ion, 130 (3/5/SUT7770.

6
Wayne W. Parrish, "The Plight of Our School System,"

.

The Literary , 116 (9/23,133), 32.

'Editorial, Uatior, 136 ( ;. /1C/33), 60-61. For general
background on t:te-MR7ission and education, see I. L. Kandel,
American education in the Twew:ieth Century (Cambridge: Harvard

AZZITIEE. Meyer, An Educational
Listory of the American Peo le (N ,w York: McGraw-HriTTITTYT,=.
311r1r,="311=niM- ; narry Zcitlin, "Federal Relations in
American Lducation, 1933-1943, (Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
Columbia University, 1958) , ch. II.

8Villard, "The 11.1.:.ght of digher: Education," Nation, 138
(3/28/34), 349.
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teachers, average teacher salaries, total expenditures, and
per pupil costs reached their lowest points. 9 A Natn461
editorial reported on this alarming situationenotIng that
while the Depression had forced the closing of only forty

Lrnerican schools by November, 1932, a year and a half later
the figure had soared to over 40,f30% ANerage per pupil ex-

penditurds had dropped from over ninety dollars in 1930 to

about sixty-six dollars it 1934. Sales of textbooks had

dropped by thirty percent. During the ireceding school year
Alabama had closed 85% of all ..ts schools,

The ominous aspect of the whole inlnd was, to the Nation's

editors, the fact that educat,.onal budg:ts sere being cut much

more drastically than goverment- spending in general, In

Chicago, for example, the sc;ool budget for 1933 vas slashed

by about 35%, while the averagc: cut in runicipal z-pending was

only about 10%;

Because the childrem could nc.:. answer ba:zk,
because their pureats perhaps did not rezlize
the gravity of the situation, and because the
school teachers were helpless in the face of
direct threat5i to -heir jobs, to :al budgets
have made cuts in ;he school funds cut of all
proportion CID the :a Feral budgatAry cuts. ly

`.

Bureau of the Census, ':5storical StaAstics, pp. 207-9.
1
°Editorial, "ur Public Schools," Nador, 138 :4/18/34) e431-2, Cf. also ediorial not-s in v, 13U-(771/33), 107; v;141 (9/11/35), 283. Denny La:mond's New Re Du article,Education on the aids," snr-.eys the i7. praMm from theperspective of 1939, and in des a consie.aration of the effectsof the 1937-38 recession. 9 9 7/26/39), 326-7,
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Again and again the Nation indignantly reported to its

readers on the educational disaster sure to befall the country

unless the budget-cutters were stopped. The New Republic, on

the other hand, seemed more concerned about the damage being

done in specific areas and to particular groups. In 1935,

for example, that journal carried an article by Harold Ward

on "The Poverty Belt" - the area of the Southern mountains

now referred to as Appalachia. He reported that in 1930 the

area had suffered from ac: tilt illiteracy rates of ten or twelve

percent, Schools were having difficulty rectifying the situa-

tion, for in many areas fewer than a quarter of third -grade

pupils reached high school. (The national average at the

time was seventy percent.) And those tragic statistics could

"
not have improved during "five years of acute depression.

11

The same issue of the New Rapublic carried a review by

14artha Gruening of Ella Ensloles book, Schoolhouse in the

Foothills. Miss Enslow had taught for some time in the

Tennessee backcountry and reported on her experience as

"teacher, attorney, fanancier, nt:rse ... and preacher to the

11.4.4.......i

Harold Ward, The Poverty Belt," New Re ublict 84

(10/2/35)e 212-13. Ward would have needed sta e y-statt
figures to prove his point concerning enrollments. Actually,
on a nation-wide basis, the picture was ambiguous. Elementary
enrollments fell somewhat until 1938, while high school enroll-
ments increased from 41/2 million in 1929 to 6 million in 1935.
Cf. Dixon Wecter, The Ago of the Great Depression (New York:

1948):



community." Conditions in the Southern mountains were bad

enough in "normal" timese but Miss Greuning was most disturbed

that "five years of depression and two of drought, meant half-

starved children coming to school or staying away because they

hadn't clothes or shoes to come in."/

Another group whose educational opportunities were partic-

ularly hard-hit were the Negroes. The Nation, true to the

traditions of its founder, E. L. Godkin, took a particular in-

terest in the problems of that group. The journal had long

supported equal education as a major path to progress for

Negroes, and now its writers and editors could not avoid seeing

the special difficulties which the Depression made for Nag=

schools, In an analysis of the effects of the economic down-

turn on American teachers, Eunice Langdon described the

problems of unemployment, of non-payment of salaries, of

crowded classes, of inadequate materials, and of actual

hunger and deprivation which assailed instructional staffs

throughout the country. And she added that it was °:a safe

assumption that in those States and counties which normally

spend from three to sixty times as much on their white as on

their colored schools, the sufferings of the Negro school

Martha Gruelling, review of Schoolhouse in the Foothills,
(by Ella Enslow in collaboration witrnrirr.Trar o-714-Tes
Republic, 84 (10/2/35), 223.

On the concern over the educational situation in the
Southern mountains cf. also a letter from Agnes Sailer
soliciting support for play schools conducted in West Virginia
by the Pioneer Youth of America, New Republic, 84 (10/2/35), 223.
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ieachers and of the Negro school population have been pro;

portionately heavier."13

Three years later Oswald Villard gave the problem more

searching attention in an article entitled "Slumbering Fires

in Harlem." The previous March there had been a serious riot

in Harlem and Mayor LaGuardia had appointed a commission to

investigate the conditions it that part of New York City.

Villard's article, essentially a summary and interpretation

of the Commission's report, devoted about a fourth of its

space to school conditions. The educational mmblems which

he described had, of course, long histories, but all had

been accentuated by the Depression. No elementary schools

had been built in Harlem since 1924, during the period of

greatest Negro in-migration. Since many Southern Negro

schools had been closed during the Depression, some parents

had "recklessly shipped their children to friends or relatives

or even speaking acquaintances in the North in the hope that

they would be taken in and educated." Such children added

to overcrowded conditions in which schools were forced to

conduct double and sometimes triple sessions. More than

half the grade schools had between forty and fifty students

in each class,

Eunice Langdon, ".:he Teacher Faces the Depression,"
Nation, 137 (8/16/33), 132. For evidence of the journals'
UoMMITMent to equal educational opportunity for Negroes see
"It Seems to Heywood Brcun," Nation, 129 (7/17/29), 591. See
also editorial notes in the Na rthii; 132 (4/22/31), 439; and 149.
(12/9/39), 639. See the NewWurilic, 84 (10/2/35) for that
journal's concern over CZ-EFEETEWEE-of the Negro in taxtbooks.



Villard cited the particular case df one by whose

teacher "discovered that he was half-fainting from hunger'

and had not had sufficient food for three days." Such cases

dramatized a situation in which schools were not only affected

directly by economic stringency, but also indirectly, as the

families of their students suffered unemployment and hunger.
14

III

It was evident to the liberal journalists that the De-

pression was hitting hardest at the educational opportunities

of those groups, like Negroes and Southern whites, at the lower

end of the economic scale. But this fact did not diminish tho

editors' concern for the state of higher education. Both

journals considered themselves as organs of the liberal in-

tellectual group, whose chiefs base of operations was the

university. And both assigned to coliege-trained intellectuals

a role in reform far out of proportion to their numbers. Thus

the New Republic wrote in 1933:

Unemployment and destitution of the intellectual
worker have a graver sipn_ficance than the plight
of a class. In this worl:., where factories,
schools, hospitals and even political parties
and labor unions cannot Ix operated without:. the

Villard, Slumbering Fires in Harlem,* Nation, 142
(1/22/36), 99-100.

Cf. also "Louisiana's Black Utopia," by Carleton Beals
and Abel Plenn, Nation, 141 (10/30/35), 503-5. The authors
reported that school sessions had declined twenty days in
white schools and one hundred days in Negro schools.
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knowledge of experts, we rarely visualize their
real importance. They hold the keys for the
functioning of our complicated world. They in-
terpret past events and draw the lines for the
future. Invention, education, propaganda,
or come through them to the masses.

15

In February, 1933, just at the end of Hoover's term in office,

tht, Nation was vigorously resisting the efforts of state agencies

to cut the budgets of colleges and universities. The editors

were particularly indignant when a liberal institution like the

University of North Carolina came under attack. Under the en-

lightened leadership of Frank Graham, this had become a un4-

versity which "in the productivity of its scholars, in its

public spirit, in its service to its State, is certainly

unexcelled by any similar institution." Nonetheless, the

budget bureau of North Carolina was proposing a 20 percent

cut in appropriations, which would have meant a total-decline

of 56 percent from 1929 spending. The editors advised North

Carolina authorities to follow the example of New York

Governor Lehman, who had recently refused to knuckle under

to business efforts to cripple the "great educational machine"

Editorial, "From Campus to Breadline," New Re ublic, 75
(5/17/33) , 7. The most thorough contemporary ally o this
proi.aem was made by Committee Y of the American Association
of Z;Iliversity Professors, whose report was published as De-
pression, Recovery, and Higher Education, drafted by Mal-Co

27-W11:Icy (New York: muay-a-;--urrr7r577T The particular
problems of college instructors will be considered in Chapter
14 along with those of teacners.
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of nis state.
16

This editorial set the pattern for much of the journals'

comment on the depression and higher education: it co,apled a

d.-;fense of universities with praise for their champions and

indictments of the businessmen, conservatives, and "low tax

ideologists" who threatened to cripple them financially. 17

But the liberal weeklies occasionally carried more dispassionate

analyses of the problems of higher education. During 19 33 and

1934 the Nation ran one of the longest series in its history -

a succession of thirteen articles on the Depression and the

professions. In the third article, William B. Thomas con-

sidered the impact of the Depression on the college instructor,

and pointed out that by 1932 "the depres=sion (had) caught up

with the universities," particularly the tax-supported insti-

tutions. He provided figures' on numerous institutions, noting

that university general funds had declined :3etwaen 1931-32

and 1933-34 anywhere from 6.9 percent to 53 percent in the

two-year period.18

/6Editorial paragraph, Nation, 136 (W1/33) , 107. At
least one educator, Robert Hutchins, pointing out the
negative effects of thq Depression on the colleges, felt that
it provided opportunities for-reorganization as well. Cf.
his article "Hard Times and the Higher Lerning," The Yale
Review, 22 (Summer, 1933) , 714-30. He ha recently restated
ESEg-'osition in regard to the Uni.rersity of Chicago in his
assertion that the "Great Depress on conforred marked benefits
upon the university, for it fo.ccea a reconsideration of the
whole enterprise." "First Glimpsas of a New World," Saturday
ReviewAl2/4/65),

1
7Cf. also Villard, "The P: fight of Hi:iher Education,"

Nation, 138 (3/28/3.4), 349.
Alm.1111111.1.

18William
137 (8/23/33),
3/9/23 tnrough

B. Thomas, "The .ollege Ins t ructor, " Nation.
213-15. The ser.'.es ran interraittentiF-fra:
1/17/34.



Later in that same school year, Oswald Willard took a

trip through the western United States, visiting a numbe4 of

colleges and universities along the way. In March, 1934, he

wrote from Portland, Oregon on "The Plight of Eigher Education."

Using the University of Oregon as a typical example of this

plight, he reported that the schools enrollment had dropped

by a third, that some faculty salaries had been halved, and

that the library (which Villard's father had endowed fifty

years earlier) lacked funds even for very important new books.

Villard was impressed, however, by the determination of

st.udents to continue their education in the face of severe

deprivation, and spoke of one "whose work improved enormously

when it was arranged that he could get one square meal a day .°

He declared that "somebody ought to call President Roosevelt's

attention to the dire distress of so many of our schools of

higher learning, which ought to be the most cherished insti-

tutions in our entire national life." And he concluded, in

his best polemical style, with his usual compling of pacifism

and reformism:

It is an infernal outrage in this national
emergency to approve a bill for the expendi-
ture of $500,000,0P0 for warships when the
price of even two battleships expended upon
our universities would bring hope and cheer,
yes, decent sustenance, to students and teachers
on a thousand campuses. Can there be any question
which expenditure would really make for the true
preparedness of th ".s cuntry for the tasks
and dangers andlpfini%ely difficult problems
of the future?

Villard, Nation, v. 138, p. 349. This relationship be-
tween pacifism airrwjaucatonism," so characteristic of the
social philosophies of Villard and many other liberals, was not
accidental. Both views rested en the assumption that men were
rational enough to be taut ht, traitad, and persuaded to act
humanely and that coercion. and violence were self-de2eating
and unnecessary.
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But the journals= concern for colleges and their

students did not stop at the point at which the Graduates

received their degrees. In a depressed labor market many

graduates found that their hard-won A.B.'s granted t'nem only

the dubious privilege of moving, as the New Republic put it
"from campus to breadline." An editorial by that title

1933 called attention to the difficulty experienced by recent

college graduates in finding employment. New engineers,

teachers, doctors, lawyers, and other professionals all found

little call for their services. Sixty-two percent of the

engineers graduating in June, 1932, for example, had not fc)und

jobs by the following December. The editors saw clearly how

this "professional depression" related to the general economic

situation:

Overproduction of trained minds among millions
of illiterates, destitute physicians among
hundreds of thousands who die without medical
care, is neither more nor less a paradox than
having too much bread, too many shoes, too
much of Berything when people go hungry and
in rags.

The Nation was similarly cognizant of the sittatirYn and

agreed that it was "wasteful efflei degrading to traia scholaxs

and profe$sionals for posts which they will not be al:.1.41-e

But it took issue with James C-moixt's proposd f:olutic. a c, at

in college enrollments, It ct:AZI not rucfrPEI that the tine hay.::

come for "planned contraction" the uLivers).tico

the editors believed that

osw.Aw..ga. ..++

Editorial, "From Campus tom, Breadline," New
_ . , . . . = . .

26-
75 (5/17/33), 6-7:
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The fate of American university graduate:i
must be integrated with a program of L:x-
pansion throughout American society. Our
"surplus" of graduates is a measure of the
chaos in our economy rather than a sign
that their services are not needed. Dr.
Conant's recognition of the problem is
courageous; his sci4ution is as dangerous
at it is evasive,4"'

The graduates themselves were not tota lly passive in this

paradoxical situation. Some of the more radical amoag thc;m

sought joint action to deal with the problem. Under the

legdership of Joseph Lash of the City College of New York, an

Association of Unemployed College Alumni was formed. Like many

of the other student and ex-student organizations of the period

it attempted thrcugh publicity and protest to call attention

to the difficulties of its members and to press for government

action on their behalf. The liberal weeklies occasionally re-

minded their readers of this situation by, printing correspondence

from such groups. Thus only six weeks before the ediLorial

cited above the Mew Republic carried a letter from Lash's

organization inviting interested persons to a Washington con-

ference on the problem. The letter made the quite unwarranted

assertion that "college graduates and the professional classes

in general have been the group most severely affected in this

depression," but then went on moderately enough to call on

the federal government for "significant unemplopaent roljef and

Editorial paragraph, Nation, 146 (2/5/38), 143. For
a much less restrailed critique of Conant, see the Commust
New Masses, 10 (2/6/34), 4. This editorial includes a sweep-
ing indictment of the capitalist system "which has no jobs
for its college graduates,"



. more permanent remedial measures. "22
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The Roosevelt administration did undertake some programs,

such as the National Youth Administration, which Lencated

students, their colleges, and their professors. And as bzoader

New Deal programs began to ease the whole economic situation

somewhat by 1936, employment prospects for graduates began to

improve: The New Renublic then temporarily abandonc;c1 its doom-

saying and reported that '"a much larger proportion of younc

people goifig out from schools and colleges now are able to

find employment."23

But this uncharacteristic optimism was short-lived, and

it soon became clear that even the best efforts of the: :7ew

Deal could not alleviate' the situation entirely. The economy

went into a recession in late 1937, and again the following

June theinnoLlms was lamenting "the season when slicral

hundred thousand college graduates ar3 pushed off iii Lc.

open ocean. The icy plunge was always frightening, 1,t_ in

recent years there has been an added fro-able - the sea of

employment hasn't nearly enough room for them." The continued

existence of this problem was an indictment not only cf the

general political and economic system, .3ut of the collf:!qes and

amlemennwoory1

22.A Call to Unemployed College Grduates," (Lellt:Jr from
Joseph Lash and others), New Republic, ;4 (4/5/33), 21. Cf.

also "Scholars on Relief,7"TraTZY7Yibm D. R. Fuss, f;cretary of
the Associated Office and Professional Emergency Employees),
New Republic, 83 (8/21/35), 49.

2
3Editorial, "Graduatea of 1936," .e Republic,87 (6/17/36),

164, The A. A. U. P. report, Depression,. Recovery, and idgher
Education, cited above, has 0 i-E6/672WilizeUoin-Taic7-7-
grata-r1ra higher education through 1936, Cf. pages 372-87.
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universities which should provide society with criticizm

and with innovative ideas. Thus the editors propose6 half-

miriouslys

It might be a good thing for thp universities
to get together and resolve that it is foolish
to go on educating young men and women fo: whom
the world has no use; that it would be better
to shut up shop for a while and turn thf!ir
staffs and endowments loose on the problem of
why the world does not takelfuller advantage
of what they have to offer.`-s

IV

For the liberal journalists, deeply sensitive to the im-

pact of the Depression on all areas of life, one of the most

irritating circumstances of the time was the blithe way in

which many educational institutions succeeded in ignoring both

the state of the economy and the embarrassing questions which

were being raised about the viability of the whole American

enterprise. The New Republic, concerned about the lack of

opportunity for college graduates, asked whether the uni-

versities could "just shrug their black-gowned shoulders

and say it is nct their business."25 It was appalled that

American education was "still based, in the main, on the rags

and tatters of the education deemed appropriate for the English

landed gentry of several centuries ago." This anachronistic

Editorial, "Baccalaureate," layAnNIsiji_c, 95 (6/22/38)

23-tart2223plic, v. 95, p. 171.
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education, further emasculated by right-wing attacks on

academic freedom, produced appallingly few students "who

understood the sickness of our society and are preparc to

fight Lot a cure."
26

Villard, too, was angry at the failure of educational

institutions to grapple with the problems raised by the

economic crisis. He recalled that during the World wi..r it

had hot been "considered ridiculous then to rebuild the whole

life of the universities and colleges around the business of

teaching youth to go overseas and slaughter fellow human

beings." He proposed that now, in similar fashion (out for

better ends), "the entire life of the university should be

built around the existing economic crisis; that the first

function of such an institution should be to keep the students

and the faculty currently aware of the momentous chances that

are going on in our economic, social and political life. "27

But Villard's was a voice from outside the 4tducationa1

world, as well as from an older generation. Even more im-

pressive, because it came from one of the "victims" oE

was the testimony of Jon Cheever. During his junior yuar

"Graduates of 1936 " New Republic, 87 (6/17/:u), 164-5.

27
Villard, "The Plisht of Higher Education," :ac..ion, 138

(3/28/34), 349. A commerxement editorial four yeaFf;fatc:r
criticized the irrelevarwe and conservatism of collcv which,
ignoring the needs of the world around them, still continued
to turn out "industrial chieftains, talented union-'ou:A--2rs,
tired business men, literary vassals, and the :2o.;to of little,
ambitious men who have sought so earnestly to mimic the big
shots." "What Every Young Man Should Know," Nation, 146
(6/18/38), 688.
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Thayer Academy in Massachusetts, Cheever was expelled because

of his low grades. Then, at the age of seventeen, he wrote

one of the most perceptive and sensitive articles on educa-

tion which that journal had carried since the days of

BandOlph Bourne. Be reproduced, in the words of the editors,

"the atmosphere of an institution where education is served

- out dry in cakes, like pemmican." Cheever described the

fatuous headmaster, the 'conformist faculty, the dessicated

curriculum. And he derided the social and economic prejudices

which characterized the institution during the first year of

the repression:

Our country is the best country in the world. we
are swimming in prosperity and our President is
the best president in the world. We have larger
apples and better cottcn and faster and more Jeauti-
ful machines. This makes us the greatest country
in the world. Unemployment is a myth. Dissatis-
faction is a fable. ;; preparatory school America
is beautiful . .

V

'These, then, were the terms in which the liberal joarnals

reForted and analyzed the effects of the Depression on

Am' rica's schools and colleges. They sought to alert their

rcaders to the full range of difficulties experienced by

eAucational institutions of all types and in all parts of

Joni Cheever, "Expend," New Republic, G4 (10/1/30),
171, 174. Cheever, who has beconiMaraguished American
royalist, now spells his fivIt name John, He never continued
tis formal.e6ucation after his expulsion from Thayer.
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the country. They worried their readers about cicciL,..Liq

educational budgets, over-crowded scliools, and silort;c1:cd

school terms. They decried the special impact of that de-

pression on higher education and on educational opportunities

for Negroes and Southern Whites. And they noted the irony

of a situation in which schools and colleges sought to ignore

the financial disaster which was undermining their own work

. and effectiveness.

The policies which the journals proposed and supported

for dealing with this crisis will be analyzed in the chapters

which follow. But in considering these proposals, it is im-

portant to keep in mind the depth of feeling which the

journalists had on this 'topic. These convictions were indi-

cated in a Nation editorial which asserted that "nothing could

be more dangerous for the future of the country than the failure

19 ,to maintain even our present inadequate educational standards."

This expressed a solid commitment to education and a concern

for its preservation and improvement. But ic was tepiC in

comparison to the rhetoric unloosed by the editors against

those school boards and their conservative business allles

who used the Depression as an excuse to cut educational

budgets:

Of all the disastrous consequences of the :lepress.ione
this assault on the coming generation's chance to
secure a Aodicum of education is the most damnable.
These would-be tax-slackers are public enemies who
While pttrioteering at every opportunity, are them-
selves as unpatriotic a brood as exist jn our society.

1-"--7/limmdi;;Arial Paragraph: Nation,7 141 (9/11/35), Na.



They should be scourged from their positionsce
authority and influence by a wrathful public
opinion, and education should not only be re-
stored to its former place, but lifted to 11new
level of efficiency, dignity, and freedom.'"
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.Editorial, "The Assault on the Schoolhouse," Nation, 13/
(8/16/33), 173. W.M.Maore....r.



Chapter Thirteen: New Deal for Youth"

The Great Depression was a nationwide - indeed, a world-

wide - phenomenon. Municipalities and states soon exhausted

their abilities to deal with the overwhelming problems of

employment, relief, shelter: medical care, and education

which plagued them all. Thus these levels of government,

as well as the voters which supported them, began to look

to the federal government for leadership, programs, and

financial assistance.
2 As was noted earlier, some municipali-

ties and states found that educational expenditures were partic-

ularly vulnerable to attack.3 Schools lacked the powerful

and vocal constituencies which could prevent disproportionate

slashes in their appropriations. But even if educational

budgets had declined only in the same degree as other govern-

mental spending, the problems of schools and colleges woLid

have been exceedingly serious.

e chaptbr title is that of Betty and Ernest K. Lindley
book on the National-Youth Administrationr A New Deal fur
Youth (Iew York: Viking Press, 1938).

2David A. Shannon, in Between the Wars: America, 1919-
1941 (Boston: Boughton Mifflrirr TgrbITTIT7'WZ4-671Ties
some of the pressures upon the government,

3
Ci4v above, Chaptir 12.
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In such a situation it was natural that educiAc,rs

should look to the federal government to deal with somc: of the

more critical educational problems of the decade. And it was

even more natural that politically liberal jotrnalists s;.ould

throw their weight behind federal programs aimed at all,:vi-

ating particular educational difficulties, Unlike many

more conservative Americans, the liberals who spoke throt:g1-

the Nation and the New Republic bad no reluctance to cal.:

on the national government to meet pressing social and eeuca-

tional needs. Since 1918, when Villard had taken over

direction of the Nation, that journal had propounded a new

collective liberalism which supported governmental measures

for human purposes. And the ysw had been since

its founding in 1914 a vigorous proponent of greater federal

involvement in the economy and in social reform. Indeed,

Arthur. Schlesinger, Jr the most respected historian of tne

New Deal, has identified Croly, the New Republic's original

editor, and Dewey, a long-time contributing dditor, as two

the four intellectuals who helped develop the philosophy

on which the New Deal was based.4

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. "Sources of the New 13;a1,"
in Schlesinger and Morton White, eds., Paths of American
Thought (Bostont: Houghton Mifflin, 196317-07-177=U17--The
6THEr"TWo were Charles A. Beard and Thorstein I.ieblens both
close associates of Croly and Dewey. These four, with
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. and James Harvey Robinson, were
also the leaders in the °Revolt Againvt Formalism- i3crito,Jd
by Morton White in Social Thought in America (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1957). Cf. ATErraTNE7E4717=77-76 Crisis of theold Crder (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 195'0d,X57 "'"1"lWirafaigy of Liberalism."
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Thus the support which the liberal journals gav-2 to

federal action on the educational front as in other areas)

was more than an ad hoc response to the pressing problems

described zn the previous chapter; it was an outgro4th of

a basic political philosophy which welcomed collective solu-

tions to collective problems. This philosophy had found

little widespread support during the 1920's; now it ii as seen

as relevant - indeed, necessary - not only by liberal in-

tellectuals but by many politicians and their constivaents.

Barry Zeitlin has written of the 1930's: "There as a

striking extension of the role of the Federal governrn :mt in

education during this period. "S However, in this cha:)ter we

shall not attempt to survey the responses of the Natif_m and

the ETI.FautliEto the whole range of federal prognms

Instead we shall use as case studies the two agencies which

worked most directly with American youth - the Civilin

Conservation Corps and the National Youth Administration.

I

Franklin Roosevelt assumed the office of the president

OA March 4, 1933. Among the earliest pieces of legislation

which he sent to Congress was a bill for the estaolishmi:nt

of the Civilian Conservation Corps. The revised b..;11, Alich

became law on March 31, provided for the establishment c s-c

SZeitlin, p. 1.
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conservation camps for unemployed young men between the

ages of eighteen and twenty-five.6

Although the C.00C. developed a rather extensive educa-

tional program, the major motivations behind its establishment

were to provide work and income for unemployed youth and to

undertake much-needed conservation projects. The problems of

youth were acute by the winter of 1932-33. Many young men

had left the inadequate security of their homes and were

wandering aimlessly about the country seeking Cv:ployment

and excitement. They were seen not only as a problem to

themselves but as a threat to the peace and order of the

communities through which they passed. One of the objectives

of the C.C.C., as a New Republic article put it, was to pre-

vent such youth "from becoming semi-criminal hitchhikers."7

The C.C.C. was remarkably successful both in getting

young men off the highways and out of the cities and in

performing useful conservation work. During the summer of

1933, 300,000 youth were in the camps. Two years later

this figure had risen to over half a million, and during the

nine years of its existence over two and a half million young

Schlesinger, Jr., The Coming of the New Deal (Boston;

Houghton Mifflin, 19591,

7Jonathan Mitchell, "Roosevelt's Tree Army: New

Republic, 83 (5/29/35), 64. Cf. John Kazarian, "The n'Erva-

tion 2crmy" Nation, 136 (4/12/33), 396-8 for a thorough

description 31Iire on the.road, written by one of the

wandering youth. Cf. also The Great Depression, David A.

Shannon, ed. (Englewood Clarg71=ralice-71-wHall, 1960),

Part IV, "Nomads of the Depression."
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men went through the program Roosevelt himself saici, in

an early assessment in 1934, that the C.C.C. had "ors: ably

been the most successful of anything we have done."8

Becaude it dealt effectively and imaginatively with a

serious depression problem, the C.C.C. was one of ,:he most

popular of all New Deal programs. And, as one might expect,

the liberal journals greeted it with enthusiasm. Four days

after the passage of the bill, the New Republic criticized

those pacifists, deflationists, unionists, and Comr-uni.sts

who - from their divergent positions - attacked the 1,1an.

The editors saw it as a very hopeful kind of program, and

complained only that it was too modest an effort which

would assist fewer than two percent of those out of work.9

The Nation, too, approved of the C.C.C. program, and near
=1MmweleVemmemb

the end of Roosevelt's first year in office sizigled it out

as one of the best of the new government agencies, praising

it especially for its effective work in soil and forest

conservation. In 1935, Raymond Gram Swing, one of the

journal's board of three editors, praised the C.C.C. as

"the bright jewel of the New Deal" and declared that "on

the whole the C.C.C. is liked throughout the breadth of the

land, and deservedly so." And in 1937, when Roosevelt asked

Schlesinger, Jr., The Comins of the New Deal, 339.

9Editorial, "The Peacetime Arran" New Republic, 74

(4/5/33) , 202. This issue had probably.4B-5(T-E-675 b'atorc:

the actual passage of the bill.
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Congress to make the agency permanent, the Nation called

the C.C.C. "indubitably one of the best relief agencies

set up under the New Deal."
10

The original plans for the C.C.C. made no provision

for educational work with the enrollees. In fact, the War

Department, which supervised the entire operation, and Robert

Fechner, director of the corps, at first resisted the effort

to establish an educational program in the camps. But during

1933-34 George Zook, U. S. Commissioner of Education, worked

out an educational plan which was carried out by the United

States Office of Education under the aegis of -lie War Depart-

ment,

Dr, C. Ss Marsh was educational director of the agency

from December 1933 through early 1934, when he left following

a conflict with Fechner. But the programs which he instituted

were continued and exoanded under his succes sore Howard W.

Oxley. The educational work carried out under these two men

was quite diverse, ranging from basic literacy classes through

a variety of forms of vocational training, up to instruction-

in more traditional liberal and cultural subects.

During the first four years participaticn in Corps edu-

cational programs was voluntary, and attendance at classes

varied considerably in different camps and ccurses and with

"Editorial. paragraph, Nation, 137 (11/2/33), 581;
Raprond Gras Sing, "Take thit Army Out of the CCC," Nation,
141 (10/23/35), 459; Nation, 144 (5/15/37), 51.
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different instructors. But in 1937 the educational program

was made compulsory, and the largest enrollments were recorded

during the next two years.

Given the speed with which the C.C.C. was establed

and the ambiguity within the agency over the educa:Aonal pro-

gram, it is not surprising that certain problems arose. As

WAS mentioned earlier, there was bureaucratic in-fighting which

inhibited the effectiveness of the program. There was a con-

flict over goals, with men like Commissioner of Education

Studebaker (who succeeded Zook in 1934) proposing a broader,

fonwist program than was being offered in most

camps. There was the question of the relationship of C.C.C.

schools to local and state educational agencies. 11 And there

was the problem of developing and maintaining free inquiry

in Corps classes.

As with most matters, the Nation and the New RepliC

did riot respond to these problems-in a balanced way. They

ignored for the most part questions such as Corps relation-

ships with existing educational authorities, and concentrated

on matters of particular concern to liberals - education for

conservation, reformist elaments in the instruction, military

influence in the Corps and its classes, and intellectual free-

dom in the prog ram.

Material in the aboNe four paragraphs is basee: on
Zeitlin, chapter Ill.
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11

One of the primary functions of the C.C.C. was to carry
out some badly-needed conservation projects. But the

journalists were quick to note that such projects not only

solved some pressing resource problems, but that they had a
useful byproduct in conservation education both for the public
and for the Corpsmen themselves. The Nation, in assessing the
work of the organization in late 1933, declared that its

''educational effect upon the farmer" - in demonstrating methods
of controlling cycles of flood and drought - was "not its

.12least important one.' (The editors hoped that this might

encourage farmers also to believe that economic cycles might
be regulated as well.)

Raymond Swing was impressed also with the prospect that

work in the Corps might make American youth more concerned

over the protection of American resources. He held to the

hope that if 2001000 young men pass through the camps every

tVb years, in ten years a million young men would be educated

conservationists, and in a few decades we should have a nation

which for the first time was conservation-wise. That would

mean that the American people at last had grown out of the

piratical economy by which they spread over the continent."

Ia teaching the younger generation about conservation the

cape could become "the finest practical university of

/VIMMIKAIMUCIIPMALNINSKIMININNIANweraufteafaigaft mow,

4Editorial paragraph, Nationo 137 (11/22/33), 5 81.
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elemental social economy ever established in this country."

It is clear from Swing's article that he was more impressed

by the general educative effects of the whole C.C.C. program

on its enrollees - particularly in this area of conservation

than he was by the specifically 'educational" efforts of the

agency. In fact he declared that "in a permanent CCC the

present somewhat extemporized system of education will need

overhauling.u3

Jonathan Mitchell, a contributing editor of the New Re-

public, studied with some thoroughness the work of the C.C.C.,

and reported his findings to journal readers in two articles

entitled "Roosevelt's Tree Army." He agreed with those who

held that the organization had succeeded in its employment

and conservation objectives, but that its educational w8rk

had been only a partial success. The instructional program

had been handicapped by the running dispute betveen Fechner

and Marsh. 14

March was the kind of educator for whose ideas New Re-

a...11)21S readers would naturally have some sympathy.' According

to Mitchel/ he had tried through the C.C.C. educational pro-

grams to "give a large part of the male youth of this country

a conscious, realistic social point of view," His reformist

outlook was evident in a "Handbook fox Educational Advisers"

.....rv.............
"Wing, Nation, v.

14Mitchell, New Re

141, p, 460,

v- P. .64.0
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in which he stated the goal of C.C.C. instructional activi-

ties: "To develop as far as practicable an understandins,

of the prevailing social and economic conditions, to the

end that each man may cooperate intelligently in improving

these conditions.' He arranged for the production of

insxpensivs socially-oriented textbooks for camp use, but

these were suppressed by Fechner. In spite of bureaucratic

apathy and hostility, however, Marsh succeeded in improving

camp libraries and in hiring some outstanding educational

supervisors for the camps.

Mitchell saw two immediate imperatives for the Corps:

"better central organization, acid an ending of the enmity be-

tween Pechner's office and the educational division." This

latter need could be met simply by giving the new eduCational

direttor increased authority. Mitchell proposed also that

educational work be given a higher priority in the agency,

for under, existing arrangements all studying was done in the

evening after a full day work. In effect, the C.C.C. was

saying that the development of America's natural resources

took precedence over the growth of.its:human intellectual

resources. Mitchell proposed that time during the day be

made available for education as well as for work. 15 Unfortu-

nately, however, little was done to give a more educative

orientation to the work of the C.C.C., and as late as 1941,

IINIMMTvP0.

15,
Mitchell, "Roosevelt's Tree Army: II," ticw Rclublic,

83 (6/12/35), 127-29.
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Dorothy Bromley reported in the ILITALRemuLoILE that in the camps

"formal evening classes for youth employed all day in strenuous

physical work have made little appeal.""

Of more continuing concern to the journals, however, was

the problem, which Mitchell had alluded for of intellectual

freedom in the camps. In 1936 the New Republic reprinted

from The Social Studies some advice carried in a handbook forwoovitut141=4100.1.1..

C.C.C. instructors. The manual recommended various devices by

which teachers could steer discussion groups away from "danger-

ous issues."- One such approach was "to promise to bring up

the dangerous issue at sow future time. This will make it

possible for the.instructor to secure additional information

before discussing it, and it also sets up the possibility of

the topic being forgotten. A story to switch the interests

of the class is a clever device for changing the-topic."

Such schemes were oo attractive to leave alone, so "in

a spirit of sweet cooperation' the editors added some further

suggestions. Among them:

If a C.C.C. class asks, "How does it happen
that so many people are hungry while surplus food
is being destroyed?' let the instructor be prepared
and immediately tell, not merely a story, but a
dirty one. This will take the boys' minds off the
subject, and the story probably won't be any, dirtier
than a true answer to the question would be

But such light treatment should not obscure the depth of

Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, "They're in the Army Ncw,"
Nev....Lpezulljzse 104 (1/6/41)* 14.

17
Editorial, SedltIon in the C,C.C.," New EsaElic,

86 (2/12/36), 7-9.
n80.
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the liberal conviction on freedom of thought in the camps.

Both journals carried letters from subscribers who objected

to the C.C.C.'s connection with the Army, which carried vath

it the "evils of regimentation."18 And the Nation proposed

editorially that the agency's connection with the War Depart-

ment be severed, offering as partial justification for the move

the fact that the Army had "deliberately sought to censor the

reading matter sent to the camps.
19

Such defenses of free inquiry in the C.C.C. were, of

course, extensions of the journals' general positions in favor

of academic freedom. if freedom the pursuit of truth was

sound policy in higher education, it was equally necessary

in other educational endeavors. And the journals were

doubly vigilant when the attacks on free inquiry came - as

they often did in the C.C.C. - from conservatives and mill-

taiists, the natural enemies of the liberals of the 1930's.

In the case of the C.C.C., as in so many areas, one can

see the journals performing both their supportive and their

critical. functions. They praised the new agency as a hopeful,

°Bernard Harkness, letter to editor, Nation, 146
(2/5/38) , 162; Wayne !i:Mil/en, letter to ediE5i7-New Republic,
74 (3/15/33), 132.

19
Editorial paragraph, Nation, 144 (5/15/37), 551. The

Social Frontier, a radical educational journal, founded in 1934,
EE471571M566656arn of the older journals over possible mili-
tarism and restrictions on thought in the C.C.C. See George
A. Coe, "What Sort of School is a CCC Camp?' Social Frontier,
I (May, 1935), 24-6; and Norman Woelfol, "BannOfror.; C.C.C.
Camps," (Review of You and Machines, by William F. Ogburn),
Social Frontier, 1 "Trii,--TM-1 39.
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if inadequate, approach to pressing social and economic

problems* They expressed special enthusiasm for the educa-

tional benefits offered by the agency - both to farmers and

others not enrolled in the program and to the young members

of the Corps, They were encouraged by the reformist cast

which some agency personnel tried to give to the educational

program. But they did not let their enthusiasm blind them

to the dangers in the program, and they proposed structural

and personnel changes which would weaken those elements of

thought control and militarism which threatened a truly pro-

gressive educational program in the Corps.

III

The Civilian Conservation Corps was remarkably effective

in. coping with the problems of those unemployed youth who

were willing and able to enter the agency's carEps. But

Roosevelt, Harry Hopkins, and various government leaderE

were concerned also about the difficulties of other young

people - primarily students - for whom the C.C.C. was not

appropriate. It was important that as many as possible of

these youth remain in school - in the long for the bene-

fits which their education would confer on them and on society,

and in the short run, to keep them from competing ;with adults

for scarce jobs.
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After 1932 hard-pressed students began dropping out of

college in increasing numbers. As enrollments declined,

the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, in February,

1934e began extending financial aid to college students in

hopes that many might be able to continue their studies.;°

This WAS simply a stop-gap effort, however, and on June 26,

1935w Roosevelt created the National Youth Administration

to conduct the program on a more permanent basis. The new

agency gave work relief to high school, college, and graduate

stildents as well as to some out-of-school youth. It under-

took a variety of projects, including vocational training

and guidance, youth centers, and work for libraries and other

municipal agencies. By Aprilo 1937, the Na.A. was assisting

630,000 youth? even more than the C.C.C. Seven-eighths of

the young people were in school, and the rest were employed

on a variety of'projects.21

The educational.work of the National Youth Admirlistration

differed from that of the C.C.C. in at least two major ways:

first, education had a higher priority in the N.Y.A.. program,

Diwn Wecter, The Age of the Great Depressim, 188,

For comprehensive datir arc-Zirej.eeirlo"rrit throuih 1935,

cf. Willey, ed. paression, Ch. 11, "Enrolmehts."

22Wectere Age of the Great Depression, 187-8. For a

thorough .ion up to 19380

cf. Betty and Ernest K. Lindley, A Ntw Deal for Youth The

Story WI the National Youth AdminTNITEEZUffWW-Tbr4F-TiTage
191177-7671=6"77-UNTEIWBENIBMITETIFi-ath the N. '.A. in the

context of the whole relief effort in Minister of Ref let

Her kopkins and the puErsion UnWersity

resit, 115T3T7117.47-""
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and one of its great effects was to keep youngsters in school;

zeconde it accomplishd its purposes largely by enabling

youth to continue their Studies in established educational

Lutitutions. So, although it had a greater impact on educe-

cion than the Cc.C.C.* it carried out few directly educational

prcjects of its own.

But like the C.C.C., the N.Y.A. was plagued with a number

of persixtent problems, Aubrey Williams, the director, was

often under attack as too radical. Some of the employment

projects, both for in-school and out-of-school youths were

poorly planned and supervised, and a number seemed to be little

more than 'busy work. The Office of Education and- the National

Education Association were resentful of the fact that the N.Y.A.

sometimes ty-passed them in setting up its projects. Vocational

tfaihing Frograms under the N.Y.A. were sometimes misused by

undcrupulous employers.22

As i the caile of the C.Cce., the liberal journals

responded selectively to the agency and its problems. Their

analyses of the new program tended to de-emphasize administra-

tive and bureaucratic difficulties and to concentrate on the

general inadequacy of the N.Y.A., on its failure to respond

realistically to the serious na=re of the 'youth problem,"

and on the opportuaties it presented to certain industries

to "uses N.1:al, youth as cheap labor.

"Zeltlin, pp. 201-214.

r
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When the N.Y.A. was first launched, the Nation and the

New Republic were prompt to applaud the promise held out by

the new organizations Two weeks after Roosevelt established

the agency, both journals carried editorials favorable to the

:flew organization. The Nation declared that "the plight of -

young people is perhaps the most dangerous aspect of the

present crisis" and defended the effort on a variant of.the

"safety-valve theory': "If democracy does not enlist youth,

fascism will." And the New Republic praised Roosevelt and

Hopkins for dealing forthrightly with the "staggering economic

and psychological problems facing young men and women in the

depression 0 t23

During the succeeding eight years of the National Youth

Administration's existence, the New Republic, at least, con-

tinued to pop: for fulfillment of the promise which the

Agency seemed at first to offer, In this it was not entirely

disappointed. After the organization had been in operation for

seven months; Jonathan Mitchell .seported that the N.Y.A. was

assisting over 100,000 undergraduates, many graduate students,

and nearly 200,000 high school pupils to continue their

studies. Over 90,000 out -of- school youth were being helped

through jobs in government, in research, and on recreation

".,Editorial paragraph, Nation, 141 (7/10/35), 30;

editorial paragraph, New Reran-re-7 83 (7/10/35), 234. Cf.

also the Nation edito7a."17-'oble Educztos-s," which

appeared W7WEEW later, and which applauded-tho c. -2-.:nment

decision to spend N.Y.A. funds through the

of the National Education As::ociation, V. 141, pp, 6 1-2.
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In May, 1936; "T.R.B." referred in the New Republic to

"the relative success of Mr. Aukkev Nilliar&National Youth

Administration," He noted that nearly all of the youth in the

out-of-school work program were receiving instruction in con-

junction with their work, and that N,Y.A. personnel considered

that the effort constituted, "at least potentially, a wholly

new kind of popular university." Some of the more effective

work-study programs Could be considered as "education at its

'best. "
25

John Chamberlain, in reviewing the Lindley's book, "A

New Deal fox: Y9uth7"two.years latarf concluded that the N.Y.A.

had a "record of relief money that has been well invested."

He made the slIrprising claim that it had "done more to create

a feeling of self-reliance in young Arsiericans than anything

since the Alger books.4 In spite of its inadequacies both

in assistance to individuals-and in total numbers aided,

"for a few hundred thousand destitute boys and girls, the

ILYA, has meant wollse self-respect and the opportunity to

continue their education on at least a part-time basis.
1,26

sionathan Mit;dhall, 'Without Work ExperiencA," New
p:bialLic; 85 (1/22/36)f 307.

25m Va3hington Notes," New Republic, 36 (5/6/36),
366-7.

26John Chambv.rlain, "Self-Help and Government Aid," New
ftpublic, 95 (7/2"/38), 338. For a rather neutral sur:atari--
aWriFork of the L.Y.A. cf. "Balance Sheet of the New Deal,"
(Special SupplemanO, New 112A?lis, 86 (6/10/36), 153.
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In 1941, when the nation was shifting its attention from

depression to defense, the New Republic again found reason to

commend the N.Y.A. In an editorial proposing greater reliance

on the agency in vocational training for defense projectsr the

editors stated that the gational Youth Administration has the

organization3 the experience, the social intelligence' and

some of the equipment" to do the job. Its practical training

pr gram had operated on the principles of "learning by doing

in the better sense.' But though the agency could assist in

the defense inliogramv the editors insisted that the "non-

defense activities of the N.Y.A. should not be crippled. The

psopleAma the projects are from low -in coma homes. Many of

them vitally need the opportunity, the encouragement, the

discipline, and the few dollars a month that the NYA pro-

vides "
27

Such statements, however, appear to have exhausted the

optimism of the liberal journals on the N.Y.A. The agency

never evoked from the editors and writers (nor from the

nation at large)
28 the enthusiasm engendered by the C.C.C.

Part of the explanation my lie on the fact that the C.C.C.,

with its visible conserva&ion projects, its camp life, and

its forest rangers, had a romantic appeal which the N,Y.A.

could not match. It was eaw to identify with the C.C.C.

Editorial, "Trainincj for Defense," Ney_E2E-24. 104

(4/21/41)f 520.

2 ,80ecter, .19:2 of the Great Duaasis11, 1138.
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as the modern expression of William James' "moral equivalent

of war"; it was more difficult to evoke the same response to

the NOLA.'s less dramatic programs. The for the inost

parte enabled youth to continue a fairly normal pattern of

life and education. Keeping youngsters in school or in part-

time jobs while living at home lacked the elements of adventure

which in the C.C,C. manacled to stir the country's imaginative

impulses.

For whatever reason, the liberal weeklies soon became

fairly critical of the inadequate way in which government

youth programs, including the N.Y.A. , were being carried out.

Nine months after the agency was set up, the Nation lamented

the'hopeless chances of the Arlie-Benzon Youth Bill, which would

have set up a really substantialwell-financed program for the

youth of the nation. Such bold approaches were.badly needed,

and yet Commissioner of Education Studebaker was proposing

only additional study of the problems of the young. The

editors insisted that study was not the major need:

Meanwhile ever more transients are riding our freight

cars and new criminals are being made every day.
Most important cf.alle an unemployed mass.of young
people form fertile sail for social despair and for
all the reckless political movements that may lead

to fascism. The Roosevelt Administration is making

one of its most disastrous errors by failing to
grapp190with tha problem of the desperate American
youth.

Editorial paragraph1 Nation, 142 (4/l/36), 399.
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William II; Mangold, who wrote for the New Republic

regular column called "tin the Labor Front," questioncd not

only the adequacy of the N.Y.A. but whether its programs in

vocational guidance and training were even a sound approach

to the difficulties facing youth. Admitting that enrollment

in such N.Y.A:, programs might be'"better than idleness," he

nevertheless declared that there was little value in educating

people for jobs which did not exist. The problem was basically

one of employment rather than education, and "unless the

government can also find real jobs .the National Youth Adminis-

tration will not help greatly in solvirig the fundamental

problem.
"30

But as in the case of the C.C.C., it was left Zo contri-

butinq editor Jonathan Mitchell .co write the most comprehensive

analysis of the various problems besetting the N.Y.A. and its

educational efforts. Although the agency had been in opera-

tion only six months when he wrote "without Work Experience"

for the New Renublic, enough time had elapsed so that Mitchell

war able to identify some of those aspects of the program

about which liberals would have doubts. The agency had been

*inordinately slow in putting its limited program into opera-

tion." Like the C.C.C. it suffered from an Administrative

feud - this one between Harry Hopkins, director of the Works

ON.Malen1 sobI am PMangold, "On the Labor. Front," Now R,oublic,
83 (7/17/35), 279, The issue of the priority of 5-6.o.,;
training is .a persistent one, still being hotly dabatud :';a1
the context of the "war on poverty."
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Progress Administration, and Harold Ickes, Secretary of the

Interior.
3l This super-feud was paralleled at a lower level

by a "contest for" jurisdiction" between N.Y.A. director Aubrey

Williams (an assistant to Hopkins), and CommissiGner of Educa-

tion John Studebaker Who worked under Ickes).

Laboriig under such handicaps, suffering from the "meager-

ness of its payments to individuals," and not reaching "more

than a tenth of those needing help," perhaps not too much should

have been expected from the new organization. But Mitchell

nonetheless proceeded to indict the N.Y.A. for "doing nothing

to hasten a final solution of the youth problem." Its sins-in

this respect were largely ones of omission. First, although

the effect of such pro4rams as the N.Y.A. was to hold youth

in school until they were older, no effort was being made

to face "the immense problem of changed curricula that will

be made necessary by an increase in the school age, nor is it

encouraging teachers to draft solutions of their own." Second,

although vocational training programs involved both "misuse

of government funds and exploitation of apprentice labor,"

the N.Y.A. was providing no-leadership in developing projects

free of such ills nor in giving dixection to vocational edu-

cation in general. And finally, while the Federal Emergency

Relief Administration and the N.Y.A. deliberately chose not

to antagonize voting adults by letting the young compete

For the larger din ansions of this feud see Robert E.

Sherwood, Roosevelt and HopMns (New York: Harper, 1955),
PsaaltolIN

78-9.
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for their jobs, it might be socially preferable ''young

men and women, upon reaching adulthood, have first chance

at jobs and marriage, even if they displace Workers in middle

age."

Perhaps upon reflection Mitchell saw that the N.Y.A. was

too new and too small a program to bear the weight of this

broad-gauge social and educational indictment. The problems

of youth "without work experience" had their roots deep in

tke total economic and social structure, and were beyond the

competence cf one new bureau to deal with.. But that made the

.:crisis no less pressing. Mitchell admitted in closing that

perhaps tha N.Y.A. was not equipped to concern itself with

the fundallental questions he had raised, but concluded that

"if this is so then some other agency - either inside or

outside the government - is urgently needed."32

,Claarly, in puttins forth criticisms such as these,

Mitchell teas transcending the context of one government

youth program. He was, in effect, using the N.Y.A. as a

"launching pad" for fundamental critiques of the wz.y in which

America inducted the young into adulthoad. In a constricted

econonv society was offering to youth iibes (albeit mcager

ones) to remain in school. Yet it was doing little to see

that schools developed programs more suited to the present

or futur,73 needs and intorests of youth than those which had

been inherited from an earlier era. In an unjust and con-

tracted economy, govern ment vocational train i ng programs,

githhall, New 112112112., 7. 85, pp. 305-8.
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poorly financed and supervised, gave unprincipled employers

further opportunities to exploit defenseless youth. And in a

society with too few opportunities to go' around, it insured-

having built these values into character structures of the

young, society then proceeded to let the economy smash up,

tthereby creating a world in which youth could not hope to

elders. On the contrary, they had learned those values all

too well: "ft taught them our own standard of success: it lay

in the material world and money was the ie measure of t," But

Republic readers. She pointed out the inaccuracy of the

adult charge that youth had abandoned the values of their

-

of a new minority group: youth. in 1941 anthropologist Ruth

Benedict undertook the analysis of this phenomenon for New

gist could perceive what "was really at Work here - the creation

such problems with some clarity. But perhaps onlypomeoile

with the startling cross-cultural perspective Of the anthropclo

Liberal journalists like Mitchell had the insih(3t to see

that those in power, put there by adult voters, could arrange

society so that competition from the young would be effectively

.walled off.

yet the young continued to carry around in their minds old

2ideas of independence and personal autonomy. In a deressed

,

and employment situation had changad drastically and terribly,

,....._._ ,.,_ .4.4,.,4 _

realize these values.

Miss Benedict was describing a situation in which ideas

and beliefs were out of congruence with reality. The economic
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job market the young had difficulty exercising their inde-

pendence - "of marrying and having children, of choosing

which house they'd live in." Many youth re1iec on

families for support, and felt deeply guilty for doinc_; 50.

Government youth programs presented the same psychological'

burdens: *The CCC and the NIA are as confusing therefore as

being dependent on one's father for ten years after school

is over."

In such a situation one could not blame the yol4ng for

organizing and protesting. They were thus demonstrating

politically the initiative which it Was fruitless to express

economically. "Youth has felt humiliated by unemployment and

its way of lessening this humiliation is by youth organiza-

tions which devote themselves principally to the grinding of

teeth." The young were becoming, in fact - as women had

once been and as Negroes still were - a minority group.

They were receiving "special treatmeat, special disabilitiesc"

and then - through the very efficiency of patterns of value-
,

inculcation - made to feel guilty about its plight in a

social world it had not created. But it was still in the

power of adults to rectify the situation - to restore the

congruence of inner values and outer realities:

The elder generation should say, "There but for
the grace of God go I," and learn from them how
it would have behaved if it had been bred to the
extra- materialistic dream of the twenties and
then cut loose without a sou to earn. Such atti-
tudea would go far toward closing the breach
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between youth and its elders and we should not id:1

so apt to scold. Our attention would be con-
centrated instead on providing the conditions
under which our favorite American virtues can
operate without individual and social tragedy.
If we are in earnest about preserving our
Ameriqqn virtues, we will count no price too
high.'"

Iv

Through the Nation's and the 1222.2212102Cfs mactions to

the needs of youth in the depression and to the federal

government's response to those needs, one gains further in-

sight into the liberal journalisis' general stance on educa-

tional matteri. The editors and writers deplored the economic

and social mismanagement which had weakened already inadequate

educational opportunities; they supported programs such as the

C.C.C. and the N.Y.A. which sought to restore or extend some

of these opportunities; they argued in favor of a greater

educational orientation in programs like the C.C.C.

Ruth Benedict, "Our Last Minority; Youth," Net; Republic

104 (2/24/41), 271-2. Conterporary commentators hay.7=5-----
pointed to the phenomenon of youth who have learned too well for

adult comfort the values whiQh society claims to hold. Michael

Harrington has written of the "New Left": "An Incredibly
American generation in our uidst has become radical by taking

the house platitudes seriously." The Mystical Militants,"
New Republic, 154 (2/19/66) e 22 And Edgar Friedenberg main-

tains tFirthe values affirmed by the /itudent7 pro-_osrs,
including their right to dissent, are far more deeply rooted

in our culture than, the policies against which they are

dkrected . . u "A Polite Encounter Between the Genera-

tions,* New York Times Magaziine, (1/16/66), 73.
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But throughout their commentary the two liberal wecA-

lies never failed to fulfill their functions as critical

journals of opinion. Thus they pointed out the quantitative

inadequaciei of the new programs as well as their internal,

administrative deficiencies. Perhaps even more fundamental,

however, was the demonstration by the journals that govern-

ment youth programs were not merely attempted solutions for

temporary ills; they were symptoms of underlying social,

economic and educational failures. In their commentary on

the C.C.C. and the N.Y.A. the journals, particularly the

New Republic, put forth again the position which had character-

ized them since the days of Randolph Bourne's articles on

education: America was to a considerable extent a social

failure; it offered unsatisfying life stylei to most adults,

and to the young it held out clumsy and inexpedient means of

growing into even those thin patterns of life. In the 1930's,

while federal programs in relief and education offered small

steps toward the solution of these difficulties, they provided

even more powerfully a way of making the problems of youth

visible and understandable on a nationwide scale.
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The drift of many educators towards the political left,

towards activism,,and .towards unionism, while basically a

direct product of the economic depression, was accentuated

by a new *Bed Scare* - by a wave of teachers oaths and other

attacks on the already limited academic freedoms held by

educators, This new wave of repression was no doubt itself

partially a product of the tensions and anxieties of the de-

pression years* But the significant tact is that both economic

and political-Tressures were forcing a new response from

American educators,

In all this educators did not become the passive, ac-

ceptant victims of outside influences. They were acted upon,

and they reacted, If economic pressures or conservative

political coercion were forces over uhich they had little

control, their movement towards the left was at least in part

a voluntary one. (They might, for exsmple; like the followers

of Father Coughlin, have become quasi-fascist.) 3 And in their

leftward shift, as one might expect, educators had the support

as well as the criticism of the Nation and the New Re-oublic.

In this chapter, the problems of educators during the

Depression, as perceived by the liksral journals, will be.

analyzed. First to be conaidered will be the economic!, and

political pressures acting on instructional staffs, Then the

various forms of teacher resp=se will be explored: standard

political action, support fox federe remedial legislation,

TOMIsmmmal

For she fascist elemerms it Coughlin's movement, cf,
Arthur Schlesinger Jrof The ?olitios of U iavel (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1960),-23:1=
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and the move toward organization. In regard to teacher

organizations i.t wil.l be important to analyze the journals'.

shift from general s4port for teacher unions to a class-

conscious sympathy for militant and Communist-doninated

groups, and finally - at the and of the decade - to a break

with, and vigorous opposition to, the Communist stnions. Then

in the chapter which follows, we shall considor trief1y the

relationship of this whole devAopment to the shits in

educational ideology which were being led at this time by

George Counts and some of his colleagues. Such An explora-

tion will permit further definition of the aducaonal

outlook of the liberal journalists during the adeliression

decade, "4

Articles, oditElrials and letters all dttmatizad for

journal readers the particular predicament oi eleiantary and

secondary teachers throughout the country during thaso lean

years. Al New Republic editorial reported in May, ..9334 that,

according to the High School Teachors' Assoc:.re;ion, there

were 15,000 eligible teachers seeking positic,TIE. in Uaw York

City alone. And those who had jobs were not nurtt batter

off than the unemployed, as a quarter of a million tilachers

This phrase is the title of Broadus Mitciell's economic

histogy of the 1930'4 New York: Rinehart & Wilston, 19 0).
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were scheduled to receive the following year salaries below

the meager minimum set by the National Recovery Administration

for unskilled manufacturing workers. Eunice Langdon reported

that conditions in poorer parts of the nation were even worse,

with Alabama, for example, owing its teachers $70000,000 by

1933. In Michigan, while high school enrollment was increasing

by seven per cent, teaching staffs had been cut by three

percent and salaries by ten to forty per cent.5

But there was a =re personal, human story behind Auch

statistics. Miss Landon reported the case of a sick and

crippled Chicago teacher who, in desperition over his situ-

ation, killed himself: "His widow, left with th7:ee childreni

stated that he had not been Paid for eight months, that his

property had depreciated, groceries which his family needed

could ke bought only on wage assignment, and w=ry had

aggravated his illneze." When Chicago teachinl finally were

paid three "fourths of a year :s salary, one reported his

sense of relief: 'Tor the f. rat time in four painful years

my mailbox will cease to be cluttered; I'll not be afraid

to answer my doorbell any m4re2 the hard-boilld collectors

that have hunted me relentlassly will at laFt he appeased. "6

Editorial, "Prom Carps to Breadline," New Raublic,
75 (5/17/33), 7; John. tlrton, "EducationalFaineg7-ffation,
.139 (12/5/34); Eunice Lii.ndon "The Teacher Faces' the De-

pression," Nation, 137 (816/33), 182-3. Norton was Profesuor

of Education7zinZainistry-(aon at Teachers College, Columbia

University,

6Langdon, Nation:, 1.137, p.. 82; Edith Smith (pse-.1dJe

"Chicago Teacheirla Pv.d," Nation 139 (9/19/34): 322.

a,
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Eqcally poignant were the letters received by the

journals from individual teachers and representatives of

teacher organizations. The Unemployed Teachers' Association

of New York City wrote to both weeklies concerning thy: plight

of its members. By 19 32 the ten thousand unemployed teachers

of the city could "no longer withdraw into a false haven of

pride and gentility; their need is too desperate and pressing."

The city school board was combining classes and increasing

class size; a move which would "not only create more difficult

tasks for :the teachers employed," but also lower the quality

of education for the children.
7

But perhaps the letter which most touched the editcrss

(or at lw.st the circulation managers') hearts, was one re-

ceived by the Nation in 1937 from an Arizona teacher who

praised the Nation, reporting: "1 get more good from it than

from any other paper with which I have ever come in contact,"

and infermed the editors that he had borrowed on his life

insurance in 'order to subscx-ibe to aa joureal for tw3 years.

He explained that his financial hardship wee die to the fact

that his coeaty had not paid zchool warrant. 1:or over a year,

and closed Ly asking the editors: '4Do you :mow o some person

who might buy my school warrants now or next 11-Parr'S

IMOMOOmm eve

"Saving on'

Association), New

(letter from

8Ellsworth Schnebly, 'Teaching oa Promises (let.ter

to editors); Notion, 137 (7/26/33), 3 05.

the Schools' (letter from UnempLoyed Taacherz'

Republic, 71 (5/25/:i2), 49; "False Ecmomy"

A7r7NITTon, 135 (9/%8/32),
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But the problems of public school teachers were not

unique, and the liberal weeklies gave similar coverage to the

difficulties of college faculties. William Thomas reported

in the Nation that by the summer of 1933 °wholesale dismissals"

of instr=tors had occurred at Ohio State, the University of

Michigan, and other institutions. The University of Pittsburgh

had dropped more than one-eighth of its faculty, and Cornell

had released forty-four staff members in one year. Por the

lucky ones who had manr4ed to retain their positions, salary

cuts ranging up to forty-five per cent had been instituted.

The following year Villard stated that some faculty members

at the University of Ovpgon had been forced to accept salary

cuts of over fifty per cent. 9

Of particular concern was the fact that "equality of

sacrifice" was not the pattern zviopted by most colleges.

Institutions found it easiest to proceed on the "last hired,

first fired" system, so instructs and others at the lowest

academic ranks were those most likely to be let go. And even

when pay cuts rather titan dismiesals were adopted, some uni-

versities reduced instructor's meager salaries by a larger

percentage than those of profssors. Thus in nearly every

case the peoplia most severely afZectad by the retrenchment

are those least abAt to stand it,"16

'William B, Thomas, "The Educator and the Depression: II -
The College Datructor,' Ma-tic:11 13") f8/23/33), 213-14; Villard,
The Plight o:f Higher EduatIcii," Nation, 138 (3/28/34), 349.

10
Thomas, Nation, v. 137, pp: 214-15. Thomas utilized some

material gatharirETtommittee tf the A.A.U.P., whose; report,
edited by Malcolm Willey, 3.a cite! above. Apparently the Uni-
versity of alcago voided the re3ressive retrenchment policy
followed by.pany colleges. Cf. Leixter by Paul E. Douglas (now
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As was the case with teachers, spokesmen for ccilege

instructors used the correspondence pages of the journals

to remind liberals of their predicament. A.C.C. Hill, Jr.

wrote to the New Republic in 1932 to announce the founding

of a "temporary depression college" which would bring together

students with little money and instructors without positions.

Even though the faculty was to receive only room and board,

twenty experienced instructors had already applied for jobs

at the new college. 11 But schemes such as this had little

impact on the critical employment situation for college

faculties. Robert Conklin pointed out in 1936 that the

American Association of University Professors' blacklisting

of the University of Pittsburgh could have little effect on

that institution's ability to attract a faculty, because

"dollars are scarcer than teachers." There were many "trained

and experienced college teachers either totally unemployed

or teaching in Relief Administration projects for $21 a

week . . . . " The colleges held all the cards in such a

situation and A.A.U.P. pressure could hardly nope to impress

the university. Conklin expected "Pittsburgh to clolze down

about the same year that the Standard Oil goes bankrupt and

the Communists elect a presidentG"
12

1LCfC.
editors), New

12
Robert

editors), New

Hill, Jr., "A Depression College," (letter to
Re ubii 72 1.0/19/32), 264.

J. Conklin, "A Job for Students," (letter to
Republic, SS (1/29/36), 340.
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There can be little doubt that these various economic

pressures - joblessness, delayed salaries, pay cuts, and

increased work loads - alone would have been enough tr) impel

many educators to seek more active organizational means of

defending their interests. But when such economic hardships

were combined with political attacks on academic freedom and

on teacher loyalty, the move to organize and protast took on

i.dded momentum. This was particularly true when, as during

the 1930's, educators could identify the same conservative

forces as responsible for both situations.

Cause and effect in this matter are difficult to sort

out. It may be that conservative attacks on academic freedom

in the 930's were brought on by the first glimmerings of

liberaIJ.sm and activism among teachers responding to their

economic plight Or possibly conservatives defeated at the

polls sought to build a bastion of traditionalism and con-

formity in schools and colleges* Whatever the origin of the

movemem, there clearly' Vas a resurgence during the 1930's

of attcmpts to impose orthodoxy on American teach=ers and

profeszors.
13 These attacks on educators took a number of

forms: the enactment of teacher oaths, the firing of "ra:ical'

instructors, loyalty investigations, restrictions of union

activicy, and attacks on liberal textbooks.

Edgar We Knzght, rift Years of American Education (New

York: aonald Press, 19527 .
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As they had since 1914, the liberal journals explored

and deplored such trends, particularly teachers' loyalty oaths,

which were perhaps the most visible and measurable symbol of

the new wave of repression. in 1935 the Nation reported the

findings of the American Civil Liberties Union that the number

of states imposing such oaths had grown in four years from

six to twenty, and that behind the measures were the Hearst

press, the Daughters of the American Revolution, veterans

groups, lodges, and business associations. journal had

earlier noted, fairly enough, that the civil libeztios record

of the federal government under Roosevelt was good. It was

in the states, particularly the legislatures, that loyalty

oaths and other oppressive measures were being promoted.15

The liberal weeklies gave particular attenti= ti the

fight against teacher oaths in such.,politically in

states as eassachusetts. The New Republic was conscious of

the irony in the new law which required instructors to swear

allegiance to the constitution of Massachusetts ' a document

X

which guaranteed the right cf revolution - not oncep but

twice!" With tongue in cheek the editors added:

When we realize that the infamous members of the
Massachusetts State Legislature are actuall
forcing thousands of innocent young teacherli,

Editorlal paragraph, nation, 141 (8/21/35) 198. The
New Republic had carried, twr-Fiails earlier, a surranary of
restrialWwlegislation, comoiled for it by a staff member
of the A.C.L.U.; "Where Civi Uberties Stand Today," New

hl hlOWNMIRepublic, 83 (6/26/35), 187 190.

15Editorial para4raphs, Nation, 140 (2/20/35), 207.
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male and female, to swear loyalty to these ssla:-
versive sentiments, we get so mad we see blue.
Is the State Legislature subsidized by Moscow
gold?

16

The Nation, too,resisted - though more seriously - the

teacher oath in Massachusetts and other states. It saw such

oaths as exhibitions of "infantilism by our state legisla-

tures," and regretted the decision of Harvard's Kirtley Mather

and other liberals to drop their fight against the oath,

While university faculties, relatively secure in their exer-

cise of academic freedom, might find the oath 'too ric:.iculous

to be worth resisting," school teachers in small towns were

much more vulnerable. College liberals should not drop their

fight, for "since the teachers who have the most to fear from

red-baiting organizations are in no position to combat the

oath, the responsibility obviously falls on the few wk,ose

positions are most sec' re.

But loyalty oaths were only part of the problem facing

elementary and secondary school teachers, In 1934 the Nation

alerted its readers to what it saw as the beginning of a

"renewed campaign to force teachers in schoola to hew the

line of orthodoxy." The editors offered several items in

support of this assertion: six Toledo teachers had been warned

that they would lose their jobs "unless they recanted their

radicalism (one had used a book by New Dealer Rexford Tugwell

Editorial paragraph, t122220.2blic, 86 '(3/4/36)v 95.

17Editorial paragraph, Nation, 141 (10/16/35), 4224 Cf.

also the editorial paxagrapira-We Massachusetts oath in the
New Republic, 86 (3/4/36): 178-9.
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as a reference!); a principal had been dismissed in North

Carolina for writing a novelistic expose of school condi-

tions; and teachers' college presidents in California had

supported the proposition that pledges of loyalty should be

required not only of teachers but of students:18 A month -

later the editors announced that the 'New York City Board of

Examiners was instituting procedures for screening out sub-

versive teachers, The siepa'taken were so alarming to the

editors that they denounced them with inflated rhetoric as

a "virtual system of espionage.
"19

Some of the pressures for conformity among teachers would

not normally be described as violations of academic freedom,

but they inspired the same response3 from the liberal journals -

a combination of irony and indignation. The existing surplus

of teachers permitted school board6 to use absurd criteria in

hiring and firing; and system began to enforce old rules

against married women teachers. The Nation reported that this

had caused some to conceal their marriages or even to divorce

their husbands - "with whom, however :, they continu on

amicable terms." The limit was real led, however, in the case

of a woman who was refused a teachiag license because site was

"Editorial paragraph, Nation, 139 X9/12/34), 282-3. The
Communist New Masses carried an eithusiastic review of the
novel refeirigrE6777ust Plain Larain', by James M. Shields.
(v. 10, pp. 25-6). ffirFardiref7-5arey Johnson, thought
Shields' novel showed the influence of George Counts' ideas.

19Editoriil paragraph, Nation, 139 (10/17/34), 422; Cf.
also 148 (4/29/39), 483.
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thirty pounds overweight* This excess poundage supposedly

made the teacher a per insurance risk and was unaesthetic,

as well. This case impelled the editors to look nostalgically

back to the past;

.1n the good old daps teachers could be fat or thin,
some of them were decidedly not 'esthetic,' and a
few had perceptible mustanhes. Obviously this was
a slovenly way to appoint our teachers, and still
more regulation may be in order. We suggest the
following: All applicants for a teaching position
must be blonde, slender, must dislike the ccmpany of
males over fourteen, and must vote the Republican
ticket regularly; they must not chew gum. This will
put everything back on a high intellectual level,
and we can sit back and fRel that our children's
future is in safe hands.'"'

Comments such as this were in the idenckian vein, intending

through humor and exaggeration to point up the absurdity and

iilsanity of irrelevant restrictions on teachers. More charac-

teristic of the journals - and part of a long liberal tradition

were the recurrent defenses of academic freedom at the college

level. The attacks en freedom in the colleges, came, according

to the journals,- from the same sources as those in the public

schools: from militarists, patrioteers, businessmen, and the

yelloW press. A few samples of journal comment will serve

to indicate the consistency of support for academic freedom

and provide background for the journals' organizational pre-

scriptions for the problem.

.
Editorial paragraph? Nation, 141 (7/31/35), 115. Cf.

also Floyd Dell's attack on Bernard De Voto, for his defense

of the "Vestal Virgin" theory of school staffing: "Bernard

De Voto and Kitty Smith," ;:faticln, 144 (1/23/37), 98-9.
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In 1931, while Hoover still presided over America's

slide into economic chaos, Norman Thomas wrote for the Nation

a thorough case study of tile problems of one fairly typical

large state university. Thomas, at that time a contributing

editor of the Nation, saw Ohio State as "a splendid laboratory

for 'the study of what has been called the :hire learning' in

America . " The line-up in the case of Professor Herbert

A. Miller was one journal readers were familiar with: on the

side of the liberal angels was Miller, who had opposed com-

pulsory military training, expressed liberal views on race

relations, and indicated a sympathetic interest in Gandhi's

fight for Indian freedom; on the other side was President

of the Trustees Julius Stone, a leading Columbus industrialist,

banker, and newspaper publisher.

According to Thomas, Stone and his allies. ran the uni-

versity as a "disguised economic dictai:xership," which ex-

pected its students to be docile Babbitts in embryo, its

university president to be a high-grade office manager, and

its faculty to conform or get out." Under such a regime the

university could not rise above its usual level as "that annex

to the stadium which we call the college campus in America."21

Norman Thomas, "'Hire Learning' at Ohio State," Nation,
132 (6/17/31), 654-6. On this same topic cf. the editorial
paragraph which the Nation carried in the next issue: 132 (6/
24/31), 667. An artranTEy James Pidgeway in the February 5,
1966 New Re public ("Mi*sionar:.es in Darkest Ohio," v. 154,
pp. 9- ..notes the persistence of such problems and
also of liberal responses to them. Ridgeway indicts - among
other forces - the same Wolfe business klterests, banks, and
newspapers, which were making trouble for university faculty
members twenty-five years earlier,
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Throughout the decade journal readers were treated to

such vigorous defenses of beleaguered professors, to attacks

on conservative trustees and administrators, and to praise for

those faculties and students who manfully resisted the pressures

toward orthodoxy. George Counts was laudea in the Nation in .

1935 for his exposure of the latest phase of "Hearst's perennial

red - hunt. "22 In 1935 the ....2NeLaspaliE denounced Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute for its dismissal of Granville Hicks, who -

while an admitted Communist sympathizer - was "one of the

shining successes of the English department." Events such as

these were evidence that "the whole situation regarding civil

liberties in the academic world daily grows more tense."23

The baLgRell....iC was similarly indignant at the failure of City

College to reappoint Morris Schappes to the faculty. Schappes

was, according to the editors, an outstanding teacher and

writer, but he was also a founder of the City College Teachers

Union and he had addressed a rally of student peace strikers,

and was thus an embarrassment to the college administration.24

Even President Conant of Harvard, a relative liberal among

college executives, came under fire from the New222212lic for

his failure to grant tenure to Dr.'s Walsh and Sweezy of the

Editorial paragraph, Na ion, 140 (1/9/35)0 30-31.

2
3Editorial paragraph,

2
4Editorial paragraph,

24ZE.E.1214.2.112,

Ne4 Republic,

83

87

(6/12/35),

(5/20/36)0

115.

31.
President Robinson of City Coiregrifiasa frequent target of
liberal barbs. Cf., for examp2e, the editorial paragraph in
the Nation, 142 (2/12/36), 170.
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economic Department. The editors could not quite down the

slispicion that the two instructors would have been given

permanent appointments had it not been for their unorthodox

-economic views, or perhaps for Walsh's attack on ex-President

Lowell's opposition to the child-labor amendment.25.

There were also cases in which these two sources of pro-

test - economic hardship and infringements on academic freedom- -

were even more explicitly joined. The Nation in 1935 alerted

its readers to "Trouble in ParadiseTM: a situation in Westchester

County where a ten per cent pay cut was imposed on teachers

and where two instructors were subsequently dismissed for

joining a movement to have their pay restored.26 And Blanche

Rofrichter of the Classroom Teachers Groups wrote to the

Nation's editors that the New York City superintendent of schools,

then supporting a loyalty oath for teachers was the same man

whose budget "carries on the policy of overcrowding classes, of

ignoring the" fifteeh thousand unemployed teachers, and of

taking no notice of the effect of five years of crisis on the

25
Editorial, "The Case of Dr. Conant," ntiLEE11144,

95 (6/15/38), 145-6. For the Nation's commentary on tills
case cf. v, 144, pp. 425, 451;Tri7 This last editorial
note praised Conant for appointing a faculty committee to
investigate the case. Another cause cglebre of the decade
was the firing of Jerome Davis ITEETTEirfialty of the Yale
Divinity School. This occasioned much comment from the journals,
including a special section in the New Re "Yale on Trial:
Two Documents in the Case of Jerome avls,wW-(11/18/36),
86-92.

26
J. W. (pseud.), "Trouble in Ikaradises" Nation, 141

(7/24/35), 107.
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health and well-being of the children. 27

Most of this was, of course, familiar material to regular

journal readers. The plot was an old one, though the casts of

heroes and villains continually changed. But there were three

elements during the 1930's which were at least partially new:

first was the sheer quantity of material on educator's diffi-

culties - evidence of the effects of both depression and

repression on instructor; second was the fact that where

the journali had in an earlier period found it necessary to

protect liberals and home-grown radicals, they now found them-

selves defending Communists and fellow-travelers as well; and

third - although since 1918 both journals had supported

teachers' and professors' unions - they now were supporting

reality as well as rhetoric. Teacher unions were growing

and were assuming a new militancy, and the journals became

inextricably involved in the ideological struggles going on

within the organizations. In the sections which follow, we

shall explore the ways in which journal support for militant

activist anions (along with the general liberal drift to a

united front with the Communists) led first to sympathy for

Communist factions in the American Federation of Teachers

and thee, at the end of the decade, to hostility and re-

sistance to such factions.

Blanche Hofrichter, "The Loyalty Oath" (Letter to
editorz) , Nation, 139 (10/10/34), 407.
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The liberals who edited and wrote for the Nation and the

New Republic during the 19303s had no sympathy for the view

that men should acquiesce meekly in their fates. Nor did

they agree with those exponents of economic or social laissez-

faire who held that natural forces would gradually and in-

evitably restore: better conditions. The journalists' response

to all social challenges was to plan, to organize, to act.

At one time, of course, Herbert Croly had hoped that ideal-

istic businessmen might be persuaded to take the lead in this

necessary social planning, but he increasingly came to look

to workere and other oppressed groups as the sources of

creative change. And Croly's successors moved even further

from a policy of progress through persuasion of the privileged

to one based on the organised power of the less privileged.

Thus in the 1930's the Republ and the Nation.

wasted little effort in trying to convince businessmen and

conservatives (few of whom read the journals anyway) to deal

more justly with workers, teachers, or. others over whom they

wielded influence. Instead they used the pages of their

weeklies to try to strengthen alliances between workers,

intellectuals, civi"!. servants, educators, racial minorities,

and other groups wtich had bc.en hurt by the depression. They

tried to show such groups that they had grievances in common

and that only organized political and economic ac Sion would

enable them to better their conditions.
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This general position was evident in many editorials,

articles, and letters on educational matters carried by the

journals during these years. Teachers were encouraged to sup-

port political candidates who would aid their cause and to

punish those who hurt them, to demand federal assistance in

areas where states and municipalities failed to meet their

responsibilities, and most important, to organize strong

union: -.and other associations which would give them real power

in their dealings with school committees, boards of trustees,

politicians, and the public.

During the early 1930's, the Chicago school situation was

especially difficult. Many teachers lost their jobs, while

those who kept their positions were plagued with arduous

working conditions, pay cuts, and unconscionably long delays

in getting their salaries. After school staffs had not been

paid for almost a year, the editors of the Nation praised the

action of those educators who had "stetged an educational pro-

gram of their own consonant with the modern 'learn by doing'

formula." This "educational program" included a march by

5000 teachers on the city's banks an4 another demonstration.

in which the educators'pulled down a flag which flaunted the

ironic slogan of the World's Fair - "A Century of Progress.28
10

Editorial, "Teachers' Progrees," Nation, 336 (5/10/33),
516. Unfortunately, the "educational program" referred to
seems to have been a two-way process. The editorial noted
also that the teachers received "an object lesson in civics
from policemen's nightsticks."
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when, with the help of a Reconstruction Finance Loan, the

teachers were given part of their back pays the journal carried

an' article by a Chicago teacher, who declared that the teachers'

own efforts - including the "thousands of letters, telegrams,

and post cards to President Roosevelt did more than anything

29
else . . " to get the loan passed.

Letters to the editors of both journals also called for

political and direct action of this type. The.Unemployed

Teachers Association demanded that the political parties in-

clude in their platforms planks calling for the maintenance

of school budgets, relief for unemployed teachers, and re-

duction of class siln7 and announced meetings to protest

"economic retrenchment in education."
30 The Classroom

Teacher Groups called for pressure on New York's Governor

Lehman and state senators to get them to provide necessary

state school aid. And Eunice Langdon tied the whole program

together in calling for "egvalization of the tax burden . r .

State and federal aid to education . . the strengthening

of teachers' associations everywhere and determined action

against false 'economies' . . if the schools and the teach-

ing profession are to be saved from disaster. "31

"Edith Smith (pseud.), "Chicago Teachers Are Paid,"

Nation, 139 (9/19/34)0 3''. 2-3.

30Letter from Unemployed Teachers Association, Nation, 135

(9/28/32), 284. Cf. also the letter from New York AireeTition

of Unappointed Teachers, New Republic, 71 (5/25/32), 49; also

the letter from Haakon Cuiiianr, Nation, 141 (9/25/35), 353-4.

31Letter from Paul Oastwirth of the Classroom Teacher

Aaroups, Nation, 139 (8/15/34), 185; Eunice Langdon, "The

Teacher PiZirthe DepresEion, Nation, 137 (8/16/33), 185.
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But to the liberals associated with the journals. the

key element in progress for educators was organization.

Robert Morss Lovett, a member of the New Republic's editorial

board, had an extravagant conception of the role of educators,

claiming that "under democracy, even more than under communism,

the teachers are the only crew that can work the ship of states"

He thus advocated a reformist role for the schools, but be-

lieved that such a role could become a reality only "through

an enlightened, radical and militantly organized teaching

force, conscious of its power and its responsibilities, Xind7

capable of gaining the support of public opinion against the

representatives of vested interests,"32

The logical place to look for leadership in effectively

organizing educators was to the National Education Association,

the country's largest teacher organization. The liberal

journals had, however, never put much faith in the N.E.A.,

which they saw as conservative and bureaucratic. But during

the 1930's, as the N.E.A. became somewtat more aggressive in

its work for teacher welfare, the journals saw occasional

signs of hope for the organization. In 1936 the Nation had

a few kind words for the recent convention of the N.E.A.'s

VaNNIMMIWO

Lovett, "The Scvereignty of TeacUng," (review of four
books on education by George Coe, Bertrmmd Russell, David
Snedden, and W. IL Kilpatrick), New RegOlic, 73 (11/23/32),
52. Lovett's vigorous position was niiia-IIRe that taken by
the Progressive Education Association's Committee on Social
and Economic Problems in "A Call to the Teachers of the
Nation," (New York: John Day, 1933), p. 26. For a discussion
of the report, (written by George Counts), in the context of
the period, cf. Cremin, Transformation, pp. 261-5.
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Department of Superintendence, which had displayed a "re-

freshing eagerness to face realities and to act on them."

The administrators had, for instance, denounced "in unmis-

takable language" recent invasions of academic ineedom.

And the New Remblis saw at the summer convention the

N.E.A. itself signs that teachers were beginning at Long

last to realize "their humiliating position* under the thumbs

of conservative school boards.
33 Again the follcwing yecr

the Nation saw evidence at the Superintendents' convention

that educators who ten years before had been a "peculiar y

inert and submissive body of citizens* were now "perhaps

because of their experience with professional heresy-

hunters beginning to show courage and social. intelli-

gence.
u34

These vere straws in the wind, but they did not repre-

sent the fundamental change in teachers' attitudes and

organization which the times seemed to require. The N.E.A.

might be somewhat more progressive than it had been in the

past, but it had not moved far enough to satisfy the militant

libeial journalists. Their basic position was well summed up

in a Nation editorial of 1938:

Editnmal paragraph, Nation? 142 (3/11/36), 299-300.

The New Republic also saw glimmerings of hope here, noting

litheiTWous testimony brought forward in the recent meet-

ing of the Division of Superintendence . . that teachers

must organize on behalf 41 freedom in the schools." (v. 86,

pp. 178-9). The New Re ublic quote on the N.E.A.'s general

convention appeare n in an torial paragraph in v. 87, p.253*

34Editorial paragraph, Namtion, 144 (3/6/37), 254.
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The N.E.A. . . has proved i slow-moving group,
embodying all the inertias of the American social
system. It is to American education what the
A.F. of L. is to American labor. It has neither
the educational vision of the Progressive EaUca-
tion Association nor the social rglitancy of the
American Federation of Teachers.'"

The liberal journalists thus put little faith in the N.E.A.,

but agreed rather with William Gellerman that progress for

educators in the economic sphere and in academic freedom,

required "the formation of strong teachers' organizationse

allied with labor and working groups, to offset the effect

of the American Legion and its allies."36 During the 1920's

both journals had looked to the labor education movement to

ally workers and educators for the promotion of their common

interests; :how the general nnion,movement, embracing both

blue-collar and professional workers, seemed to present

similar opportunities.

For the liberal journalists, interest in union:fox;

teachers and professors was, of course, Aothing new. During

the 1920's they had promoted "industrial democracy" in the

schools through the unionization of teachers.
37

But .:;eachers'

iditorial, "Three R's Beleaguered," Nation, 147
(7/9/381, 33. There is considerable continrifErrn the
policy of the liberal journals on this matter. An editorial
in the New Republic for February 19, 1966 shows sympathy
for the A.P.T. and hostility coward the N.E.A. Cf. "Are
Teachers Workers?", V. 154, p. 7.

36Editorial paragraph, "Education Versus the Legion,"
New Republic, 95 (7/6/38), 235.

37C'f., for example, Henry R. Linville, "A Job for
Teachers Organizations," New.Emrp4c, 36 (11/7/23 -
supplemert), 9-1l.
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unions made little progress during that decade, and in the

1930's the journals had the welcome opportunity of support-

ing a movemeriL that was growing and which seemed full of

promise for success. On the fifteenth anniversary of the

New York Teachers Union the Nation extended its congratula-

tions to the organization for its "consistently progressive

educational and aocial program." The union was a welcome

ally of the Nation in a -number of causes: it had fought

witch-hunts, militarism, political control of the schools,

and discrimination against minority-group teachers. Equally

important, it had supported new and improved educational

programs. Though administrators might object to teacaers'-.

unions, the ecitors declared their belief that 'the close

association of teachers with labor groups is a wholesome

thing . '

38

Nevrip_eus readers, too, were "exposed to siw.ilar

favorable comment on the growth of teacher unions. In 1936

an article in that journal noted the impressive growth of

the American Federation of Teachers from only 5000 members

in 1931 to 240000 in 1936. This was seen by the authors as

part of a larger movement in which many white collar and

professional workers - musicians, social workers journalists,

and even ministers - had formed unions to protect and advance

their interests. Later that same year the editors reported

on the convention of the A.F.T. noting that membership had

Editorial paragraph, Nation, 132 (3/18/31) , 287.
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climbed tc 35,000 and that special effotts were underway

to organize college faculties and 144P.A, teachers, Under

the new leadership of Jerome Davis, the editors looked for

further gains by a teachers' union "united, militant, and

facing forward."39

Hopes for the organization of college faculties were

not entirely. misplaced, and by 1936 sixteen out of the two

hundred A.F.T. locals were to be found on college campuses.°

In forming unions, college instructors had the enthusiastic

support of liberal journalists, In 1934 Villard asserted

that college teachers "ought now to organize in unionn,

following the example of editorial writers and reporters"

In proletarian rhetoric rather startling from a patfician

liberal he demanded: "Is not this hovr cf revolution the

a

time for, them to demand representatiom upon the koards of

Caroline Whitney and Albion Hay.twell, 'Professional

Workers Unionize," New Republic, 86 (2/19/3Cr 41-43; Edi-

torial, "Organized Teachers'SFEak Out New Republic, 8C

(9/9/36), 116, As one might expect, the'CUERTITNT-New

Masses was even more militant than tNe liberal journM

Ti a.. support of teacher unions, an': it continually :reed

teachers to mare use of the 'strike-i-eapoa," Howeverr, it

tended to fall into party-liue catch phrases on this az

on other issue: Two editorials, foT example, appearinfj

about seven weeks apart, usq4d the iewntical phrase in urging

teachers' unicns to use colloctive bargaining and strikes

against all 8-2xploiters, civil-service or otherwiser": 10

(1/9/34), 4; 10 (2/27/34) 4. The story of the growth of

the A.F.T, is told in rather disjointee.,. fashion in Orcailizin

the Teaching Profession, by The Commiwilion on EducaErona

nEUNETTUBTIVn a the X.P.T. (Glencoe: Free Press, 1955).

Among the ten Commission members were Ceoige Axtelle, John

Childs, George Counts, Carl &gel, and Robert Ulich.

4 °Whitnaly and Hartwell; 42.
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trustees, to acquire some voice in how much freedom there

shall be upon the university campuses and what shall be

taught and not taught? Mr. Roosevelt declares that he is

freeing industry from innumerable shackles. Why not strike

a few from the wrists of university professors7"41

T.V

Journal support for teacher unions was not, of course,

an isolated phenomenon; the Nation and the New Republic were

at this time vigorously backing the growth of unionism

throughout the American economy.
42 With the support of the

Roosevelt administration, and bolstered by such measures

as the Norris-LaGuardia Act (1932), section 7a of the

National Industrial Recovery Act (1933), an the Wagner

Act (1935), union membership was growing apace. The ag-

gressive organizing efforts of the Committee cf Industrial

Villard, The Plight of Higher Educaticn," Nations

138 (3/28/34), 349. Cf. also Harold Laski,

Determination fox Faculties," hew Re ublic, 7.1 (6/21/33),

149-
a50 and the editorial on Lan s r 1c e ln the same

issue, p. 138.

42A number of the liberal journalists were union members

and activists as well as union sLpporters. Bruce Bliven

wrote an article, "Union Cat Journalist," wh.?n he joined

the Newspaper Guild, A.F. of L. in 1936: New Republic, 88

(9/9/36), 125-6. Heywood Broun, who was at-aafernt times

on the staff of both journals, was an influential president

of the Guild. A note in thl Nation in 1937stated that the

editorial department was re?resented by the Newspaper Guild,

and all other departments b.,/ the Bookke,,oezn, Stenographers,

and Accountants Uaion. Nation, 144 (5/22/37), 604,
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Organization (which split from the xiro of L. in 1936)

gave a real boost to union enrollments, which increased

from fewer than 3,000,000 in 1933 to over 3,000,000 in

1939.
43

Amidst all this rapid growth a number of American

unions, including the A.F.T*, found themselves with a _serious

Communist problem." New York Local 5 of the A.F.T. was

plagued by Communist factionalism for years, until in

October, 1935, many of the non-Communist members resigned

to form the New York Teachers Guild. This, of course, left

Local 5 firmly in the-hands of the Commlnist faction.

Throu5hout this controversy both the Communist and the

anti-Communist factions used the pages of the Nation and

the New Republic in seeking to build sepport for their

positions. The Nation? for example, carkied in 1935 state-

ments both by Abraham Lefkowitz for the anti-Communista and

of the United Committee to Save the Union, represznting the

Communist elements. The Committee accused Lefkowitz and

The figures are from Milton Derber, "Growth and Ex-
pansion," in Labor and the New Deal, A. Derber and Edwin
Young, editorsEROFTiaiRaialYcl Wisconsin Press/
1957), p. 3. On the labor movement during the New Deal,
see also Schlesinger Coming of the Deal, Part V1;.
Henry Pellingt AmericaFTWareor, University of
Chicago Press, riarr,---asnars

44
On the general problem of Communists in the union*;

during this period, sea Bernard Karel and Phillips Garman,
"The Impact of the Political Left," chapter three of Derber
and Young.

4
5Sidney C. Gould, "A History wt: the New York City

Teachers Union and Why It Died," The Educational Forumo
29 (Jan., 1965) , 211. The most c
treatment of this whole development is The Communist and
the Schools, 'by Robert W. ivereetle

grig7"-N9j)
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his group of red-baiting and the sin of *dual unionism,"

and announced that his charges would be "refuted in the

daily press and in the columns of liberal periodicals."46

Although the liberal journals never attempted to cate-

gorically "refute" the position taker. by Lefkowitti, Linville,

and the other anti-Communists, for a period of several years

they did provide aid and comfort to the pro-Communist factions.

Ia 19 36 both journals praised the A.F.T. convention's refusal

to follow the advice of the A.F. of L. and eject Local 5.47

In. early 1939 when the national A.F.T. was rocked by a struggle

btween pro-Communist and anti-Communist factions, the New

Rimplli2 carried a lengthy article by A.F.T. president Jerome

Pavis denouncing attacks on his organization by "a miscellaneous

assortment of sharpshooters stretching from the Dies committee

11 the way to John L. Childs of Teachers' College, Columbia

'Jnivers!.ty." Davis declared "with complete assurance that

the charges of communist covtrols of the A.F.T. were ../ntrue.

At any rate, Davis felt that the union need riot be concerned

about the political activities of its members, helievinc

that ",wery teacher has the right to be a Republican, Demo-

crat, Socialist, Communist, or support any other party."
42

Lefkowitz, The Case for the Union," Nation, 14.1.
(10/S/35), 410-11; United Committee to Save The
Opposf.tion Replies," 411-12.

1713ditorial paragraph, Nation, 143 (8/29/36) , 227;
Editorial, "Organized Teachers Speak Out," New Republic, 88
(9/9136), 118.

44Jerome Davis, "The Teachers' Struggle for Democracy,"
New sq12242119., 98 (3/15/39L 161,
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The editors of the New Republic found Davis' argament

persuasive. To them the A.F.T. was "a power for enlighten-

ment and American principles," which deserved the loyalty

and united action of all its members." They believed, with

Davis, that the Federation was "an efficient and progressive

trade union, not led or influenced by Communists. 1149 This

editorial absolution called forth a vigorous response from

George W. Hartmann of Columbia University, who offered con-

siderable evidence of Stalinist control of the union. He

noted also that a number of outstanding liberals, including

John Dewey, Harold Rugg, Louis Hacker, and John Childs, had

resigned because of Stalinist factionalism in the union,

and called attention to George Counts' recent Social Frontier

expose of Communist damage*to the union.
50

Hartmann noted that the A.F.T.'s struggle with Com-

munists was not an isolated phenomenon, but was part of a

larger struggle in which the entire labor movement was

engaged. And he rejected the "superstitution of many

liberals that any critique of Staliaiet tactics means that

-----4-51 "Teachers Togethe," New Republic; 98
(3/15/39), 151-2.

1.
50
George W. Hartmann, "Union 7.1achers and Intellectual

Integrity, (letter to editors)e Ne:7 Republic, 93 (4/26/9),
337-8; Cf. also the rebuttal by siii55EDavis and the edi-
torial paraphrase of letters from Charles Hendley. and Edwin
Burgum, pp. 340-341; also the editorial paragraph, " Teachers'
Union Politics," New Republic, 99 (5/17/39) , 30. Counts=
article, "Whose fiaTight?* appeared in the Social Frontier,
5 (Feb., 1939), 135-140. It was a response tti7Mmes
Wechsler's article, "Twilight at Teachers College," Nation,
147 (12/17/38), 661 -3.

V
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one is an agent of the Dies Committee . " He closed

with the hope that "Dr. Davis, The New Republic, or anyone

. else who is disposed to 'whitewash' the present Union ad

ministration in New York will first make a thorough and

independent inquiry" into the situation.51

But neither the Nation nor the NesLtro!z..._ 3.i..2c, involved as

they were in maintaining the "popular front" against fascism,

was disposed to undertake such an inquiry. The journals

carried letters from John Childs, Leo Huberman, and others

on both sides of the dispute, but they failed to perceive

and expose the very real control which Communists and their

allies had established over tbeA.P.T. 52
And - perhaps amidst

the excitement and liberal embarrassment over the Hitler-

Stalin Pact, they completely ignored George Counts' victory

over the Communists at the August, 1939 convention of the

A.F.T.

One interesting footnote to this whole developmert -

in the category of "what might have been" - is the fact

that George Counts was fez' a time under consideration for

Hartmann, New k-AEIALLE, v. 98, p. 338.

52
Cf. letters from the foLlowing: Executive Board, New

York College Teachers' Union, Nation, 148 (1/14/39), 76;
John Childs, in the s.iune issue, p:'76;- Howard D. Langford,
Nation, 148 (1/28/39), 132; Leo Huberman, New lir:public, 97
(1/18/39) , 317. Iver3en concludes that the aiRMLETS-Es had
more success in the A.F.T. than in arty other union ia the
A.F.L., though even in the k.F.T. "the control was not
absolute." (p. 108). Davis, although not himself a Com-
munist, was elected president c the A.F.T. with Communist
support in 1936, 1937, and 1938, and was supported by
them again when he lost to George Counts in 1939. (Iver3en,
ch. 5, passim) .
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the leadership of the Nation. In 1935 Oswald Villard wrote

to Dewey expressing his approval of Counts' work with the

Social Frontier, and asking Dewey's opinion of Counts as a

possible managing editor for the Nation. 53 Dewey's reR1v

is not known, but it is interesting to speculate on the

effects Counts' direction of the Nation might have had on

this situation. Counts was radical enough to have developed

his sympathies with Communism earlier than most liberals, yet

realistic and perceptive enough to have abandoned them more

crackly than most, Thus two years before the Nation and
....1141.

the New Republic awoke to the dangers of Communism, Counts

was, in the Social Frontier, vigorously flaying StalinistNw.g.........N..1101101111111

domination of the A.F.T. and of other unions, and pointing

out the perils of the whole popular front policy. His

direction of the Nation - had he had enough autonomy and111111010

power to make it a vehicle of his own political and educa-

tional views - might have helped a significant segment of

American liberalism to recover more quickly than it did

from the united front malady.

But educators like Counts, Rugg, Childs, and Hartmann

were forced to fight out their battle against Communist

domination of the A.F.T. without the aid and support from

the liberal journals which they had been able to count on

in most of their educational efforts. Not until the Hitler-

Stalin pact had begun to re-orient their entire political

mommamorin.~~Prirmd.O.1011.0.11~1111..011WINIIMMIMAIMMIMMore

53
Letter from 'Willard to Dewey, 9/25/35, in Villard

Papers, Houghton Library, Harvard University.
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perspective did the journals take the offensive against

Communist influence in the A.F.T. and the labor movement

cenerally.
54

And only after the anti-Communists had begun

to achieve some success in their struggle with the Stalinist

factioA in the A.F.T. did the journals offer words of en-

couragement.

In early 1941 the New Republic admitted at last that

several A.F.T. locals had been °dominated by the Stalinists,

whose activities had been designed to aid the Communist

movement whatever the effect might be on the organization."

The editors had come to realize that "it is impossibla for

a working trade union to continue vith a large minority

which is unscrupulously resolved to serve only the puTposes

of a single foreign country, even at the risk of destroying

the union .
,155 When a spakesmaa for Local 5 protested

this editorials the editors declared their confidence that

"the comments of The New Republic wfUl be shown to be justi-

fied.' And, interestin41y enough, they cited in support of

their position the testimony of a group includin Dewey,

Niebuhr, and Childs - men yho, after several years of

struggle against the Staliikists, must have had. mixed feelings

concerning the belated support aow given them by the New

On the Nation's break with the United Frost, cf. Freda
Kirchwey, "CommiaiTh and Democracy," Nation, 149 (10/17/39),
399-401.

55Editorial, "Communists and Teachers," li.pw.11tatzlj,c r
104 (2/24/41), 265.
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The Nation now jumped with equal enthusiasm onto the

anti-Communist bandwagon, and approved the action of the A.F.T.

executive council in seeking expulsion of the Communist locals:

"If a majority of the members of the union sustain the coun-

cil, the A.F. of L. will with one sweeping gesture have rid

itself of a growth that has been sapping it interally and

exposing it to attack from without. "57 And when the .E.IX9C11-

tive council move succeeded and the Communist locals were

expelled, both journals expressed their sati=sfaction at the

outcome. The New Republic hoped that the break away from

Communist influence might continue and that "within a few

months the A.F.T. will be in a position to assure: the people

of the United States that no part of its organi.;_ation is

dominated by fanatical foes of democracy and the demccratic

process.
1,58

The Nation agreed that the previous Comzunist;

dominttion-had been "intolerable" and that the of

the offending locals was clearly justified.59 -

There was, of course, the danger that the nawly-awakened

liberals, in order to expiate their past poli.Ucal -3insr

min ht demand harsh and even undemocratic trea.,:melt for their

Laurence E. Prendergast (Secretary, Lc.cal 5), Letter
t' editors, and reply by editors g New RepubL.:.:, 1G4 (4/7/41)?

0
4"2.

5
7Editorial, "Communists and Unions. " Naticn, 352

3/1/41), 228-9.

58Editorial, "The Purge in tae AFT," New Repblic, 104
16/16/41), 809-10.

59
Editorial paragraph, Nation. 152 (6/21./41,
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former Communist allies. 60
But this did not occur. Both

journals, while supporting the expulsion of the Communist

locals, insisted that the purge should be carried out demo-

cratically and that the rights of innocent teachers should

be protected. The NALAlpLisvubwelcomed'the "democratic

action that puts the final decision where it shot:ad be, in

the hands of the whole membership."61 The Nation proposed

that the union set up a committee to weed out "party-liners,"

and defended this procedure on the grounds that onion member-

ship was not required for holding a teaching position. 62

When thG union adopted just such a procedure, the Nation

declared that "the desperate remedy seems to us justified,"

and hoped that it would 'effectively keep out the Stalinists

without hurting those menbers whz were above suspicion."

A 'basic conviction of both journals was that purging

the Communists was a job for the union itself. They criti-

cized the action of the Rapp-Coudert committee of the New

York legislature in seiziag lists of union mombe3rs. This

was an act of intimidation intended not just as a blow at

Illeinnallil.:
60
A number of the former liberal journalisst including

John Chamberlain, John T. Flynn, Suzanne LaPcllette,
Jonathan Wtchell, have, in fact, become exceelingly con-
servative, hardline anti-Communists. Mitchellr LaFollette,
and Chamberlain have all served as contributors to William
Buckley's conservative National Review,

6lialtRubliE, v. 104, p. 265.

6
2a5ion, v. 152, pp.

63E6itorial-ppracr:aph,

228-9.

Fation 152 (6/21/41), 711.
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6the Stalinists but as "an attack on the union itself." A

When the probe reached New York City colleges, the New Re-

public proposed that the city Board of Nigher Education

establish a committee of respected educators to investigate

not questions of belief - as indicated by party membership -

but of individual "performance in objective and creative

teaching."
65

This proposal appealed to liberal A.F.T. Iii,:./ tiers like

Vice-president Mark Starr, who wrote: "I only h.-ipe that we

can set up the group of scholars suggested by tp.)u and not

leave the investigation to the mixed motivation and dubious

methodgiof such a political body as the Coudert Comittee.""

Starr's praise for the- New Republic's position may be taken

as evidence - or at least as a convenient symbol ' for the

fact that the liberal journalists had pol)-tically come

home again. They were, after a drift to the far 1,, fir ;k.

in the familiar liberal stance of opposing doctxinaL:e posi-

tions on both ends of the political spect'mmi They haa

rejoi Led men like Dewey, Childs, laid Stare, who had main-

tained all along that the true liLenal, to '5e omsistent

and ef!ective, must oppose CommunLsm as vigx:ou.41y WS he

resist s Fascism.

Editorial paragraph, Na ,,. 152 (2,W41, 143.

65
Editorial, "Communist Teachers," Nem Ret-tblie, 1C4

(3/17/41), 359-60.

66
Mark Starr, Letter to editors, :Iew RepukAlc, 104

(4/14/41), 502-3.
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V

In April, 1941, the Nation printed a letter from Max

Kline which - because it puts much of the above material in

perspective - is worth quoting at length. Kline wrote:

Your recent comments on Communists and unions were
amusing and irritating. You wrote on March 1, for
example, that "Until two weeks ago this blight ;i.e.1
Communist influence in the Teachers Union) was treated
pretty much in the spirit of Mark Twain's remark
about the weather: Everybody talked about it but
nobody did anything."

Kline then reviewed the efforts, going back to 1332, of men

like himself and Dewey to rid the A.F.T. of Communist faction-

alism. He reminded the editors of the founding of the

Teachers Guild in 1935 when efforts failed to wrest control

of Local 5 from the Communists. He then asked the obvious

question:

Now, between 1933 and 1935, did we get the support
of the Nation, the Post, and other organs of
liberal4=On? Lite might well have includqd the
New Republic, and extended the period to 19397
UTIII75THirEantrary. It was explained in thoge
journals that we were impatient with minority
opinion, that we were seeking to retain power by
undemocratic methods, that we were "red-baidmgi
etc." The Nation, with its tremendous influence
among liberiii7EOuld have assisted us in our
struggle against the well-organized program and
unscrupulous tactics.of the Communists in our
union. But in those days the Na ;on and the Post
were catering to the party

Max Kline, Letter to Editors, Nation, 152 (4/12/41).
456.
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The editors of the Nation made no response to Kline's

attack. In fact, neither journal alluded to what was so

obvious to Kline and others - their dramatic shift from

backing a united front with the Communists in the Teachers

Union to support for their expulsion from the Federation.

The editors may well have been embarrassed that a tem?oraxy

alliance between Communism and Nazism in Europe should have

caused the break-up of a liberal-Communist alliance in America.

Or perhaps they assumed that the reason for their drift away

from sympathy for Communism was too obvious to mq.aire dis-

cussion. At any rate, men like Kline no doubt felt quite

justified in asking, in effect, "Where were you --p-hen we

needed you most?" and in expreEsing irritation at the

Nation's blase return to politcal realism.

Thus, with a little understandable carping from those

who had kept the liberal faith, the journe.s by )ate

had rejoined men like Dewey who had all along t114 ..!oresight

and perception to see through Communism's domocrt.-Lc facade

But how may one explain the t ournals' earlier fal .17om

liberal grace - their tenacious conviction that 'yoJ c.; .n do

business with Stalin?" Basic to an understandinq of this

phenomenon are two elements: wle domestic, one f:reign. Cn

the domestic front/ both jou.,:nals sought to maintain tharip,f;
the depression pressure from the left on the Ri::osevelt

administration. In so doinse they were quite willing to

join forces with all those - including Communists - who semed
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to share their views. In the foreign sphere, the liberals

11a . an abiding horror of the fascist dictatorships which

successively took power in Italy, Germany, and Spain. While

the demdqracies wavered in the face of the fascist threat,

the liberak.journalists believed Russia was providing (as in

Spain) the only effective opposition. The Nation and the New

112221224s were ocasionally critical of denials of liberty

in Russia itself, but-..,they managed to convince themselves

that this was, first, better than the earlier tyranny of the

Czars, and second, "only a temporary stage required while

Russia transformed herself into a prosperous liberal state.

This was the larger context in which American liberals

placed much of their united front effort in the 1930's. And

such considerations had particular force in journal policy

on labor. The organization of both blue-collar and pro-

fessional workers seemed both necessary and - at leng last -

possible in the 1930's. .The Nation and the New 222.1e:ac

had little faith in the ability of old-line A.F,L. leadership

to organize the unorganized; and the break with thp C.I.O.

in 1936 seemed evidence enough of the failure of thd,,eon-

servative unionists. By contrast, the Communists were

functioning most effectively in labor organizateon. They

were able not only to brim; workers into the unions, but to

form them into militant, effective cadres. In 1938 the New

Republic admitted that within the unions, because of Comn:mist

"zeal and ability, the number of offices that they hold is out
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of proportion to their numerical strength, "68 After its

break with the united front, the Nation made a similar, though

grudging admission. In a comparison somewhat unflattering

to both groups, it referred to the Communists as "the Tammany

Hall of the labor movement," and added that "they havci the

discipline, the zeal, the central boards of strategy, and

above all the political axes to grind. "69

But herein lay the ambigUity and thelproblm in the

journal's position. While praising the Communists for their

organizing ability, and while holding that labor needed the

Communists for that reason, the journals failed se the

other half of the equation: that the Communists qeeded and

used the unions for their own purposes as wells The Nation
...

and the New Republic seemed to feel, in short, that the

Communists were just strong enough to help the vlions, but

not powerful enough to hurt them. Thus, in ..939 the New

Republic declared - after praising the eff_:ctiveness of

Communist unionists, that "no important part of the labor

movement is now in danger from the Reds . y " If labor

leaders made "use of a few Communists for union work, we

may be sure it as the persons in questio-1 Rre a'ole

and conscientious trade-unionists who do not al3ew party

politics to interfere with their jobs.""

Editorial, "Mr. Frey .s Scared,' New ReptcAic, 96
(8/24/38), 5960.

6
9Nation, v. /520 pp. 2289.

70
New Republic, v. 96, p. 60.
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This reluctance to criticize Communist influence in the

A.F.T. and in other unions was an expression of what might

be terxed "reactive liberalism." The journalists seemed to

assuma that because the Communists were under attack by

conservatives, there must be ..sores good in their cause. Arid

they hesitated to denounce the Communists for fear of

strengthening the hands of their conservative enmies. Thus

in early 1939 the New 111221.2141 in opposing Matthew Woll's

attack on the A.F.T., asked: "Isn't it time for i.ntelligent

people to realize that the red bogey is useful only to

blackshirts and brownshirts and their allies ?'
71

The Nation, out of a similar fear of the facist right,

was also reluctant to draw any lines between 1ef::-wir7

groups. Its editors argued against taking a first step

against Communists in unions for year that it rni ht lead

inexorably to a fourth step to reaction. Thus while ad-

mitCng that unions might well be watchful of Cosmunist as

well AS other brands of factionalism, the editor: felt that

the carrent campaiga against Conmunists was peri:.ous. For

"once you begin attacking Communists as such, yo t:; next

step . . is to attack progressives for 'follow%ng the

line.' The step after that . . is to attack zL1 pro-

gressives. And beyond that 1=ms a reactona,:y :rade

union movement.372

EditoriU,-"Teachers Tcgether4" New Repuhlic4 98

(3/15f39), 152,

72Editoria1 paragraph, Nation, 146 (2/12/3V;, 171.
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With such a position it was well to emphasize the simi-

larities of Communists to other groups rather than their

differences. The editors of the New Republic sought in

August, 1938, to make the attack on Communists appear absurd

by declaring them no less worthy of union benefits than

"Republicans or New Dealers or Townsendites or adherents of

Father Divine. M73 Such a statement perhaps gives as much

insight as any into the positions of the journals: they

failed to take the Communist threat seriously. Stalinists

in the unions seamed at worst a factional irritant and at

best a militant organizing force. But at any rate, they

were seen as no more of a danger to unions and 'union democracy

than were members of major political parties or of bizarre

political and religious sects.

By 1941, however, the NesiBwiblic could admit, in

reference to the A.F.T., that "the widespread reports of

Communist domination in these locals, going back; many years;

have enormously weakened the movement for trade unionism

among teachers." 74
They could insist without e%'ident em-

barrassment that it was "too late% in the twentifth century

to be naive about either the objei:tives or the tactics of
7

the Communists." 75 And the Natica could :refer to the need

for protecting those union "innoconts, who are the easiwit

17 3New Reel:lilt:Ai, v. 96, p. 60.

74
E.T.7.1222g211& v. 104, p. E09.

75
aweEartuolLE, v. 104, p. 359.



prey cw the 'militant' Communist3."
76

If the journalists

nad any feeling thAt the terms "naive" or "innocentE:' .14b.4.a .4

well have applied to the own pree.:ious behavic-.7, they did

not betray it. They had followed their If.beral lights

where they led. They had analyzed with good jo,Irnalistic

sense the economic and volitIcal p:esEvares on .lath.::"{:;

they had caIledg reasonably enough, for vigorou3 organiza-

tions to advance the intemw;ts of aducaoss; they had

1'11'1
4.f

dissipated their energy and $ome of thelr prestige wilong

liberals by failing to oppoze; the fac-ions j.14 the Teachers=

Union which were 16:-es inter:m3ted. irz educationa_ refom and

progress than is supporting Russia's tw F.Yr%Is1t, sh!,fting

foreign policy. There is imny enough in the plcture of

liberals fleeing from into an alkiance aith a

totalitarian ism of the left that .ro: ie= deepened when their

failure to defend true lib;:alm occurid that area whers

free itn.quiry and expressici 4,-;18 irtcst i.r.-).K.Jr4;41

When tile Stalinist enemies ,).! th.:.);ight verc claroping

their ho2,d OA an 4 p4:1 llntip 1 rirc),41., 0- ;lit:ri 4
h^,

the Nation and the NiIE_EtplAbiic :In" 4-f-.
:.?

to thil aid of the bfileague7zd ant-Communists ,n tte =ion.

Ths journats which aad smah. r 4 - -I ,

variety of eduaxtional melters ;iew fa:Ued its te 1930's to

see tivl need fr truly irCispaildet and fre. drgani!zation

arPORRO ......4 g

"Editorial paragaphi 152 (6 /-1/ :0, 711.
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of teachers. In all of their educational concerns over the

years, this was doubtless their greatest failure: that for

a time during the Great Depression the Nation and the New

Espublic sacrificed the interests of unions and of education

to what they saw as the inexorable demands of international

politics.

Vs vrA.77Ar7,177.1,,



Chapter Fifteen: Summary: The Depression/ the Youth

and the Unions

Like the earlier sections of this study which dealt with

the 1910's and the 1920's, this analysis of the liberal

journals' educational concerns during the 1930's has been

necessarily selective. But the topics considered have not

been those which are bizarre or singular. Instead, themes

have been treated which contribute to an understanding of

larger movements, And which may be used as indices of broader

shifts in the educational concerns of the journals.

Our purpose in this chapter is to indicate briefly the

connections between those topics which have been considered

above and certain others which could be added to fill in the

general picture, Anong the themes which might be extensively

treated in a truly comprehensive survey are journal relation-

ships to

1) the militant organizatiove of college students and

other youth which flourimhed during the 1930's;

2) the ideological shift within a segment of the pro-

gressive education movement from pragmazic liberalism

to quasi-Mirxice radicalism;

309
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3) separable (though not separate) from item two above,

the example of the new education in Russia;

4) federal involvement in education other than through

the C.C.C. and the N,Y,A, (which have been trdated

above),

Proper analysis of items three and four would require a

substantial expansion of the scope of this study, and will

not be considered here, It will perhaps be sufficient to

note that the liberal journalists' interest in and sympathy

for Russian education was but one aspect of their general

position on Russia and Communism. Just as they felt America

had much to learn from the "Russia= experiment" in general,

so they felt it could profitably emulate certain aspects of

Soviet education, On the matter of federal involvement in

education we shall only note that the journals continually

promoted an expanded rcle for the federal government in this

area, As in the case of the C.C.C, 4nd the N.Y.e., they

called for greater federal financial assistance and educe-

timial planning, while at the same time warning against the

dangers to free inquiry which existed in such a development.

Cur. chief concern in the sections which follow will be

to analyze those developments cited in items one and two

above, We shall consider fleet the response of the Nation

and the EsIsill92u.141.s. to the student movement of the 1930's,

J'Cf. for example "Soviet Russia - Land of Youth," by
Harry F. Ward, Vaticr; 135 (8/3/32), 103 -4.
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and indicate the parallels between their positions in this

area and those on teacher unions. Secondly, we shall explain

briefly how the two weeklies reacted to the effort of George

Counts and others to direct the progressive education move-

ment into a more radical, activist position. We shall

conclude by taking an overview of the journals' educational

thinking in the 1930's and identifying elements both of con-

trast and continuity with the preceding periods.

The most appropriate place to begin this analysis is

with a consideration of what Janes Wechsler has called the

"revolt on the campus" in the 1930'4.2 During this decade

many American college students (and some high school and

out-of-school youth as well) , involved themselves in a frenzy

of organization and agitations A significant and highly

visible element of college students abandoned the "fun and

games" ethos of the 1920'e and threw their energies into the

formation of a bewildering array of groups and eauses. Some

of their new organizations went through a cycle very similar

names Wechsler, Revolt on the Campus Mew York3 Covici-
Frieda, 1935. Robert Wilegrrairtirt7-arirarrtor of the New
Republic, wrote an introducUon to the volume. It reaaVed
5-4-Oially favorable review from Edgar Johnson in the New
Republic, although Johnson did note that the book contaiNWd

aiTdoctrinaire distortions." "Campus Activity," New
Rugilic, 85 (12/4/35), 110,

riTV,0,011.. er. rrpr,VTM-117 77.,- P.11,7y7.477.1.
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to that followed by the American Federation of Teachers -

from initial organization to growth and militancy, through a

leftist "popular front" stage and dommunist dominatien, and

finally - in late 1939 - to the collapse of the united front.

Not surprisingly, the role of the Nation and the New

Republic in this whole development paralleled that whica

they played in regard to the A.F.T. In the carp, 19a0le

they cheered from the Sidelines as the students took the

first tentative steps toward forming aggressive and socially-

conscious organizations. In the mid-1930's they su;)ported

the .united front of the Communists and Socialists as expresses:

in. the American Youth Congress and the American tudent Union.

And finally, after the Hitler-Stalin Pact, they applauded as

youth organizations broke the hold of the doctrinaire Marxists

and moved back into the mairmtream.of pragmatic liberalism.

No effort will be made here to trace this whole develop-

ment in detail. Instead, we will consider briefly two

elements which are of particular significance to the relation-

ship of liberal journalism and education: (1) journal support

for the student movement as another example of the effort to

build an alliance of intellectuals and other groups for re-

tormist ends; (2) the Nation's and the New Re2ublies interest

ih student journalism as an agent of campus liberalism.

First of all, it ia important to note that the support

given by the journals to the student movement - particularly

at the beginning of the decade - was placed in terms of
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rather familiar reformist objectives. As has been indicated

throughout this study, the Nation and the LifpLasuwe.re
continually seeking allies in their fight for liberal causes.

They thus enco%raged youth organizations to work for more

realistic and effective education, economic justice, peace,

and racial progress,

Some of the earliest journal editorials on this subject

put the matter in a primarily educational context. The week-

lies were pleased to see students protesting against tee

innocuous and irrelevant education which was offered to them

in most colleges. Thus in 1931 the editors of tba Nation

praised a Yale undergraduate publication, the Harknesa Hoot,

for its caustic critique of academic rigidity and conservatism

and for exposing the *paucity of intellectual and social in-

terest" in the college. This might have seemed a rather

parochial matter; *Dut the editors saw it in a larger context:

The indictment ha:: import;ince far beyond the
academic limits of Yale. It matters a good deal
to our national life that a great university .

should seem to its thoughtful undergraduates to
have done "C*F te develop the proper functio41
of a university and subordinated intellectual enrich-
ment to academic formalism, grandiloquent notions of
organizing the incongruous, and material display.
The revolt *f youth against the education that is
offered to it is a warning of in discon
tent which no university zmn afford to ignore, for
unless such evils as have been courageously exposed
at Yale are ebne awaI, 4 ..i.th, the :.Eivolt is likely
to carry far and wide,`.

;i7t7rra147R,evo.1t at Yale," Nation, 132 (.5/6/31), 496.
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Obviously, the "academic formalise and other educational

weaknesses which aroused the ire both of student editors and

liberal journalists were not likely to disappear in short

order, and the "revolt of youth" which the editors predicted

was underway. The revolt did not, of course, restrict itself

to the ..internal academic problems of the colleges. It soon

became a political force, seeking not only educational change

but economic, social,- and racial reform as well. And this

broader movement also received vigorous encouragement from

the liberal journalists, Less than a month after the editorial

cited above, the Nation indulged in its perennial polemic on

the occasion of college commencements. The .editors noted

the stirrings of liberalism and criticism among undergraduates;

but feared that as usual, most of the "degree-bearing host"

would go into business or professions, become apathetic and

conservative, and leave the country worse of then they had

found it, America's great heed, according to the editors,

was for a "stalwart, aggressive,
self-conscious youth move-

ment, It needs a sense of solidarity among its young in-

tellectuals, its novelists, poets, dramatists, critics, artists,

and scientists, not merely fo*: the advancement of learning or

various forms of art,- but for the betterment of a dull, un-

thinking, and leaderless peop2e.
4

Editorial, "Leaders or Vollowers," Nation, 132 (6/17/31)0

649.
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The editors' hopes were soon realized. It 1932, the

Communist-dominated National Student League joined the field

with older, less militant organizations like the National

Student Federation and the Student League for Industrial

Democracy. Radicals like Sherwood Anderson, Roofer Baldwin,
a

Max Eastman, and Michael Gold used the correspordence columns

of the New Republic- to drum up adult support for the new

group.5 And the Nation backed the action of the Yale N.S,L.

in participating in a New Haven foundry strike, denouncing

the efforts of a Yale dean.to discourage such student action.

The editors again looked for the educational implications of

the situation, noting that Yale was "doubtless offering courses

in sociology and economics. Where is there a better place for

a direct application of the theories taught in the classroom

than in the town where the college is located ?"6

But it was the militancy and social consciousness of the

new organization which appealed to the liberal :ournalists,

rather than its doctrinaire program. In 1934 tre Nation

carried an analysis of the whole youth movement, from its

conservative to its radical fringes, which was pomewhat criti-

cal of the divisive tactics of the Communist grcups. The

author, Seldon Rodman, predicted that such tactics would be

"Militant Students," (letter to editors), New Republic,
74 (3/15/33), 133, Some of the other signers mar '5i
Doren, Theodore Dreiser, Waldo Fra:k, Scott Near#Ist, Corliss
Lamont, and John Dos Passos,

6Editorial Na.tion, 139 (1/10/34), 30-31.
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self-defeating:

Thdarthodox Marxist romanticizes the industrial
worker and fails to understand the psychaogical
prejudices of the average American from any class
The strange terminology and sentimental international-
ism, the rigid adherence to doctrines no longer fresh
or modified realistically to fit modern conditions,
make it impossible for them either to appeal to the
reason, of new human material or to fire the imagina-
tion.'

But in spite of such critiques, the presaing desire for

unity on the left encouraged some writers for the journals

to support a united front of Communists and Socialists. James

Wechsler, a former editor of the Columbia Spectator and a

member of the Young Communist League, wrote for the New Re-

public in 1935 a plea for the emerging American Student Union.

The A.S.U. was to bring together Socialistse Communists, and

others in a "common front on palpably acute iasues al

This joining of radical forces seemed to Wechsler "utterly

sensible," for "when war and reaction are the order of the

day, those dedicated .to averting them are coming to realize

that questions of ultimate social reorganization must not

remain barriers." 8

When the A.S.U. was establishede in December,

1936, Nation editor Freda Kirchwey and R. M. Lovett, of the

EEEEIRLAILEis editorial board, agreed to serve on its Advisory

APOOINMENIIMPOONNIINDWO

Seldon Rodman, "Youth Meets in Washington," Nation, 138
(1/17/34), 70-71.

8
Wechsler, "Ferment in the Colleges," New Reoublic, 84

(10/16/35)e 266-8.
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Committee, 9
New Republic editor Bruce Bliven wrote the

preface for the first book published by the new united front.

The book, War Our Heritage, was written by Wechsler and

Joseph Lash, the Socialist Executive Secretary of the new

organization. 10 Thus as they had done in the case of the

Teachers Union, the leading liberal journalists demonstrated
that their support fora united front outweighed any fears

they had of Communist factionalism or domination,11

XI

The Hitler-Stalin Pact of August, 1939, wea:.ened this

_alliance, as it had most front movements. In December of

that year, Vechsler (who had resigned from the Communist

party in December, 1937 and joined the staff cif the Natl.on),

analyzed in that journal those forces which had created the

alliance in the first place and which had given the Communists

such power within it. The A.S.U., according to Wechsler, was

A letter to you," (from American Student Ulion)o
Itl.v...tjrluablic 86 (2/12/363, bark cov:tar,

IO
Joseph Lash and James Wechsler, War Our Heritag (NewYork: International Paplisiierst 193q, -Terf-friffi-i7Fatikground)n this book, cf. JaMes WeeJasler's evtobioaraphye The Age ofSuspicion (New York: Random House, 1953), e6-7. TRITIWO--gives an excellent inside viev of the life of one of theleading student activists Iversen identifies War Our Heritagt)as the first publication of the student united riiiit771571115,7"not 41).

11
Iversen not::s also that the Communists followed similarstrategies within the Teachers Union and the A.S.U. (p. 139).
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"made possible by the coincidence of Communist realism and

anti-fascist sentiment on the campus." The members of the

A.S.U. - Communist and non-Communist - "agreed that the

Union's most important mission was to arouse and organize

critical student thought; and its preoccupations ranged from

the Spanish war to curricular reform." The power of tha Com

munist groups within the A.S.U. was explained not by their

numbers, but by their organization and militancy; The Com-

munist students act as a unified bloc in the election of

delegates; they hold important pests in the Union's district

apparatus because they are willing to do the difilicult and

unrewarding postgraduate work of organization

But by early 1941,the American Student Union, though

still Communist-dominated, had been seriously weakened by

defections. Both the Nation and the New Republic hailed the

growth of a free, pragmatic, non-doctrinaire student movement.

The New Republic admitted that "in the early years of the de-

pression the Communists did a good job of-heling young people

to shake themselves out of their traditional 1etaargy, in

college and out," But, .they added, "the cost wa.3 high -

commitment to the Communist leadership of the ASU anc:; the

American Youth-Congress." The Hitler-Stalin par; ant. the

war had now enabled the youth organizations to b. gin to

break the hold of the Communists on their organ:.zations.
3

James Wechsler, 4-Politics on the. Campl)s,'
(12/30/39), ';32-3. Wechsler is now the editor c
New York Post and author of a nationally syndicit

13Editorial, "Have the Young Gone Sour?" etc:

104 (1/13/41), 39.
MO eV

Nation, 14::
f the lib,aral
sod

a Reuublic,
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And non-Communist youth groups 'like the International Student

Service were, with the guidance of liberals like Alvin' Johnson,

beginning to gain the ascendancy. 14
But, in in the case of

the Teachers Union, only cataclysmic external events enabled

the youth movement and its liberal journalistic allies to

make the break with the united front.

It was clear to the journalists - as it is to the

historian - that these Shifts within the youth moaement were

part o2 this larger pattern. Robert Spivack stated in 194 f1:

°Trenea of thought and action among progressive young people

are ir many respects analogous to recent developmInts in the

labor movement." 15 And it is this analoqy - and others -

that makes the whole prOcess worthy of mntion heze. The

motivat.Lons of the liberal journalists were similar in their

respomes to both the American Federation of Teachers and the

American Student Union: in each case they thought that the

intemsts of education, of students and teachw:s, and of

libralism generally would be served by milital:t organization.

They! hoped that the new organiuttions would be progressive

forces within the schools and colleges, and that' they would

be instrumental in helping educationa2, instiutions to develop

mre relevant curricula and prcgrams, But they wanted such

g.:oups to go beyond purely institutionali. intornalg educational

Robert G. Spivack, "Youta Reorganizes, pja.ion, 152
.1/18/41), 71-2.

16
Spivack, Nation, v. 152 p, 73,
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matters. They encouraged them to extend their influence

into domestic and internationeI politics; and to use their

numbers and their organizational powers to fight fascism:

racism, war, and depression. And it was here, 5n both cases,

that the difficulty began. Some of the liberal journalists

assisted in the development of movements in which Communists

soon got the upper nand, and in which they turn-ed the organiza-

tions to the purposes of Russia's foreign policy rather than

of educational institutions and per But finally, in

both cases, the liberal journalists encouraged the return of

students and teachera to liberal', pragmatic, nor-

doctrinaire - but nonetheless milltant organic.

One interesting sidelight on this whole deIelopment was

the benevolent attention given by the anc, the New

Republic to the role of student jocamalism in tIe radical

youth movement. Much of the information which the journals

printed about student activities was gleaned from the pages

of student newspapers and magazine*. The weekl:es cited

material from the Yale Daily News, the Harvard :rimson, the

Columbia 1521.?E.If and other college perioCica s, and praised

college editors for their vigorous support of 1 bera1 and

radical causes. .The Nation, ifs 1934, even inclLded Janes

Wechsler, editor of:the 3pfctato4 in :ts 'Honor

Roll for 19 34," "for his able and courageous joixnalistic
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attack on all forms of reaction at the uniyersity."16

Wechsler, in fact, moved from student journalism to the larger

and more influential world of liberal journalism, and more

than any other single person, made adult liberals aware of

the "ferment on the campus."

This development, of course, was just one aspect of the

larger alliance which the liberal journalists were trying to

forge with the student movement in general. But it is not

surprising that the personnel of the Nation and the New Rei

public shoUd take a particular interest in th.3 work of their

radical young colleagues on campus publications. They recog-

nized the key role that student editors could play in pro-

moting activism in the colleges, and they gave them

enthusiastic encouragement. American hiOer edu.!ation was

showing sigLs of life during the 19304s, and the Nation and

the New Replblic saw in liberal student .ublications a useful

instrument !.)f social and economic progre:Is.

This aftalysis of student activism ;r1 the 193Vs, and of

the relatio;ship of the liberal
journals to it should make

it clear that there was considerable corqruence b(:tween

journal poAcy on the problems of teachcizs and cn those of

students. Explored _from another directjon, it ouLd indicate

For journal references to college publicLticns, see:

Nation, 13L. 2./10/34), 30-31; Nation, 14.) (12/30/39:, 733.*

Cer-irso °7he Nation's Honor R611 fdrt 1:;34," Nation, 140

(1/2/35), 3. RiWgIer's first name was incoriTJET7 given

as "John." TAe Honor Roll also cited 3:Imes Corknt or

his refusal to accept scholarship funds offexec< to liarvard

by one of Hitler's associates.
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significant overlap between iournal consideration of.. the

problems of youth as expressed variously through militant

organizations and through such government programs as the

C.C.C. and the N.Y.A. And, as we shall indicate below, the

student movement was a' product of the same economic and poli-

tical conditions which gave rise to the activities of the

"Educational Frontiersmen" of Columbia University during this

decade.

iii

During part of the 1930's an articulate, active group

of progressive educators led by George Counts proposed that

the American school go beyond social neutrality or, even social

reformism and participate in the radical reconstruction of

American society. Some even declared that schools should

indoctrinate youth in the principles of the collectivist

social order which they expected to emerge from the existing

chaos. One may well ask how the Nation and the New_11211b3:ic

related themselves to this new strain of educational ideology.

In view of th political and economic radicalism of the

journals during this decade, and particularly in the light

of their participation in the unitad front with the Com-
.

munists, one might expect that Bliven, Kirchwey, and their

colleagues would have thrown thei). weight enthuaiastically

behind this new movement. --Jt ths was not the case. Through
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a brief analysis of journal reaction to some of the key

events and documents in this development, we shall see that

the Nation and the New Republic were quite ambivalent about

it. While aareeing with Counts that society required drastic

overhauling (a "new deck rather than a new dealt )17 and that

schools should play a role in social change, they were un-

willing to countenance the use of indoctrinatior; for this

or any other purpose.

The first manifesto of the naw educational radicalism

was issued by George Counts at the February, 1932 convention

of the Progressive Education Association. He threw down to

the assembled educators the vigorous challenge of his speech

title: "Dare Progressive Education be Progressiva?" Such a

question obviously required an explicit definition of pro-

gressivism, and this Counts provided. To him the term

implied pros ress toward a specified social goal - something

- which most "progressive" schools lacked. Furthermore, he de--

Glared that organized teachers would have to abandon social

neutrality, Decide on the direct2.on society should take,

and then be willing to ifidoctrinate their Studer is in the

required social ideolgy.

Counts followed this up with eurther vigor:us polemics

delivered I..) the N.E.A. Departmellt of Superintendence and to

the National Council of Education. The thref! tzaks were then. obOrwinolmil....41,414Mft

Thih phrase was quoted frou the Social. Frontier by

Zeitlin, p. 291.
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combined into a widely-distributed John Day Pamphlet

entitled Dare the School Build a New Social Order? The

first speech reached its intended audience of progressive

educators when it was published in Progressive

But a much wider liberal group was addressed through the

New Republic when parts of Counts' talks were published by

that *journal in May, 1932.18

The editor of the layIl.122121.1.s. obviously felt that

Counts' message, published under the title "Education - For

What?" was important enough to-justify the eight pages which

they allotted it. But they gave it neither editorial support

nor criticism. Instead they invited Agnes de Lima to write

an article in reply to Counts, and announced her forthcoming

rejoinder under the title "Red Teachers Can't Save Us." For

some unexplained reason they ran her rebuttal as "A Communi-

cation" rather than as an article, and dropped the provoca-

tive title under which it had been announced.

Mrs, de Lima, declared that Counts' call for indoctrina-

tion in the schools was at bottom no different from numerous

other efforts at the educational imposition of various social

theories. She xv)ted that prohibitionists, utility companies,

and Fundamentalists all used the schools for the propagation

of their various messages. She added that "schools run by

4

George Count, Dare the School Build a N6w Social
Order? (New York: Jahn Day,=07-751.ErTailcation 9

(April, 1932), 257-A. "E(!ucation :Mi-TAInatr-F4WPZ56lic,
71 (5/18/32), 12-16; (5/25/32), 38-41.
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Free Thinkers, Single Taxers, Mormons, Seventh Day Adventists,

Theosophists, and pink Socialists each reflect the dominAnt

philosophy of those in control." She reminded the readers

that the Catholic Church, Napoleon, Bismarck, and the Russian

Communists all used their own schools to promote their own

truths.

Mrs. de Lima was not unsympathetic with Counts' social

goals, but she was adamantly opposed to indoctrination, and

she felt that Counts was grossly unrealistic in expecting

the teaching profession - "a class long trained to social

docility" - to take the lead in social reconstnctio. She

quoted from Counts' own book, The Social Road tc Culture

(published two years earlier), on the conservative nature

of the American school. She cited Randolph Bourne in de-

fense of her position, and turned finally to Rolsseau for

authoritative support. She closed by declaring that Counts

might disagree with Rousseau,"but to one observer at least,

Rousseau appears not merely the better pedagogue, but the

more realistic social revolutionist as we

Other issues of the New Republic carried letters in

response to Counts' article, as well as a rebuttal by Counts

of a communication by Augusta Alpert .19 Although these

Agnes de Limar "A Communication," 71
(8/3/32), 317-18. The fact that the editors solicited her
reply to Counts was told by Mrs. de Lima to the author in
an interview of 11/18/65. Cremin cites Augusta Alpert's
reply to Counts, but not the snore extended one from de Lima.
Cremin also states that Councs replied to Miss Alpert's
charges: "She's exactly what 13m talking about." (Trans-
formation, p. 259n). Although this is clearly the se
FrEis rebuttal,

nse
uttal, these word appear nowhere in the published

letter.
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Agnes de lama, "A Communication,"gew_Reubli,c, 71
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extended the controversy chronologically, they added little

to the positions which had already been set forth by Counts

and de Lima. But the significant point of all this for our

purposes is that the editors themselves took no stand on the

matter. They knew that Counts had set forth a contl,:oyersial

position, and in the interests of fair play and intellectual

dialogue, asked Mrs. de Lima to reply But they apparently

felt that this was a dispute for educators to settle among

themselves, and they merely provided journal apace in which

they could attempt to do so. The fundamental question of

indoctrination the editors chose to ignore.

IV

Another forthright statement of educatioral radicalism

during the early 19302s was a book editl:d by William Heard

Kilpatrick entitled The Educational Frontier. This volunel

which appeared in 1933, included chapters by a number of

leading educators, including Dewey, .Boyd Bode, J:)hn Childs

Bruce Raup, V. T. Thayer, and H. G. Huilfish. Although the

authors did not come out in favor of ine,octrinat:.cn aS-Coun:s

had done, they did propose that the schaols invclve students

in far-reaching and critical social atiA.ysis, and they be-

lieved that such an educational program would produce adults

willing and able to engage in fundameatal social change."

William H. Kilpatrickr-ed. 1;:e Educational Frontier(New York: Century, 1933). For spei:rria- rejections of in-
doctrination by four of the authors, cf. 71 ff. (Dewey and
Childsl, 146 ff. (Kilpatrick), and 211-212 (fihayer).

4.
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Sidney Hooks who reviewed the book for the New Ruublic,

called it "by far the most progressive and significant state-

ment of the new educational philosophy which is emerging from

the depression . " He was impressed by the book's profound

social analysis, by its "radical reformulation" of educational

theory, by its "politicalization of the philosophy of education."

But for Hook, an independent Marxist, the book did not go far

enough. He felt that what was lacking was a c1.ear willingness

.to embrace the class struggle as the tool of social progress:

"Political power has never passed from the hadds of one class

to another without class struggles; if the classless society

is to be achieved, it is not by closing one's eyes to exist-

ing class struggles but by prosecuting them more widely and

vigorously and.intelligently."
21

This clearly was as radical a statement of social and

educational philosophy as one could expect% But it equally

clear that Bliven and Soule, the chief editors of the. New

Public would not go 'as far. Although they were sympathetic

toward Russia, and although they hoped for a collectivist

economy in the United States, they never wholly embraced the

doctrine of the class struggle as applicable to American con-

ditions.
22 They still hoped that.non-violenti 1-ational means

might usher in the democratic, socialist societ:, which was

Sidney Hook, "Education and Politics," (-7eview of The

Educational Frontier), 75 (5/24/:.3), 49-50.

22Warren, Liberals and Communists, pp. 16-21.
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their goal. And they were never quite dogmatic enough about

their social beliefs to propose that they be indoctrinated

into American youth.

While the New Republic apparently avoided taking a posi-

tion on this issue, the Nation explicitly rejected indoctrina-

tion in the schools.. In 1935 that journal reported a speech

by Jesse Newlon to the N.E.A.'s Department of Superintendence;

in which he declared that the teacher should teach as an abso-

lute fact that *capitalism is noc the solution to the nation's

difficulties." The editors' syfripathized with Newlon's hope

that more liberal thinking shouLd penetrate the schoolf, and

were aware that much "academic freedom too often means no more

than a tame conformity."

But the Nation believed that 'education could not

logically be regarded as a process of indoctrination
unless one accepts the doctrine that final truth has
been discovered and that learning must henceforth be
concerned chiefly with the spread and preservation t3f
that truth. So long as one believes that knowledge
grows and changes; one must believe that the younger
generation has a right to compare and question, and
that free inquiry, not indoctrination, is the ideal
of education.

The editors admitted that acadezric freedom was ths-In under attack

more by conservatives than by radicals, and they hoped for a

greater recognition in the schocls of the leftist position.

They looked forward to a ned and better social orderf but de-

dared in conclusion that 'nevertheless/ the new society will

need the critical spirit as much as the old one does, and the

conception of free inquiry shoulnbt be lost."22

11111111

Editoripl, "Propagaada and the Schools," Nation, 140
(3/13/35), 293.
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The Social Frontier, a radical aducational journal then

edited by George Counts,.took this Nation editorial as an

example of "the futility of much current thinking about educa-

tion." The writer (presumably Counts) felt that the Nation's

educational philosophy was characterized by a "vague concept

of freedom.. . . Collectivism becomes in this viewpoint only

a theoretic alternative to oapitaLism which should, of course,

be discussed - in the abstract - but not to the extent that

youth be given the understanding that civilization itself de-

pendspends upon our taking immediate s-;:eps forward to a social order

in wAich inspiring vistas of cultural accomplishment replace

- the faded ideals of business enterp.rise." The dditfor was say-

ing - in a rather oblique way - that teachers should not shrink

from giving, social truth to student;, that "the platitudinous

affirmation, 'there is something to be said for both sides'"

was outmoded.
24

At this point, in 1935, the Social Frontier, with its

promotion of indoctrination for a collectivist social order,

was more radical on educational matters than either the Nation

or the New Republic. But, though the three journals differed

on this particular issue, th,ay all agreed on the necessity for

a popular front with the Communists. The Social Frontier, for

example, was at this point opposed to the resignation of non-

Commtnists from the Communist-dominated New York local of the

l4 "A Liberal !Weekly Comes Out for Freedom,"
Social Frontier, 1 (April, 1935), 7-8.
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A.F,T. An editorial in the October, 1935 issue of that

journal declared: "If liberal and labor forces cannot Dorm

a united front, if they continue to weaken them selVes in

bitter factional and sectarian struggles, there is no hope."25

But Courts, the editor, became increasingly disillusioned

with the popular front, and began to part company with the

Communists cn various issues. By 1938 he was leading the fight

to break the nold of Comiunists on the Teachers Union,
26

Beginnfng with the issue of October, 1937, the Social

Frontier wzs edited by George hartmann,.with Willlam.H......00.1111

Kilpatrick a3 chairman of the editorial boards !Thth iiartmann

and Nilpatrick opposed the united front, and they were not

reluctant i;lio criticize the Communists. In Decem'oftr, 1938 the

editors want so far as to say that 'The 4=ocia1 Frontier glories

in the fiict that real live Stalinists have no use for our

brand of derocratic collectivism . " AL.d in May, 1939,

they inffIrmee their readers ce the lqftist pressu::ez to which

they had been subjected ever since tley "began to whack aura

at Stalinist influence within the '2eachers Union, the American

Leasue for Peace and Democracy, tha AmerIcan Stunt Union,

and .;thee orjanizations which the t'ommunist Party considi2rs

worthy of its attention."

110~ ......
2
5Editcrial, "A Plea for Unit;:," Social Pro . er1 2

(October, lfv35), 3-4.

26Iversen, pp. 1150 199-200,

2'Social Frontier, 'A (June, 1918), 2;6. Me quotations
;,,ce from 3(Decevar, 1930, 60 and 5 (Ma:,, 10.39) 22 8,
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Under Hartmann and Kilpatrick the acceptance of in-

doctrination also disappeared from editorials. Unlike Counts,

Kilpatrick had consistently rejected indoctrination as a

legitimate instrument of education. In 1933 he had written

in The Educational Frontier (parts of whEch read like a re-

joinder to Dare theSchool): "History has convinced the modern-

minded that doctrines themselves have their life nistories of

birth, acceptance, and decay. With this conception of con-

tinued change .and becoming, propaganda and indoctrination do

not fit."
28

With the"Social Frontier thus moving away from doctrinaire

radicalism, and the Nation and the New Republic still seeking

to maintain the united front with the CommUnists 3 by 1938 the

journals seemed to-have switched sides from their 3.935 posi-

tions. Actually, the Nation and the- Neer Republic had not per-

ceptibly-modified their educational policies; the Social

Frontier had moved back to a more moderate positLon. Thus

when another dispute arose the Nation now appeared to be to

the left of the Social Frontier.

James Wechsler, of the Nation's staff, precipitated the

next debate. In 1938 he wrote for that journal a famous

expose entitled "Twilight at Teachers College." He looked

back to the heady dayq of 1934 when the "insurgnt voices"

Kilpatrick, 'The New Adult Education," in The Educa-

tional Frontier, 146-7.
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of Counts, Watson, Rugg, and others were integrating their

"educational theories with fresh insights into capitalist dis-

"older." (Wechsler incorrectly gave 1934 as the date of Counts.'

Dare the School). But according to Wechsler, since that time

the College had been on the downgrade. "Internal autocracy and

pandering to external conservative interests" had forced the

faculty back into line. The college had seen "a pronounced

decline in progressive activity, perhaps best exhibited in the

doldrums which affect the Social Frontier, and important de-

fections from the teachers' union."29 Wechsler's vigor6us

attack did not go unanswered. A group of Teachers College

professors, including Counts, Childs, Rugg, Curti, and others

sent a letter which claimed that the article identified "one

of the oldest liberal journals of the country with the poli-

tical sectarianism which has given pattern to the article."

They declared that the article was "full of insinuation and

misrepresentation. Taken as a whole it is profoundly false

and misleading. We see in it the hand of a political sect

in American life -which operates on the principle that it

will destroy whatever it cannot rule."

The editors were stung by this attack, and came to

Wechsler's defense. They said quite rightly; that Wechsler

was "in no way identified with any political sect" he had

left the Young Communist League before joining the Nation)

29
Wechsler, "Twili9ht at Teachers College," Nation, 147

(12/17/38), 661-3.
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and declred that the professors had .failed to challenge

Wechsler's facts.
30 But this was not the end of the dispute,

Tyr mon ths later the Social Frontier carried a detailed six

page refutation of Wechsler's articla. This rebuttal, en --

titled "Whose Twilight?" was written by George Counts and

ended with a ringing denunciatiOn of those leftists who

"appear to operate on the principle that they will destroy

by any means at hand whatever they cannot rule."31

Our purpose here is not to trace all the ins and outs

of these disputes., but to' illuminate the relationships.be-

tween the liberal journals a3..1 the "Frontier group" which

was so active at Teachers College during the 1930'sv In

summary, events seem to have proceeded as follows: at fixste

in 1932 the New Republic gave a hearing to Georae Cowlts p

his challenge to progressive educators to adopt educational

indoctrination as a means of prompting a collectivist social

order; while taking no position on his proposal themselves,

Letter from Counts: Child and others, Nation, 147

(12/24/38)? 703. The editors' defenBe of Wechslp9ears
on ule same page, Iversen incorrectly holds that Wechsle;:'s

attack on Teachers College was of Communist oricin. (p. 2M
While the Communists in the Teachers Union doubtless applauder .

the attack, Wechsler wa;. longer a Communist. he wasf

however, trying to maintain the united front. Cf. Wechsier's

autobiography, The Age of Suspicion, concerning his break

with the communrirrZnanit=51Wort for the united front.

(pp. 129-132).

31
Counts, "Whore Twilight?' Social Frontier, 5 (Februaryi

1939), 135-140, Cf, A History ofTF5CEaT=ge, by
Lawrence Cr min, David

York

Columbia University Press, 1954), pp. 174-5 for background

on this exchange,
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the editors did print rebuttals and*counter-rebuttals on

the issue. Three years later the Nation opposed indoctrina-

tion, while the Social Frontier continued to defend it. Up

to this point it seems safe to say that the "Frontiersmen'

were more educationally radical than the liberal journals.

Then, at the height of the popular front period, the liberal

weeklies and the Social-Frontier took similar positions con-

cerning the Teachers Union and youth "front' organizations.

(Indoctrination apparently ceased to be an item of discussion.)

Finally, near the end of the decade, the two groups in effect

exchanged sides and the Nation, assuming a more radical posi-

tion, accused the Teachers College group'of timidity and

conservatism. After the break -up of the Popular Front, of

course, the liberal journalists and the Frontier group became

practically indistinguishable in their educational and

tical policies

On November 8, 1939, threa months after the Nazi-Soviet

pact, the New Retsublic produce :'l its twenty-fifth anniversary

issue. The fact that William L. Kilpatrick wrote the article

on education for this number mi4y be taken as a conveniew::

symbol for the reconciliation af the journals a the Frontier

group. Kilpatrick's article, -The Promise of Educatipn?'

specifically rejected the educational patterns ;3f "Germany,

Italy, and Russia, wita theil: teaching of totalitarian ideas."

The author insisted that the schools should teach it young

to analyze controversial issues, but that they should avoid

the imposition of ideas:
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If, then, we believe in democracy we shall avoid
indoctrination. The rural individualism of the
nineteenth century hardly fits into our industrial
twentieth century. Democracy 'too must undergo con
tinual review and perhaps revision. There is no
other safe rule. Democrai, to be itself, cannot
indoctrinate even itself.'

V

The above discussion of -the relationships of the New

Republic and the Nation_ to the student movement and to the

Frontier arbup of educators should help to round out somewhat

the general picture of liberal journalism and education during

the 1930's. It should also make clear that all of these issues,

from financial questions of federal aid to-ideological disputes

over indoctrination, were deeply inter-related. One could,

of course, go still farther afield and broaden he discussion

to include other educational issues of the period. One could

note, for example, that although the journals did not entirely

abandon theiv interest in the internal workings of the pro-

gressive schools, they did cease to give them the enthusiast

-=

attention which they had lavished an them in the 1920's.
3

4Kilpatrick, "The Promi.se of Education," New RpL c,
101 (11/8/39 - Part II), 57%

33For journal treatmem. o.E progressive edu aticn during
the decade, cf. the followir.g: Bertrand Russell, "Free Speech
in Childhood," Nation, 133 (7/V31), 12-13; "In the Driftwaye"
by The Drifter* i4-allan, 133 (12/23/31), 698-9; also the re-
views o..k. W. B. Curry's Educe;. pion in a Changing World: Louis
J. Halle, Vation, 140 (6/12/35,, 692-3; Evelyn Dewey New

Republic, Ig1r0'`30/35), 341, Curry was headmWter-orm.-
Dart.ng tors Hallo the English school founded by Mr. and Mrs.

Leanord Elahirst. Mrs. Elmhif:st was the widow of Willard
Stn4ight, and vms still subsidizing the New Republic.
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One could consider the journalists' interest in the educa-

tional and cultural potential of new mass media like radio.34

But none of this would change the essential picture in any

substantial way. One would still be left with the central

elements which have been outlined above. On the side of con-

tinuity, we have the liberal journals still looking to the

schools to turn out individuals who could contribute to the

building of a better society, still hoping that educational

institutions might become centers of creativity and innova-

tion. But even in this there was a change in tone, if not

of essential content. During the preceding decades the

journal's, like Dewey, had generally relied on blolocical,

evolutionary metaphors in describing the role o2 the school.

Now, in addition to talking of education in terms of growth,

liberals could write of it in more explosive, violent terms.

The editors of the Nation, for example, declared in 1938

that "education is the only szle dynamite that histoxy has

revealed for blasting away the obstructions of the past,

the only sure method of consolidating for the future the

gains that may be made in any period."35

There is continuity also in the willingness of liberal

journalists like Bliven, Xicchwey, Lovett, and Alvin Johnson

to become directly involved in the activities of the new

Cf. Editorial, "On the Air," Nation, 132 (2/11/31)i
146; Editorial, "The Radio and Educati.crTx7r New Republic, 63
(8/13/30), 357-8; Editorial, "Who Owns the Mr" Nina', 3.39
(8/22/34), 201.

35
Editorial, "Three Ills Beleaguered," Nation, 147,

(7/9/38), 33..
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student organizations. In the 1920's journalists 1/P--.1 been

eager to give their time and talents tc the new worker schools;

now a few of them, at least, made a simklar contribution to

the student movement by serving on advisory beards and by

blessing the students' journalistic and polemica endeavors.

.But more impressive, perhaps, are the contrasts between

the journals' ed!xational positions of te 193C's and those

of the earlier periods. The shattering impant of the De-

pretsion had yeakened the journalists faith in the American

economy and had given a new and sometims stridez.t class-

consciousnesv to much of their writing. The edi':1rs were

less willing to seek areas of compromise between :tntrenchod

conservative groups and-deprived minori:ies. They were more

interested in marshaling the combined power of the rarioue

depressed elements of the population - lacludinc itzdents

and teachers - and in building these int) an effer,q.ive poli-

tical and economic force.

This change of emphasis had obviols effects o/ the educa

tional material carried by the journal;. It encouz:ged the

shift from conccrn with the internal, :urricular proUems of

education and directed attention towald external: po2..tical

matters. It led tcf a de' emphasis on wItat teachers ani studens

did in the classrom, and to detailed inalysis of the:: activi

ties in he union hall, at conventicnsnd on the pi'ket line.

It came, in short, to a politicizing c) the education dis-

cuasion jal the jownals. During '.he 120's, Crcly in particuli
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had emphasized the necessity of permeating political and social

institutions With educational goals and processes. Now, in

the 1930's, the pattern tended to be reversed. The journals

countenanced the politicizing of teacher and student organiza-

tions and even, for a time, the subordination of their

educational goals to the needs of the united front with the

Communists.

What really seems to have been at work here was a temporary

shift away from the Deweyan educational mainstream on which

the ti2E2euiE2242 had navigated since 1914 and the Nation since

about 1918. Dewey had consistently maintained that while edu-

cation was partially an instrument of social qoals, it was

also a shaper of such goals. That is, educational institu-

tions should go beyond their roles as tools o b.:oader com-

munity interests, and help in the formation (.3.f general social

objectives. But for a time in the mf.ddle and late 1930's,

the liberal journals seemed to de-emphasize this fundamental

function of education.
36

In their effort to build and main-

tain a political alliance on the left they permitted the use

of teacher and student organf.zations for primarily political

ends.

Dewey resign ::d from the New Republic's board of con-
tributing editors ia 1937. (his-name last appeared on the
masthead in the isf;ue of May 12, 193' ?; v. 91, p. 6). It is
not known whether !le resigned because of disagreement with

. the journal's popuLar front policies. However, he did re-
main on the board of Common Sense, which was not a united
front journal.
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This was, however, a rather temporary aberration. The

Hitler-Stalin pact exposed the dangers of the popular front

policy, and the ensuing war and its accompanying prosperity

revealed * viability and strength in the American economy
4.

which was surprising to American liberals. When America

entered the war against Fascism and Nazism, liberals found

themselves at long last "at peace" with their fellow country-

men.
37 The Nation and the EA22220aLc then found it as

natural as gravity to dove back into the pragmatic, demo-

cratic, Deweyan educational tradition to which they had adhered

for so many years.

4/This ironic concept comes from the title of one of
Donald Fleming's lectu:-es in American IntellectuA. History
at Harvard: "florid War II: The Inellectuals at Peace."



PART V: CONCLUSION

Chapter Sixteen: The Schools from the Outside"

This study opened with the year 1914 - at the high noon

of the Progressive Era, and ended with America4s entry into

World War Two. The twenty-seven years surveyed incAuded a

major war, a decade of Republican dominance, the Depression

and New Deal, and finally the outbreak of a new 6nd more

disastrous world conflict. These were obviously momentous

years for the world and for the United States; tley were no

less eventfUl for the liberals and educators with whom we

have been concerned.

Our purpose in this final clupter is to analyze briefly

some of the long-range trends, the recurrent issi.les, the funda-

mental comparisons and contrasts which arise oat of this studv.

Each of the previous sectifans has closed with a summary of

movements within the period covered. At this point it: will

be useful to shift to the next level of generality and attempt

some more inclusive assessments. In this secioa we shall

------7;;;;;;;TITT:itle of a New Rerublic
(1/30/15), 10-11.
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first review briefly the major topics considered in the

three preceding sections, and then summarize the major find-

ings .)f the research, with some attention to interrelation-

ships among the various conclusions. We shall close with an

assessment of the significance of some of the ccnclusions

reached.

I

It is appropriate to begin with a brief survey cif the

topics which have been considered in the preceding sections.

The study opened with an analysis of the general relationships

existing between American journalism - particularly the liberal

variety - and educational developments. It surveyed for the

1914-1921 period the two chief branches of American liberalism

and their divergent educational expressions. Then it analyzed

three educational themes which were al! particular significance

to the liberal journals at that time: the efficiency movement

in the schools, academic freedom, and education as a instru-

ment of reform.

For the 1921-30 period attention was given to the changed

political climate and the consequent liberal response.; to the

worker education movement; to the child-centeT:ed schol and

its anti-intellectual overtones; and finally, to the role

assumed by the Nation and the New Reoiblic in dnfending edu-

cation against attacks from various :30urces.
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The 1931-41 decade required the analysis of still other

topics: the leftward shift of American liberalism; the effects

of the Depression on education; the growth of teacher unions

and a militant student movement, both with seric-is problems

of Communist factionalism; and finally, the relation of the

liberal journals to the "educational frontiersmen" of Teachers

College.

Probably the most important finding of the entire study

is that which provides the theme for the 1514-1921 period: that

progressive education was not simply "the educational phase of

American progressivism writ.large."2 It was, instead, an ex-

pression of but one branch of progressivism. The two major

strands of American progressivism, at least as represented by

their leading journalistic voices - the Nation and the New

Republic - had quite significant differences of content and

emphasis in their educational views.

The older, more classical Wilsonian liberalism of the

pre-1918 Nation, although favorable to some educational re-

forms, was quite out of iympathy with Deweyan progressive

education. The Nation continually reminded its readers of tha

values to be found in traditional subject matter and pedagogy

and warned against the pragmatic and utilitarian dangers which

it saw in the "new education." The New Rea!ina group, on the

other hand, which included some of the most vigorous and

thoughtful proponents of Poosevelt's New Nationalism, was in

Cremin, Transformation, viii.
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nearly complete accord with the reformist strand of progressive

education. Crolv, Weyl, Lipprnann, and Bourne sought - like

Dewey - to make society more education-oriented and education

more socially-directed. This divergence was, of course, a

partial expression of two quite different philosophical posi-

tions. The members of the ny.21E2141is group were largely

philsophical monists ard pragmatists. They tried to reconcile

such dualisms as the ideal and the real, and the mind and the

body, and they subjected educational ,and other values to the

experimental test of social utility. Harold'Fuller and other

pre-1918 editors tended to be, on the other hand, dualists and

idealists. They were more inclined to keep separate such

dualisms as thought and action, and they sought to maintain

"standards" in education as in other areas of life. Conse-

quently they were less concerned about the possible irrelevance

of such standards, and of the carriculum generally, in the

lives of school children, Thus the 7j2t_EtexallE, in its edu-

cational views, promoted the fu: ion and interpenetration of

society, culture, work, and education, while the Nation empha-

sized the specific velea of eaeh of these aspects of life and

attempted to keep teem as sepaxate as possible.

The fact that he Nation'e 1918 shift to the new, more

activj,st, centralis.: liberalise was accompanied by an increased

sympathy for progressive educal ion provides, of course, addi-

tionlia evidence or the above finding. But it should be noted

that adherence to the "new liberalism" did not automatically
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connote support for all branches of educational progressivism.

Croly's liberalism - which had a strong esthetic and cultural

eleMent - was somewhat more acceptant..of the child-centered

school of the 1920's than was Villard's primarily political

liberalism.

Another conclusion of considerable importanve is that

American liberals, as represented by the post-1918 Nation and

the New Republic, were consistent tupporters cf a reformist

role forreducation, This position was evident in a number of

areas over the years and showed itself both in the trends the

journals opposed'and-iv those they supported. Both journals,

for example, resisted the efficiency movement in the schools

when it seemed to be tied to conservative and buEdness-oriented

goals, but were willing to use efficiency measures as tools

of democracy and social progress. Both resisted the :chap

separation of liberal aad'vocatio:4a1 studies, feering that

this would rigidify claus lines and retard social mobility.

Each journal supported workers' education as a means both of

promoting the reform of the labor movement and of making the

unions an instrument a broader reform.

4

This desire to mate the schoal an instrument of social

change naturally led the Nation and the New Repuklic to pro-

mote what they conceived of as a reformist currieulum Bdurne,

Dewey, Croly, Villard, and others encouraged schools to make

thorough and critical stedies of social trends sr: that gradu-

ates would be able to piecticipate in needed economic and
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political modifications. The journals thus recommended that

workers' schools go beyond technical subjects of short-term

value and study politics, economics, and other social sciences,

For the same reason Villard in the early 1930's encouraged

colleges to help their students analyze the causes of the

economic disaster which had befallen the country. And, as we

have seen, even the most avid proponents of the child-centered

school felt it necessary to claim that their graduates would

. be productive agents of reform.

This promotion of a reformist curriculum was not without

. its dangers, of course. It could easily have led the journal-

ists - as it did George 'Counts to propose the imposition cd

students of particular value systems and social goals. But

the Nation and the New Republic were remarkably consistent on

this issue, and avoided he advocacy of indoctrination ever

at their most radical stare in the 1930's. Perhaps because of

their experience in defenang the schools against conservative

indoctrination, the journals never succumbed to the temptation

to promote liberal counter-imposition.

Educational refomism was, then, one.of the areas of deep-

est consistency betwean '.he journals and across the three

decades included in this study. Closely related .:cs this was

a commitment to democ,:atic procedures in education. This was

but one expression of the journals' call for Brea`:. ;r democracy

in industry, politicsp and society generally. The journalists

deeply believed that individuals should have maximum control over
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their own lives and actions, and this was as true of students

and teachers as it was of workers and citizens. Thus the

journalists sought to liberalize and de-formalize school

curricula, and to gill's students more leeway to explore their

own interests. This same democratic impulse ptIrtially explains

their encouragement of those student crganizatians which during

the 1930's were agitating over their own grievances as well as

those of the larger society.

But this push fez' democracy in education was most markd

in regard to. teachers and professors. Harold Laski, Villard

and Croly all callee for greater representation of indtructors

in the government o American colleges. From its founding in

1914 the New Republic was a consistent and vigorous advocate

of organizations of educatorsr end after 1918 it was joined

in this conviction by the Nation. TEis belief expressed it-

self in encouragement for the American Association of University

Professors and in cccasional words of sympathy for the Nationa:

Education Association, but most often in active and forceful

support fof the Aslerican Federation 13f eachers . Even when

the journals acquiesced in the Commnist domination of the

A.F.Te, they did 50 in the name of democracy. Their vsim

commitment to dertocratic practi,zes was so strong that they

apparently had difficulty perceiving that a union; faction

could be using democratic processos for anti-democratic ends.

This belief in economic demot:racy, union democrat,y, and

educational demacracy was, of cot tae, part of a :i,arger pattern
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fa,

of social values in which power gradually substituted for per

suasion. Fuller's Nation, and even Croly for a time, hoDed

that necessary social change might come to pass througb the

ethical actions of business and politial leaders. On the

basis of such a theory, the role of journalists was to per-

suade such leaders to institute reforma, But Croly moved away

from this emphasis soon after the Newa9ublic was la-. =ache-1

and when Villard took over the Nation he drastically nodified

that journal's position on this issue. From that point on

both journals devoted more attention to encouraging depressed

groups - including educators - to organize and to apply poli-

tical and economic pressUre in their search for justice

A conclusion which is-at least suggested if not demon-

strated, by much of the preceding material is that educational

policy varied less on the journals than policy in other areas.

The journals never strayed far from the view that man was at

least partially rational, that his degree of rationality coule

be increased, that it could be turned to reformist ends, and

that education, broadly construed, was the instrument of that

purpose. The journals never devoted a special section to

education as they did to rolitics, foreign affairs, hookst

or the arts. The reason mly be, of coursee that education,

.as a separate subject, way not considered as important to

the intellectual readerah:i.p :;15 the weeklies as some of the

other fields. But part o! the reason also may be that agreG-

ment on educational matters was so fundamental that it requimd
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relatively little debate. Probably the liberal consensus

on education is more fundamental than that in almost any

other area. 3

One could, in fact, construct a rough chart of developing

journal opinion which would show startling changes of policy

on war, on international organizations, on Russia, on litera-
elL

tux's, and-on other, topics. But on such a chart, the pattern

for education would show much smaller fluctuations. Through-

out the period covered by this study (again excepting Fuller's

Nation) the journals have - with relatively minor variations

supported democratic, anti-formalistic, reformist, progresitive

education,

What did vary, however, more than the actual content of

educational policy, was the intensity of faith placed in

cducation. A theorem which oversimplifies a rather con plicated

picture would be: dependence by liberals on educatimi varies

inversely with political success. For example, as long as

the New Republic group enjoyed a relationship with power, as

represented by Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson, they had

considerable 'lope that politics would be the chief avenue to

reform. They., during the 1920's, when liberals were alienated

from dominant political forces in American society, they place;

increased hcpe in education as an instrument of progress and

social betterment, (This should not be read to dean that the

Cf. Rush Welter, Popular Education, especially pp. 1-6
on the larger American consefiiig-aration,
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222Etity of educational comment in the journals necessar:iy

increased during this period, although it may have. It is

intended only to indicate that decreased hope of political

success seemed to be accompanies . by increased dependen.ze on

educational means). Finally, during the 1930's, when th

New Deal - in spite of carping from the Nation and the New

Republic - was enacting much of the liberal program, progress

seemed possible without waiting for the slow processes of

education. Thus the liberal weeklies during the 1930~s put

more faith in immediate political action and relied less

completely on educational processes. As part of this process:

the journals also gave more attention to the political and

organizational activities of students and teachers than to

the questions of educational goals and curriculum which had

occupied them during the 19201s.

Another finding .of this study has been that many of the

liberal journalists took a fairly active personal role in

educational matter:. The preceding sections have indicated

that the editors and writers for the Nation and the New

Esep.ita continually expresses through these journals a deep

and thoughtful interest in educational developments. From

time to time we have indicate?' also that some of the *eople

included in this study took a more direci: role in education
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through teaching, founding educational institutions, sexving

on committees and boards of trustees, and writing for the

educational press. It will be useful here to summarize some

of these activities and to draw appropriate conclusions from

them.

It is important to note again that the term "libaral

journalists" includes people who were involved in the work

of the weeklies to quite varying degrees - ranging from the

nearly total commitment of editors like Croly, Blivenr Villard,

and Kirchey to the temporary and part-time contribution of

men like Dewey and R. M. Lovett.
4 Many of the contributing

editors were, of course, college professors, so were navoidi

ably immersed in the activities of higher education. But

numbers of them also had a strong interest in elemntary

and secondary education as well.

Recognizing, then, that "liberal journalists" can have

no standard meaning, we may return to the question of the

variety and intensity of educational participation by the

subjects of this study. Probably the most significant and

effective single example of such participation was the found-

ing of the New school for Social Research. As was noted in

Chapter Two, a number of persons associated with the journals -

notably Croly, Johnson, and Dorothy Straight - were ins-1;ru-

mental in establishing the school. The New School can be

looked on, in facts as the institutional expression of the

ANN

Cf. p. 62n, above.
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same reformist and socially educative intentions which found

their journalistic outlet through the New Republic,

The New School can also be seen, of course, as just one

outgrowth of the whole interest in adult and workers' education

which the journalists shared. And in this area a number of

the journalists, including Croly, Soule, Johnson, and Cari.i

Van Doren, participated as sponsors, administrators, or in-

structors. Eduard Lindeman, a New Republic contributing editor,

was one of the early leaders of the American Association for

Adult Education,

Some of the journalists participated in more conventional

educational activities as well. Oswald Villard was or a time

president of the school board in his home town of Dobbs Ferry,

N, Y. His interest in Negro education was shown in his

service on the board of of the Manassas Industrial

School and his work on behalf of Tuskegee Institute.5 John T.

Flynn, a New Republic contributing editor, was a member of

the New York C;:ty Board of Higher Education,

But probably progressive education, in its variety of

forms, attracted more directparticipation from these men

than any other educational effort. The 1931-32 list of offi-

Cers of the Progressive Education-Association included, for

example, the New contributing editor John Dewey as

honorary presiAent, and editor BrKca Bliven and contributing

editors Alv!n Johnson and Eduard Undeman as Advisory Board

MIIMINE.1111....14M11 1 ~N

5Wresnin, p, 33; also Flint Kellogg, "Villard and the

NAACP," Nation/ 188 (2/14/59) , 137-140.
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members. William H. Kilpatrick, Francis Froelicher,

Carleton Washburne - all of whom sometimes wrote for the New

Republic - were listed as honorary vice presidents. Bruce

Bliven also served on the Commission which carried out the

P.B.A.'s famous Eight Year Study of progressive school grad;A-

ates. Amid, as one might expect, the journalists some

wrote for the progressive educational press as well as for

their own weeklies. Bliven and Flynn, for example, ccptraLted

articles to the Social Frontier and Robert M. Lovett to Pro:

Education.gressive

Similar activity for other liberal journalists could be

cited, but the point has been mace; there was considerable

cross-fertilization between the fields of education and

liberal journalism. Educators like de Lima and Caroline

Pratt used the journals for communication with a liberal

audience; journalists like Bliven and Villazd took an active::

personal interest in various educational enterprIses; and

professors like Lovett and Rexford Tugwell became .:!ontr:.buting

editors of the journals and spoke through them on education

and on other subjectri One could hardly prove tkaat as

with the libera:. journals created an interest in educa-

tional matters; more likely the same reformist impulse under-

lay both the journals tic and educitional work of the people

considered above:

111saill11110

Pro ressive Edut:lation, 9 (Januory, 1932), inside front
cover; rerun, rairird.;..iiiti.on, pp. 232,252.
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It is, of course, possible that the phenomenon described

above is true of the personnel of most periodicals. Perhaps

journalists in general tend to find education a field of

particular interest. Or possibly this is characteristic only

of intellectual periodicals, regardless of their mlitical

slant. Only a fairly comprehensive comparative study eculd

settle this question, but it seems safe to assert that the

particular interests of the liberal journalists - in adult

education, workers' schools, teacher unions, student organiza-

tions, and progressi4e education - would not be duplicated

among other groups of journalists. Thir special cluster of

educational concerns would be most unlikely toaarise out of

any group not sharing the refoxmiit, "new liberal," activist

orientation of the personnel associated with the Nation and

the New Republic.

ra

We have seen that during a period of twenty-seven years

the Nation and the Net Reeub7:ic commented extensively and

thoughtfully on educational development: . They analyzed edu-

cational reality, tried to identify trends, and propoped

various policies. We have ke641Aalikr:hat some journal personnel

took a more active role awl participated directly in certain

educational organizations and activities. Our final question

must be: what was the significance of all this? Did the
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liberal journalists have any measurable impact on American

education or any segment of it?

When the question is stated thus, our answer must be

negative. One cannot measure in any precise way the effects

of the words and actions of these men and women. One cannot

re-run history without them to see if it comes out any

differently, As Penn Kimball has recently writtan: "One hay

to be wary when writing about so-called molders of ?ublic

opinion.77 But if olle cannot fird absolutely solid evidence:,

one can at least poiut out circumstances in which the journal-

ists seemed to have an effect, or in which people thought they

were being influenced by the educational material in the

weeklies. We can cite Bourne's :impact on A, W. Dunn; we can

note that Counts' au:ticles provoked responses from de Lima,

Alpert, and others; we can remember the vigorous reaction

created by Wechslef:'s "Twilight at Teachers College"; we can

remind ourselves of the steady flow of letters inspired by

the A.F.T. contrcversy, by Dewey's numerous articles, and by

Kilpatrick's educational statements; we may remember also the

voluminous correspondence occasioned by journal articles on

academic freedom. in all of these case: and others that might

be mentioned, the journals seemed to be "setting through" to

their readers. The? were apparently provoking thought on the

Penn Kimball "Modesty Was Not if Family Affliction," New

York Times Book Reliew (2/27/66) , 7;
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educational issues. If one cannot trace ideas directly from

the pages of the journals into :ten's minds and then into

visible social change, one can at least state that the week-

lies were justified in making the New RIEublies claim: "As

a journal of ideas we may contribute something to the formu-

lation of the tendencies and forces which do end in action."

Theodore Peterson has written: New ideas are essential if

society is not to stagnate. The minority magazine is an

especially suitable vehicle for introducing them, weighing

them pro and con and, if they have merit, feeding them into

the mainstream of thought."8 It is this role as creator,

transmitter, and evaluatcr of new ideas - in education as in

other fields - that gives the liberal journals some signifi-

cance in American education.

This takes a rather broad view of the utility of the

journals to education. But if one looks at the Nation and

the New Republic from the position of the educator, their

value lies largely in tle perspective which they can provide.

Educators receive commer,t and criticisra on their w4)rk from

a great variety of perioe.ical sqpre4es, of which three may

be mentioned here. (1) Professional journals, written by

and for educators, provide a quantity of often technical

facts and ideas, and giv3 essentially an "inside" view of

educational developments. (2) Mass magazines, generally

Editorial, "How shall We Vote?" New Re

(8/17/32), 4; Theodore Peterson, "The Ro e o

Magazine," Antioch ReI1.271, 23 (Spring, 1963),

ublic, 72
tae Minority
58.
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moderate or conservative in politics, provide an "outside,"

non-professional, non-technical commentary on education.

This commentary may be given in'a broader social context than

that found in the professidnal literature, but it often re-

flects a disinclination to modify the status quo in anyisignifi-

cant way. Mass magazines are limited in their role as analystt-

of education because they are usually only the mildest of

general social critics:. While able and willing to castigate

educators for their narrowness and for some of thelr more

obvious excesses, they are often unable or unwilling to call

attention to educational problems which are the expression

of larger social ills. (3) Liberal journals, however, are

outside both the world of the professional educators and of

the political consansus represented by most popular magatines.

This gives them a ixtrspective unavailable to either the pro-

fessional or the popular press.

During the 19:4-1941 period, the Nation and the New Re-

ul22.1x., as the foremost liberal journals played a useful

role in American education. They transmitted ideas and inform

tion between educators and political liberals, and at the same

time criticized many of the ideas which were being transmitted.

Had the journals served only as a pipeline for facts and

theories thoy would havo been exceedingly useful in building

political support for educational innovation an6 in keeping

educators aware of the Eocial coutext of their vork.9 But

Cf. Cremin, p. 357 and maim regarding journalism, lay

opinion, and education.
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they went well beyond this "pipeline" role; they continually

analyzed and evaluated the educational ideas and policies

which came under their scrutiny..

Those readers .of the journals who were not directly in-

volved in educational matters were thus kept informed of

developments in the field; thus political reformers were con

stantly reminded that education could not .be ignored in their

plans for social reconstruction. Equally important, educators

were constantly helped to see their wGrk in a broader context;

those who proposed a reformist role for education could, with

the help of the liberal journals, see more clearly both the

possibilities and the limitations of the schools as instru-

ments of creative change. The journals provided a continual

corrective to the easy, simplistic doctrine of some educators

that education was the key to social progress and reform.

It is abtndantly clear that the liberal journals had

only limited success in this role as conveyors and critics

of educational information and ideas. Because of their small

circulations, many who might have profited from the educa-

tional material in the journals were not reached.

But edatators welcomed the liberal journals as allies

in the struggle for academic freedom; progressives appreci

ated the support which the New Republic and the post-1918

Nation give to educational innovation. However, as has been

shown above, the journals were quite as willing to criticize

as to praise developments in education. In a 1915 article,
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"The Schools from the Outside,* the editors of the

gave clear expression to the position on which this study is

based. They claimed that educators, with their emphasis on

"constructive 'criticism," effectively screened from view any

really fundamental critiques of their policies or programs:

Educators, it is true, 'welcome fair criticism,'
and they have a fond belief that they get it
from one another in the educational press. that

in this mass of books and journals the
whole setting, language, philosophy are pro-
fessional. The very bases and premises which
the lay crittg wishes to criticize are taken
for granted.a°'

The editors' point was that educators, like businessmen ,

union leaders, government officials, or members of any other

group, were inevitably limited in their ability to criticize

themselves. They had great difficulty in getting beyond their

own assumptions and premises. What was needed - and this wae.

a role which the liberal journals attempted to fulfill - was

someone who could criticize the schools "from the outside."

That these journals were able to do so with insight and per-

ception may be partly ascribed to the fact that they were to

a degree alienated from mass society as well as outside of the

schools .1/

Editorial., New Rmik!:ic 1 (1/30/15), 10-11.

110n the need for educational criticism, see Paul Wood-

ring, YThe Role of Responsible Criticism in Educational Re-

form," The Education Digest, 31 (December, 1965), 1-4;
mortimerrErW7TENERBirkust Listen Closely," P-t.A. Delta

Kagan, 47 (February, 1966), 295-7; Grace and Frerrin-Tie:ct
n Criticism of Anticriticism," New York Times Plavezint

(3/12/62), 281 86.
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Walter Lippmann has written that "in a democracy, the

opposition is nZ: only tolerated as constitutional, but must

be maintained as indispensable." This is as true of opposi-

tion, minority, dissident journalism as it is of the strictly

political realm. If our major social institutions, the schools

and colleges among them, are to avoid rigidity - if they are

to retain the plasticity which will enable them to respond to

new needs - they will continue to require supporters who are

also critics. It is to the credit of the liberal Journals

that they have served both of these functions for American

education during much of this century.



APPENDIX

CIRCULATION FIGURES - 19t6-1941

Year New Reptiplie Nation

1914 Not listad
1915 Listed :gut. no figures 9t0C3
1916 16,060 9,535
1917 29,560 9,7E3
1918 31,200 8,467
1919 37,000 38,087
1920 35,000 Is 28 9c0`;
1921 35,000 30,5E4
1922 . 37,000 24,712
1923 No figures given 27,744
1,924 30,000 31,251
1925 30,000 30,303
1926 30,00C 30,713
1927 25,006 30,188
1928 25,00? 38,019
1929 12,004 37,991
1930 25,00) 37,127
1931 25,000 35,436
1932 25,000 35,409
1933 25,000 36,092
1934 25,010 35,649
1935 25,000 35,024
1936 25,000 38,147
1937 26,948 42,046
1938 27,140 37,904
1939 27,809 34,625
1940 31,120 37,005
1941 28,70:'. 33,169
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